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The origins a this Manual and the assoc ated,videatapes go back

'to the early.I970!s when growing,concrrn about- qUality of
'

economics.
. .

;instruction
_ .

brgan to surface among undergraduate- students and to a les er

agree among mem-hers. --Concurrent ly; "stti'an-d fult-ofetwilnotriles%

-ructors _ attetavtLng to meet this concern by-xperimenting with
, A

7 .

improvised, mall-scale'programs instructional- improvement' within the
_

.

own departments. Sensinethe,need and the ossiliirlities tie American
,

p

A.

- ,

tJ ...Economic Association's ComMittee on Econ6Mic Education and the-Joint

-Cayncil on Economic'EdPcation; launched a major program to improve

college: level ecanamics iastrucrion. 'The purposes of thio program were
,

to develop this Manual, around which teacher improvement programs could

be- centered, aid to institutionalize Le Cher improvement- programs in

major ph.}? . producing .economica:departments. The. Alfred. g. Sloan

Foundation generously-aireed to finance ris major" effort.

Commeneirigfn the prab-1 f dev ing effectiVe.tollege,economi.

the American Economic Assoc
,

iation meetings in Deem

Chairman' of the AEA Committee on Economic

Clearly, one cif themajor'barrierrto progress'is
'the heavy start-up' cost for, the individual teacher
and institutilin in esrahljshing a 4Sektil teach'er-

training compo*nt in graduate programs. We

propose,'- therefore, to develo0 a working model for

suq a, program that can 'be euflexibly adapted

to the varying'neards of--diftrent graduate economics
programs -= and to.mrace this "pilbt ptant° prograth

widely available td graduate departments....

There is,nn one.best way .to teach, or one 'best way

to teai.d teachers. The working 'model will thus be
modest and suggestive, adaptable for use 'by gradua

depprCments seminar. to TA's -pr in _other ways'.

drat stee.i develdPing 0 variety of °working models" or
.

programsi- an intensive two-week program involving facut

L. Bach,, "An'Agendz fen Improving the Teaching
American Economic Review' 63 ¶May 1973), pp. 30-3128.
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...counry

chapters in t

effotta begu

rni mingtonfeeehce'is.

guest ealteia source

,

d universitiesniver ies throu

ity in August 1971. Most o

panying videdtapes resulted

hout the

the

from the

ne of-the contents of the 73 teacher

endix I, along with list the

articipants involved in

-ftt .

ar`tmeitrs launch4herr m tra

asp rt8 of the earlYitraining pi

meet iigs of the Ameiicari-Ekpnomi

described, and two ent iartif

eafter to help a numbet

g programs Three papers-

ere presented at the-D

ation,.one department-; spro

th

of conomics-

ants offer their evaluations.

As of 1938,- heie.a onalized, regularly,sched 1 d teacher

training programsfor .Ph .'l . tuden economics at a numbci

graduate .scho ls. These programs vary'con4iderably, depending.ot

they-comprise intensive two fir three day seasiona held

needs.

In some case

lately before the beginning ficlasses and devoted to the development

practice'Of specific skills aneejied by question writer exam graders

discusSion leaders in 6purses where the - course obj reading as gn-

planned by super-ments, and lectures have_Already been detetmined and

viing faculty members. In others they inVolVe_ semester-thng seminars

_ graded=edurse credit that eMphasizemll. aspects of the learning an

teaching -process,

who live

programs

assignment; others

experience. Still other programs are open to -an'y graduate students who

want to enroll, with 'perfo once in the program used as one ctiter.ion,in

selecting students for su equent, teaching positions. _A 11 t of the

ently instituionalized programs and some details about

ParticipselorOn'some programs is limited to gradual

mIrea_y been appointed as CeaChingassistants,mnd

are conducted prior to the beginning of the teaching

are conditc, edconcurientry with the'initial teaching

t

-- irrell R. Lewi4and William E. Becker; "The Teacher Training

program or.New Ph.D.s," Stephen H. Long, "On Teaching Teachers to Teach', "'

and Richard' h. Hansen, "One Participant's View of the Teacher Training .'

Program"'American Economic Review 66 .(May 1976), pp-229-239.



e.presented ,which hides sample aY,11abi

efferent
!

.-.. types -of programs:
.

everal forees have led to implementationion of these programs b the

tutiOns where they now exist._ Some the forces have ome from
r

.

"supply" side of.the market' where faculty 'membern, interested in

am for its" own sake, or needing i.t)because of their reapons ility

\- .

instruction in large principles u e have established their own
.

programs.- Others have come fromithe'"demand" side 6f the market, particu ar

now that Competition;lof teachingloba has increased andthb ability

teach means more at the margins to emploS,ers now than it might.have

a decade or more ago. Furthef, now that some of the :heavy initial

"startup" costs have been -reduced by' the development!Of prototype

models and specially developed trainAng materials, theway has bden

paved for a

It is,

reeult in a

further expansion of teacher training programs in economics.

of course, too early to tell whether these'efforts will

sustained long runWimprovement in undergradu teaching;

but 'there are some encouraging signs along with an increasing awarene

of-the very real: difficulties that must be. surmounted, if e.'ire to

increase substantially the amount of economics students

retain in their undergraduate courses.

We'hope that this Manual and-the associated video'tdpea!-Can

.n,significant cantribution to.this effort, and we weldome

criticism of our work. As Professor Bach noted et the outse ur

efforts, not only is there no one best way to teach economics all

students in all situations, neither is there any one best way, to train

economics teachers. Yet, as more experience and field testing develops,

:we hope occasionally to revise and improve these materials ir(such a way

that they.can serve as fleINte resource for universities that wish

tq establish tfaining programs in the teaching of economics.

We want to acknowledge

'development of t

G.

eta

The. 1972 AEA Committee

he contributions ofmany
a

to the

on Economic Education whose,Members,

Bach, Kenneth 4!--Boulding MarAiall Colberg, Harbld F. Willi



nti

Rendigs Fels and especially Arlen C. seised the initiative in
,

developing the proposal for the Sloan Foundation.."

G. 'L. BEich,,Ptanford,Univerai
/

James M. Buchanan, Virginia Polytechnic

Juin, Rendigs-Fels, Vanderbilt-Uhivartrrty the-II-ate-R. A. Gordonl--

nneso and Corge J. Stigler, Univel-Sity of dhieago,whe Served as 1

lniVqrst_y of Califlernia,lBerkeley; Walter W. Heller, University of
6 ,

of

i

lliS lngitiOhed economists- for-this project.
..

the Advisory B

'Darrell R.

PlannineCommittee _

jer,Thow at the University of

e is_ and Aller4C. Kelley who served with us on the

the 1973, summer conference.

-4fornia-San Diego who

did a superb job o ngeizing artd managing t an1973 summer conrece,
),-

1, A A
i

_

continued working-w th Us Ater the ,
nference and co-authoild,chapters

14 and-15 of thiS:Manual.
ie

The speaker's, reso irce persons
/

or spending two mid7su rier weeks 1.1looming n ere we leaxnemuch

from trying to'belptheM pen more aboutte in
,rte

pag cipants at conference

The manygroups the
_ . A

tonal meetings and ins

programs, where. in

ee of us havespoken

utional or departmental teacher-- pr vement,

y yalu blQ icisms and comments have been- orfet d.

o at ver us pofe-s--:-,

The economies faculty members at. various institutions,who have

,given 'us the benefik .of (their experience operating teactting

progrnms Iparticular Elisabe'thdAllison at Marvard Univnr

-ur vat- us assistants and:secretariq aracing them Lbu Ann Kafter,
P')

and Debby Verbick whb helped immeasurably in gytti.ng the Manhal
*

T.
t9gether an'd typed.

,;s

,
/ And finally, the Stoat' Foundition,,-the Joint C r uncil on Ec&omic

.----- -.

id cation,Pand the AEA Committne on. Economic iducation,for their p-tiencel

ing' s long fqr the Manua and taus tsr reach their

I



INTRODUC31011.

nders, Arthur Ls, ;:JAsh, Lee Hansen

Effective

'best of circumstances. For the g- raauate udentinstructor whether he

t(

shk be called,an associate insti ctOr (AI), a teaching assistant (TA),

a= discussionleader (DL), or Whatever, the siAtchirom student to teacher
r , o

often a particularly difficult The purpose of this Manual is

to help graduate student instructors do p more effective in.what-
.

ever teaching role they perform, ' Beyond this, we hoPe that tike Manual will
. ,,.

be of assistance to new as well as experienced eollege.teschers
,

in economics who seriously want to improve their effectiveness in

helping students'learn
-4

We take student earning to be the goal of college, teaching

see the teachar's one in which he or she organizes ,and
.

N , -
. . .

!manages the ,eyailable reso rces 'in
. .., .

enhanced. So. conceived, ettive teaching

eaching at the college lev61* is no easy task under the-

such a wad that student learning

nvolves much mo than

what goes on, in the classroom itsTlf.ISpecificatioi of course Objectives
,'

course planning, sequenOng,of Anstructioal content, and effective

tec-ting and evaluation are crucial factor in-*studentJaarning that a
ega

often not- readily apparent the casual bserver, -.Within the class

y of."4tyles'are compatible with effective"room itself, a-var

teLhing. There'

universally by a

no sic gle onabestTlay teachdthat can, be adapted

achers it-van situations. Each instr'uctor must

expo Nment; modify, and 'adapt until-he or she.---aiscovers the classroom

styPe.hey are the mos comfortable with:.in diff rent situations. We

WelieVa, hawt er, elePerimenting, modifying ndoadapting tak
.

,i. I. ,
q ,

pliCe within, the road framework of a general systemslmodel far
F.

edueaeional pl nnivg, instruction, and evaluation.
=.

i l lus t to in figure 1 shown onkPage 2. -.%

A SYSTEIMODEL \
_

illkAs basic systems model care be'emplo ed to discu

cureiculum\.'ehe cueticulum of a particular department,

of one
,

two, or three terms length,
, N

course,' We will use the model; to discuss a course,

dontext Thl which most beginning-instructors are likely.
i(

Such a model. i

a single

ent,i

a Particular course

college

since this is the

to be involved.



.Figure.

Systems Model'ecit'Educ

Planning, Ina ructidii, And:Ev'ah luetion,

CNS RAINTS.

GOALS

DATA COLLECT`(

*Analysis of Exam
Performance

*Videotaping and
servation

Student
Evaluations `

Needs. Ohy should a college student `take a particular course in

economics What are the student needs that-havetb should

a persgn who successfullytcompletes this course be able to do aC cannot

be done by a person who
0
does not successfully complete this cour,Se Too

often little attentio n is given to the broad purposgs o't pa ;titular

courses in'tetms of the needs to'be met. If the instructor 'ca not- ident y

.

.

some,inportant unmet needs, there is little justification fiire 'rig'

a course-. If sow important` unmet needs 'can be iden led:: these needs
0 .i.

,

can and should'be translated ittb speeificed course uals..
. ,

tbals. Goals
4.-

re broad e_ -nts or- generalizations about what

---*- . .

,

is to be accoMplistied. They prov the focus and direction for, more
..)0

.

detailed course planning.' The goals can reflect
.-- :

gburse content an4 student avitides.

concerns about both

Objectl46. tObjectives ares'pecif statements that help one-

determine Jiether or not course goals haye keen rAached, Each goal-
, _

iri
thatspecified fini ciaur.se may have a series objective5 that are sr,(,c

P
to that, goal. When-each of thoseobjectiverhag been-a-Ofeved there tin

be assurance-that-the goal has been reached;



1

Constraints. No teacher can ever,accompliqh all that he or she

would like toacComplish. Resources are limited.- The existing

constraints imp d time, equipment, and other activities wean

that bourse goals, 'coilIrse objectives, and instructional strat gies

must be fashioned in a reblistic manner tit considers the nature

these constraints.

Planning and StrateuSelipn. Once course objectives have been

realistically deterMined in light ofexisting-constraints,,,lanniney

involves determining the mosteffective way to help 'students' reach the

prescribed objectives already deblopeU. This involvek selectieg

appropriate material, sequencing the material, and determining the

.moht appropriate teaching methods and instructional strategies for

attaining various objectives.

Implementation: The actli_l implempntation of instruc onal plans

in the Classroom is: whit is ally.,ealled "teaching..". As ,already,

4poted, what goes: on. in the c aroom is only, the visibly tip of th

iceberg- -there must be a solid foundation of planning and preparation,

underlying classroom presentations, even if the faindation is not always

visible. The actual presentation of material through lectures, discussiona,

or other methods is an important task that a good teaeher'should

monitor constantly thrmrgh data andAfeedback gathered, in a variety of ways

Data. The data collected to evaluate a course can come from the

.
comments by 4:olleagyes 'ter associates on statements of course objectives,

assignment sheet, exam materials, homework'problems, and classroom

Da-th can be collected from students on how well they perform

on exams and other assignments, and insCructors can solicit sydene
0

'comments and opinions Onan31\of 3 number of.different Evaluation'

,'Iuestionnairea. Finally, and,perhaps most helpful of_all in "improving
=

clasproom performance, instructors CarCwatch videotapes of their behavior

in the classroom. The main purpose' of collecting data ,from these

source :1- is to obtain feedback for modifying and improving one's performance

in the goals, objective,s, planning, and implementation atages of the

learning-teaching prpcess.



Evaluation. This is an.on going process that relates baCk to each

component of. the systems model shown in Figure 1.

This syitala model may seen soniewhat artificial or abstract to a

begintri-ng-instructor Or-it-may-seem-to represqnt-simple-commoA-sense.

. In either case, experience indicates that serious mistake can occur and

poor teaching result when instructors do not take a broad, systematic,

and continuing look, At the learning-teaching procesal - Not seeing,:thA

fores
te

for the trees is an ever present danger as we sometimes become

obsessed with "covering" the material. What material? In what way? For

what. purpose?

dSING THE MANUAL

Each chapter in this Manual is organized along the lines suggested

by themodel just discussed. The format includes a statement of "needs,

"goals," and "objectives,".followed by a skeleton outline of the ma iu

points covered in the chapter. A summary list of highly pracsical "Do

and "Don'ts'!,-a brief list of references, and some learning "exercises'

are provided at the enct,of most chapters. In addition, Table 1 beginning

on Page 5 gives suggestions about how the video tape material de _ibed'

more fully in Appendix 111 can be used in conjunction with the written

materia; provided in this Manual?

We recognize that each teaching situation generates its.-ow unique

set.of needs and constraints, and we have tried maximize the flexibility

with which the. Manual can be used. :Individual iapters do not have to

be used in sequential order. Indeed, we have tried to provide a "blend'

of resources and suuestions that can be adapted and used in arietyof

different situations. To provide further help, Appendix II includes

information about several difTerent teacher training programs that should.

be useful to anyone perplexed about how to organize a program. As already

rioteCtipperullxincleacribesarevideotaesmentioned in Table 1 and

provides prices and ordering information.

We believe that the "live" character of e vi eo tape:mate i-al adds

an important dimension. that is difficult to convey in written' form, and

we encourage readers,of this Manuaito consider strongly the' possibility

of experimenting with at least a few of these tapes. Readers should
.



unde -stand
.

ever, that most of these tapes are not prow Jeesionally

made. They were produced as .a byproduct o -a:0e other activity, with the
. ,

eir reLresult_t_hat_thclinicat sandrds' are 'o f ten Idwr. On the other hand,
4

they possesi an authenticity and spontaneity th) at we think overcomes

their technical shortcomings.

We should add that anyone, in chargelof organizing a teaching

has an obligation4o preview the tapes; thisprdgraM using video tufts

obligation goes beyond an

material assigned to,theit students because

viewing the

instructor's normal obligation to read written

in contrast to written

apes will have WO accessmaterial, none' of the students

them befo ehand.,

ri

suggestions fo'r usingJREalff2LEILLY!E2

Theke are-many possible ways of using thevideb tapes described`

in detail in Appedix III. The.table

summarizing how the tapes are related

and suggesting how the tapes might be

chapter.

below may be helpful in

to the chapters of the Manual

used in conjunction with each'

Manual Chapter Tape .Numbers and Titles,Chapter

1. IntrodUction #5 UniversityAf
- Michigan'
Teaching Fellow
Trigger Tapes

'ions on How to Use -Tapes

The sort episodes art,useful
for discussion in a coneinuing
seminar or in a short training,
session They might be:used,
"before" `and "after" the
seminar or training session
because theYAnovide partici-4
pant8 an opportupity to apply
what they have learned'inthe
.vAtioueepisodes.- Allow ample
time for discussing each episode.
.To use all of thein in one session.-
is, probably excessive, so .selection

at pre-planning is important.



6 ,

Manual Chapter Tape Numbers and Titles ions- on How to Use Tap±

1. Introduction PI9 interpersonal .Although this tape Was'devel-
Communication aped for use with Chapter 15
,Skills 0 of this Menualt4p:two - '

episodes can alSo provide
a starting poitit for discus-
sing a'variety of important
teaching topics such as grad-

.
ing, instructional objectives,
and course planning.

12, 1119 See preceeding and subsequent
suggestions on these tapes.

'4. Instructional, 114,
Objectives

5. Lecturing' MIftLecture on

LectUring

#7 An -Introductory
Classroom Lecture
on the Price
Elasticity of
Demand

#8 Tips on Delivery

119 Preparing Your
Section

1110 Specific Delivery

An oral presentntin of .most
of the points covered ,in
Chapter'5'which illustrates
how the authorpractices-wh t
he preaches. Should be '

viewed prior to seminar
session but after reading.
Chapter 5.

Shows author of Chapter, 5
trying to practice what he
preaches in an ec nomies
lecture. Best usld in
seminar to trigger discus-
sion on effectiveness
of lecturing techniques.

Suitable for short training
session; optional for seminar.

Suitable for short training
session; optional for seminal.

Suitable for short training
Skills session; optional for seminar.

#11 The $10 Bill

6. Discussion 112 Leading Discussions

#4 Effective Grouping
Techniques

Useful in a seminar to il-
lustrate ways of motivating
students in lectures.

Useful'for viewing prior to
seminar meeting to obtain
general background on discus-
sion leading

Useful for viewing prior to
seminar meeting to learn how
grouping techniques can
enhance discussions.



nual Chapter Tape Numbers and Titles

6'. Discussion #12 Discussion and
Instructional
Objectives

#14 Discussing a
Simple Case

#15 Dilcussing a
Policy. Case

416 Practice in
Discussing Cases:
A Simple Case

#13 or'Audio Tape--
Adam. SMith on
"Natural Price"

10. Planning an #20 TIPS

Economics
Course

11. D velopment
and Eval-
uation
Videotape

12. Course and
Instructor
Evaluation

#17 Videotape Feed-
back for Economics
Instrustors

1 Observing Teaching

Suggestions on How to Use Tapes

Helpful in showing how to
relate discussion topicsand_
questions to the achievement
of particular instructional
objectives.

Especially useful in pre=
course session if the "case
approach"'is to be used

Also, valuable for seminar

presentation to illustrate

case approach and how to

discuss cases.

Especially useful' in,pre-

course training session, or

in followup meeting s'eral
weeks later if the " e

approach" is used. Also,

valuable for seminar
presentation to illustrate
discussion of policy cases.

Optional; for viewing

individually.

Useful to listen to after

reading Chapter 6. Appro-

priate for seminar meeting

or for pre-course training

session.

Useful for viewing prior to

seminar meeting which
considers course planning
and the role of innovations

in course design.

Useful for viewing prioi to

seminarameting to comple-
ment reading of chapter on

Minnesota system.

Useful to,view in seminar or

training session to serve as

a springboard for discussing

how people can improve their

teaching. Also useful to

faculty supervisors who must

observe and evaluate younger

instructors..,

#17
See suggestions above.



Manual Chapter Tape Numbers end Titles

13. Teaching # 3 Media in the

Aids Classroom

The $10 Dill
(color version)

14. Micro- #18 A Microteaching

teaching Session

15. Inter-
personal
Communica-
tion Skills-

1119 interpersonal

Communicatiqn
Skills

ugef:tiona on How to U apes

Useful for viewing prior to
seminar meeting.,

Useful in seminar for,showing
how effective media presenta-
tions can be.

Helpful in introducing the
concept.of microteaching

'and"how it can be used.

Useful for generating discus-
sion about dealing with the
attitudes of students and
instructors toward each other,
the course, apd specifically -

towffrd exam results.

As indicated in the prefaCe, We hope to occasionally revise the

material in this Manual in response to user suggestions, and it is ciu

likely that additional video tapes will be developed. Persons want

to keep informed about revised or additional material are encouraged to

address quiries to:

Chairman, Committee on Economic Education
American Economic Association
1313 21st Avenue South
Nashville, Tennessee 37242

Director, College and University Program
Joint Council on Economic Education
1212 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036



Chapter 2

ECONOMICS COURSE CONTENT

Lei Hansen, Phillip Saunders, Arthur L. Welsh

NEEDS

The famous recipe for rabbit stew that begins "First catch a rabbit.

underlines the primacy of knowledge of the subject matter before one can

become an effective teacher. 'Despite the importance of subject matter

/knowledge, however, we will not have a great deal to say about economics

se_ in this Manual. The subject matter topics selected for "coverage"

in any particular course or teaching unit will depend on the needs to

be met, the goals to be achieved, and the constraints that exist in

particular situations. Since most users of this Manual are likely to be

involved with introductory courses in college economics, and since the

\ content of the:introductory course is a subject on which a great deal

has been +written we believe that a brief non-prescriptive-summarywritten,

of some of this material might save many beginning instructors from the

need to reinvent the wheelin this area.

COALS

The goal of this chapter is to provide a concise annotated reference

guide to-much of the material that hhs been published in the area of

introductory economics course'content in the hopes of stimulating

beginning instructors to think for themselves in this crucial area.

OBJECTIVES

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter you will be able to:

a) identify two journals that regularly contain articles oh economic

course content.

identify two books or paMphiets on economics coarse content that

have been published since 1975.

- 9 -
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AFFECTIVE OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter it is hoped that you will respond by

actively reading at least three of the references annotated and use them

as the foundation, for thinking more abut the economics content of the

next course you teach.



(
ECONOMICSCOURSE CONTENT

OURNALS AND PERIODICALS

American Economic Review, Papers and Proceedings, issued every.May.

For over two 'decades the American Economic Association has

devoted at least one session of Os annual meetings to a pt6gram

organized by the AEA Committee on Economic Education. -Several, the

Tapers at"these-sessions have dealt with the content

course including the following:

K. E. Boulding, J. G. Gurley, and W. Hansen, "The Principles Courses
What Should Be in It And Where Should It Be Going,-"'American Ecorsoiie

Review Prop., 1975, 65, 428 -437.

1 BoUlding suggests that we refocus attention from the teaching'
of economics to the learning 'of economics by students, and calls
for the creation of more "cognitive dissonance" between, the
teacher and students.

11

the introductory

Gurley commente'on tine notable lack of attention in -contemporary
economics principles courses to Marxian economics dhd the frequent

errors discovered when Marxian economics is treated.' He' laments

the preoccupation with the tching of economy thebry, Preferring,

instead a greater attention 6, the application of a limited
body of theory to real world situations, as ,exemplified in the

recent development'oUcase studies.

Hansen reviews some' recent major changes in the teal ins of

the principles course in ec _omics and attempts to identify some

of the forces accounting fdr these chinges. He notes a growing

disenchantment with courses centered around,massive textbooks;

and indicates that a greater number of instructors are designing

courses to'achieve the . goals they prefer to emphasize in their own

teaching.

Rendigs Fels, "Developing Independent Problem-Solvin Ability in
Elementary EcoporA -" American Economic'Revie Proc., 1974, 64
403-407.

Fels-makes a persuasive argument for attempting to train
students to analyze ecenomic'policy issues for themselVes.

. He
suggests concentrating attention on a limited number of economic
concepts and princip 'ies, shifting the focus to a, case approsich,
and providing students with a standard procedure for analyinOind
wriping,up cases of the kind that can be developed. out of current
newspaper articles.



Michael 'Zweig, "Teaching RadiCa4 Political 'Economics in the ntroductory

Course", American'Economic Review, Proc., 1972 62, 434-438.
_7 .7

9

Zweig describes certain principles of radiCal economics and

indicates how they can be introduced into a, one semester princi-
)

pies course that also deals with some of the conventional material

-of micro- and'imacroeconomics Some preliminary evaluation material
for such-an experiment at the-State University of New York at

, A

Stony Brook is also presented._

R. CEdwards, MacEwan, andrehe staff _ .Social Sciences 125, "Radical

Approach' o 'EcOnomics: Basis For A New American

Economic_ 1,970, 60, 352-A39.

The paper draws on the expe4nce of the Social SCiences 125

Course at Harvard University in an' attempt to outline a radical
approach to 'economics and to suggest How several importanti
social problems might be dealt with in that framework. Paul' M.-

)Sweeny, Phillip Saunders, and John R. Coleman (pp. 376-39).alsp
offer comments on this paper.

-
Ben W. Lewis, "A Retrospective ook At Undergraduate Economics ", American

Economic Review, Proc 70,.60, 370-375.

A former chairman of the AEA Committee on Economic Education .
gives a highly personal and highly eloquent plea for a policy

oriented introductory coarse built around "the great recurrent
theme" of opportunity coat.

2. ,journal of Economic Education, issued two times per

This journal began pphlication in 1969 to provide an outlet for the

burgeoning research on the teaching of economics at all levels. The

articles cover a wide range of topics, many of which are relevant to a

College or university teacher. In addition to the regular issues of

the Journal, a 'project to develop alternative approaches to the teaching

of introductory college economics has resulted in the publication of a

series of special issues of the journal that'inelude syllabi 'and eval-

uation material for recently developed or-modified introductory courses.
.

The aPecial'Issue published to date ane

R. H. Leftwich and A. M. Sharp, Oklahoma .State University, "Syllabus foram

'Iasues Approach' to Teaching Economic Principles", Special Issue

Nd.[1, Winter 1974.

Rendigs Peps, V4nderbilt University, "The VanderbiltJCEE Experimental
Course in Elementary Economic Special Issue No. 2, Winter 1974.

19



Barbara and Howard Tuckman, Florida Stat

Effective Principles Clas

Spring 1975.

iversity, "Toward a Mora
ecial Issue No.

Phillip Sannderp; Indian1:-UpiversitY,,"Experlmental:Course 4

ment in inteadn y Economicsaf Indi na Univeraity",

Special Issut No. 4, Fall 1975.

change Magazine, "Report on Teaching 3",. Vol. 9, No..1, ary 1977.

This-special issue of.Change; one of six dealing with iMproveJ

merits in undergradu teaching in' various disCiplines,.dpiails

Some of the most not*ew h new developments in the idaehing of

etonomics the introductdry_and some .cage:;) the, intermediate

level. 'Following G. L.,,BaA's brief survey Optembne, thexe are"

Well-irritten descriptions of Fels' case methodat Vanderbilt,

Allison's self-paced instruction program at ,Hrarvard Dolbear's

'computer simulation teaching' at Brandeis, the dg7sign, teaching; and
- k

management of large principles courses by Saun4ders at Indiana,t

Boulding'd social science approach at ,Coklorado; Paddn's PLATO

method at Illinois, the issues approach detrelopgd by LeftwiCh at

Oklahoma State, and the TIPS program originated by Kelley at -uke.

4. The Review' of dical Political Econdmica Vol.'6, N 4, Winter 1975

A special issue devoted to the .teaching of introductory

economics and to social reltions in the classroom. The thrd

articles on the content ofintroductory economics courses are:

Michael Meerpol, "A Radical, Teaching A Straight Principles-of

Economics Coursei'.

Robert Cherry, "The Ideological Bias of Traditional Theory".

R beet Buchele and William Lazonick, "Economics as a Social Science

Introducing the Capitalist Economy". .

-BOOKS, PAMPHLETS AND MONOGRAPHS'

1. W. Thee Hansen, G. L. Bach, James D. Calderwood, and Phillip. Saunders,

A Framework fOr Teachi-- cono-_cs: Basi Conce -ts, rnkt I,

er Curriculum Guide in Economics for the Nation's Schools.

,Joitt Council on Economic'Educstion, 1977, $2.50. (JCEE, 1212

Avende_of the Ameridas, New York, NY. 10036)

This is the most recent attempt t
to spell out the essential content

a group of economists

economics. The rep



lists 24,zMajor economics c-ncepts in additit eo the hroaci 1,

Concept ocecdho_i ti \t,ions, ?concepts of measurements

--

.. . .

and 10 opts o a on; The purpose of this report

I

is tdip_ de a c :atement,or framework of basic
economic .cbdc4pts to uie te development ,of' economics,
curricuitein'the nation's recollege sc ucli of

the contnt'is s4ualAy Applsicable to t1 beginning .college -

level course in ecOnomics. '

Kenyon-IA'. Knopf4 and James dr"Strauss
tart Economics: Holt, Rinehart,_ and 960..

.Though now somewhat dated, most of the,
,thiac'yoiume'remainwtth us .today,.

La4ance E. Learner, The Ec nomi®t as leacher. Monograph C-13 Soul

'Western Publishing bmpany,

1.1sues discused, in

These informal essayp are. design -d to stimulate interest
in and thought.aboht out rolQ ap c- lege tend of economics.

They deserve to be d,by teaching .economists hether Begin -_

ning teaching ihsist t or- experienced full pro essorteand

the author believes t at they might well,providethebas,is
fora seminar on Oconomics-teachin-

Handbobk foreollegf-ahers of E.conomicS,
Department of Economics% SUNY-Binghamton, 104, and A Calide
to the Selection of 'Colle e lntroducto Economics textbooks,
Department of Economics, SUZY- Binghamton, revised periodically,
free.

These two re orts provide a way of classifying texts and
courses according to a scheme developed by Learner. While no
detailed' attention is given to concepts, as.in Hansen, et al.,
Learner does devote attention to phe various broad goals of
different introductory courses.' Included among the approaches

,listect,are: analytical or principles, problems Institutional
or descriptive, systems, historical, and political economic
ovoksocial philosophic.

Darrell is 'and Charles C. Orvis, Research Economic Educa-

tion. Joint Council on Economic Education 1971, $3.00.

'(JCEE, 1212 Avenue of the Americas, New Yo k, NY 10036)

This volume leads.off with a comprehensive'assay "Actual
and Potential Contributors of Recent Reseach in Economic
Education." , This is followed.bTan.excellent annotated
bibliography' of 133 papers, most of which were published'in
the bite 1960's. A surprising amount of ,useful. rese4rch

on teaching has been done by economiste,and a great
deal' more is underway. Annual updatings of new research
articles can be obtained from Professor William E. 'Becker,
Department of Economics, University of Minnesota
MinneaPolia, Minnesota 55455.
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Laisen-and Andrew T. Nap_ pi, Goals and Ob ectives 0 the

Introductory n Economics. Fed

eve Bank oL Minne_ olis, r976, free. (FRB, Minneapol

-esota 55480). 1-

The `papers collected ,ere examipe the introductOry
course _inn light 6f-the need for clearly defined educational
goals., The authprb and their papers are;

Campbell Connell; "Some Reflections pn the Principles
Lours

',Lauence E. a uilding a Phil6 -phy of Economic
Education'

G., L. Bach, should a Principies Course in Economics Be?" :

William E. Becker ani Craig Swan, "A. Student-Oriented, Real
Problm,Solving Approach in Fonomics"

.Richard H.. Leftwich, "Objectives of the Co__ e-e-level
o' Principles of Econbmics Course"

,

Bruce Johnstone and Darrel
and tIntroductory Collegiate Cpurse'in-.Welfare,

Economic

Lewis, "Curriculum,

7 Keith G. Lumsden, New Develoments in the .Teachin of Economics.
Prentice-Halir 1967, $5.95.

This 1966 volume marks the beginning of the most recent
efforts to expand the economic profession's interest in

and about the effectiveness of economics teaching. The

14 paper8 provide a useful review of past efforts and
indicate new developments in methods of teaching economics.

, Recent Research on the Teachii Economics.
Prentice - Hall', 1969, $7.95.

These papers presented in 1968 at the second conference PA
new developments in the teachihg of economics, represent a
notable advance, partichlarly in their emphasis on research.
The bulk of the 14 papers deal with evaluation and methodology.
A major concern in all the papers in with motivating and
stimulating students.

9. Arthur L. Welsh, Ed., Research Pa ere in Economic Education. Joint

COuncil on Economic Education, 1972, $5.00. (JCEE, 1212 Avenue

of = the Americas, New_York NY 10036).

Fourteen more p4ers,grawing out of summer workshops at
'Carnegie-Mellon and Purdue Universities build upon work,reported_
in the earlier Lumsden volumes. The papers cover a wide range'. of

topics such as.the use of texts, programmed instruction,
critical thinking, instructor effectiveness, and so on.
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LEARNING THEORY a

Phillip.Siunders*

NEEDS

sr

'
t peoqe would agree khat.how humans learn shcLild influence how

,teachers teact. Clbarly established "laws" or "prineiides" of learning

Would bean invaluable aid in. lanning, presenting, and evaluating instruc7

tion:.' Unfortunately, there is at present no single, generally accepted

theory of learning that can be'uped as an infallible guide to teaching,

Nevertheless; an understanding of what psychologists have discovered to

date about human learning should still be valuable for ihbee wishing to

make their teaching as effective as possible.

G00,1.3

The goal of this chapter is to-acquaint you,with the findings o

the major "schools" of learning theory that seem to have the most re4venee

for teaching,economics at the college level, and to offer some suggestions

as to how these findings might be used to help your students learn more

about economics.

OBJECTIVES

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVES
6

After reading this chapter you will be able to:

1. Identify the three major "schools" of learning theory in modern

psychology
g

2. State three general propositions about human learning that are agreed

upon by most psychologists today.

List two things that you might do to increase theqmotivation of your

students.

4. List two things that you might do to help your.etudents acquire new

knowledge.

Margaret Ji Peterson provided several helpful,comm'ents on en'earlier

version of this chapter. She is in no way responsible for any problems

that remain,in the present version.
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(Objectives continued)

5. List two things that you might do to help your stuientd rstain What

they have learned.

Explain in your own words why pmphasizing underlying concepts rather

than calculat ng rdles may help your students transfer problem solving

skills to new situations.

Restate in your own words the currently accepted explhnation of _why

visual aids can be a poierful adjunct to-your verbal presentations-

in haiping you udents remember important points.

Restate in our own wordds the reason why lecturers are encouraged to

make their main points, at the beginning and/ the end, instead of the

middle of *eir presentation.

AOFECTIVE OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter it is intended that you will value the import-
o

'anew of adapting your teaching methods to what is known about human

learning, and respond by specifically employing at least three things suggested

in'this chapter in your next teaching situation.



UTLINE OF MAIN PdfN

What is Meant by Le4rning?

Major,"Schooli" of Learning Theory

The Stimulus-Response-Sch-ol

The Cognitive-Structural t School

The Information Processing School

Some.General Accepted Propositions

Limited Capacity to Proceds Information

Importance of Prior Experience or "Learning.S

'Importance of MotivatInn

Acquisition

Advanced Organizers

Mode of Presentation

Feedback or Knowledge of Results

Recitation or Verbalization

Guidance

Retention

-Degree of Initial Learning

Repetition and Review

Serial Position Effect

Priming or Cue

Imagery Techniques

Transfer'

Stress on Underlying Principles

Concepts vs Rules

Summary

Do's and:Dont's

References

Exercise
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ING THEORY

4 21

Psychologists,' like.economsts,.plaaae a very high reg d on "pure"

opposed to "applfed" theory. They have, therefore, attempted to

deVelp "principles" of learning at the highest possible levels,of abatraC4

tidn without much concern for classrobm applications. The quest:fear

-tigerpus "scientific" controls has also limited much learning theory,

research animals or, if humans Are invoIved,-to somewhat contrived'
-

learnirig'exercises in laboratory 'situations usually involving lists Of

words or non-word combinations of consonants and vowels. In the 1919

nAennal:RmUIIIL4Ly41.2alaay, Gagne and Rohwer Atated: "Remoteness of

applicability to instruction, we note with'some regret, characterizes. any

studies of human learning, retention and transfer, appearing in the most

prestigious of psychological journals. ""

Since that time there have'heen an increasing number of attempts to

apply traditional laboratory findings to more typical human learningsitua-

tions with somewhat discouraging results. IWLthe 1974 Annhal Review

Psycholeal Wilbert 3. McKeachie n d:

"The past '2 years have been
attempt to apply raditioal principles of learning to

instruction. .

ones for those of us who

. . .what we psychologists took to be verities are principles

that hold only under limited conditions. . .

.those principles apply-Moet clearly to learning nonsense

syllables or to the learning of animals in artificial situations.

Meaningful learning is both more robust and more complex. ;

attempts at application haveforced us to confront the

nee for ways of classifying tasks and situations if we 97 to

geiieralize'fr4m laboratory findings to other situations.

In addition to the problett4 of generalizing from:the laboratory to

the classroom, there is not yet a single, generally accepted "theory of

learning to guide the learning experiments in modern psychology. 'Despite"

these Alfficeltiee, hoWever, there is enough agreement among the competing

theories and' experimental results to help identify some important variables

Robert - Gagne and William D. Rower, dr., "Instruc lila__ Psych-

ology", Annual Review of Psychology Palo Alto:

p. 381.

Annual Reviews, Inc., 1969Y,

2/ Wilbert McKeachie, "Instructional Psychology", Annua

Psychology (Palo-Alto: Annual Reviews; Inc. 1974), pp. 186-87.
Review
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and influences' in the learning process and to provide, some useful eugges

tione'fot helping college studente learn economics.

After offering a definition of learning and briefly describing the

major "schools" of learning theory today, this chapter will discuss Berne

generally accepted propositions about human learning-,--and-oti et- some-euggee-

tions about how ire might improve the acquisition,` retention, and transfer of

knowledge by Our students.

MAVIS MEANT BY LEARNING?

For the most part, definitions are neither right nor wrong, but-they,

can be useful, -or not useful, in any given situation.- While admitting the pos-

sibility and usefulness of many other definitions of the learning proces

I offer the following: Learning is the acquisition and rete t on of knowled

and habits of thou =ht in a we that them to be em useful

way afterthe initial exposure has' `been terminated. Learning in t is sense

takes ple0e when we gaiwan understanding of a process, situation, fact or

thing that'we did not pteviouslyTossess and when we can retain this under-

standing in a manner that,permits'us to apply, it to new situations Meier-

ally, this. definition contains three elements: acquisition' retention and

transfer. (We should prgbably.elao add a fourth element-Levalqation, or some

internal intellectual mechanism of checking to see if we have used our

knowledge in a sensible way.tyJudging whether or net we have made an

appropriate response or behaved in 4 plausible manner).

Gagne has identified and described five major categories of learning ,

outcomes which he labels: motor skills; verbal information' intellectual

skills; cognitive,stratiegieav and attitudes. And he. states: Not only do

these differ ,in the human performances they make possible; they' also differ

in the-conditions most favorable to their learning".
3/

If it is true that there-are different types of learning, it may not

be possible to develop a single learning theory that effectively encompasses

all of the different varieties of learning. Further, the work of the Swiss

psychologistJean Piaget indicates that humans move through different

3/ 80he0 M. Gagn ,':The.Condi ions Of Learning, 3rd ed (New York:

Holt, Rinehart and Wineton, 1977), p. 48.
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stages of intellectual development wherein the 'Modes of thinking are

distinctly different.--
/ Thus, the task of developing a single theory of

human learning that can be applied to all types of learning at all stages

o in equal development is a formidable if not an impossible, one.

To date, no such theory has emerged.

aIJOR "SCHOOLS" OF LEARNING THEORY

Two major "schools" of learning theories in modern psychology can be

labeled the "stimulus- response" theories and rhe cognitive-structuralist"

theories. And, in recent years, en "information processing" approach to

learning has emerged.

The Stimulus- Response School. This school focuses on learning ,as the

reinforcement of associations between overt.stlguli and responses, and

there is a strong emphasis on the direct observation of overt behavior.

The tents "associaitionists" and "behaviorists" are sometimes used to

represent the psychologists who emphasiie this approach to learning.

Teaching machines programmed learning are instructional devices stem-

ming from this school, and 13 F. Skinner is its most prominent current

spokesman-
5/ These techniques are designed to reinforce or reward

.---.-students for making the correct response.( answer) to each stimulus (ques-

tion).

4/ Although he regards the ages as oniapproximations, Piaget has
labelid his stages of intellectual development as: sensorimotor.Xbirth

to 2 years); preoperational (2.-7 years); concrete operational (7-11 years);

and formal operational (11 years and older)

Piagets ideas have been very influential. In the fourth editiot of their

book,1Theories of Learning (Prentice Hall, 1975),.Hilgard and Bower state:

"Piaget'a theory of stages calls attention strongly to new ways of deal-

4Ing with problems as the child develops. This conception has gradually

been forced upon those who began with other orientations, and some art

'of'hierarchical categorization of learning tasks and of learning abilities

is now common." (p. 344)

For more information on Piaget's ideas, see Herbert Ginsburg and Sylvia

Upper, Piaget's Theo-- of Intellectual Develo ri Introduction

(Englewood Cliffs: ',Prentice-Hall, 1969).

5/ -_ F. Skinner, The Technology of Teaching (Neg Yorlit Appleton-

Century-Crofts, 1968).
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The Cognitive- Structuralist School. This school stems from the exper

mentnof the German paychologistt
.

Wolfgang Kohler with chimpanoeb6 Whe:

learned to stack boxes and use short sticks to rake in loAg sticks so that

they could obtain food that was otherwise out of their. yeach. This school

,emphasiies the introspective rearrangement of previous ideas and experience,

into new patterns of thought, and focuses on learning, as ':insight" 'or the

perception of new relationships. The terms "gestalt" (the german word for

configuration) and "field" theorists are sometimes used to represent the

psychologists who emphasize this approach learning. The discovery method

of instruction stems from this school of learning theory, and Jerome Brunner'

is a prominent current spokesman.--

The ormatien_Processing101o91. While stimulus-response and .cognitive-

structuralist theories do not agree about what goes on in 4 person's mind
. ,

when something ia,"learned", neither has a very elaborate approach to the

internal processing involved when compared to more recent learning theOries

based on formulations from computer science, linguistics, and attempts to

represent the learning process by matheMatical equations. These newer

"infon processing" theories propose a:very elabbrate set of internal.

processes, transformations, and structures to account for the events of

human learning, and they imply that several d*istinct.phases of processing

occur during a' single act of learning.

N
V

0
N

M

Figure 1
'Information Processing Model

EffecWrs

ReCteptors

61 Jerome
Press, 1966).

Response
Generator

Sensory
Register

Short -term
Memory,

ccm. Long-term
Memory

Bruner, Toward a Theory of instruction (Cambridge: Belknap
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A" "good recent example of an attempt to summarize and apply the infor-

mation processing view of learningto thy- problem i of instruction is

provided by Robert I. Gagng in the 1977 (3rd) edition of his book,

the Conditions_ of_ Learnin. Figure -1 is reproduced from page 53 of this

bOok. '440ding underlining to refer to structures and quotations to refer

to "prbeesses", my very condensed summary of Gagn's explanation of this

25

figUre is contained in the next two paragraphs.

The liwer parts of Figure 1 indicate ltdhit information received from

the environment is transformed info neural information by receptors and

entered into the sensocy_register where a protess of "selective perception"

either allows it to die or if it is.attended tá, be transformed into ,a

new kind of input into the short terns memory. The transformed information

can persist in short-terMmemoryfor only alimited period (perhaps-up to ,

20 seconds), but this interval can be extended by a Orecesa of silent

mental repetition called "rehearsal". Rehearsal may also aid the

"encoding" of information for input into the long -term at'sys Encoding

is a procesa of meaningful organization which permits the information- to be

stored in long term memory. Once stored in long term memory, we say that

information is ."learned" if it can be retrieved and returned to the

short term memory or used to activate a sssylinlie_.ergerials. Information

retrieved from the long term memory into the short term memory can be

combined:with other inputa to form new encodings for long term memory

or to activate-a response generator. Once a response generator has

been activated, some sort of performance is- effected that can be observed

externally _and used to verify that learning has occurred.

The top parts of Figure 1 labelled, "executive control"' nd_flexpec

tahcies",are used to represent aspects of previous learning that are

capable of-affecting any or all of the ptases.of the information f10W

depicted in the lower parts of the figure. Since executive control and

expectancies are the result of previous learning, they can be viewed as

separate portions of long term memory that are different. rom siMple

information storage.. Control processes and expectancies are crucial

'.parts ofthe learning process in determining how the attention of the

learner is directed, how the information is encoded, how it is retrieved,

and how it is expressed i.n organized responses..



From theatandpoint o learning ,the most important phase of information

processing is the encoding that meaningfdllY organizes the Material passing

frqm short term memory to long term memory. Gagne notes:

. many fOrms ark-taken by the process of encoding. What is
learned MAy be encoded in meaningful verbal unitklike.sentencea
or perhaps. even more comprehensive units. Encoding processes
may take the form of tables, spatially arranged matrices,
diagrams,or44etailed images or 'pictures', of the information

- tieing learned. II

SOME GENERALLY ACCEPTED PROPOSITIONS

Despite-their different conceptions of the basic learning process, there

are some things that are. generally accepted by most psychologists today

with o` -_latively minor. reservations. Fortunately, several of these:

gene-illy accepted propositions have iMplicationalOr helping college

stud _to learn economics. Unfortunately, not all'of these implications have

bben empirically tested,-and verified t the extent one would like.

Limited Caacit to Process information. The 1 ited capacity of the

human mind,to process inforMation has been recognized for a long tithe. McKeachie

has quoted the Moravian bishop and educational reformer Comenius (1592-1620)

as star

If we take a jar-with a narrow mouth, for to'this we may compare
. boy's intelipet,0 attempt to pour a quantity of water into it ,

violently, instead of allowing it to trickle in drop by drat, what

will bethe result? Without doubt, the greater part' of the liquid
will flow over the side, and ultimately the jar will contain less
than': if the operation had taken place gradually. Quite as foolish
is the, action of those who t to teach the pupils, not as much
as they can assimilate, b- much as they' themselves wish. V

Some 300 years after Come us made the preceeding observation in his

-Great Didactic, the German-Swe h psychologist David Katz coined, the term

"mental dazzle" as a result of several experiments demonstraing that, beyond

a certain point, adding elements in an intellectual task causes confusion

and inefficiency. And in 1956 G. A. Miller published an important paper

7/ Gaga, na cit, p. 55

8/ Wilbert McKeath "Research on Teaching at the condo and
University Level", in N. L. Gage (ed), Handbook of Research on Teachin
(Chicago: nd-MeNally, 1963), p. 1120.
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indicating that the number, of 'chunks'. of ndependent inrformation that:an

adult can keep,in mind at the same time is about:seven. -a9/ These 'chunks'

can vary in complexity, but the basic limitation now appearsto be due to

the relatively fragile nature of short term or conscious memory compared

to long tefm memory. Unlike long term memory, which has a relatively

unlimited storage capacity for "encoded" or meaningful information, new

items entering the short term .memory "push out" old items once the

27

.limited capacity of short term memory has been reached. While the process

of "rehearsal" mentioned aboVe can extend the time interval thet,inforsa-

tion can be stored in 'Short arm memory, and while rehearsal may also aid

in meaningfully encoding infortstion for input into long term memory, the

number of items stored inflhort term memory is not increased by rehearsal,

"OverleSding4nhert term memory, therefore, interferes with Meaningful,

learning and long term memory.

The implications of the evidence on the limited capacity of the mind

.to process.information are clear, even if they are difficult to follow.

As teachers, we must constantly resist pressure to "cover the field" r-

, particularly in-introductory courses. It is not what the instructor

"covers",`but what the student learns that counts. Rather'than dragging

or pushing our students on a roller skate tour through the 30-, 40-, or

perhaps even 50-room mansion_of our discipline, everyone might be better

off if spend more time examining the foundations on which the whole

superstructure rests. We should force ourselves to settle for a few

things (the most important things) done Will, rather than try to "cover

the waterfronein a manner that all, or most is washed away by the tides

that sweep,through the lives of students after the final exam has been

compleited.'. Before outlining our courses or, indepd, before each class

meeting we should ask ourselves: "What will the student learn today that

will make a difference in his or her life,five years or more from now?"

An indication of how difficult it may be to follow this advice is given

by the fact that the following statement appeared in the American- Economic.

9 G. A. Miller, "The Magical Number Seven, Plus or Minus Two: Some

Limits on Our Capacity for Processing information% Poxchological_Review.

V01. 63, 'No. 2, 1956, pp: 81-97..
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Review in 19501 the conte

beyond :All possibility of adeque

in one,Yeat.of three class hours
4P

reducing the

he elementary course has expanded

comprehension and ass_ lation by a student

a week".121 Why we haven't made,much progress

content of the elementary course is also suggested in the same

reports

first 4ourae in

Hopefully some

6 6. e fundamental rror _ni .c n_ practice7-in-the-xteachipg,of the

4conomics can be summarised in :one word --
, 11/

Of the material on course content in Chapter 2 of thislianuai and

_

the material in Chapter 4 on instructional objectives will help you reduce the

indacision_inVolved in dealing with this crucial issue in your own courses.

ce or "Learn Set ". There is now a genOral

recognition of the. hier rchial arrangement of thought, and the importance of

prior experience and current knowledge in establishing tr4Ztudent's

"learning set". Whether prior learning is viewed as reinforced associations,

configurations in the mind, or information stored in long term memory, it

iä important that the demands we make on our students

to theirprior'experience that they are impossible'to

.Since most student's current knowledge and prior

to be different from those of the ,instructor, we must

are not s6 unrelated

achieve.

experience are likely

be careful not

'to 'assume that thg information that we give them` -will be interpreted and

'mentally filed away in the same way that it is stored in our own minds.

r. Much that is "obvious" to the instructor may be incotu hensible or meaning-

less to the uninitiated student because of differenes in assumption, gaps

in knowledge, and other differences in the "learning set".

The notion of "set" argues strongly for pretesting, so that we can

get a better idea of where the students are before we attempt to take them

.someplace else. This is particularly-true in economics where terms like

"demand", and "investment" are given -Precise,meanings that are often at

variance with what non - economists "know" these terms mean.

Ruth Beard giveS an interesting example of the powerful influence of

set with'the illustration 4hown in Figure 2.

10/ "The Teaching of Undergraduate Economics: Report of the Committee

on the Ilndergraduate Teaching of Economics and the Training of Economists",

American Economic Review: Supplement, Vol. 40, No. 5. Part 2, :December 1950,

p. 56.

11/ Tbid, p. 56.



With regard to thii figure, Beard notes:

Figure 2 represents a seQtioi of a ship's boiler riveted

in e usual wayAmt, also having indentations due to gun-fire.

If the reader turns it upside down he will find that the rivets

have` now become :indentations while the gun-lire indentations

appear as protuberances-. This is because he has been accustomed

all his life to a world in which light comesfrom above.= If

he had been handed the picture upside down-it would probably..

,not have occurred to him-to reverse it he would simply have

accepted -Phis natural, but erroneous, interpretation 9f it

A doctor whose interpretation of X-rays would be seriously

affected by an error, or a apace traveller whose multi-direc-

tional movements extend his experience so that light may reach

him from any direction, would probably display more caution

interpreting the picture. This tendency to interpret events

in accordance with past experience is termed 'set'. 1V

Getting on-the same "wave 10h th"'by.esrablishing a common "set"

before starting on new material is an important point to remember, and

Beard notes: "people differ in their capacity to4elinquish 'sets',

some doing so fairly readily; whereas othet4:w:Il'Aistort information they

receive, forcing it to fit familiar interpretation, until the weight of

Contradictions obliges them to 'dhange." IN Anyone who has dealt with

people who "know" that the value of money is determined by'iti gold

backing, that "investment" is buying a share of common stock, etc. , etc.

12/ Ruth Beard, Teachln and

(Baltimore: 1Penguin Books, 1972

13/ Ibid, p.74

n Ili =her Education, 2nd Ed.,

P.
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will apprepiate thetruth of this statement. In some cases we may. have to

devote some time to overcoming eri"oneous interpretations and getting
-

peoples minds 4" to zero, before we can begin getting them to aecept new

ways of looking at things. Whanever.possible, therefore, we should use

'pre -tests to establish where our students are with respect eo 'elle learning

set we want to establish, Nothing is more frudtrating to a student than to

be "completely in the dark." ,Students are unlikely to understand or retain

Material that is not meaningful and new material is meaningful only if it

fitainLwitil what an,iAdividual-aireadyknowa.

In addition to using pre-test, we should also attempt to apply th'e

followingtraditional-"rules" of. sequence in our teaching: (a) proceed,

jromtheltnown to the unknown; (b) proceed froM.the simple to the complex;

(c) proceed fromtheconcrete to the abstract; (d) proceed from observation

to reasoning; (e) proceed from a whole view to a more detailed view to a

whole
14/ All of these seqUences attempt to make new-material more

meaningful iWterma of the Students' existing learning set. And, as indi-
.,

cated,below,-material learned in a, meaningful learning set is more easily

transferred to newsituations than is. material learned by rote.

Importance of Motivation. The learner's motivation is a crucial vari-

iP determining how mulch people learn. Interest in the Material to be

learned and an "intent toqearn" are powerful, motivating factors, and the

'desire for self-esteem and the stimulatidn or satisfaction of curiosity

are motivations that can also be used in the college classroom,' There is

also some support for the proposition that a perceived, usefulness of the

material or, even better, an ability to use it, stimulates 'student interest

.and intent to learn. While it is no doubt true that not all students are

deeply interestedrin everything their teachers want them to learn, there

appears to be,no reason for assuming that student motives are fiXed. Be-

fore we point too many fingers at uninspired students, let us first ask

ourselves: "What have we done to interest them in our courses ?" Beyond

attempting to demonstrate the usefulneso of our material to our students,

we 'should also recognize that there is eome hard evidencepointing,to the

, value of an enthusiastic teacher in generating interest in a subject.

Along with a host of other studies on. this point, Thistlewai
,,,

has reported

14/ Ivor K. Davies;::' "Task, Analysis In Economics" mimeographed paper

prepared for the 1973. Conference for Instructors of College Economics out-

lined-in Appendix I.
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that National Merit scholars consider'inStructor enthusiasm' to have been..

one Of the critical variables influencing their choice of afield.
arl

Maxitin found.that 19 of 20 classed- scored higher on a multiple' choice
,

exam afte--:an_"!euthutliastio" resentationthanafter'an."indiffirent"-

presentationof material on ancient Egypt and'ancienteRome and Pompeii' 21/i

and 00att.and:Smidchens found sizable liffetinces in immediate reealleet

lecture material on classroom interaction-analysis when the lecture was

delivered with'"dynamism" (vocal inflection, gesturing, eye contact and

animation) as compared to when the same lecture was read with good die-

tion and fficient volume.
. 17/

With respect 0 "intent to learn" as a motivating device, an early

study by Myers'esked students to count thenUmber of zeroes distributed

among letters printed in color on colored pager. Later, the students were

asked-questions about-what other letters were present-and about the-color

of the paper and the retters. Their poor answers to these questiOns. indicated

that they had notjearned much of the material to which they had been
18/'

exposed but not explicitly ton to learn. -- There have been several sub-

sequent studies indicating the superiority of "intentional" learning;.and

Dressel and Mayhew have shown that even "critical thinking" can,be signifi-

cantly increased whenA.t is taken as a primary objective by students.121

If we can generalize from suc studies, carefully worded instructions,-

homework exercises, and exam questions can be used to encourage students

to learn those aspects of our subjects we most want them to learn. The

teacher who tests on the meMorization of details, for example, encourages

students-to memorize details. But, if the students believe that their

'grades are going to be based,on their ability to integrate and apply

principles, they will be motivated to acquire such ability.''

15/ L. Thistlewaite, College press_ and Changes in Study Plans of_

Talented Students (Evanston: National Merit Scholarship 'Corp., 1960

16/ V. E. Maatin, "Teacher Enthusiasm ", Journal Of Educational

Research, :Vol. 56, No. 7, pp. 385-6.

17/ W. D. COats and U. Smidchens, "Audience Recall as a Function of

Speaker Dynamism", lournalcationallo--, Vol. 7, No. 4

1966 pp. 189-91.

18/ Carry C. Myers, ."A Study In Incidental Memory", Archives o

ycholea No. 26, February 1913.

19/ Paul L. Dressel and,Lewis B. Mayhew, General Education:

Explorations in Evaluation (Washington: American Council on Education, 1954).
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With,regard,to students' self esteem, it often helps a great deal if .

vetore learn and use their naMeekies soon as possible. The use of

students' names indicates that rim take an interest in them and that

they "belong",in your classroom. Self esteemis else closely rqatedqo

experiencing success and avoiding failure with respect-te One's level

pf aspiration'. The- German psychologist E. Hoppe noted that a person'

tends to raise his or her goals after success and to lower thervafter

failure. This process prevents ofie from continual urt or from too

easy achievement, neither of which provides a feelin mplishment.

important motivating role for an instruttor, therefore, is toAelp students

set goals for themselves that are "challenging but attainable ", and we

shouldtry to keep our instruction within the range of students' ability to

deal with it without making it either too difficult Or too easy. For

students whose "motivemotive to achieve success is stronger than their motive to

avoid failure", Atkinson and Litwin found that
,

they were "most-attracted to

tasks' of intermediate difficulty where the subjective-probability of success.

.50. Here the resultant positive motivation is strongest".
20/

Similar to Atkinson and Litwin's finding that motivation may be highest

i_ situations of moderate difficultrsteIierlynOs-- indications that curiosity

is highest ip situation of moderatsnoVeity. Berlyne contends that the inter-

play betieen the familiar and the novel is a significant. factor in the
' r

development of curiosity, and he has stated:

Our theory of curiosity implies that patterns will be most curiosity-
arousing at an intermediate stage of familiarity. If they are too-
unlike anything with which the subject is acquainted, the symbolic
respOnse tendencies aroused will be too few and too feeble to
provide much conflict, while too much familiarity will haVe removed
conflitt by,making the particular combination an 'expected one._21/

Berlyne has also emphasized the -curiosity-iddUcing role of questions"

and.has defined"spistemic curiosity" as."-a drive which is aroused'by a

question'and reduced tytehearsing its answer". 221 He found that using a

20/ John W. Atkinson and George H. Litwin, "Achievement Mbtive and Test
Adxiety Conceived'As Motive to Approach Success and Motive to Avoid Failure",

Journal of Abnormal and Socfal.Psychillasy, Vol. 60, No. 1, 1960,:p. 52.

21/ D. E. Berlyne, "A Theory of Human Curiosity", BritishJourral
Psychology, Vol. 45, Part 3,1954, p. 189

4

22/ D. E. Berlyne, "An Experimental. Study of Human Curiosity
Journal of ilychology, Yol 45, Part 1954, p.

, . .7
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gTeques ionnaire aroused curiosity and increased the probabi4ity of college ,

students recalling ,factuarstatements about animals. Statements recognized

answere.to.questions on tfie%pre-questionnaire were more likely than others

he recalled on a:post-questionnaire, and !'surprising" statements were
23/more likely to be recalled as answers on the post-questionnaire than others.--

Somewhat related to Berlyne's results with pre-questionnaires are the

results of a number of studies that indicate that the insertion of questions

in written prose materials facilitates learning. Rather than explaining

these resultanin terms of curiosity, however, Rothkopf has hypothesized that
74

inserted questions give rise to-"inspective behavior" or "mathemagenic
24/activities" which "give birth to learning".- In this connection, Watts

and 'Anderson have found that inserted questions requiring application of

principles to new examples were more effectiveothan questions simply

involving recall, and they argued that,:

"answering application questions facilitates later performance by
endouraging students to process the content of the instruction more
thoroughly, in fact to transform it, in the effort to apply it in
a new.situation"a

Given these generally accepted principles on the limited capacity of

the human mind, the importance of prior experiene or learning "Set", and
00P

the importance of motivation, and returning to the three elements °flour

-definitAon of learning,. there is some evidence that the, things that promote

acquisition also facilitate retention and, to a lesser extent, trans er.

Nevertheless, there itl'probably an expository advantage in discussing

each of,theee elements separately.

23/ Mid,
with a better

3. W. Frick and
Am Experimental
Part 2, 1972, pp

p,'265. Frick and Cofer later repeated the Berlyne study

control on:the test items and obtained the same results
C. N. Cofer, "Berlyne's DeMonstration of Epistemic Curiosity:

Re- Evaluation ", Br -h Journal- of Psychalogt, Vol p,

221-28.

24/ E. Z. Rothkopf, : "Some Theoretical and Experimental Approaches
-;,to:Pr;TAgma in itten InstruCtion" In Krumbeltz (08)'_tearningand

the Educational PreCese:(Chicego: R.4nd-McNaily 1965) pp. 193-221, and

Z. Rothkopf,- "The ConceUt6of Nathamageie.Activities", Review of
Educational Research, Vol. 40, No. 3, 1970, pp, 325-336'.

25/ 0.,S. Watts and R. C. Anderson, "gffects of Three Types of
Inserted Questions On LearniPg From Prose ", Jorrn l of Educational
Paychology, Vol. 62, No. 1971, p. 393.



ACQUISITION

As indicated by some of the comments above on the importance of an

"intent ttf learn" as a motivating device one of the moat useful things that

vegac-40-Cohelp-our students acquire newAtnomiedge_ia_to-lathem_khow______

exactly what it is,that they are'supposed to learn. Ausubel, in particular,

has argued that providing students with "Advanced orjanizera" facilitates

the'learning of meaningful verbal material. J THeee "organizers" are

usually brief written passages which the students are supposed to read

before studying new materiali,andtheY are designed to compare and contract

the new.mential with what the atWent already knows in order-to provide

"ideational scaffolding" to help students integrate new material into t ir

existing "cognitive structure ". A series of experimAts involving material

od'Buddhiam,:endocrinoAgy, an intefpretationsi'of the Civil War-haVe

supported the effectiveness of advanced organizer's, and Anders° s experl-
,.

ment with a' unit on supply and demand in college introductory: turomics

classes found:

"Organizing concepts placedjmmediately prior, (preorga izers) to a
learning unit result in algqificantly better retention of the
concepts involved than Is ithe case where organizing concepts are
positioned following-.a learning Alt (pbstorgankzer ).221

The recent studies of the advantagegofadvanced organizers in Class--

room learning are consistent with earliei'i-aboratory experiments that

emphasized the importance of the "meaningfulness" of items in Vbrbal word

list's . Meaningfulness has traditionablyyheen destribed in terms of the

nUM associations stimulated or the amount of "structure" that can
.

bejmObaed onlreM!taterial, and there\becrOnsiderable evidencethat

initial:instrUCtions, elaboration directions., 'and suggested mnemonic
.

deVices-can-Jiavag.srrong influence on rote memory tasks Encouragement

Imagery!% in particular, has been found to be a very useful 11

device, and use will have more toi say on this point in the section on

retention below. Not all mnemonic devices hi'lo ve mental imagery, however,.

.

116r D. P. Ausubel, The psychology oftarning (Nw
'York: crone & Stratton, 1963) and ROa9aliory-jIi cognitive View

...(fiew'J.ork: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1968)

,B. W. Anderson, "A Comparison of Pre- Versus Pogtorganizer .Upon

,Ratentionof,Economid Concepts", Journal of Economic.Education, Vol. '6,

%tin, -10,974, v. 63.



plat f'are aware-othe adVantageiof remembering the months'of

vtiethat hn e a particular numbei- OtAays by citing the rhyme, - ",Thirty*.

days bath September, .April, ,Inne;;And Rovember, or recallin ,*mules

governing; the platement of ."i" and."e"-Illy cuing, "iii before ' except
,

After 'c', or when sounded life 'a!'as in neighbor and weigh."

Since much knowledge in econo _s-tandsto he cum leave, and since

some rote learnit4 of new terms:1% necessary for lat -r retention and -trans-
,, .

fer, any mhemonicidevices that vie-can-give stuOents at the acquisition stage
I

should .prove helpful, in part becaDaelthe5ktend to concretize -(thereby maWing
,

. .
1

ri-familiar).the Abstraetterma,or'cOncepts. they signify.- Writingout

Inelastic" and :'*:tliastic" iD4his ManDer,,fer example, has priven help

ul to Many beginning4tudents anCbegimnift inStiu-ctors alike
28/

1 With read to the Anfluenecoi the mede 014resentation in help

-studeneSacqUire neWlearning, Cagneind Rohwerhave stated:
-

-,',.. -

presenting
.. ,

"Wire there-is a choice of method for reqUivalene
information, the following results prevail:, pictorial materigs

are Superior tolverbal; concrete verbal materials are preferable

to abstract verbal; and gr ammatically StiliCtured:Are.better thin.

unstrUctured".29/ '

Once materinrhas been presented an&students have tried to learn it,

"feedback ", "kn

aid to learning,,

of results" hasJong.been regarded,as a powerful

'con

.

here is A siderable bodyO yf,laborator evidence

Andicating th0 advantage of active' as opposed to passive learning and the

Importance on ,or verbalization in memorizing word lists.' lin-
-1)

OcceSsfulf4ttemPt to-sliVishly-,apply these findings to the construction

of learning programs

can` be too much of od thing, and Anderson hastioted:,,-PRather'often,

"teaching machines", however, indicate that there'

grammed instruction research; i-Ve's results at odds with the regiults

-4' 30/
other media, material o techniques,"-- In some programs

succeeding "frame", knowledge 'of re-U.
low. probability of error

'may not really cOnv uch information; and, if the' responses required.

relevant to,the crucial content,. requiring active responses may

a Very useful analysis of a particular mnemonic device, see

-o "Analysis of a 'Mnemonic Device", American Scientist, Vol. 58,

Sept. ct. 1970, pp. 496.-510.

29/ agniTand pohwer, va. at., 'p..394:

30/R.C. Anderson, "Educational Psychology", sitHsiuologrmualReVie

Atto: Annual Reviews,Inc., 1967) p. 137.
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actually'disrupt thoughtful reading habits.

With regard to the usefulness of feedback, McKeachle has-stated:

"Knowledge of results, I would aver, is important,fOr learning

when the knowledge provides inforMation and the learner know6
how to correct his behavior it doesn't-make much :difference

if the learner alre#4y hIg a pretty good idea of how well he

has done or doesn'Aiknow what 't9: do differeritly- "31/--
9

And,with-regard to the usefulneap of active responkes, Anderson has

stated:

"Requiring an overt response from'stuaenSAS helpful only if the
response is relevant to what is tb'bejearnAd . . When a lesson

entails technical language or foreign vecabUlary, for instance, re-
sponse learning becomes more important . Clearly, .an overt,

constructed response should be required from'a student if he is ex-

pected to be able to emit an unfailier, technical term . . overt

responding works best With difficulGAInfamWar material."32/

Given the nature of most economics courses .-gbt colleages
and univexsities today, these comments indicate that we should give our

stu4edts'eyery opportunity to "respond" and "get involved" by having them

oompletehOMework problems and other assignments that are carefully graded

and promptly returned with constructive comments and suggestions for im-

provement. There is some long standing evidence that reward is a stronger

inducement to learning than punishment. Hurlock, for example, was one of

the first to indicate that students show large and consistent improvement

when praised for their-performance,_but adverse effects when reproved

ignored.
33/ So in writing comments on papers-i,m4kean)effort to find, some

:we
things that yon' can praise.

Iri-going over homework problems and/or other examples in class one
JP

should also be aware of the principles of "guidance". On this point

Hovland basstated:

"Guidance given early apparently helps tb estabiifhthe correct
habits ' right from the ptart. $ince,'howeverthe,learner will
later have to perform the task without- help; guidance must not

continue too long, for the learner may beCtime overly dependent

upon outside assistance."34/

31/ McKeachie, 22. ct. , p. 186.

32/ R.C. AnderSon, 22. cit., pp. 139 -141.

33/ Elizabeth B. Hurlock, "An Evaluation of Certain incentives Used

in School Work," Journal of Educational Psychology, Vol. 16, No 3, pp. 145-

159.

34/ Carl 1. Hovland, "Human Learning and Retention" in S.S. Stevens

(ed.), Handbook of Experimegtal Psychology (Nm.York: John Wiley and Sons,

1951), pp. ,613-689.
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Although HOviand's observation was not based on the teaching of academic.

-subjects-in-the college classroom; it suggeets that, .after the student has a

broad overview and sense of perspective on the'entire course, perhaps a "lec-
_,

ture--work examplelet student work a different example" may be.,

useful in the early stages until the student has accuiulated enough "tools"

to work for himself.- But at a later stage of the course it is probably im-

portant to'put students in problem-solving situations on their own. At this

stage, we must develop patience and resist tie temptation to "tell them the

answer." We must let them mull it over and work it out for themselves. In-

deed, in a very good summary of the major findings on "guidance", G.L. Bach

has noted:

ft
. .

there appear to be several reasonable and well-estab-',

lished proposition's. These include:

The more highly the learner is motivated, the less teacher

guidance is required.

The more complex the learning situation, the more valuable

is instructor guidance. 0

More teacher guidance is generally valuable, in the early

stages of complex learning.process and is decreasingly.

at) in later stages as students are able to ddmore inde-

pendent learning.

:Excessive teacher guidance, in the form of lecturing or other-

wise telling people what to do, tends to violate the principles

of feedback, which involves having students do something for

themselves and then telling them how they have done in terms

of results.35/

in addition to homework problems and other learning exercises, most':

formal feedback in college:eponomics courses-is provided by commente on ex s

and exam grades. If exami.nations are
carefully designed to measure attain-

ment of previously indicated course objectives, there is a strong case to be

3

made for using "criterion referen6ed" grading schemes, that indicate how well

each student has done with respect to mastering the objectives rather than

using "norm referenced" grading schemes that compare the performance of

students to each other. In a study with high school mathematics students,

Pack found that use of a criterion referenced test rather thaO'a.norm refer-
,

enced test produced more favorable student attitudes toward the subject

35/ G.L. Bach, "What Should A Principles Course in Econo Be?" in

Larsen & Nappi (eds.) Goals and Ob'ectivee in the Introductor G11ee Level

Course in Economies (Minneapolis Federal Reset-lie Bank, of Minneapolis,
1976

pp. 16-17.
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matter of computer arithMetic.2&1

RETENTION

As has been indicated previously, the things that promote acquisition

also promote retention of new knowledge; Indeed, one can not remember what

one has not learned in the first place, and Most tests of acquisition,re-

quire the uss'of memoryThe single most important thing in retention,

therefore, is the degree p&.initial learning. Material learned by rote is

net remembered as well as "meaningful" or "organized" material,, and materi-

al that is used and applied is remembered much better than material that

is not. In addition to an emphasis on organization, structure, and appli-
,

cation in their initial presentations, therefore, classroom teachers can

also use repetition and review, to combat disuse of important ideas and con-

cepts. In this connection, studies of verbal learning have found that

"overlearning" - or learning beyond simple mastery -- aids retention.

Since getting students to the point of simple mastery is a difficult task

in itself, this finding might not seem like much of a help. Yet it is

probab y related to the common statement among graduate students, who have

just passed their qualifying exams and begun to teach at fhe introductory

level, that only when they tried to teach their subject to others did they

really begin to understand what it was all about themselves. Perhaps

similar experiences can be provided in briefer and simpler form at the

undergraduate level by having students give class reports or summaries of

term papers. Such practices may help to induce overlearning in key areas

carefully selected for these purposes.

The forgetting Ot-material that is not used or applied has usually

been-explained by "deany" or "displacement". In addition, "interference

:theOry" has also beerlinvoked by psychologists to explain the often obserVed

serial position effect" that material presented in the middle of a -equence

not remembered as well as material presented at the beginning or at the

end of a seqdence. This observation can be explained as due to interfer-

ence fromdther material in the sequence. Interference from material pre-

stinted earlier is called "proactive interference," and interference from -

material presented later is. called "retroactive interference." Material

36/ E.C. Pack, "TheEffects of Testing Upon Attitude Towards the

Method and Content of Instruction", Journal of Educational Measuremen

Vol. 9, No. 2, 1972, pp. 141-144.



presented t in a sequence is subject only to retroactive interference.

Material presented last in a sequence is subject only to proactive interfer-
A

,ence. But material presented an the middle is subject to both kinds of inter-

ferente. The implication of this for classroom lectures is clear. It_ is

im. rtant to make our a or oints at the be innin- and/or at the end

3t,E-,-'EftS1------It"----"TidnqtburY11.-------Wmththemiddle.

In addition to decay, displacement, and interference, the information

processing approch to learning has focused on stilt another approach to

forgetting which can be called "cue dependent forgetting" to deal with s na-

tions in which the information sought for is available in the long term

memory store but is inaccessable because of inadequate retrieval cues. There

is some evidence that "priming" can stimulate relevant recall, presumabirby

activating otherwise dormant retrieval cues. A study by Johnson, for example,

indicated the efficacy of priming in stimulating relevant recall when a group

of high school seniors who -had completed a unit in a physics course were

given the task of solving ten problems. Half of the students were given a

two minute word as elation pretest in which the .stimulus words' named con-

A significantly
I

cents necessary for the solution of the subsequent problems.

larger number-of problem. solutions were attained by the group given the prior

37r
association test than by the unprimed group.--

Recalling the comments on "guidance" above, however, one shOuld not.

overly rely on priming or prompting if one wants students to develop methods

of recalling material on their own. Anderson, Faust, and RoderiCk, for

example, compared a heavily prompted version of an instructional program with

a standard version and found that students made higher achievement scores g

with the latter version. So overprompting can lead to a reduction in learn-

inging effectiveness.--

Another important finding with regard to retention which has strong im-

plications for the mode "of presenting material is the clear superiority of

"imagery techniques" in facilitating recall of word lists. Hilgard and Bower

note: "A large number of learning experiments have now been done indicating

37/ P.E. Johnson, "Word Relatedness and Problem Solving in High School

Physics", Journal of Educational Psychology, Vol. 56, No. 4, 1965, pp. 217-24.

38/ R.C. Anderson, G.W. Faust, and M.C. Roderick, "Overprompting in

'Programmed Instruction", Journal of Educational Vol. 59, No. 2,

1968, pp. 88-93.



that imaginal and/or pictorial representations of information usually facil-

itate memory, by factors' ranging from 1.5 to 3 or so. ,
9/

In trying to ex-.

plain why imagery works, Paivio has proposed a "two process theory of

associative meaning" in.which verbal information and visual information

are processed or "coded" differently; and he argues that only verbal codes

can be employed for abstract words whereas both visual and verbal codes can
: 0/

be employed for concrete words and pictures. And, in answer to their

question "Why are pictures, then images, and then concrete words remembered

in that order, with all remembered so much better than abstract words?",

Hilgard and Bower state:

The current conjecture is what is_called the- "dual trace" hypoth-
esis . . So a word (or word pair) thatis imaged or a picture
that is named has the advantage of having two redundant copies of
the memory trace laid down. The redundancy prolongs memory in
comparison to abstract items, since the second, imaginal trace is
likely to survive after the initial, verbal trace has decayed.
That is, not only ere there two traces, but the one in the imaginal
system seems more resistant to forgetting.4l/

This clearly implies that visual aids in-the classroom are much more

'than a "gimmick". Carefully. planned use of visual aids can be a valuable

aid to student:learning and retention. Not only do they add-novelty and

-variation to our presentations, they also can add a concrete visual dimen-

sion to our verbal communications.

TRANSFER

Transfer of learning from one situation to another is sometimes re-

ferredto as "learning to learn". From a very early date, verbal learning

experiments have indicated that the transfer of learning involves more than

repetitive practice of the initial learning exercise. Indeed, without

39/ E. R. Hilgard and G. H. Bower, Theories of Learning, Fourth Ed
tion (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1975), p. 588.

40/ A. Paivio, "Mental Imagery in Associative Learning and Memory",
Psychologlical Review, Vol. 76, No. 3, 1969, pp. 241-63. Paivio later elab-
orated his ideas morefully in his book,Imagery and Verbal_Processes (New

oYork: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1971).

.41, E. R. Hilgard and G. H. Bower, 22. cit., p. 589. Bower has also,

offered an excellent, brief discussion of dual processing systemsin non-
technical terms in the latter part of his "Analysis of a Mnemonic Device",



overt stress on underlying principles, most learning habits are appar-

ently highly specific to the situation in which they are practiced.

With regard to memory training, the experience of William James is often

point,cited. in support of thi6 point, After memorizing the first part of

a poem by Hugo, he then practiced memorizing a poem by Milton. But,

upon returning to memorizing the last part of Hugo's poem, James found

. that it was no easier, and indeed it took him longer to memorize the

second 158 lines f the "Satyr" than iti did the first 158 lines. He

concluded that this sort of practice did not esult in any general im-

provement in memorizing ability. Later, Woodrow reasoned that, if sub-

jects were given systematic instruction in how to memorize, the improve-

ment
.,
would have been more marked. Accordingly, he Set up a study for

, lir )

two experimental groups and one control group. One group devoted itself

to intensive memorizing of poetry and nonsense syllables. : The second

group spent the same amount of time but divided it between receiving in-

struction in good methods of memorizing and performing exercipes in

using these 4ethods., The group that spent all the time in practice per-

formed little better than the control group on subsequent memory tests,

but the group given instruction in methods of efficient memory showed

marked improvement
.43/

Obing beyond simple Me y work, another pair of early tidies in-

diAted that in one situation in which.,anarithmetic ateaeher stressed

neatness in the paperS handed in by students, h gradual improvement was

noted in the neatness of these papers, but no transfer was found with

respect to the neatness of papers turned in by these students in other
44 _

subjects."
/

When the experiment was repeated with another group of

students, however, the teacher who emphasized neatness in arithrittic

also stressed the general importance of neatness in dress, business,

and the home. Under these conditions, improvement was obtained in the

neatness of papers, not only in arithmetic, but in other subjects as

42/ William James, The Principles_of Psychology, (New York:
Holt, 1890).

43/ Herbert WoodroW, "The Effect of the Type of Training Upon
Transference," Joernal of Edueationalayeh2leogy, Vol. 18, No. 3,

1927, pp. 159-72.

44/ William C. Bagley, The Educative
mi Lan, 1905). .

ess (New York: Mac-
-,

41
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wed
45/

The main point here seems to be that trans

initial learning clin be formulated in terms of

acili ated when the

eneral rine les a icable

to new learn. It offers little SuppOrt for the'doctrine of "Men el

discip ine"-2.Et se, for there is no evidence that courses in formal logic

alone, for example, are likely to make people more logical in other areas.

But, if students can learn ''what to look for"-in solving-certain kinds of

,problems, there is some hope that'exposure to a variety of particular prob -.

lems may lead eventually. to a more general problem-solving ability. In a

famous experiment involving'shooting at targets under water, Judd set up

,two groups. One group was first taught the principles of light refraction,

the other was not. Both groups were then given,practice in shooting at sub--

merged targets. By trial and error both groups learned about equally well

to adjust for refractive errors. But, when the depth of the target was

changed, the group previously taught about refraction learned to correct

their aim for the new conditions much faster than did the other group.46/--'

Katona's experiments with geometric puzzles, card, and match tricks offer -

further evidence on this point. Transfer of this type of problem-solving

ability was tested with different sets of puzzles based on the same general

principles. One group was instructed to memorize the solutions to the ini-

tial set of puzzles, and was given practice through repetition. The second

group was taught the principles involved. A control group received no prac-

tice. As in Judd's study, Katona's test results on a different set of

47/
puzzles demonstrated the advantage of learning principles.--

There is recent evidence that in problem solving situations, teaching

underlying principles as concepts rather than as rules facilitates general

transfer but may impair retention of specific problem lying rules. Mayer,

for example, has reported results where students were t_ught such diverse

problem solving ideas as probability theory, set theory, or computer pro-
,

gramming language by two distinct programs called the RULE method and the

45/ William C. Ruediger, "The Indirect improvement of Mental Function

Through Ideals," Educational Review, Vol. 36, November 1908, pp.-364-71.

46/ Charles H. Judd, "The Relation of Special Training to General

Intelligence," Educational
Review, Vol. 36, June 1908, pp. 28-42.

47/ George Katona Or-anizin and Memoriz n (New York: Columbia

University, 1940).

f
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CONCEPTS method. The two methods presented the same material and used the

Same exampled, but they-were- designed to relate the material to different

"sets" of prior experience. The RULE method was essentially a "cookbook"

approach:which presented the main formula and explained each component

variable only within the context of how to compute with the formula. Aasuch,

it was .designoi to relate the new information to a very.narrow range of ex-.

perience termed "rote learning set" dealing with calculating using a formula.

By contrast, the CONCEPTS method began by trying to encourage the learner to

think of past experience Adth related situations (e.g. , the binomial probe:

bilitysituations such aa'battingaverages, chances of rain, etc.)-before-the

RULE information was Presented. As such, it was designed to relate the new

information to a much richer set of existing knowledge termed "meaningful ,.

learning, aet'

in.tests given after the learning programs were completed, Maye reported.:

RULE learners excelled on problems that were very much like the
problems presente&in instruction; i.e., near transfer such ad

calculat ng';binomial probability for a given programor writing

a short computer program. On the other hand, CONCEPT'S learners._
excelled on-probtomsthat required an extension to ,new situations;
i.e., far transfer'auCh as recognizing when the binomial formula
does not applyi4I 'hew to interpret a computer program and the con-

cept of "loopfEe programs. This result is consistent with the

ideas that 0001iFFTS,learners developed,, learning outcomes thai re-

structured the nTW information and had 'good connections between

new material nliqvexisting knowledge while RULE learners developed
learning outcomes that involved poor associations with existing
knowledge but "tained the original structure of the material as

Tresented,48/
, 49

These X41tA,- artcons s ent with those reported by Gutherle,-

Teach for Problem Solving Skill and Unde- tand-

ing: ,
to rammed Instruction ", .Teaching and Learnin

Indiana i,L1 ol. '.No. 5, '1975, p, 2.

4 6rie '"Expository Instruction Versus a Discovery MethOci,

:Journal cif E uoa,tionai s cliolo y, Vol. 58, No,. 1, 1967, pp.,45-49. This

study. deallk tstudents how to,solvi letter scrambled cryptograma

in four "grOpp0, ul,e ple, Example-Rule, Example Onlyoand a No Training

Control Orou- ..found ,
instructions with rules and examples facilitated

retention'blit'not,trahsar,-whereas training with only examples facilitated;'

transfer bubnotretentAdq.-:In Cutherie's own words, "On the retention test,.. .

the Rule-Ex aMplegrOup',Wad, superior to all groups and the other groups did

not differ.- On'the.rembte.transfer test, the Example group was superior to
, ..

all others,
ti*-'ZxamPlellult,l'andjlo Training groups did not differ, and the

Rule-Example groUPWaslinferierjo all others. All differences were signifi-

cant at the ,051evel,,The:discOvery method appears to facilitate transfer,

but not retention;:eipO'Sftbrylinstruction facilitates
retention, but impedes

.

remote ransfer,
-,:11

at
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and they have implications not only for how problem. solving material is pre-

sented but also-for howhorwork or practice problems are designed. Prac-V

tice problems that emphasize computation rather than interpretation and

application may not only encourage the student to relate the material to a

rote learning set rather than a meaningful learning set, they may also have

limiting effects on theluture study behavior of the student. Mayer states:

Problems not emphasized in a practice set (or a quiz) are not apt

to-be, attended to in subsequent instruction Questions emphasizing

rote memorization of facts and rules seem to-have especially strong

limiting effects. COMPUTE-type examples, Which are quite common in

classroom instruction, Signal the learner to relate new information

to a narrow learning set and to concentrate on acquiring problem-

solving skill.. On the contrary, problems:that ask learners to in-

terpret activate a much broader set of prior experiences and result

in problem-solving understanding. The Iarner's strategy for attend,

ing to future instruction also responds to such cues.50/

If we want to develop in our students the capacity for meaningful (as
V

opposed to rote) understanding and broad (as opposed to narrow) transfer,

we must design our instructions and homework problems accordingly.

SUMMARY

This chapter has attempted t© selletiVely review the results t thee--

r ical and applied experiments in human learning.that seem tt have impli-

cations for teaching college-level economies. We have not touched on the

whole area of individual differences among learners, differences in i nate

ability, differences in cognitive 'styles, differences in anxiety, differ-

ences in achievement orientation, etc. While these are no doubt Significant

attribute-treatment interactions (ATI) in many situations, and while much

remains to be learned about human learning, however, the beginning inmerue-
.

for could probably do a lot worse than to launch his or her teaching prac.

tice with,the following summary List. of "Do's" and "Don 's" based on the

material presented in this chaptea

50/ Mayer, op. cit., p. 2.
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Do's AID DONT'S

Do remember the limited capacity of the human mind: to process informa-

tion, and force yourself to settle for the few most important things

learned well rather than trying. to "cover the waterfront".

DOn't be afraidto repeat and review frequently if major points are
not being understood or cannot be applied:

Do tench for transfer by emphasizing the potential usefulness of the

most important general principles, and develop problems and examples

apply principles to a wide variety of situations.

Do remember the importance of "learning set", and don't be afraid to use
pretests to make sure that you know where your students are's° that you

can pr ceed meaningfully from the known to the unknoWn and from the

concrete to the abstract..

Do remember the importance of student motivation, and demonstrate enthu-

siasm, use clear directions to establish an "intent to learn", try to

create situations of moderate difficulty and moderate novelty, and use

students' names whenever possible.

Do help students establish learning goals for themselves that are neither

so low as to be unfulfilling or so high as to be impossible of attain-

ment, and provide frequent feedback on how they are progressing.. In

providing feedback, emphasize the4positive, and write comments of What

ybu can praise'on papers.

Do try to begin your presentations of new-material with "advanced organ-

izers", and try to link new material to old.

Dp try to begin your lectures with memorable, thought provoking questions,

and make sure that your main points are emphasized at the beginning and/or

the end of your presentation:

Do trylto use variety in your presentat
' possible toactivate both visual and ve

students.

one, and use visual aids whenever
bal processing activities in your

Do provide students with an opportunity to:actively respond and verbalize

difficult points, and provide prompt and accurate feedback on major learn-

ing-exercises. Again, in providing feedback, remember to emphasize the

positive.

Do use priming or cueing if necessary, but don't over prompt or provide

too much guidance if you want students to develop understandings and

applications on the4 own.

Do grade on criterion for mastery of specified objectives, and don't grade

on a curve that assigns a certain(percentage of students a specified grade

regardless of absolute performance
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chc ols" of learbing- theory in modern psychology:

chOd

School"The_

List three things that most psychologists, oday agree are important to
emphasize in helping humans learn.. (Write one or:twowords or brief
phrases for, answers.) .% t

(a)

List two things.,thht you might do tO,increase the motivat dn,of your
,

students. (Write one or two words or briefphrased-far answers.)

.List two.plings that you:mikh do to help your students dqua ire new

knoWledge (Write one or-,tWo words or brief phrases for answers.)

List .two things that you', might do to help your students retain what they

have lea lied. (Write- one or two words or brief.phrssed ,far 'answers.)

(b)

6. Explain In your own words why'emphssizing underlying concepts rather

than calculating rules may help your students'transfer probleM solv-

ing skills to new situations. (Write a two or.tbtee sentence answer.)
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,

BOOtOta. your coin the currently accepted explanation of why
, ..-

,
vilitialia de can be' a'%owerful adjunct to your verbal presentations

-.-----iiLlialp.ingimportant points. (Wite a two or

throe sentence"answer;)
.i

8. Restate in your own words the reason" why lecturers are encouraged to

make their main points.atthe beginning and. /or the end, instead of

the middle of their preSehtation. (Write a two br three sentence

answer.")

I
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INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Phillip Sadndere

"Would you.re 1 me which way
"That.depends'a great deal
said the Cat.

ought to go from here
where you want te,et"

Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wondoiland

/,..!:.rf you're, not sure where you're going, you're liable th end up.

someplade else and not even knoU it." '
-- ,

Robert F. Mager Preparing_Tpstruetional-

Ohjectives_

mi had no idea that was important:"
."This instructor teaches one thing and test's somethinglelse.",
"That instructor emphasizes one thing in class and another thing

tests."

Common student compla

Some Of the most common probleMs in teaching and testi 'arise from

the laCk of carefully thought out instructional objectives. Many of

us are so deeply immersed in our discipline that it is qobvious" to

us what we are trying_to=do when we'"teach economics." Yet it may

not, be obvious to -41r students,- who lack our background knowledge
A'

of the basic cognitive structure and terminology of the disdipline.

Ideasand concepts that seem to be "naturally" or "logically" related

to the nit-led mind may not appear this way to theUninitiated.

sometimes useful, tfierefore, to back off and ask "What am

I tryig to accomplish?" AS will be noted later in this chapter,

kins, Davies, and Majer have Stated:0

"It's ironic, but seine Of the things 4e seem to know the best

we have the hardest timeexplaining'to Othea. It's the `old

problem of beingtoo close to the fgrest to-see the trees.
Writing objecCiVes helps you conceptuabize your subject and

this isan all-important first step, in conveying it."1/

1/ Hawkins D'avAes, and Majer, Getting StAted: A Gale for
nning college Instructors, Indiana UniVeraity, Almeoi' 1973, p. S.



GOAS

this chapter. is to Okke yOu aware of the advantages

ofv.ing carefully stated instructional objectives, and to-encourage you

. ow
'otothinkidatefully about what you try to accomplish in your teaching

testing activities. Hopefully, you will try to writ= sane objec-

stir own and,. through practice', develop some skill in-analyzing

44,
and sta _nvmeaningf414.-objectives.

OBJECTIVES

COGNITIYedHJECTIVES

After reading this chapter, you w be. able to:

a) stale the three most important reasons for using instructional
eA'

objectioms,
t.

state three general rules for writing the behavior (or "what")

component of an instructional objective,

c) define and, give two examples of learning n the "cognitive,

define and give two examples of learning in the 'af,fective

domain;"

define the terms "instructional planning chart" "table of

specificatPons and indicate how, each makes use insfruditional

objectives,,

1.___define and illustrate the three component parts of a comple

stated-objective.

After reading this chapterand given a set of instructional objec-

tives. you will be able to:

identify the conditions, behavior, and criteria, component

each objeEtiV

missing,:

b) indicate whether each. objective deals wit

indicate which of thesg three coffiponents is

or -the affective domain,

suggest ways in which each objecti4 might be .1.Mp7;ived,

d)' auggAst two Ways in which students might be evaluated to deter

mile whether or- ot they have achieved-each objective.

the cogni ve domain
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After reading this chapter, completing the exercises, and

pariiicipating in a class disc scion, you will:be able to write. at

least one cognitive objectiv- and one affective objective for an

iLe,CODOisaJ.ecture_whielltwo_qualified-revIewerewill-Indicate arm

,completely satisfactory obj?ctives for, any introductory economics

'class-. To be "completely satisfactory" :Your objective must pro

duce appropriate responses to each of these questions.

a) Is the topit appropriate? ,Does it havi "worth" in terms of the
btoadgeals of the course in whichsthe le ture is to be given?
Is it relevant, prerequisite, enriching, 4d/or interesting

Is the topic manageable? Does it have "fit" with respect to whit
is reasonable to expect the students to be able to achieve-

after one lecture? Does the object tmply either too much or too-
little-content for-a tangle lecture?

Is the objective well written?

1. Are the conditions' clearly stated? Is there any .other informa-
tion you would want to know before being given a set of
answers to gradetodetermine if students achieved the objec-
tive? Are the conditions realistic for the class in which
the lecture is to be given?

2. Is the behavior, clearly stated? Do you know exactly what it
is the stu 'dent is expected to cid'? Is the behavior as far up
the appropriate hierarchy as it is reasonable to expect for
the students involved.

3. Is the criterion clearly stated? Do you know how well students
are to perform the behavior? Does the c iteriort appear/to
have been net in a thoughtful manner, or does it appear to
be more arbitrary than is necessary? Is the criterion -eali-
stic for the students involved?

Can a question be devised to provide a "match" between the data
collected or the behavior observed and the concept or attitude
you wish the student to attain?

AFFECTIVE OBJECTIVES

1. After reading this chapter and completing the exercises is

intended that you will:

a) value the importance of clear objectives to the learning.process,

b) articulate the value of objectives and incorporate them (as defined

`-this chaptdr) into your instructional planning, and teaching.
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INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Instructional objectives focus on the fundamental question: What

do you *want your Students to be able to do after the completion of. your

course teaching unit, lectUre, discussion)? Carefully stated

instructional objectives can be a valuable aid in providing direction

for both students and instructors, and they are essential in construc=
.

ting tests to evaluate student and instructor performance, Indeed,

three most important reasons for using instructional objectives

are to provide,guidance for :(1) student Study.efforts, (2) instructor

teaching efforts, and ( student and instructor evaluation efforts.

THREE IMPORTANT REASONS FOR.UISING. INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Guidance for Student -Study Efforts. The single greatest learning

aid that you can give-students is a precise statement: of what is-expected

of them. Carefully stated objectives help prevent students from wasting

time and energy in studying the wrong things or engaging in inappropriate

'-activities such as trying to "psych out" the instructor.

Guidance for Instructor Teaching Efforts. Clearly stated objectives

also provide an efficient way of planning your teaching activities.

Once instructional objectives have been specified, it is easier to

design instructional and learning activities that are the most likely

to help students reach these objectives. If you find yourself sPending,

time on activities that are not geruiane to your objectives, you should

modify what you do; and students should be encouraged to raise questions

such as: "What does this have to do with the objectives ?" "Why can't

we'get back. to what's important?"

Guidance for Student and Instructor Evaluation E In- ruc-

tional objectives Also help both students and instructors when it

comes time for evaluation. Tests aimed at clearly specified objectives,

give students an opportunity to demonstrate that they have achieved

what is expected of them, andthe test'results provide ajiandy way

for the instructor to determine:whether or not his or her teaching

efforts have been effective.

WRITING INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Despite the usefulness and importance of instructional objectives,
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many instructors have difficulty in conveying to other exactly what

it- 18 that they Want their students'to accomplish. Many discussionsof

Anstructional oh ectives focus almost exclusively on course content and

inatructorbehavior.OnehearsqueatiOnssuchaa:"Doyoucoverinter7

national trade in your principles course?"; "How much time do you spend

on national income accounting ? "; "Do you use calculus and formal proofs

in your intermediate theory course?"

Course content Is obviously a major concern. Yet, to be useful,

instructional objectiviS must be.mote than a catalogue description or

'Ain outline of content. Teaching Methods, teaching materials, and the

instructional process are also very important. Yet it is learning

outcomes as measured by studen performance that determine whether or

-.-not:anY0-1-og has been learned._ Since we' want to focus on student behavior,

it iwAydo a:good idea to use verbs to describe exactly what it is you

rules for ca ully stating instructional objectives

1. focus on learning outcomes (not the learning process) it's output

not input that counts;

2. focus on student (not instructor) behavior -- it's student per or

mance that counts.

3. use verbs that have the most precise meaning possible -- "cover"
I

"use," "know," "Ltally_- know," are less precise than "recite,"

-"construct," "identify," "compare," "contrast," "select."

As a practice exercise, which statement in each of the following

pairs do you think represents the most carefully stated instructional

objective? Which would beeasiest to verify or measure?

`1. A. Instills an appreciation of the multiplier concept.

talc latex the increase in GNP resulting from an autonomous

increase in government spending.

2. A. Intreasea proficiency in the use of :char sand gtaphs.

Interprets charts and graphs to identify equilibrium price

and quantity.

3. A. Learns the monetary exchange equation,

B. Defines each element of the monetary exchange equation.

U1



Instructional, lecties, canbe stated at different levels of

generality,. and theYrcanla stated..in terms of what educators have

termed the cognitive.ilamainand;the:affeCtiVe domain,

e o ve ion #iv domain dasi- withttelttie
.

outcomes Such as 10 0,'Aindersranding, and thinking skills.
.

Examples of cognitive
a

objectives are:

charts and graph:Al:recognizes-1 Ical fallaciee in reasoning; predicts

the outcome of en.attion.inVolving economic principles. B.S. Bloom

and others, pUblialiedectives: .Co-nitive
Domain in 1956.-,:Thtsrbook,describes six cognitive categories in detail

. .

and presents illustratiVe-nbiectives.and test items for each category.

The categories-ate. l0(noWledge,:(2) Comprehension (3) Application,

(4) Analysis.,:(53:.!SyntheSia,and (6) Evaluatipn.

The Afficti:Ve pcimairiA,'The affective domain deals with feelings

and...emotionssikhaainterest, attitude, and appreciation. Examples

of affective objettliel are: listent.attenrively; completes assigned

57

defines basic termerinterprets

homework; parricipStes'in class discussions; showa.interest in economics;
-

1

.' '
4 ,

,_.

appreciates the'14Ortande of economica'in evelp-life. D. R. Krathwohl
-, ..

..

aptothers:published TaXonomy of'Sducational.Oblectivek:, Affective `Domain
,

in 1964. This book daecribes five affectivecategries An detail and
,.

,presenta -illuattative objectives' d test for each tatekoiy.

KThe categories1Sre -(1) Receiving, (2) Reit) ding, (3) 17alUing,
!, =

,

4) Otganization,:and .(0) Characterization by :a. ktalue -of-Vali:0 dapples..
,

should,be noted that the'cntegnripS in each domain:of these
,

taXonomieSare,arranged in hierarchical ordr. Each Category-is asaumed

include.the behaVior At the lOwer levels; Thus "ippliCatiOn"'
,--- _;,--

includes behaviOr'Sithe "comptehension" and."knowledge"lev610,
.., . .

...-

And "valuing'" behaviorar bOth the "reliponding'IAnd "receiving
...!;4

levels. An.- excellent brief summary of this material is dontained-4n

Chapter 4.61,W.E. GroniUnd Stating Behavioral Ob ectives=fot.Clast.

room Instruction, 1970; and the four tables ftomthis-brief (58-page

*d.on the next four pages of this Chapter provide,_

You should study them carefully.

,,pamphlet tepr

,valtiable referen



TABLE 1. Major Cat = orieS in the C nitive Domain of t li§ Taxonom
Educational Objectives (Bloom, 1956)

Descriptions of the Ma /or Categories in the Cognitive Donsaiii

1. Know! _ Knowledge is defined as the remembering of previously learned material.
Thia may involve the recall of a wide range of material, from specific facts to complete
theories, but all that is required is the bringing to mind of the appropriate information.
Knowledge represents thelowest level of leuning outcomes inthe cognitive domain.

5

2. Comprehension. Comprehension is defined at the ability to gritial.'the,meaning of
material. This may he shown by translating material from one lomiilb.erihther (woids'
to numbers), by interpreting material (explaining or summarizing),-andihy estimating
future trends (predicting consequences or effects). These learning outcomes go one

.., step beyond the simple remembering of material, and represent the lowest level of
understanding, ,

7J...
j.. Alkil kaition:'..'44a4fication refers to the ability to.use learned.material in new and con-

&etc situatiod4.' This may include the application of such things as rules, methods,
concepti, principles, laws, and theories. Learningoutcornes in this area require a

-higher level of understanding than those under comprehensi ion. ...

4. .Analysis. Analysis refers to the ability to break down material into its component
. -

s.;so that its organizational structure may be understood. This may include the
.,,identiii0ation of:the.parts, analysis of the relationships between parts, and recognition

,..;.01.1134,:orgirdZational.principles involved. Liaririg'outcomeshere. represent a higher
infeltaCtuallevel that comprehension and' application because they requhe hn under-_, application because
standing of both.tlle content and the structural form of the Material.

S. Synthesis. Synthesis refers to the ability to put path together to form a new whole
This may involve the production of a unique corniminication (theine or speech), a plan
of operations (research- proposal), or a set of abstract relations (scheme for classifying
information). Learning outcomes in this area stress creative behaviors, with snaj,6r
emphasis on the formulatibn of new patterns or structures.

:

6. Evaltiation. Evaluation is concerned with the ability to judge the value of ;atrial
(statement, novel, poem, research report) fbr a given purpose. The judgments are to
be based on definite 'criteria: These may be internal. criteria organization) or external
criteria (relevance to the - purpose) and the student may determine the criteria or be

. given them. Learning outcomes in this area are highest in the cognitive hierarchy
because they contain elements of all of the other categories, plus conscious value
judgments based on clearly defined criteria.

63



TABU, Examples of General Instructional Objectives and Behavioral I
faurtte-Cognitir Domain of-the-Ts xotielny

Illustrative mend
Instructional llifectives

K nows common terms
Knows specifie facts
Knows metliticis and procedicres

,f4
Knows basic concepts
Knows principles

Understands fat is and principles.
Interprets verbal materiel-
Interprets charts and graphs

ranslates verbal material to natilernatiLa °rift-
Was

Estimates future consequences implied in data
Justifies methods and procedures

Ma

Illustrative ,fiehavioral Terms for
Stating Speeffic Learning Outoomes

Defines, describes, identifies. labels,
lisle, inifcheit; names, "outlines, re-
prpduces; selects, states-

'Voylverts, defends, distinguishes, es-
,tibiates, explains. extends, general-
izes, gives examples, inferi, pars-
phrases, predicts, rewrites, summar-
izes

Applies concepts and4irirrciplesTh new sit cations
Applies laws and theotieS
Solves mathernatical'negblerni7'
(ohstructs charts and graphs
Derrianstrates correct usage of a. metI

pored to

Retiognizes unstated assumptions
Recognizes logical fallacies in reasoning
Distinguishes between facts and inferences
kvahiates the relevanLy of data
Analyzes' the. 'organizational structure of a work

(art. Mum( writing)

Writes a Well organized theme
Gives a Well organized speech
Writes t.a cteative .short

'thuSict
Proposes a plan for an experimen
Integrates learning from different

plan for solving a problem
Formulates a new scheme for classif ying.objects

for events, or ideas)

Changes, computes, derithristrates,
discovers, manipulates. modifies, op-.

:emirs, predicts, prepares, ptoduces.
relates, shows, solves, uses

Breaks strAsin; diagrams, differenti-
.ates, ditcrirninates, distinguishes.
identifies,, -illustrates, infers, out-
lines; points out, relates, selects,
separates subdivides..

fudges the logical consistency of written ma-
terial

Judges the adequacy with which c nclusions are
supported by data -

Judges the value of a work (art, music, writing)
by use of internal criteria

fudges the value of a work (art, music', writing)
by use of external standards of excellence

`ategohzes,

combines, compiles,
mposes, creates, devises, designs,

explains, generates, modifies, organ-
plans, reuranges, reconstructs,

relates, reorganizes, revises, rewrites,
summarizes, tells, writes

Appriases, com pares, concludes, con-
trasts, criticizes, describes, discrimi-
nates, explains, Justifies, interprets,
relates, summarizes, suports
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TABLE III. Major Categories in the Affective Domain of.the Taxonomy of
ucational Objectives (Krathwohl, 1964)

Descriptions of the Mellor Categories in ,the Affective Domain

wing, Receiving refers to the student's willingness -to. attend to particular
or stir pli (classroom activities, textbook, music, etc.). From a teaching

standpoint, it is concerned with getting, holding, Ind-directing the student's atter'.
Lion : Learning outcomes in this area range from simple awareness that a thing
exists to selective attention on the part of the learner. Receiving represents the lOweit
level of learning outcomes in the affective domain.

Responding. Responding refers to active participation on the part of the student At
thisievel he.not only attends to a particular phenomenon but also reacts to it in some
way. Leal-fling outcomes in this area may emphasize acquLescence in responding
(reads assigned materiel), willingness to respond (voluntarily reads 'beyond assignmen
or satisfaction in responding (reads for pleasure or enjoyment). The higher leveis-of
this category include_ those instructional objectives that are commonly clasilfied under
"interests"; that-is, those that stress the seeking out-arrtd7enjoyment of particular
activities.

Valuing. Valuing ts concerned with the worth .ti varue 'a student attaches to a par-,
ticular object, phenomenon, or behavior. Thislanges indegied from the more simple
acceptance Of a 'value (desires to improve group ski14) to the .morecomplex level of
commitment' (assumes responsibility for the effective' functioning of the group)
Valuing is based on the internalization of a set of specified values, but clues to these
values are expressed In the student's overt behavior. Learning osucomes 1t1 this area
are.concerned with behavior that is consistent and stable enough-to make the value
clearly identifiable. Instructional objectives 11131 are commonly classified under
"attitudes" and "appreciation" would fall into this category

Orgaidzation. Organization is concerned with bringing together different values, re
.solving conflicts between them, and beginning the building of an internally consistent'
value system. Thus th emphasis is on comparing, relating, and synthesizing values.
Learning outcomes ma be concerned with the conceptualization of a value (recog-
nizes the responsibility of each individual for improving human relations) or with the
organization of a value,system (develops a vocational plan that satisfies his need for
both economic security atiJ social service). Instructional objectives- relating to the
development of a philosophy of life would fall into this category.

Chancterizationhy,a Value or Value Complex. At this level of the affective domain,
the individual has .a value system that has controlled his behavior for a sufficiently .

long time for him to have developed a characteristic "life style." Thus the behavior.
is pervasive, consistent, and predictable Learning outcomes at this level cover a broar1Z1,,
range of activities, but the major emphasis is on the fact that the behavior is typie
or characteristic of the student. instructional objectives that are concened with the
student's general patterns of adjustment (personal, social, emotional) would be ap-
propriate here.



TABLE rv. Examples of General fristrugtional Objectives and
Ternis for the Affective Do r4gin of the Taxonomy

ehavioral

Illustrative General
Instructional Otijectives

Listens attentively
Shows awareness of the importance of learning:
Shows sensitivity to -human needs and canal

.

problems
Accepti differenaes of race and culture
Attends closely to the_classroom activitikt

Completes assigned homework
Obeys. school tides, .

Participates in class discussion
Completes labotato?y work
Voluntiers for special, tasks
Shows fn terest_ iRsilbject
EnjOYs hel "rig afters

IIIustrat tve.Behoo kir
Slating Specific Learning Outcomes

s. chooses; describes_

, holds, identifies, locates,
!tines, pqints to, selects, sits erect,
plies, uses

Demonstrates belief in the democratic process
Appreciitet goOd literature (art or .musie)
Appteciates the, role of science (or other sub-
, jects) inttveryday life
Shows concern- for the welfare of others
Demonstrates:problem-solving attitude
Demonstrates, commitment to social improve-

ment

Answers, assists,cogtplies, confoFms,
--discusses, greets,' helps, labels, per
forms, practice's, presents, teads,
recites. reports, selects, telli, rites

Completes, describes, differentiates,
explains, follows, forms, initiates,
invites; joins. 'ustifies, _proposes,
reads., reports, !eels, shares, siud-
ies, works

Recognizes the need for balance between free-
_ dom and responsibility in a democracy
Recognizes the role of systematic planning in

solving problems
Accepts responsibility for his own behavior
Understands and accepts his own strengths and

limitations
Formulates a life plan in harmony. with his

dies. interests, and beliefs

Adheres, alters, arranges, combines,
compares, completes, defends, ex-
plains;. generalizes, identifies, inte-
grates. modifies, orders, organizes,,
prepares, relates, synthesizes

Displays safety consciousness
Demonstrates self-reliance in working indepen--

dently
Practices cooperation in now activities
rises objective approach in problem solving
Demonstrates industry. punctuality and sell-

discipline
Maintains good health habits

Acts, discrUminstes, displays, influ-
, ences, listens, modifies, performs;

practices, proposes, qualifies, ques-
tions,' revises, serves, solves, uses,
verifies



Beginning instructors usually hal.% more- difficulty in working

With Krathwohl!s affective taxonomy than with Eldom's cogitiire

taxonomy. .And, within the gnitive taxonomy, beginni,ng

eve Cu etermfaing partitular-reaintng--

outcome is "knowledge "comprehensioe. or whether another learning
.

outcome is Mapplicatioe oar sYnthels." Rsthet than getting bogged

down in labeling and- cla cation problems, however, it is far,

me to

-better, or beginning instructors to simply use these aids to. keep

in mind two major considerations:

1. the importance of going beyond pimple recall and restatement

of facts and definitions to higher levels of critical .thinking;.

the importance::Of emphasi4ing attil,tudesand appreciations as

well as cognitive skills;

The tendency to overload lists of instructional objectives

low level cognitive behaviors.simply because.theY are easier

define should be' avoided. More complex .objectives, although

Aifficult'to define, are usually more important from the educational

point'of view: lame wasn'Ibviltin a day, and one doesn't have

to come up with a full blown set,of perfectly stated cognitive and

affective objectives on-the firSt try. Reference books and ,ether

relevant Materials can bt consulted for suggestions concern_ n g specific

.types of studbnt behavior that igA be appropriate, for particular

oh ivee. And, once begun, an lustrl or list of objectives

-can be Modified, improved, sad' refined. Getting started is the most

itlportantart4 often the most difficult task.

Inthis connection Gronlund's pamphlet mentioned above

probably the best .reference guide to

following example..

with, and he offers the

Objectives pertaining to thinking skills,,attitudes, and

ppreciation should not be slighted becauseof the difficulty

,of..clearly defining them,;, It would seem better to list the
specific types of behavior that can be identified before instru(.7.

tion begins -and then to'revise and improve that lis as'rele-
.varitexamples orstudedr-reaction become apParent. One reacher,

for example, compiled the,'tollowing tentative list of types of

behavior for the objective appreciates good literate'r

Appreciates good literature.
1. Describes the differences between gaud and poor literature.

Distinguishes between selections of good and poor lite e.



Gives critical reasons f classifying a selection-as
good or poor.
Selects and reads good literaiure,during-free-reading

Explains why he likes tpe-particular 'delect1ons of good
literature that he reads

Although this list is -far from Complete, this teacher had
fairly good notion of what She,mant by the rathee'yague con-

cept appreciation. The specific 'types of.behavior are definite
enougte.to-prOvide guidelines for inatructional Tlanning, and --

hoPefully she will expand and-refine the list as she gives
this objective mor*direct emphasis in her teaching Arid eeseing.-7

This technique of stating a fairly general objective -("appreciates

.good literature'':) followed by several more specific examples is t good

one, and this a mple illustrates the usefulness of beginning each objec-,

tive with a verb that-`specifies observable behavior.

To keep the :number of oblectives-to reasonable .limits, rather

',gene al verbs,like "knows!' ot "appreciates" can be tired provided they
t
RTC 010Werrby alepresentative sArmip of more specific behaviors

"defines deserihek," -"distinguishes" which make clever the

type of spe(i fic learning or that arcenecessaty

have achieved the general objective.id en

to insure that

The,eiample shown to Table V indicates how_ the four general:objec-

yes.-"knows basic terms, "understands economic concepts and principle's,'

''applies, economic principles to new situations," and "interprets

economic data'," can be defined in specific behavioral terms. list

not meant to be exhaustive, and it is for illustrative purpoo

I'y -Note' ghat `tt e Statements of seecificihehavlors listed and

each general objective descrihr.howthe expected to r

town -rd tfir=m114ect lri nomicg, but they do noCklescribe

f I c subject rtat.t .r toward which he or she in al,- react. (Fo

example, the specific behaviors listed under "knows-basic terms"

deecrlhe what is meant' Y "knowii'g," not what. termk the student should

to/relate same instructionknow.) Such

objectives is

When stated like the examples in Table V,

an rerve as highly useful ghi if to students Kati

tatements mnke'it.possible

variou arems content.

..__________
--'.

2/ Norman E. Gronlund, Stating Behavioral 0- eag___b,1._._ti-laserobt
-- ,Instruction, Macmillan, 1970, p. 16: , - - -, ! .______
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TABLE OBJECTIVES FORA. COURSE (OR UNIT) IN ECONOMICS-',

(These .objectives can be apPlitd to various content areas depending on

the length-pf Ihe courae/unit)

Ennuis basic terms.
1.1 Relates terms that have the frame meaning.

, 1.2 Selects the term that best fits a particUlar definition.
1.3 Identifies terms used in reference to partiCular economic problems.

1.4 Uses terms correctly in describing economic problems.

Understands economic concepts and principles.
2.1 Identifies qiamples of economic concepts and principles..
2.2 Describes economic concepts and principles in,own words.

2.3 Points out the interrelationship of economic principles.

2.4 Explains changesAm economic conditions in terms of-the economic

Concepts and principles involved.

Applies economic principles to new situations.
3.1 IdentifieS the economic principles needed to solve.a practical

problem.
3.2 Predicts the prObable outcome of an action involving econo

principles.
3.3" Describes how to solve a practical economic problem in terms

of the economic principles involved.
3.4 Distinguishes. between probable and improbable et ono - c forecasts.

4.'interprets economic data.
4.1 Differentiates between relevant and irrelevant inform-

4.2 Differentiates between facts and inferences.
4.3 Identifies canae-effect relations in data.
4.4 Describes the trends in data.
4.5 Distinguishes betWeen warranted and unwarranted conclusions

draWn from data.
4.6 Makes proper qualifications when describing (la

3/ Norman E. Gronlund, Stating_ Behavioral Ob

Instruction, Macmillan, 1970, p. 40.

ec Ives fog Classroom



using their

on.

ir

Wing and teaching efforts and in preparing for evalua-

,

DSING OBJECTIVES FOR PLANNING AND TESTING

The Instructional Platinin- 'hart. A device that oftelf proves elp-
4

ful In using instructional obj ectives foi effective instructional pl anning.

40 an Instructional Planning Chart such as ,=the one illustTate& Table

where inStrUctional pbjectives Etre Listed in one olumn, teaching methods

are listed in a second column, and evalua

third crumb., ConatAacting such a chart may

techniqueS are listedn a

s7eem to be a forbidd,ingl:

taslc.at first; but, such a chart Constructed with various degrees

ofdetal,/,,andeverythingdoesn'thavetdb&wrAtten down in complete
?

sentences. Indeed, even if'you don't write,Janything at all down on paper,

it is a good idea to run over the bailie outline 6,f an instructional planning

Ahart Wyour mind from time

an be

It is a good way to insure that

you dOn't fall 1140 the common tras of rushing over things top fast

because of a failure to consider all facets of their complexity and/or

running out of time at the end of ,the semester. ikrt-fliatructiorial planning

chart also helps make sure Oita you are 4sing.your teaching and evaluation

efforts approRrtately. If "applies econopt principles to:new situations"'

is one of our objectives, for ex mp_e, but you find Chit little class

time is being devoted to developing this skill, t.henyou should not expect

students to be able to do well.on this type'of exam question unless you

consciously begin devoting more class time to helping students apply

economic princples to new sl*Oations. Transfer of knowledge to new

situations is's difficult akin to master, and one must either b© pre-

pared to devote time to this importAnt task, to chinge his or her objec-

tiveS, or to fare a lot of student resentment over an instructor who,

"teaches one thing and tests something else."

The Table c.taluAglpaa. Another device that is often useful

for testing purposes is a Tablein employing instructional -bjectives_

of Secipfi.cati.on._ Auch as the one illustrated in Table VII. A Table of

Specifications ii a two-fold table relating economics content to
' Oa,

instructionalkoblectives.- Bo th the content outline and the list of
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Inst uctional Ob ect vis

4 1. Knows econogic tqrms
,

A. Gives texook definition

H. Identifiei ex les in

selected readl

te4i.ms correctlj in

or and writtttwork.

0
Applies.qpnomic

(supply a,_ demand) to ,,,new

situations.

economic

prindp14esoneeded to

explain 'a cuont' 44ent

(inaTea4ng coffee

gi4s).

B. Predicts c4 probable

# outcome ofiAlternaeive'

actions involving eco-

nomic principles: ,

'Distinguishes between,

probable 'and improbable

outgomes ofluggestee

actons.

TABLE VI -, INSTRUCTIONAL PUNNING CHAT

fp

er

Teaching Methods

Encourage students to'make an "economics"

dictionaryfl'and to review the definitions

periodically. Point out, and ask' students

to point out, examples during discussion of

redding assignments. Give oral and written''

assignments requiting use of the terms.

Read a brief newspaper report about inctess-

ing ocoifeewprioes ,to class. Lead off discus-

sion wittrquestions concerning why prices

rise (increased deiand, reduced supply):

Have students identify consenuenceS for equi,

librium quantfty if ptice,increasi is caused

by reduced supply. Have,students fdentify

consequences for equilibrium quantity if price

increase is caused by increased demand.' Have

students indicate which of these situlations'''

best fIcs the "facts" in this case.* Have

elasS 'predictresnits of a law fixing the

price of coffee at old (lower) level: Have

the clash predict results On the amount of

coffee consumed if a;consumer boycott succeeds

in lowering the price to old eel, Have the

class analyze the argument that "the higher

ricevice 411 lower demand And the lower demand

will cause the price to fall, therefore, the

equilibrium price of soffe may!nd up lower

han it %as before," Have the class

predict the effect of the increase In coffee

Price on the equilibrium price aria.%

equilibelum quahtitOof tea,

Triluation Teehtfques
.

Short answer essay test.

Multiple choice test.

ObsTation during class

cliscussion and evaluation

of written work.

Observation during class,

discussion. Homework

problem emphasizing a aeries

of supply deg* disgrais4t

which students have to draw

in new curves and indicate

nevriequilibrium prices and

quantities fora series of

specified events. Objective.

test on spedIfic points deal-

ing with shiftsipt curves`

and moves along curves.

Essay questions calling for

,interpretstions!and supporting.

evidence. EValuation of.

Students' written reportS

using the criteria of

correct application of supply

and demand model.

ri;

if
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TABLE VII -- TABLE OF SPECIFICATIONS LE A TEST ON SUPPLY AND DEMAND

uesticns e number est can be shcuin in the cell_

CON ENT

KNOWS
BASIC

UNDERSTANDS
CONCEPTS AND
PRi INCIPLES-._

.

I

APPLIE!:'

PRINCIPLES

.

-

INTERPRETS
' DATA

_.

TETWE 1

1, Demand:

A. Price Elasticity (total
revenue test

B. Change in "Demand" vs. Change
12.nuantity Demanded"

... Supply:

A. Price Elasticity (length of
aAjustment period)

B. Change in "Supply" vs. Change
in "Quantity Supplied"

Equilibrium Price and Equilibrium
Quantity in one Market

4. Changes in Equilibrium in Inter-
related Markets.

A.Comklementwoods_

B.Jubstitute _

C. Tandem cods

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .., - '__ _

7
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instructional objectives can b specified at various levels

Since the horizontal space is e constrained than the ver

it is usually better. ter arrange the general objectives acro

of detail.

ical space,

s the top of

the able, and to arrange the outline of content in the left hand column of

%iothe t le. Each cell in a table of specifications represents both a con-

tent area and an instructional objective. By classifying each question on

a test in apatticular cell it is poNsible to make sure that your tests..

measure the content and the objectives you have emPhaSized in class.

If most of the questions on a unit test cluster iii a cell that received

little attention in class, some modifAcatiow of the test is in order

before using it for evaluation purposes. Of,.if the test Is already

prepared or available, and if you then construct table of specifications

well in advance, you can make sure that your teaching efforts are directed

the areas measured on the test.

COMPLETELY STATED OBJECTIVES

So..far we have discussed the most important part of an instructional

objective: the learning outcome or the behavior that the student should he

able to demonstrate. Educators

statement of what the student must do is only one component nt a completely

!Ay point Ont however that

stated objective. To be complete, an instructional objectfq- should also

contain a statement of the conditions to which rite student should be ablr

to do it, and a statement of the criteria that will be used to judge

how well it is lone.1 The three basic components of a completely stated

4/
An excellent brief treatment of all three aspects of a completely

atated objective is Robert F. Mageo, Instructional,±Llatesttives,
Fearon Publishers, 1962. Wrtkfien4n aytermat,that. permits you to prac-
tice and teat yourself as yon,ge along, this entire book an he completed
in about one hour.

-cher brief programmed approach t formulating instry.ctlonal oblec-
tivea is Donald. L. Troyer, "PerformanceObjecitives: Formulation dnd
Implemeptation," in James Weigand (ed.) TIp.17sj-L Teacher compc,t,p
Prentice-Ilan: 1977, 98-116. The second part of Troyer's chapt
(pp. 116-143) gOVS beyond writing objectives to evaluating them itt t /rmb
of "worth," "fit," and "match," More will he said on these important
aspects of evaluating obie:dtived,' later in this chapter.
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tive -- conditions behavior, And Criteria == are sometimes gum-

mar Zed in the three 'basic` nestions of when? what? and how well?

After attending the appropriate lecture, the student should

he able to define theterd%Pduced investment"with 100% accuracy.

Given '13 years of time series data. on GNP,. the stock-ol money,

the Consumer's Price Index, and the uneMpldyment rates and;withthe

aid of calculator-.s being permitted, thastudent-should Wank tia.

correctly compute the income velocity of civuldtion to two-deeimal

placeaforqhe first, fifth, n-inth., and thirteepthtyeprw in EC,five

minute period.. , - 4 * iv ILF

After completing the appropriatehomeworkassignmqinti and: given

a previously unseen table with seven differ prices arid,Colees

ponding quantities demanded, the student' ahouldlie.abledi!cOrreCtly

label five of six intervals in the table :aa-"elastic,'."inelastio,

or "unit elastic" within a ten minute period.

iven a-hypothetical newspaper,clipping with three erroneous,:

interpretations of an economic event, the student should be-able:

to correctly identify two.of the three errors.andaxplain.fullY the

reason why thWare wrong;

Stating complete objectives in,thisfor-_ cbndition

behavior, and teria all written out tn-deta

task that may quickly roll Into diminishing ret

to keep conditions and criteria in:Mind when, decir, what it is we .want

our students to be able to'do. Comparing the

students or different groupkon the same test

aPPropriatelithe-conditionaafr re not similat; ions such as

whether or not students arI;pwed to consillt books andl the.

amount of time allowed to are also impor ing whateriteria

provide a

these thngs
*&A

becomes a,prodigious

Yet it la imeortant

to use in evaluating 'responses.

basis for assuling the lmtrutra
-1

`within the.avallable.ttme when e

Stating (conditions When),

Moreover, th

0-lilt student

aminations are even..

Stn- tudents at most,0 fr

upon'to demonat tsthey have mastered the b avior sp

objectives in s

.a gOod shorthand

they `wil l .be

4
ations involving exams or other evaluativ

way to explatn to saidents t e, eonditg uter whch

:ted to perform is to show

from ol exams and assignmen

en-t$ un ers'tand how:much

thqm some

On eva ad

directions_

i'e.exercises

ire t y will be
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,given and what e erence and calculating aids they wi ed to

use. Indeed, one way present the objectives tor- i Wicular content"

unit or even a-whole course might be issue a genera katoey state-

ment such as the following:

"After attending all of the classes, comple the ,reading

and homaJork assignments, and studying for t th,And without
the aid of any notes or calculating device student shoultlhe
able to correctly answer questions of the f I g type in a giVen
time period." (List of sample questions fol

The sample questions distributed should ref ance yot =plan

use among essaY, multiple choiCe matching, aid

rich s% In addition to sample questions, you m

general. table of specifications similar to t

. =-Cthe relative emPhasis you plan-_
are,0 and,various general lea.rning outcomes.

:DeacriviorWhat have air

to writing the behavior qpmponent an ins

nes-

bre VII

content

use verbsthat dicate. .student performance.
I' --

,1-'

culty4n)thirOing of verbs that describe precise
-

--X%vets 0.1' rhp cw ive an, d affective hierar_

eer
higher levels- but the difficulty of

Inking to formulate bjeetives at th

_ people, feel that hese levels are

lOrnAmg-Process.

Gronl

forMulate precise behavior

erince lists repro

above:_should',be ''of considerable aid

be v_ and another technitivethat

4
ou1d not deter you. from

r levels Jr von., likt,

tliv'`moat important ones in the

thel

e

_LiVe are

e-haveAiffl-

st Ytbe higher

definitely

thap at the

in Table fi and 'cable IV

ulating higher level performance

ten helpfUl is "working back-

=. A

hg;,bd kwards in eons 'ogn fve objectives' invob

ith examination questions "'that you think are "good' questions

you want your stuagg

lyes y'etating w

ions you have selected.' Take the following multiplt chOlce question

tolearn and then "infer" the

a student must do to correctly answer the

'9=
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ewe between 1962 and 1972 GNP Areases from $500 billion

tc $1001) billion, and that the appropriate index of prices increases

from 100 to 200. Which of the following i c rrectly expresses GNP

1971 In terms of 1962 ices?

$ billion.

$ 500 billion.
$1000 hillion.

-U. 92000 billion.

If you think Chet theabilitv to use a price index to "deflate"

nominal GNP figures is al, important thing for your stpdents to be

able to do.-and you want to. write an objective that indicates this

without showing your students the exact quest'. on you plan to use- to

measure this ability, then the above question can be used to "work

hA kwards" and Infer th following conditions and behavior:

Given data on nominal GNP and au appropriate price index

students will correctly calculate constant dollar GNP in terms

of the base year of '1 he price lndex.

0nce v I hove used i

partie_lar quest Lon to construct an

Instroutiooal oblectivo, the oblective can then serve as a guide to

n tr4t1nt, "tier questions that test thf same- behavior. Thus,

the edlng ohjective .0nables you tit devise questions similar to

the following'

2. if the current or "money" GNP in a particular country was $500

billion in 1970 and $1,200 billion in 1975' and if'the appro-

priate price index was 100 in 1970 and 700 t 1975, the value of

the 197'. GNP in terms of 1970 prices is:

41

ff the app priori, price index is 10(1 for 1960 and 120 for 1970,

and (NP is $360 billion for 1961) and $4R() billion for 1970, the

value _of 1970 GNP ill terms of, 1960 pri-ceg Is:

A. $384.

B. $400

C. $424.

U. $460.

If wani-, to add the ability to convert index numbers from one base

.7
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year to another-to your objectives, then you can sta

GiVen a price index with one base year indtcated, the student

will correctly convert the index numbers to those of another base

year when the new base year is specified.

And you can devise a series of questions to measure bo

objectives as fellows:

of your

THE NEXT THREE QUESTIONS (#4-6) ARE BASED ON THE FULL tWING TNEORMATION

FOR A HYPOTHETICAL ECONOMY:
GNP GNP

Current or Price Index. Trice Index

Year "Money_" Eg (1960, 100) (1970

1960 500

1970 1,200

IOU

200

4 The valbe of the 1970 G Ln terms of 1960 prices is

A. 600.

B. 700.

C. 1,000.

D. 1,f00.

100

5 If 1970 is made the base year the GNP price index, the value of

the index number for 1960 (rounded to the nearest who number)

would be:

A. Zero.

B. 50.

C. 100.

D. 200.

6 The value of the 1960 GNP

A. 500.

B. 600.

C. 700.

D. 1,000.

arms of 1971 prices is:

Finally, if you think Chat a t rue 'snider standing of "d ildring"

involves being able to ,impute the price Index by omparing hominal and

constant dollar GNP figures fur the same year, then you could write Luc

following conditions and behavior:

Given "defldted" (constant dolla Ind "undeflated-(nom al),

GNP figures for a particular year, the student will Lorrectly

calculate the, rice index for the year indicated.



%WO the Fri I lowing. qnes

"detiated"_GNP in 1Q70 was $4U0 hill ion and "uncle aced" GNP4
for the SAW year was $500 hilltop, the GNY deflator for 1970
wonid he t

A,

c.

P ssthe,to {ie`7c rmine wt hour ku ing the base year.
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(lie ipcpo r trance of carefully 'stating the behayi0r.cottlOoliest of an.,

instructional tivp 'should be obvious from the preceeding examples.

f you. Imply want your students to be able to "deflate"'nominal GNP

onstant dollar GNP flAii.lfes, questions #5 and #7 above do NOT

.measure this behavior. They measure related but different skills.

This brings us to the most Important considerations involved in

selecting Hnd measuring thP behaviors you want your. students to learn

the onderlyinp

questions von (h

tionale von use in setling your obier fives, and the

to measure whether or not the behaviors have been

achieved, I r rryr r cited hi footnote 4 above, uses the code works "match,"

"fir " and "worth" in this important men.

"Match" deals with determining whether or not the behavior being

nbs rvosi or r e t ed redLly measures the skill, concept, or attitude. that

you wish your students to attain. (Questions 115 and 117 above, for example,

do not measure the nhj_ ive "calculates constant dollar GNP in terms-of

the base year of the price index. Question 115 measures "converts the .

Index numbeGs to those of another base year; and question #7 measures

alculate. the niJee fndtx for the year tadit ted.

" "Flt "" is

irackgrotlrld of ihe

h the appropriateness of a behavior in terms of the

orients in your class. If your students cannot multi

ply or divide, fur example, none of the oblectives above are appropriate

,since It ts Impossible to achieve them without being able to perform

these simple arithmetic 6peratL yn1-1 think that these objective are

Important, you have to improve tl I "fit° by giving your students

the prerequisite skids needed to achieve:your objectives. tir, if you

decide it is tint worth all of this effort, you would have to discard these

Alectives.. A areffilly, devCsed ,pre test is probably the best way
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determine if your students have the prerequisite skills necessary to "fit"

the objectives you -want them to attain. The results of the pre-test can

be used either to> modify the Objectives or to modify the student/41 skills.

"Worth" is perhaps the most Important consideration of all in

selecting -the behaviors you want your students to obtain. This deals with

general, academic relevance and your broad course goals. If your main

.,Course goal is to develop-a general understanding of how economic policy

can-influence,the performance of the Ameridan economy, fir example, you

might feel that detailed arithmetic calculations such as those indicated

above are.,"irrelevant" in terms of your goals. Others may disagree, but

your most important task in selecting performance objectives is to take

sure that they are relevant to the,broad goals you can realistically

expect students tee achieve. -'

The need for realistic expectations in setting objectives is pax

cularlTitportant in the affective domain F the time'.i person enters

college he or she has had approximately 18 years attitude forming

experiences, and there are limits to what one can expect to accomplish in

a single course that meets for some three hours a week. Attitudes. and be-

liefs are generally slow to change, but iL is possible to increase and

decrease) interest in most studen:s.

Since interest and motivation are also important in stimulating stu-

dent effort. in the cognitive area, you should Lry to formulate objectives

at least as far up the affective hierarchy as "valuing." T(J make sure that

studenta are '- 'receiving" and: "responding," for exen.p1ej ou should make

a special effort to notice occasionally how fieque W questions are raised

in class, how 'many different students ask ques and the nature of

the questions raised. Student'evaluation questionnaires that ask Ties-

:
tions-ouch as the following can also-be used to asc(14tals the extent

to wh)ch you affe7tive objectives are being met.

4OTroyer, pp ott, pp. 123-126 dis_isses rth" in terms of appll-

catio generalization, prerequisites, enrichment, stiakni interest,

and ins uotor interest,: A good check list tc,. user in se)eciing the beha-

viors ant your students to master might be th4vfollcloist. 18 the

cones kill:
alizable or applicable after the students le c the -s -oom,

bLa ary prerequisite for subsequent letrnitg

c) sh aiirichment experience hat takes the student he d the hum-drum

regular academic rout ne
"d) likely to stimulate your interest and /or the eat et

students.

(.0.1
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Compared, to our interest in economics as a, subject at the beginning
of the course, how would yon rate ,your present interest in economics
as a subject?

A. Much interested.

B. Moreinterested.
C. About the same,
D. Less Interested.
E. Much'less interested.

The subject matteriof this coot
today's world.

A. Strongly agree.

B. Agree."'
C. Neither Agree nor di agree.

Disagree.
.E. Stronglv'disagree.

s important qlnd relevant

Setting criteria (Row Well) Determining how we 1 a'student should-.

be expected to master-a particular objective depends a great deal on

the nature of the objective itself In the cognitivejlomain it is use-

ful to distingulfh between what Grohlund has.termed the "minimum essentials

level" and the "developmental level."

"Minimum essentials" objectives are typically low level cognitive

outcomes that can be mastered by almost all students and which serve as

prerequisites to further learning in the area Objectives at the minimum

essentials Level can be stated in terms of specific tasks to be perfo'rmed

(define the term opportunity, cost) and canbe taught andAested,on a one-
.,

o-one basin. Teaching is directed toward the-specifid behavior stated''

in the objective (for example, a definition of spli:ortunitycos is

rented) awl, est items require studen.n to demonstr to responsesesponss idehtical

to those 1 rned in class ("define opportunity cost: or "opportunity cost

is defined as. " followed by a set of alternative afitions). At

this level, complete or nearly complete masteryccurbe,expec(ed:,v
'witb°-

100% accuracy," ur "correctly defines nine of ten terms." 'Aith

criteria can be stated with precision, however, the sandards out

10, 9 out of 10, or 0 out of 10) are, somewhat arbitrary dependift upon

the-students rnd the tastes involved.

"Developmgntal" objectivesare typically :higher level. ccignitive,out

I

comes that represent goals toward Which students may show different degtfts
4

sr
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C j

of progress, but which many may never fully achieve, Obje

developmental level are stirtked. in terms of general behaviors that can be
,

defined-by a represeniati* sample of Specific behaviors (see "interprets

es at the

economic data " -.in Table '1,7 ). Objectives at the developmental level are
0

taught and - tested in terms, of the general class of behaviors represented

by the objective rather. than in terms of each, of the specific behaviOrs

that might listed In a ,par icular sample. Teaching is ellrected toward

the general objective or the total class of behavior, and test items

require students to demonstrate previously ]earned responses-Ju situa-

tions containing sdmenoveltV". -'At this le;tel the criteria for mastery

are difficult to state with a single degree of precision that applies

to all students; indeed, different degrees of relative perforkance

should 4 recognized.
%

On these pointsGronlund stakes:

In some cases, it may be desir to develop two ep arate

tests -- one to test for maate,ry of minimum essentials and the other
to determine the degree of student progress toward the More complex
instructional objectives. We would expect most students to do well
on the mastery test and would require those-who did not-do well to -
repeat the test (or an.equivalent farm of the test) after a reason
able time for review. The second type of test would ,Dave e high
level of difficulty and. would pr hide -a wide ran of scores. This

method of testing permits us to check on the extent to which the
students are meeting theimIntmum standards -of course and the

degree to which they are'l)wgreSeing 'beyond the minimum requirements.
Of conrse,--both types df:t.4tii,may beJincluded in the ,same inatru-
ment as long as they arefirrrAnged 'ao ,separate part's. From a mOti-
vational standpoint, if AsHdeAlrablle to -place the part designed ,to
test for mastery of minimeM essentials :first= and to explain to 'the

students the purpose of each part.6/

Students and instructors alike inevitably think of cognitive,c_ite

is in terms'of grades, and mady object t- purely normative or "curve"

grading distributions that dictate X%'A's and Y% regardless of the .

absolute levels of performance. There Ras-been increasing,Scc pta

_ terton referenced" grading in whi,,h al r students who

designated degree of mastery receive an appropr

- _what percentage of students achieve this level ed

6/
onlund

ieve a,

e, grade ,regardless

piformalic la+Irt-717-7,
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one would hope that all of his or her stUdenta4achieve the maximum

degree of mastery, but this does not always seem possible in most college

classrooms. Oue way to construct a criterin referenced ,grading scheme

thattakes.accomnt of performance of both- mum essential objectives,

which all students should be able to master,

which may result in differentdegrees of man

syStem suctr as the following.

and developmental objectives
Ar

ery, is to construct a grading

'Performance

Less than %. (e.g*,-,130% ) on minimum- asential questions,

and .leas than( 50 %). on developmental questions:

(es., 80%) or more. on minimum essential questions,
and/or betWeen, % and % (e.g., 50% and 59%).on devel-

t

opmental questionse

I'(e.g., 80%) or more on minimum ease:Wel questions, a
and between Y and :% (e.g., 607,and J4.%) on developmen-

tal quest ions'. 4

% (e.g., 90%) or mo
and between % and
tal,questions%'

e on minimum esa_ ial questions,'
(e.g., T5.% and p484%) Ott developmen-

e.g., 004 or more on:minimuM essential questions,

and % (e.g.,135%) or more on develOpmental questions.

AffeCtive.criteria do

certain degree of arbitrarine

tance or target levLs, e.g.:

Grade

nvolve grading di -atly,but again a

is involved in setting particular accep-

At least four ptudents will volunteer an explana
ar iv4d a': the solutiop to hothework problem #X.

ion of how they

Given questionnaire .similar to the one shown on page

above, .at least 50% oft*respondents will-indicate a greeter

in in economics as a attbleCt at the end of the course than
at the beginning of the Cbuiee, and at,least75% of the itudents

will "agree', that eeonpia#S is ortant relevant in :today's

world. '

25

'Although he criterion levels fort af ve objectives have to be set
.

' a

experien a can help ybu establish' historical bench-'
4., .

marksion which yogcalprattem o improve. : If "only" 40% of ymii:.atudents

agreed aith stateMene #10'last semester, you can dot youi tat-gift. at 501

this semester.-
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COKMON.OBAUXONS TO 0
* .

So far this .chapter naized e dva ages of dhing carefully
0,00

.stated inatrucUdnal objec jet it, is. only fair to note that many
,

beginning instructors are sometimes intinlidated,b what seeus to be, a very
.E.,

smanding-and potentially overwhelMing task. jibe will conclude, therefore,

tiihthS4ollowing'sxoerpt from Hawkinav l ay410,.aud MAjer, which lists

Ofte..eommon objections to objectives and sorters a response to them.

After reading their comments, note the Do's and, Doets and try your
_

atthe exercises at the end of this chapter before reaching_your own

conclusions on'the extent to which you went to make-use of instructional

V.
objectives in your own situation.

elow,are some typical "objectilie of jectione an a few .s;

meets. Maybe you will recognize some of your own tab gh

-"I already know my subject pretty well. Why waati time

objectivesn
It's iroftic, but, some of the things we seem to know the bestlr,

we have-Cie hardest time eAplaining to others. It's the,old problem

of being tOo.olose to the airest.to see the treeA Wr ring ohlec-

tant first Okep in conveying it.
-

tives helps you conceptualize your 'subject and this an alf4:1

"So much of what I want to teach is intan

possibly write objectivts?"%
You ma4not want to write eblective for everything. On tha

occasi6ns they may prove very helpful iti your teaching and er

situ:311one, they may destroy the qua y :if the education41,expet.-

ience. :,The whole point of writing objectives is to.make you senal-

tive'to what you're trying to do, and you need this sensitivity no cu
omatter what you're trying to convey -° whether lie's knowledge,

.!

'w Specifi pointc physical s.kill or oint of-view
'-t

?..

,c,v

--- 'Won't I strait jacket myself and my clr# as tf Lrlimit my!,eif

to a list4of objectives?"
Think of objectives as a springboard rat -her tlisu is a strait-

jacket . 0hjectives don't Jet a maximum aMiiunt for what you-can do,

but they do set =a minimum. And this is important. _Have ytat e,,,er

plered a course with the nagging feeling that the p!.-cot reely

didn't tenc ything? ' Even With elearcnt g41a, you run the risk

li
of not accoMV1 suing all Chat you'd jikel -Ada without hem, you

run the risk teaching nothing.g
.

A

,Object 'u owewon't stifle yur ow or
. you nts' creatiyIty.

Once yott know_ where you're'going, yowesn be eative a:3 yeti, like

in.getting there 74

1tc,ty can I

Hawkir4, _avies, and ;



U
``.

Clearly explaln'to your students
WHAT is 4tu e learned and how they

-are to d1 onstrate what been

learned

Explain WHEN and undej what condi-
tions the students will be expected
to demonstrate- their knowledge. )

Eatablish HOW WELL the
must perform to demonst
factory achievement.'

udents
to setts-

Miulcseriously about ustug an
instructional planning ,chart and a

table of specification& to guide'''.
and;aualyze and

test lug ef for t .

Think seriously about. what you would
. like ,our students to accomplish in

the affective domain as well as the
ve domain.

79

DONy'S

Force students to guess what is
important and what they are sup-

posedto leaTP!,

Expect students to guess when they
are to demonstrate their achieVe-,

ment and don't make them guess what
lads, materials, or .titer. they may

use todemonstrate their competence.

Let students wonder about the level
of proficiency necessary to demon
strate they haVe learned the mater-
lel satisfactorily..

begin your teaching effor without
giving serious thought to what you
want your atudents.to be able to
accoMpli h after you have finished.

Make up. exams without checking to
make-sure that the questions reflect

you have indicated is important.
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ENSTBUCTtONAL OBJECTIVES
,Exerclisel

FtevieW Notes
.

in your own words, brtefl.y eta thtee-reasons for using

n- urtioniobjectives in t a h E introductory etonamica.

rrN

(2)

P

What are the three compOnent part of a &mcrlete y ed instructional

objectie? What .key wort or phrases are asstriated with each?

3)

'Give three genet- rwl

of an instructional.

(I) 0

(2)

9

ec ve.

ting the behavior

0

"wha 11 component



Whatls'an Mama-lanai planning char

B. To -h c the three reasons you #1 above

instructional planning chart most elonely related?

specifications most,.closel. e atad

The "affectiyqadoma deals

TwoLekampl

(1)

(2)



. if 4 4

the unit on-money,-4tne atU 11:CW.11-be-lab' _, -seled
.

of 'plausible alternatives the two main cogrOpnqn,ta

d 'States-Money supelAwi,04,1100% acciiracy..

A21 After the unit on money, the studenp I tea zeSill realize ih1 1= the United

_Staten money supply is mni=d tin iimP4Yrrehi L.zurreneig n ciregla-

quill_

lion.

HI :During the unit.on money,
each component of the Uni.

During the unit on.moneY,
student.wilf,indicate his
ing.tO clasa-nn-article c
oi a radio or 17 report d

A; Which of, the above able

Ictot wi l' 4441.11
ey

and
or he

ipptd-
alLng.

.;-41

y ompting, at `teat one
into at n the spbfectby4rili
rvm,f sIspaper or :a veibil:44pott

14 ..,

th the*top 11-6*

.4'-

airLe)vthe most erectly stated?'

81)

Which of the above ohlectiv

level in flioom'a Taxonomy?; P'



ich cif the above objective an affective as opposed to a coghi-

ye level dpra

deal?

itele the -Letter in front of the

d'honestly reflects yeti present a

ctives.

ement below which most accurately

titude-towards instructional

A. I plan to use natructional ec_iVei in my teaching hep u

are useful tools. in planning and evaluating instruction.

B. Instructional. objectives are of value but are an a4ful lot of work

to prepare.

C. I would use instrUc tonal objectives LI.my departMent cha

instated on them.-

an

B. If you are well informed in your field, instructional oblectiv

unnecessary.

much

"e4ucational busy work."
E. Instructional objectives area waste of _imf,,they are-lust

do opinion.

o

a

v



INSTRUCTIONAL OWECT/VES

Exercise 2

ow are eight instructional objec

(1) Put -i 'IC" in the blank in front

ob)eCtive deals with the cogn_tive

For _ath objective:

each objective kf you think that

and put an "A'i in

blank if you think that. the objective' deals with the affective domain%

Underline the conditions part of each objective where conditions Are

present, "Outequare brackets around the behavior part of each

Objective where student behavior is indicated, and circle,the.triteria

part of each Objective where the criteria ire stated. If any of these

thfee- parts are:missing, note the missing parts

below each objective.

On a separate 'piece of paper, edit and, reword any

that you think you can imptove.

in the blank spaces

f these 'olljec ves

25% of the students will be able to define 'marginal-revenue-pro

duct' and distinguish it from 'marginal-physicial-product'."

Anything missing?.

Nine reworded improvements on a separate page.

2. "At 'the conclusion of one semester of introductory economics, stu-

dent interest' in economics .will be such that 15% of "the non-majors

will enroll in the second semester course."

Anything missing?

Note reworded improvements on a separ a page.

1. "To provide an overview of the
A

private, enterprise but mixed ec

Anything missing?

our individualistic, largely

mic eYstem works."

Note reworded improvements on a separate page.



oeue-a-t-tantiOn-on-the_bi proble pia_faced by our economic eye-
.

tem,'and to arouse an interest in ecOnomic'etoblems that will.last

ter you leavellebllege,

Aaything'miseingr

Note reworded improvements on separate page.

"After Studying the:caee-on international trade,:

be able to answer the 50 programmed questions at the end ,

unit on balance of payments with a maximum of five e

Anything missing?

rors."

'Note reworded improvements on separate pege..'

"When presented:with a demand schedule for wheat showing the quan
f_

itiea demanded'at var auk' prices and three different demand curVeS,

75% of the students will be able, to select the curve that correctly

illustrates the data provided."

Anything missing?

"After

awarded improvements on separate page.

eading the textbook assignment, and attending a lertuTel and

when liven a previously unseen newspaper-clipping describing change%

inthe price of bus rides,the number of.riders-, and the total amount

money spent on bus rides, 75% of the students will be able to nse,the

cate whether the demand /for bus servicetotal revenue test to ind

is e stic or inelastic ,an explain their oninx with 100% accure

Anything mieeingY .

Nate reworded

ter -this class meeting, and after studying for the next exam,
4

-7©X of the students should be able to se -?'act the correct- alternatIve

improvemen on separate page.

on a,multiple choice question that gives4price imid quantity informa-

.

tion,and ask whether demand is elastic, inelastic unit, elastic,

or something else."

Anything missing? ,

Note-reworded improvements on

1 1



INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Exercise .3

ve ob jective and an affective objective for

n introductory economiFe

of oblectives,.pay particular attention

Pre-are a

Lure that you Oen to give

In-preparing each

.the -tollowing question

to determine whether

eine..

your to
deb will be used by two. qualifled.revieters

not you have euecegsfUlly completed this, exer-

Is the topic, appropriate? ,Does It have "wiarth" in terms of
goals of the course in which the lecture is to be given?
vant, prerequisite, enriching, and/or interesting?-

it Ls the topic manageable? Does tt have "fit" with
La reasonable to expect the students to he able to
Lecture? Does the object imply either too much or
for a single lecture?

C Is the objective well written?

1. Are the conditions- clearly stated? Is there any other informationf
you would want. to know beforebi4 given a set of answers to
grade to determine if students eehieved,the objective? Are'the
conditions realistic for the 614ss-111 which the lecture LA to 'be
given?

1. is'thej,ehavior clearly stated? 'Do you know exactly what it LS
the student is expected to do? Is the behavior as far up the
appropriate hierarchy as it is reasonable to expect for the
students involved,
is the criterion clearly stated Do you know how well students
are to perform the behavior? Does the criterion appear to have
been set in a thoughtful manner, or does it pppeat to be more
arbitrary than is neceesgry?' Is the critetiovealistic for
the students involved?

Cana question be devised to provide a."match" betimen the data--
collected or the behavior observed And the concept or attitude
You wish-the student to p tate?

he broad
it yele7.

expect to what It
achieve 'eater one
too jittle'content



Phillip Saunders

NEEDS

Regardl s of th.elt, preferences for particular teaching methods,
.

all instructors find theMilelves in sitUations,akere-good lectures are

the most effective means of aehieving'some of their instructional

objectives, Good lectures are a necessary partof:an.effeetive

.
instructor's repertoire,

time

is to proOde some: ideas, information,:s6kgeatiah0, and a demonstration that

might help you with the aidof- additional effort and practice,,Make the

most of these occasions, I would like to help you approach your lectures

with. confidence, enthusiasm, and anticipation rather than:with' fear and

uncertainty..

GOALS

Since all inst(uctor-s find themselves in lecture situations at one

another, the goal,_f this chapter #nd the aecompanying'video tape

-After

a) st twoAnajor objeCtives most likely to be achieved by the

_ght lecture method.

b) state-three major objectives least likely tle,be dehiAed by the
a.

etraight lecture method.

c) indicate one, importa_ Advantage that a good lecture has ove

OBJECTIVES

FCTIVES'

reading this chaPter you.shouid be ablt _

textbeok presentation of-the same material.-

Odicate two ways in, which the straight lecture

modified to make amore powerfultool.
-

list thefour main parts of good ldbture.

.-89-,

hod might be



r readiag thlehapter and viewing the accompanying videotape

you should beebliikto,

a) specify at least three items that you want to keep in amid and

practice in presenting your own lectures. Ap.

specify two ways in which you would adapt_and change Seunder0

demonstration lecture on price-elas icity of demand ire order to w

meet your own oblectives and-style.

3. -After reading thia.chapter and, viewing the accompanying videotape

you should.be able to:

a) list two way's in whet Saunders' actual presentation

differed, from the plan he presented in this chap

b) suggest_ two cither'apecific changes that Saunder0 could make to

improve his lecture on price elasticity of. demand.

AFFECTIVE OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter. and vie ing the dcc panyinrvide

it is int ndd that you will
.va) value the importance of gond l cturea In effective inking.

.

b) commitlyour elf to the effort and pracmce needed.to approach

lectures with confidence, enthusiasm, and-anticip rather

with fear and uncertainty.



'01.1i'LINE OE MAIN POrNTS'
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TIhat ;.Meatir by urine?

Fou Big.- Polhis

jhere.A.4. n be .way to l ectt ire.;

tures are- turf useful_ Idr,some purpose than others

71ectore.does nor` baYe0to lne`t lire, whole' t1eiss period.

-The $f:tool preptintatiort.ts ontyone part of good 10CtOr

g With,Ti4o Commoo CrPticl m6 'of pis Lecture Method.'

. 1. Honks nre.betier.,.

it -A tive. icipnt fin, ie,:firtter pnesive li_

P14110"P.

orghn-0.ationo

"CI f [cat Jou err, hY

lrem, eel-14 e r rcl

COUIVir I sons a rld ,-( on f nst

Etemi,e rhe m

SumMari nr the era;

Pres Atotion

J. Enthos impor ter

2.. ,Non-verbol behavie'r.1

can be golden

e ''mundane" things can-be Ocial.

itchy example s.' nod.,sporinl trfrft s.
.

ortant.

Variety 'mull

7. Stan rdized .edure.

F7a1Untlon

A ,Specific, F'03(omple: Planning, Or spiting, Yre eniing, and.

s. - ore on the Pr Elasticity f f Demand":

nelyslop

RefereneeR

DO'_El and Dont

' :Appendix .1: Clans Flandout of Dem nd
.0 .-

Appendix 2' Newspapee.J711.6 ng _tom. LquIsY11:16 COurier2-J u a

Exert f aes

untying
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LES AS AN INSTRUCTIONAL METHOD

WHAT TB MEANT BY "LECTURING"

.There is- no_ generally a epted iron-clad definition of the term

"lecture.' But the image that usually pops into most peoples' minds

when they hear thiW ward in the context of introductory economics cou

As one of "talk and chalk" -- with most of the talk flowing in one direc-
/,

lion, from the teacher to the_student, and most of the chalk being.expen-
,

ded in drawing elaborate diagrams of abstract analytical models. We

should be able to improve on this image.

'FOUR BIG POINTS

I want-to make -uur big points at the outset:

I. There is no "one best way" to lecture.

2. Lectures are more useful -for some purposes than others.

3. A lecture does not have.to. last the whole class period --

it can be combined with other ,modes of instrut,tion, "ancl.a

single class period can contain more than one lecture.

,The actual presentation is only one part of good lecturir
. .

much more is involved than simply talking at tudents.

After elaborating briefly on each of these pointy below,

discuss two of the main criticisms usually leveledat the I :Lure et hod,.

and suggest that a good teacher may be able to. overcome these criticisms

in the Classtoom without abandoning the lecture method entirely. I also.

want to-emphasize that .a good:lecture often has certain advantages ver

a textbook or other modes of presenting the same material.

The'heartof.the chapter streses the importance of.planning,

organization, and evaluation, as well as the actual presentation of .

lectures; and` -I conclude by working through a specific example -- a

lecture on the price of elasticity of demand: As we go along., l: will

suggest some practical "tips" that nay help a.beginning instructor

improve the effectiveness of his or her-own lectures. Since many of

these "tips",look simple-minded and obvious when they are written down

-in lists, I also try to provide some concrete examples from,my fifteen.

years of experience in the front- lines of the battle for student



enderstandjeg in they lntrodtieconomics course -I have .found, that

what seems simpieeminded and of when one talks or reads about it

turns out to §o. qulti;differintwhen one tries to put it into practice

the trenehes. -MY-each of my exatrples, h
0
ave-at leest-one-scar;

. , _,9.

'end i purple hearts Nere wardedefor wounds in the classroom, di-
s

.

would he one of Vie-most 'decorated soldiers of ail:time, Fortunately_,_
..,

v
...

or nefortunateiv 0 the !nee my he,deene Of'the wounds have yet-
.

proved atat-to me or my stuaents, and I hop that my willingnessto

profit f, ceu past mistakes in a continuing quest for improvement is one'-

reason I was arcked to prepare thi s chapter and the accompanying videotape.

1. There Is No "one-Best-We y" To Lecture. 4 The person whoseeke

some "Iru Magic formula that Will solve all nf his or her problems in

lecturing their students senrehes in vain. Effective lecturing is

eomp4tihLe withsn variety of peraonality types and styles of presenta-

ti n. Reek, ',preen must develop the techniques that hest meet his or her ob-,'!,
t ,

.

Ives, given their reel taste, talents, and predilections. Needless

say, TTITS AWT-Fi,e eeinnine instructors-must he prepared for a
:=.

certain amount of 'hard wrirkisnd disappOletment as they experiment And,arid

develop '1.4_ lecture style, that' is best fpr them. in ,achieving their own

yes

Lectures '';,-Are More Useful For-Some Purposes Than Oehers.. Bligh.,
-7-

argues convincingly that the lecture method's comparative advantagelies

in'rran4p4tting information and settifiamevork for anal
1/yEis.-

Lectures are often less effective than other teaching methods in eromotine

lequeilde4L tho92he, developing critical thinkin skills in students,, and

in changing student attitudes. If one wants to achieve these latter ob-

ectiven, h or she should be aware of the limitations of one-way talk

and chalk; and modify their lectures and/or suppleMent them with other

dtelices accordingly.

3. A Lecture Does Not Need To Last The Whole Class Period. The

necessity of achieving e'hlectives for 'which the straight Lecture is we
. ,

suited (trarismitting information and setting up_a framework for analysis

but at the me time the desireto.achieve-objeetiveor which the

-- Donald A, Bligh; What 4 The Use Of Ledtures, (London,: Lin

Methods Unit, 1971).



nie method is not well

and to loom enr,clanges in attitude ---'-.

of economics as'-.a subject) often leaven' us

attldirablyTlromever 4-1 f-we- recognize th e obvious-point-that _mot e_then_

naePendefti thought, critical -'ihinkink'

leas 'toward the iiportence:

Tha anguish elpainishes

one thing can go on in the same class period.

o y!after we recognize it', and i111 have more to say4abottC-thiEvbelow'in

objections.tp the .straightlecture :Methdealing-wlihone of the major

4. The Actual Pr,es_ ents Linn Is Only Ona Part Of:Good:Lecturin

The preientatiop of a lecture is' muCh like the tip Of the iceberg that

shows above the surface.. If t is not to melt away in the

student experience, a'lecture presentation must be irMly anchored on

foundation of plaingt, organization, and evaluat ton .

these teaks are importan I will return separately7to t

planning; organization, esentation, and evaluation below.

EALING WITH TWO COMMON C ITICTSMS 0 LECTUBF METHOD'

Despite the fact th the lecture method las been cri.tic zed and

mce a

problems at

-had abuse heaped upon it f _
centuries, it continues to be the 'most'

commonly used teaching tecinique in.pigher, education today. This is due

partly, of'course, to the heavy hand of custom and, tradition and the

powerful'force

lecture method

inertia. But Chest`: tiotentle efficiency of th6.

s also a strong factor in its

educational scene. To b

continued dominance or tIi

sure, had 'lectures''dcserve all r,t the criticisui.
s.

they can get, but a good lecture, used under the right cpriditiOns, is

a tremendously efficient vehicle for tranamittinm,..information.'

.
Two of the most common criticisms of the lecture method are

"booksoar better, anci that,"active icipation on the pate of the

Such axe
learner. is more effectiCe than passive listening

it

not to be `taken light y. Once recognized, howeV theit

mitigated. The rest f this section will dis bas

each o these criticis

Is said and done the lecture, with appropriate modifications

en important 'place in college. teaching.
)

I.- BoolceAre Better. BoAwil reports that 1;aMuel John

cized lectures as far back ,as l76 on the general grounds

and it will conclude by

ace can be

and Partially rebut.

noting that after all

still has

-
not see that lectures do AS much good as reading

99
honks=

on

at "I can.

rom which



the I fi ttir es
.

_and,-yoju mien A point rif, the: l.ec t'o,re, it In _loot; Nott.cennot go back

at e takert." -lohnsnn -n noted. -. yew at I en fel

so yo,, do upon a bobk.
ctgnor1 the ratn ItiaT 1TT-ff-afes-- rid io-Lio

goodn we.J IS substitute goodn that-- many

an he complesientaary
_

ente do not and w

toll teed the gnmente ssn the rent until they have been to cla, V°
-.. i

"I-And- out what imporinot l that even in today's atmosphere of
/
.',

p'iI,.l Leh rat per (nit there in sill much that is not readily _acceasi 131 e to
- -4

there are three nrher.e numbers of students in printed form,
Itn tat 'he made in rebuttal. to this Critic inm:-

First . I Int ening trr

um -reading. 14 transcript cr t tame ma ter Jill. Hawkins, nay ten and
feet can I very, different experience...,

Na ler te,'Th content,- may he tbe same

Ear li ,ne ther of the clan
9t.het eport ti' the le

Intr the process is cliff
May be stitnUlated le, the aWaretress .that many,

it t he Name moment and J'A oe i to 1 ,

112/

Ilisf n" marocriu duri 1,106t, who,,-students can ee 'others!
is

n Imo I t aneos I concern Ittp, them 'VAS w I r It ti e same ideas.

qet7ond,'.... a 1 ectnre. .an he mvrr Flw 00 e thott-a written present,...

gOnd I ectuter can (legal' fze hid presentation to 'allow for the "etre
I by lohonort (we cal 1 '-them "micro., sleeps' now) . and lit

,( ege r 1 ant.] iomtl the Oppor ty to, ask c 1 arifying questions and:

review unclear points shonld he much gr enter than in the :type n
4otinson:may hn u referring. Also,:!mid 1 or t

hook goi twat feedback Erom a eider; all . but the mos
. .-

ohltose .lectotf clues

ate (4 not going aver, II4IWCVer , rind they

( rdIngly,
Third

from their students about ht

het ter than a 'Kook t

I 1..tri Ir red t 1, I ng mo

-n modi fy the It. tres ation

the one thing that a lecture much

6 live model of a person ttlyiKpAg.

set t frig a nro-hlem and thinking utgh

bia-saran- tuensing. its deVelopment clan beo I tri onl y 'he sting at
mei totable eyperience hard dup,Licate In any other way.

. awkins I es, and .Maier , Geltittarttd: A

lhatrvc tore, Tod Jana rtn 1 %tern ty Mime.°
de ur Bx, uning

p. 23.
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Active rPIA21-St-L-1914IEB'e*tell'Ihan
The

p people passive listening as opposed t t, active ar-

ticipatIon is initial learning thebry and experiments rirot
f

t# rbalization, rainforciment, and- _eedWick to
-

the.. a ent. It i

'deal of Opportu

edback;' \tut, once this w

encouraging studeots to titles

by'cotipling l.e ttire demon4V6t1

most conventional lecturiet do not provide

udent verbalization, reinforcement, ur

-axis recognized it can be mitigated by

yon, by asking your sturlonth queSt ons,

ins with pfohlem SolV gnments gi en:

p the lectiv t- key points.

in eMptrab ng that a etture need .not

Fir-

as, homework,

last a sale periU 1

4-inwever"Vone might a the

;stilI:during c u oes no

pasaiVe Inde he student's mind

with the sarong activity he

paSsive udent. Men 1 activity w

etttrn to chi point in .4 m nut

y because a. student's body t i t t tug

The last chaptei-

mummer GAttame -

and the - "inter 1_

y mean 't=hat his r, r her mind is

ten

leo titre .

lug in the

highly actiq. many iimes

The trick is to i et the

right d I yet: Lion

hook fol( a I 1 ha

ntvi Ica St id loin:.

d / We Want Lu

,,(111e that is

Active p-rth-ipation,

ascindting title

baseball in t

id, not S0111hat it is our game

A in the student 'n interior

ning from listening, and even rein orcement can.ocouL du ng a lecture

he student tries to anticipate implicitly or covertly predict

the speakerAs(discour argumentthe outcome o
The 8tudent

'But McKeachie p. _ tech "However, del !fib ck nay not

seriously hinder the learner in acquiring knowledge motivated

and the material is not too difficult. 7'll Indicate what ightthe done

°_ to motive and how to deal, with difficult material 1 1

Angell (pp...308-11W n "At firs! it 18 a game of rect.t1ectiops,
recaptur ngs, and visions. Figures and ccaslons return, enormous sounds

rise. and swell, and the interior stadium tills with light. Any fau,

as.1 say, can play this private game, _. ending it to extraordinat

varieties'and possibilities in his mind. Ruth bats against Sandy koufax

. Hubpell pitches to Ted Williams .
Lly thinking about Lastbela Pike

this -- by playing ,it over, keeping, it warm in a cold season --,we A gin

make'dfacoveries. hAuck, we may even penetrate sonic

I

LLA WySttrit:s



6tUrnin OT

fir t lrat one

a..

i general. "

asking: some- rticuli

Rather

or the board' the ,over -1

on tlie''an

you: might ve y_

477 grol

swewrs and

fill)

eake

he! Point t

I _X r- idea ron

t A ter
I f

a the pred etiot.

feed not 'last a whole period

period a bcn e.iroken into different.parts, 1-t.ia often. _ _

p.. lecturing and'permi r some fqrm 67f 'response by student

quest Ions?" is net 1ikely to be as effective as

-tion of vottr, own in a .-non-threatening manner

particular student, you Might put a question

Bad protector and have ,the wh c m6ole lasseditate
.

before di, CunsIng it in detail. Or

oblem -and Let them break into small.

-' minutes hefofe r acting their a-_

latel

tions

nfusion about what_tt,p, problem c'question means.

_ the small group tec nique has the advantage of pro-
)

;II Interact Lon among c I assma les 'and glying .vent to any
`

re eds fur self exur sion StOents re\ rote Jikely to ask clues-
-

.

s II us ions WW1 are to Ask the instructor',

v Lops quest ions ire.oleo lesswhen

rrfl ear il 'ether Lrr stir'

Fear ask(nv. "dumb" 'ii

stndent

. notion o

cussed. in

individual

clear on

nd nut th'e the only ones 14, the foggiest

what Ls going out And when questions from the g oup are dis-2
-.-

,

t ofV4the whole,class',-It is possible to leak some

problems in the guise "That some meffibers the\ group aren't
,

u.

."or one or two of wonder why

The first time such a- "break" to diacuss a neW question or' problemH

is used, it is Lmpor<tant t _ put the class, at mil6 with a. statement to

the effect that "This is a tough point, and I Want to make sure you

understand it before going on' ter the next One. I'm going to put a

question on the screen (hoard) you' can see if you really griabp the,

'"Class size or physical arrangements may pose some barriers to using I

buzz groups,.but Mckeachie (p. 21) has reported "This technique .seeis
'Setite touch' greater student acceptance of some lecture 'materiale. I

broken lcture sections of 500 students into six. Thepe groups discu

a problem for ten minutes, after which I rta 1 1 upon. some of the, groum

to report., After each idea or suggestion o6er groups which`,. ad

The
the:same idea are asked ) raise their thands so that they Ware in-I
volved and reWarded.; e main points of the reports are plactkl on.

the.
blackboard and I then try to incorporate them into the lecture or at.
least discuss the problems involved." s



Don your pants
.

u study'4Abe:question for a few- minutes,
\ 0

e.wilidiscueS any #11#04guitY-

1

a lecturedemonstration

p can-tthat ehe in

tbio i'S:hot_ pop quiz or anything like that.

think out an answer'. Then

in arriving at the answer.?
(

show of f h
,

uper

evident; if he a
4--1,..

ing homework'problems? If the answe

the question or 'any problem you might have

is Coupled:With going over hemew rk prob-
-

triictor does not do all the work_ if

knowledge and make the answers appear to be self-'

are self-evtdent,,whY

WientgiumaigayouguTTPciate t
guidencelt firik aid" then gradually

their own solutions, Studies have
,0"

solve oblems, knowledge of how to
t is.

-ledge 2f the principle to be

ding up a Rrobrem and

em7e0

#nd. prebe

studdnt s.t

importan

go 60 the bother ot.assigh-,

e not,Helf-evident, let ti

rt they have expended. Give
t

allow them to take over-

shown thAt in teaching

hap kn

demonstration of

be yseful at first

go about thetiOs more

uded (B1 gp g 136).

king through -cant
-

ructor tt
itis probably important for the

the conclusion, if it appears that many siud`enrs,
point out the answer or

have not arrived

that the

Tonal valtieJor a

tit by themselves, .but, thetu is a lot of.evidence

of conclusion by ones lf can have considerable motiv.

strident (McKeachke; And Beard -1?10r a.-

"teachers who 'Solve ill .the problems,. displaying their own sOeri_

tend to4d press interest in all but their most able,studerit

Now 14:s-turn to the:four mar t1 point of a good. lect
.

Ordaozotiou, Pre and Evaluatiol:

PLANNING

A new instructor,, who

7.

juSt/I-4-0n his professional.

-"t

,

full ,ofhis-subreet, must strongly resisT the temptation t y to 'cover

too muc'h aerial and to go into ebo great detail.. The Human"- -mind kiss a

limited capacity 6 process info?mstiln, and
-adding,too mar6,' elements.to

,

an intellectual task causes confusion ald:ift0fpAencyi: TYIL f;erma6-

d

A 17 0
Swedish psyoologist. David Katz,: even coined ibete "vestal dazzle"

Jo refer to thls problem; and over 390.years before his it was noted,..in

COmenival Great Didactic:

1 If we take a jar with a nar

compare a 1:1650eOntelldetv and

iter into it violently, inste
.

h,' tot...to this 1,./E

ipooraa quantity- d

aging it to trice



n dtop by drop, ;what will be thejesu Without

ubt , the greater 'pArrof the iiquid will flow over
e Bidet and ultimately' the jar will contain -less

than it the nt)erat-ion had taken ulace gradually.
quite as foolisb is, the action of those who try to

. peach the pupils, Wit 'as muti as they-can assimilate.
but as much as fh th tives wrsh.

6ur teaching Alec rives 'Must selected and stated carefully. To

he useful. our objectives,mnat-The..,

the student.

ed in a way tjla is meaningful to

and.paradoxically-thiscitut4stqrt. where the student is,

-' oftbn pulticulaily difficult for new, economics- instructors,. 'Ilia fact

-,.

that they hhve recently ,heen stn.-l.e its themselves often .misle ds them.

insirurtors have recently been.sucteksful,

With a' deep interest in the subject. This
lit'

4

,The proitletn is that! most new

strongly motivated studen(W.

is not lfkeli tolhe typical ccl thelEudents entering his or her large

.(0 tem ..pegnired") ftitrorltrc tory el-tinnmJus classes.

Too little etaWis to be prpierted to too much, and the c,oncr e

the abstracf.-. instead -of tat ng about equilibrium

In xampl,c4-4it.'helpsto start y focusing on a par- .

p student, such as tuition, pot,,

dealing with diagrams should have

often pnya to work .then gut in ad

refet

ticu.tar piice that has some mea

beer, or movies.) Initial encamp

speciflc numbers attaAed, and

on .ink overhead transparency, rather than relying en blackboard work where

it is often difficult:to get

overlays a helps,rto J

things drawl jexactly to scale. "The use

up- a complex d agratp piece, by piece in a-.

. way that can be 14versed and "pealed back" clarification in a way

that is not possibly'with 'a cony nal blrckboard diagram. A. trans--

p4rfo y ts lieu available for

tes us to /erase the

Yuri plan lo

is s od idea

, 4

egnce, whereas limited space

use of diagrams in you presentations,

td w4irk 10 one or two homework problems that -require
=

and inter yet Simple diagrams. This

e aware of what variables are on What

get a " for the data through their fingers

the stvdents them -lves to draw

way you 'can, be suite that they

axes, and 4thelps

as they connect the pointa-oo a demand curve, for example.. Once the

students have worked out 'sn example involving' specific set of prices,-

here exact numbers:need notitris easier to iheve.to a m e general fors

I O 4



be \spec fied'and we tan Simply;

132,""Q1 is less than tilt," etc:

e er

!

rams where "Bi s

inv+os-a conaide abt amount
/

yoUrbelf to work clef specific numerical'ex mples and

thap4planning sake is on of the best ways to insure eileftyeu'keep your
e

reater than

ofsffort, forcAng

hOmework problems in

learning Objectives limited frig, don't fali into the common, error of try

ing to cover tek_mdeh. material. If you can't or-don't take time to work

-out .examples and probleme, how

deeply.involved in what you're)trying to teach?

0116104Z

expect the typical student:to

erything we7knowabo earning emph -izes the impo,.tance

reizati,op or "atrutture.," Some structure or framework for analysis

i
1

3 necessanytoiMake a sv\ject comprehensible in the first place, dud n,.
. .'

.

less, ideas,and.fects eat-1AT placed in a stluctdred p ttern in the student's
.

mind' they are easily forgotten, A-knewledge ow things dlof -how ngs Are related
,

new applications.

get)

also the easiest Tay fo-facilitate5transfer of ideas

In ibst lecture, situations what may seem-like' _a well organized set .0

ideas to the speaker may not appea- tco be nearly /as edear nor so well or-

gailized to the listener, who typically has tar je famil l.arity with and,

sophistication in the subjeat matter, and who may not new where the

material fits ingwith other ideas; how it alA be used,, why it'is-
,

important. the lectu _must help them 'join these links,' Therefore, ii

00

i$ important to State the organization the:beginning:of the. lecture J-.0

outline or.ftemizd/the main points to'be covered, and. U6 summarize and
...

pull things together at, the end.

1.7State The Or -a izatiop At the Hein in' .The cl&asic dictum

"First tell .'em what goingt.b tall 'em. Thdn tell .'em.. And,
0 ,....,

finally, etaa-' --h tY, t 'em -what you told 'em"haS -much tobe.aal'd for ie,-

beginning- l'ecture's feel re may be too much repetition using this

ny

or-.

--mat., But experience iddiCatea'that repetition wish may seem," edupdant"

to th4 speaker is actually '"reinforcng" to the listener:
1

Several different organizational Reveihs are availab e, and "each

has igs uses) for particular purpses. dhe wants to cover a.lot of

t' .

ground Pealing with an overall framework or a series of definitions, a

ClastsifiLati hierarchy may be the Inost appropriate organization.



The notions - i total cost, fiypd cost, and marginal

cost, for exampLe, might best he struptared in this way. For other

prIblem-cen_Cered___arganiz_a_tion_may he most propriate.

Introducinvthe notion of price plasticity of demand,' for xample, one

might, pose the question: Why is t that 'raising the price'_of,some'

products. -ruin or hooch) seems to bring in more revenue whi4.e raising

t:
e of other products (gasoline at on local4station) may bring

r6
in les5lerevenop"A- hp organisational orincfple of capari4on and

contrast might he the mk t appropriate for dealing with an issue such as

nations' debt where the problems of false analogies abound.

'regardless of which organizational principle is being used in any

'parthular lecture, it_ ls.important that the students know what ins. is,

ate th y know what to.listen lor and can set up some of the Li licit or

covert anticipations and predictions mentioned above. 'Mettirrg them

lay nut the hases in'their interior stadium la a great aid in helping

them to deal with an Abbott and Cos ello's immortal question "Who's on

first'?"

7. `Itemize The Main Points. itemizing the main points of a, lecture:,

on the h

vantas for both the

the overhead, a mimeogyphed handout has severti:ad-;

ture and Iris audience. The items provide "memory

pegs" which details and examples can he hung, and they help to make it

clelr when the:lecturer is moving from one point to anothet%:. if,points a e

itemized, the student who 'daydreams or hasa "micro sleep" finds it easig
_

to realize that he has missed something, and he can ask a fellow student:.

or the lecturer fill hum, in later. Itemizing also wit!! memo hen

we r in say there -axe three points on this tonic "" or,"ehere are two items

in this category and three in the other." in :Itemizing°, it helps to keep

lists ielatively. short. If you have more than five or six major points.

try to .break' the list Into parts or subgrthips,

/
Or one of y'favorite ploys on the price Plasticity. topic is to uojett

.a picture o"f farmers dumpingmilk from a truck or Brazilian coffee fields

burninvand'ask "why would they do this?" ,When'they say "to drive up

the price," I say "but won't they halo less to sell` at thehigher,price?"

"and we Hire off and running.
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3. Summarize at the End. In summar t=t e ecture it m

more helpful to pose pig dant question than to Simply repeat t atementa

be

-L of fact..._,MdKeticble (P. 186) notes that experiments by D. E.'Berlyne

"found thst.asking Students questions, rather than prdsenting statements

of fact, not only improved learning but also increased interest in learn-.

ing more about the topic-." And Hawkins, Davies, and Majer. (,p. 26) state'
/

that questions "remind students of material they should have gained and

-.What implications they - should consider. Questions help the student

.structure what he has learned on the topic, in that particular lecture

and eumulativel And they conti?tue"'At the end, it is also useful' to

review concepts, noting how they relate to each other and to previous,ones.

PRESENTATION

The beginning is probably the must important part of the lecture

presentation. The day's topic(s) should be tied in with familiar material,

perhaps by reviewing the main points of the preceding lecture or .by 04t-

leg some currit event that relates to the day's lecture. You should

indicate why the topic(s) Is (are).?mportant -' important to the student,

not to the lecturer. Beyond the- .4nt already made under. "organiz.ation"

above, however, much of what rema rd- be said about good lecture

presentations appears to be simple copoon sense: lecture!: should be 'd

livered in a and confident "nice that (iota not go too fast and varies

in emphasis and intonation, aptly illutOrated with a variety of stimuli

and specific examples, accompanied by abundant eye contact with the

listenersetc.,.etc! Yet 1t is often frightening to sit In a college.

lecture room and witness the extent to which such obvious maxims of

common sense are ignored, disregarded, or simply overlooked.

; 0 er things not yet mentioned that one should keep in mind in

thinkinlOrbout his or Per lectUr9presentations are enthusiasm is

important; non-verbal'behaviof or"body-language" is important; silence,

as well as voice inflection, can he goidev; some apparently mundane (on-

siderations can be crucial; j sense of humor k of catchy examples

and/or a few special "trio s" Can be valuable variety in stimuli

is the spice -of living through .a recture; yet it helps to deli' p

d'or-less standard procedure Ln dealing with imiajor points in your

preelentation



I wilt elaborate on each

evaluating your litture presenretiOns

a-lot of eviderice that the

lecturer
A

own enthusiasts' ii"ap,i Ltampont variable iruarousing student

interest and motivation, andexperiMental studils 91104 significantly

higher exam performance by students who have been exposed to enthusias.---

tic as opposed to passive lecturers. Tf you can't- get;intellectually

excited about a topic, what can you expe 5 from our -tudents? If

Can'riecturewithenthustafim,don:tleeture_l for some other

means of gainful employment.

2. MOn-Verbal fichavidr is Iiim12LUmt. If you don't think that

"body-language," such 'ts facial exprcUsions, posture and gestures are

important ' iCators compare a. transcript A radio. tape With a.r.t.

tape of the same presentation.

Much of an instructor's enthusiasm or lack of enthusiasm ommu-

nicated non- verbally rather than with the actual .words he she uses.

If you really want to,enLou age students1tt ask questions., .don'-t just

smile, approving nod, and preface

your answer with a"goodAuestion, "I'm glad you asked that." If,

tell them this. Greet questions

you appear. eeved, or appear to resent an interruption of your beauti--

ful spiel, it'dbesn't make any difference what, you say;- students will

get the "clue" not to ask questions...A

3'. Silence can be Golden.- Closv)y related to non-verbtl behavi

ind voice infAection'is the use of silence. A pregnant:pause can be us_-i

ful, and in encouraging student response to questiOns be sure to allow

sufficient time for them to digest, meditate, and reactV What may seem

like a long time to you standing in front of the room. may not really

seem very long to'thr students. DeVelop patientp in resisting-the temps- :

tation to "plug" silent "gaps." How do you do this? ,Recall the person

.who stopped. a,man on New York's Lower East Side and asked "How' do you

.
get to Carnegie Hall. The reply he received was "Practice, practice,

practice."',

'4. .Some"mundane" Thin-s be Crucial. If your classroom pis hot

and stuffy, if the "bla a"gray" board thick with fine white

chalV dust, if.tne window blinds are not drawn to shield the board froM
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',glare- if a light, bulb is missing, _ you don't have chalk, if your

handouts aren't typed on time, or if your reserve readings are not avail-

able in the library when the students need them, then it is'foolish to-
,

ignore theae,problems and blunder about on the grounds that such "mnd

details are benea 'professional dignity. Modesty compels us to-

recognize that on, ys opening a window; getting a wet paper-towel,°

drawing a blind, g to have a bulb or a broken chair replaced; or ,

moving the clasa outsi a is our most signifidant contribution- to student

understanding. Your concentration may make you oblivious to yout.surround-

ings; but not -many students have the - ,powers of concentration or the desire

to overcome bad physical conditions. CulVO,vatelianitors,* secretariep,

and librarians if you want to be sure chat yOu: have enough.chalk,' that m

your handolite are ready on time, and your reserve readings are

iflobhyAurns noted "The. best laid schemes o' mice an'

gang aft a7gley." Don't get tripped .up by "mundane" detailS:- -Allow

5. jimor Gatchy_Examplesand Special Tricks.. Most lecturers.

one or two favorite "tricks," ploys, especially dramatic examp-

:jokes. If some way could he devised to pool and access this acLu-

-Mulated "wisdom" we would probably all be better off a althoughlwhat

works for one person may,not.always work for another.

Prolonged silence, flipping-an ---head projector on and

ting a permanently mounted screen roll up with a bane: have their value

as attentiongetters at certain key points if they are not overworked.

I have also found that developing one or two ploys of continuing "in-

humor" can be useful in establishing rapport with large classes. I

try to keep.them limited in number and reserved for key points, and they

are far easier to demonstrate than to describe. One, for example, deals

with a repeated barping (at my expense) on the poi that the price

where "the. amount bought equals the amount sold" is n t the same thing

44

as an equilibrium, or a market-clearing price. It's corny and it is

akin to the instructor who is worried about the audibility it his voice

, and asks all of the students who cannot: hear him to please raise their

hands. Or the instructor who rakes attendance by asking all of the

students who are not present to please stand up. These usually gees

Over big with most of my students, but I don't know if ether instruc
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- f rt,LJ use these. ploys of car not.

AOther device 1 use .441en.1 think that students are not getting the'

material'bnt are afraid te ask questions Is to set npia dialogue with my-

self In 'which I play
yartttf

both t'he 1nstructOr and the prudent

student ("prude") or thi casual ohs ery vas") who Just happens to
K

wairde'r in and ,-tart sklug questicut=i The simulated dialogue can also
.

t.s d to -amatize

Wants

points such as the - independence of the Fed if one

to play the party -of
I

Jimmy Ca rind, A.rth-

pu 1 this in

In workItte

both Harry lruman and Marriner Eccles or

Burns. You don't have to be a professional actor

hut a

out numerical

ralr mount of ham (And corn) helps.

mples In -lass. I sometimes make, simple

errors in addition, stihirae.tiou or'multiplil!atioi and then use these og-

casions to icamatize mv human frailties and 1 the students know that I

appreOate semc rf dip agonies they have gene Iihro h by exclaiming "Hell,

tiwt's only the 12th mistake rive made an far today" or an exaggerated

"Heaven, that 'q the flrt mistake 1 overever made in my whole life" accom-

panied by an ,laborato Oww of anguiqh 8e/ompani-1 with a wink.

Ilalty" language is a daneerous weapon, but a confident instructor.

can omerimes pull it

new words

afraid to

answer to

thout offending' - particularly if he invents

such An "bass ackwards. confident instructor is also nibt

admit his own mistakes, to admit that he doesn't know the

a question, and humor is-.far more effective when it is at the

instructor's not the student's expense. In talking about the importance
Etti

of the items selected for measurement In dealing with price indexes for

example. I dramatize the notion of a "market ha-

a ludicronq pirure of a market basket on the

goods by drawing

My artistic '
a ent" then becomes a source of amusement as well as a focueL

for understanding. As will he seen below I try to evoke mental images of

Alfred, Marsha iThasking on a roof lop in Palermo and the Indians tieing a
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(lowboy to two horses headed in oppos

elasticity of.demand, and so on.

A stock of "tricks" and vivid examples can be a real aid in lec

turing. They best serve as devices to stimulate interest and attention;

and like fertilizer, they can be useful in encouraging growth -in this case,

student understanding of economics.

6. Variety of Stimuli. in addition to voice inflection and avoiding

the commu,error of letting sentences trail off at the end, presentation's

can be varied by using a combination of overhead projector, blackboard

work, and mimeographed handouts; In listing' main points or key definitions,

the blackboard or the overhead is sometimes.preferable, since students

may .13.dy more Attention to things they haVe copied themselves.', (Anover-

head promotes more eye contact and student feedback than the blackboard;

e directions in discussing price

and as mentioned above, flipping the on and off switch gets' ention.)

But, if a series of relatedpoints is to he covered'in a cubulative se-

quence over several periods, a mimeographed outline with space for a

student's marginal notes maybe preferable. (See Figure 1, which was

given to the students before the accompanying videotape lecture.)

graphed outlines can provide the studeut with an opportunity to concert

trate on the big ideae unhindered by the necessity of taking detailed

notes; of course, they are also vex `useful to students who miss classe-
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FIGURE I

n Points Involved in Buildin a deJ 91§miRlY
o Determine E-uilibriUm

ive Mnr is and Analyze Some

Prob1e in Competitive Markets

emend
Prices in C m e

Simile Polic

ke

The Nature of Competitive Markets
Product, Time, and Geographic Dimensions
Many ,"small" bUyers and sellers

,

Information and Independent action
Mobility of resources and the, "tong Tun"

LI

The ept of "Demand"
Verbal Definition
Mathematical Equation (optional)
Numerical Table
Graphical "Picture"

"Downward Sloping" Demand -- Income Effect, Substitution E ect, Diminish-

ing Marginal Utility
"Price-Flenticlty" of Demand Total Revenue Test

Change in "Demand" vs. change in "Quantity 'Demanded"

TII

The Concept Of "Supply"
Verbal Definition
Mathematical Equation (optional.)

Numerical Table
Graphical "Picture"

Usual or Typical "Upwa'rd Sloping" Supply

" "Price Elasticity" of Supply

Change in "Supply" vs, change in " "Quantity Supplied"

1 IV

" "Equilibrium "" in Competitive Mark

Changes in Equilibrium
interrelated Markets

"Substitu -" Goods

"Complements " Goods

"Tandem" Good

Selected Policy Problems
Excise Tax Problems
Price Ceilings and Price Floors
The-Draft, Rent Controls, Minimum W

Farm Price Support Programs
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If the blackboard or overhead is used, be sure the print is large

and legible to all and-try not tp stand in front o what :is written or

projected. Hawkins, Davies, and Majer (p. 26) have also suggested some

helpful techniques of blackboard work:

1. Write down complete 'statements words) not just symbols.

Students tend to copy down just what you write and later

wonder what you meant. Your notes should help recollection,

not hinder it.

2. Start at the top of one panel, move down and then go up to

the next.' Do not skip around and do not erase a panel until

all available ones are uded.

3. If you are right-handed, why not start with the right-handed

panel, (as seen by the class) and when this is full, move to

the left. This insures that you will not stand in front of

what you have written.

7. Standard Procedure in Making Ma or Point Bligh (pp. 79r8S)

haa suggested a "general form" for making important points, which in bare

outline can be a useful guide o check list for the instructor in prepar-

ing and presenting a lecture:

(1) Concise statement

(2) Use the board

(3) Re expression

(4) Elaboration

more detail'

ii) illustration

lii) explanations

iv) relate to othet points

exwMpIes

(5) Vcolbock

(6) Recapitulation sod

I will try to illustrat

restatemeut

my owls special version rat th general

form can be used in the epecific case oi price elasticity of demand.

presented below.

EVALUATION

In the most fundamental sense, your lectures are a success it the
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students learn what you want them to learn. rf your appropriately es-

tablished-mblectives are met, other forms of evaluation are:secondary.

Yet one doesn't have to wait until the tdst resultaare in to see how his

material is going over -- just watch the students! Do they come oa time

or straggle in? Do they sit upright- and appear to-bn interested in what's
-

going on or are they stouched'over and extending their "micro sleeps'" into-
.

"macro sleeps"? -ts4herd- sparkle orhaze in their eyes? Are they taking

-notes on the right things3 Do they ask the right questions? If you are

getting preliminary,warning signs frot these observations, there are

better reactions than sulking .and nursing yout bruised ego. in Silence,

or boiling up., with indignant rage.', And,, even if you are not getting pre-

liminar/1-warrring- sgns, you may want' to pass our an anonymousjquestionnaire4

periodically to the students as a visible sign that you're eying to do a

good job and,are interested in improving. A sample of a qUestionnaire de-
,

veloped by a group of lecturers at London Uniyersity and reproduced in

Beard (pp. 110 and 131) is Show as Figure 2. This is a,good Place to

begin, but you may want to add or delete some items based on experience.

Whatever form you use, be'sure to provide some space'for studentsft_comments,

and don't wait too long eh use it; if studentaiere asked to take_questiOn-
,

naires seriously, they want their dommemts to benefit them before tht

7/ One thing I like about the London form is that it solicits -the stu-

dents' perceptions of some of the'"mundane" factors such as light, visi-

bility, andtemperatttre mentioned above, and it also obtains information

on the students own condition in terms of fatigue'and hunger. Not all of

the problems in maintaining interest or attention sre the instructor's

fault, and if it turns out that a large number of students are always tired

or hungry at the time your class meets you want to be aware of this .problem'

and try to deal with it, perhaps by allowing students to bring snacks,. or by

trying to:schedule ydui class at a different hour in the next semester.

And, with regard to the London form,Beard (p. 106) reports1

"The lecturer gives out copies of the questionnaire, probably at'the

second or thir&lecture, explaining that he would appreciate the'-

cooperation of!he students in telling him how, in their opinioi,

the course could be improved. Lecturers who have'done thisk4're-

part that students are pleased to be consulted and:take the(matter

very seriously . All of the lecturers report that one result of

using the questionnaire has been,improved relationawith their studentE

(even'if they were already good) as well as'inereased interest. Stu-'

de'nts have also Made some very helpful Suggestions under the heading ,

"advice for the future."
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course.is over. They,_legitimately, are more concerned over their own

experiences than the experiendea'of. the students who. follow after them.

addition to.obtain'ingstudent feedback you might want to ask a

trusted friend to sit in on some of your lectures and make suggestions

for improvement. But the best critic of all is-likely to bk,yourself.

Remember another of Bobbie'Burn-I gems:

fl1177t4ad'some powpi the4'girtle'.ge

To see ouraelvei'as ithers see us!
I?cwed free mony a blunder free us
And Polish -notion."

.- The advent of videotape nbw makesdit possible "Tosee ourse0 lves-t

4-

ithers see us," It takes courage, but itican te done ih,private, and re=

viewing videotapes of one or twolof your lectures offers a powerfuL tool

for self-study and self - evaluation. Many of'us have unconscious, annoy-

ing. or distracting pe -onal7Mennerisms that even our best friends, let

alone semi-dependent students, are reluctant ,to tell Us about. Of/ten,

they'haVe to beseen to be believed and corrected.

Talk is cheap. So I will try to practice what I preach, by illoa-

trating how r handle part of my own lecture on a point tilat is inC

practically all introductory economics course, -- the price Plasticity

of demand. -Remember, one of my objectives `in writing this Chapter

for you to be able(to state two ways in which you would adapt or ch

this demonstration to meet your own objectives and style.
/ Anothe,t of

my objectives is for you to indicate two ways in which the actual lec-

ture presentation differed from thp plans discussed below, and to sug-

gest,two changes that I might have made to:impe,ve my lecture;

A SPECIFIC EXAMPLE: PLANNING, ORGANIZING, PRESENTING, AND EVALUATING

A LECTURE ON 'RE PRICE ELASTICITV OF DEMAND.

Planning. When planning my, lecture on the price ela8ticity of 10-

mend. I did sc in conjunction with a three page 'reading assignment In'

the text (Bach,
SeventiNfditioni'paOes 117v.319) and a homework problem

(see Appendix 01 attached to this chapter) .' Give the frequent lack of

The4videotape accompanying this chapter was actually made about five

months after this chapter, was written, and is an actual ela-ss'session

with 360 students which was not "staged" in any way.

I
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Content and presentation ,'
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Use: will help me greatly
hi the future

StiMitILIA 0;U3 I shall certainly
interest: , follow 015 Up

(by reading/
practice . 5)

artyConttornts.
Audio - visual ruaterrIals

clear

helpful
)

I shall probably
follow this up

clear

rather little
content thit,,
rather difficult
follow -somewha
muddling

me use practically
no use

may fa ow uninteres
this up would have been

better occupied
elsewhere

Blackboard: material very nearly material well satisfactory

*lid attractively presented
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presented
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well presented ...

li other very clear andLisitarrive
illiisiratiu
Sound: very clear and

agreeable
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practically n
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crowded, partly

satisfactory lettering too
sniall, slides

far too crowded.
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Amos !legible

From ROard, pp. 110 and Ill.



-. student dtotention-

1ecturing,on this

h ok for
/

0-, . part,of 'cilss-Was to deal wIth-th04
f ,

elastid ty,,and tha.deCOnd_art was do eal with
t -01,... e.

xelated iro' different *(1Wees -6f' eiasticit the amount _civil, incom9
.-..ii.

elated different
,-

1_/,
..

spent 'on the good, thefivajlability af'subetituf4.s the ufgency ,of need,'

b. 4. . ,
,

tile durability 'of `the item, and whether or rO the'purchase coed be
\

po-ADoned. The first part was all new material, but in the seeoed part
s_

\*-' I planned to mike use of the notions of the incothe eff eel ;, tile litill-

.stitution effect, aid the dimiolishing marginal utility which had been

-tore assignmentS and my pdst 6c fence in
.

, *

decided to break my lecture into two parts,.,
4 --

previbusiy,unseen studenti-eNzfcise in the midd;le.-9/7-,

evenue. test Of

_factors that are

discussed in the preceding lecture. Here I wanted to use did concepts

to shed light on the new idea of esticty.
*

Given this back- ound thinking: whiclt I did fu m 7-head

writing it down, I formulated mxobjectives for retie ecture

part of the class in terms of what I wanted the students begat to y,

f ,1 4
do at the end of tpispresentacton and c,n subsequent exams.. I now writ

4
these out as follows: -°

1. When given'a previotisly unseen newspaper clipping AescrthLng

changes. in the frioe'uf bus r4des, the number of riders,-atd

the IdChl amount of money spent on bus rides, 757 of the sto-

'dents will be able to Ludicate'Mhether the demand for buts

vice is elaStic, or inelastic and explain their reasoning with

complete accuracy.

After thib clap eeting, and aftey studying for the next exam,

70% of the students should be'ahle,:to ,select the correct

alternative on a multiple choice question that gives price and

quantity information and ask whether demand is elastiC Inelas-

tic, unit elastic, or something,ellse.

Note what these objectictes include and what they leave out. They

cover only the

9 1_Since, the cuss size of 360 students in the accompany-ing videotape

prevented passing out a handout In the middle of class, ;the handout

shown in Appendix #2 was distributed as the students entered the room

for this class period.

al revenue test elasticity, nothing is said about
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elasticity eoefficients, or the ,differences between point and:arc elas-

ticity -- pOints which my twenty' years" of experience have convinced me

\lat;en'A worth mus o t o vasf majority of introductory_ students, -nd

points which aren't wo much to me In terms of.the opportunity cost

tWei 4mpose. with eespect to oilier ideas that' I think are far

'impgrtsltt for introductory-students to'learn.

The sirttle homewotl, et-1,1e,m, you tote. dealt with the

i material in both the Mrs( pa 1 and the Inst'pLrt of the lectur there-
/

fdr7e, I hacY to devisp a homework ptpblem Ch- a way that could be "split
, . 4fit

fairly easilly in going over the homework in class, and T had t6, have the
, . -26-

homework oblem run off and distributed to the students (see Appendix #1).
..--

also .had to'prepate the handUnt'l wanted us.e in the mid-point eval-

uaSiotk:exercise (se. Appendix iiI2)r1, The material s and notes 1 would'

need hadPfo preparred: and, Finally, T,had to make sure that au overhead
)

ides for would be fn the classroom.
I

Organization: Since both parts of the lecture dealt with only-onc,

qoncept, which ididn't 'want. split into ell of its logical niceties,

a hierarchical classAtcatinn didn't make much sense. Moreover, the

-students were not likely to have any familiar analogies on. which to base

a comparison-and-contrast organization. Therefore, I'dm!ided to u

more-or-leas problefn-centered approach, to be opened with a serie of

questions and illuatrations that dealt with situations that the students

could understand, and to he summarized and evaluated with an exer ise

problem the students had-never ,seem before.

Presentation. After a brief review of the material on downward'

sloping demand covered in the preLreding lecture (see Figure 1 for an ides

of where price elasticity of demand fits into my overall frameWork for

explaining competitive market pricing), I planned to open with a series
, - .

of questions designed to dyvelop the need for a concept like elasticity.

Then I planned to use a previously prepared transparency of main points,
---T-

Including a concise definition, for the overhead) , Beyond this, I

p/1 wanted the students to copy the definition or "woncise statement."
After viewing the accompanying videotape; I wish that I had used the
board instead of the prepared overhead for this part of the presentation.
If I had been WrIting it on the hoard or a blank transparency' as they copied
I would have been less likely to go too fast, allowing more time for the words,
to "sink
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d touse a

fpllowing notes
1 ,

.Concise statement:

size importance

tared Origin:

Re Express.

More Detail:

Illustration:

Further Explanation

, -

red verpion Bligh! "general form" above and' th_

in my7head, not on peer) to make any preSentation

The degree to which the quantity demanded

-thanges for a given change in prince.

Later applications, Alfred Marshall.

and Examples:

Relate to other points:

-Move along.a given demand curve, cet.

Quantity.oppositAirect_ piice

degree -- a "lot" 'or a "little"?
awatch total revenue -- defined- as P x

how strong is 97

pull R T elastic

doesn't pull R = inelastic

."Paleface" -- cowboys and Indians

first part of homework

Cave 1 and 2 in homework

brief until after feedback -- set up

anticipation

Feedback: student handout on bus fares

Recapttulate, re-state, and push on .

Tf you can make Ise out of these notes. play a game in 7i/ou1 iii-

terior stadium, and after viewing the accompanying videotape yeu'ean see

ifyou come up with the same acbre I do. You can also help me. evaluate
.

= 0 t;

the effectiveness of my lecture planning, organization, and presentation.

Evaluation. In addition to the feedback L received from students

by their expressions and responses during the actual lecture, one multiple

choice question dealing with the total revenue test of elasticity was

included on the next hour exam, some five ,,lass meetings after the lec-

ture shown On thd accompanying videotape; and a different question on

the same point was on the final exam some two months later. The-ques-

tions and the percent of 360, students choosing each alternative are

shown below:



Ior the second year (

Hour Exam

New Y--rk's4lorlifFa the admission

price was raised from $1.00 to 5. The number of people

admitted dropped from 27 million to 24 million. Assuming /

that the demand curve had not shifted, ,what eitisticity of

demand is indicated?

(27 )A. a relatively elastic demand

-(65%4. n relativelvinelastic demand

(370C., an elasticity bf about unify

h. an infinitely elastic demand

Final Exam

Suppose that. as (Icy result of a very large harvest the price

of apple at Krog rs qupermarket fell from $1.00 per pound

to $.50 per pound and that the quantity of apples purchased

inc r_eased from (1(10 pounds a clan jinn pounds a day. Over

this price range, an economist woold sav'that the demand for

apples ip

i217) A. Elastic

OD B. Inelastic

(66W Unitary elastic

(8%)D. Impossible to'dotermine, from the information given
r

The f
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that less than 70% cif my students were able to get the cor-

rect'answer to either of these relatively straight foreward questions,

indicates to me that my original objective 112 was too ambitious for a

large,class of students with mean CFEB-SAT 'scorea of 1010 or else I should

have spent more time on this point. I lean to the latter iiterpretation,

which may sciptiae you after you have seen the accompanying videotape.

Even though it probably looks repetitive and obvious to you, you are not

a 1010 SAT sc.orr student in a large class of 360 sophomore, about 75; of

whom a required to take they course'.

CONCLIISION

I hope that it is obvious by now that -good lecturing, far from be-
':

Ing an hrtintic talent with which people Are horn, is a skill which can

be developed and improved with thoughtful consideration and practice.
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I pay be permitted one final example from the world of baseball,

consider the case of George Shuba, An outfielder for the Brooklyn Dodgers

UTthe early 1950's, who Rodger'Kahn (p, 224) notes was called "The.

1)Shotgun". bicause of his ability to spray-line drives to all fields "with

a swing-:o compact and so fluid that it appeared as natOral'as a

In compiling -his wonderful book Thellsat_ofSummer. Kahn visited Shuba

at his home some years after his retirement from baseball and had occa-

sion to comment on his "nixtural" swing. Shuba, then in his basement,

reached up to a beam in the ceiling and lowered.a rope with a clump of

knots that hung waist high. Then he showed Kahn a bat which had

drilled and filled with lead, and went to a file and pulled out a Whole

ream of charts marked with X'S. Kahn notes:

"In the winters, "" he said, "for fifteen years after loading

potatoes.er anything else, even when I was in the majors,

I'd swing at the clump six hundred times. Every night,

after sixty I'd make an X. Ten X's and I had my six hun-

dred swings. Then-.I could go to bed,

You call that natural? -1 swung a 44 ounce bat 600 times a

night, 4,200 times a week, 47,200 swings every winter.

Wrists. The fast ball's you. You gotta wrist it out.

Forty - seven, thousand two hundred times."

.

Fortunately it doesn't take this much practice to become a " "natural ""

lecturer.. To those who want to commit themselves to this task --good

luck an 'ilispeed! To .those who want to shirk the responsibility of a

good teacher to develop good lectures -- good-bye and good riddance
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Don't

Think that lecturing
talking to students.

117.

-DONTiS AND DO'S

Do

simpl5 Neognize the import/Alice of planning,
organiation, and evaluation in addi-
tion to presentation.

Think that you can plan a
lecture by glancing at the
text on the way to (-lags

Assume that all students arP
like you were as _ student.

Try to "cover" everything you
know about a subject

Use only one organization pat=
tern for all of your. lectures.

Veep your rganizinP plan and
main paint, secret.

Rely exclus,ive1y on rune way
talk and chalk.

Forget the isportance of
non-verbal behavior (includ-
ing silent el.

Overlook "mundane" details,.

Find ou they are at.

Carefully select your objectives in
terms of what you can reasonably
expect your students to achieve...

Adapt your organization to suit the
nature. of the topic and student ex-.
perience that might be related to, t.

Let, the students know what to expect
and Itemize the key items,

nevelop A variety of stimuli, examples,
and teaching aids, and breitk your
class period into different parts
occasionally.

Watch yourself on videotape and note
your unconscious body language and
speech habits:

Pay attention to "housekeeping "' and
"environmental" details:

10.. Talk to your notes, the black= Talk to your students, look at then',

board, the ceiling, the window, note their posture expressions, and,

your shoes, etc. the glint or the'haze in their eyed ---
get some feedback.

ll Try to copy someone e
style.

12. Choke up.

Try to benefit from others experience
in developing and improving theeStyle
that is best for you.

Relax and enjoy it.





FINALLY
**********

DO iCeep the preceeding check list. Refer to it occasionally, and modify

it to keepup with your evolving-experience.

DO ITBecome a slave to any simple, fixed: set of rules.

DO Remember that the drone who, after being told that all great short

stories had-one of four themes (religion, royalty, and mystery),

ati4 had trouble.fipding a publisher'for his classic "My God, said

the Queen, I'm pregnant. I wonder who did it?" as your try to put

creative imagination into improving your lectures.



APPENDIX Ill

klas:s Handout on Price Elas/IsJIDLLIntil

Complattfor-Class Discussion orf2 -14-74.
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Tits sheet may be collected, checked for accuracyand returned to

Print Your Name
last)

you later.

rs

Below is a table showing the.market demand for wheat, other things constant.;
Plot these data on the axes provided, and label' the demand curve "D."

Price Per
Bushel

53.00.
2.50

2.00
1.50

1.00

P

53.00

2.50

2.00

1.50

1.00

.50

Quantit, Demanded
04111Lons of Bushel0

8
11

14
17
20

t t

10

1 -4 4

Quantity
15 20 25

(M111Ions of
Bushels)

if you plotted your demand curve cotreeily, it sloPis "down to the
right" indicating that, other things constant, price and the quantity
demanded are Inversely related -- as price falls, the amount people are
willing to buy Increases; and as price rises, the amount people are
willing td buy decreases,. Three reasons that demand curves typically

.slope "down to the right", other things constprit, are the "income

;effeCt", the "substitution effect" and "the law of diminishing:marginal

.utility" be'sure tht you understand what these words mean.
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The_PeIceiflasticitY _off_Demand refers to moves,along a given demand schedule,
other things. constant. if a'prfce change causes the quantity deManded to change
"a lot", we say _that demand is "elastic". If a price change causes the quantity
demanded to change "a litIle", we say that demand is "Inelastic".

How do you know what is meant by "a lot" and "a little"? The simplest
answer is watch total revenue or total expenditures (they're the same thing)
and see which way they move when price changes. Lf they move'with quantity we
say demand Is "elastic", and if they, move with price, we say demand is "Inelas-
tic". Note the examples,below.

, -

Example 1: If price goes up; the gr itity demanded will usually go doWn,
and if total revenue goes down with the quantity demanded we say the quantity
demanded Changed "a.lot" it pulled revenue down with it -- and demand is
elastic over this Interval. On -the other hand, if pricehgoes up, the quantity
demanded goes down, and total revenue goes up with the price rather than down'
with the quantity, we say the quantity changed "a little" -- not enough to pull
revenue with it -- and demand is inelastic over this interval.

Example 2:, If price goes down, the quantity demanded will usually up,

and if total revenue goes up with the quantity demanded we say the quantity
demand changed "a lot" it pulled revenue up with It and'clemand is
elastic over this interval. On the other hand, if price goes down, the quan-
tity demanded goes up, and total revenue goes down with the price rattier than
up with the quantity, we say the quantity changed "a little" not ennugh
to pull revenue with it and demand is inelastic over this interval.

Example 3: If price and quantity demanded change, but total revenue
.stays the same, we say that demand has unitary price elasticity, or is unit
Ijastic,over this interval.

Important point. A single demand curve can have different degrees of
elasticity over different intervals. To see this, complete the table below r`_`
and then go back to the curve you plotted on the axes above and label the in-
terval between $3.00 and $2.50,'T" for elaslic. since over this interval reve-
nue moves with quantity. Label the interval between 51 .50 and $1.00 "I" for
inelastic since over thlS Interval revenue moves with price. Using the part
of the table you have completed, label the interval between $2.50 and $2.00

" because over this interval revenue Moves with
(E or I) (quantity /price)

and label the Interval between $2.00. and $1.50 11 " because over this
E or 1)

Interval revenue moves with

Price Per
Bushel

Quantity Demanded
(Millions of Bushels

(quantity price_

= Total Revenue
(Price X Quantit

$3.00 8 ' $24 million

2.50 11 $27.5 millT4T-

2.00 11.1. million

1.50 17 $23.5 oni1iion

1.00. $20

Determination of Elas.
Between Intervals

FFTevenue moves with q,
'Demand is E
Revenue moves with
'Demand is

Fever-lee move with
is--

Revenue moves with P,
!Demand is
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Now. do work over, can you use'the concept of price elasticity of demand to

throw some light on the following real situations? You don't-have to write, out

answers. but you should thou htfully consider these questions for class discussion.

8 X--Re-14-roadasked--the State Commerce_CommissiOn_fOr permission_ to

increase commuter rates by 2V. iheTallroad argued that declining revenues

m#de,thFs rate- increase eSsential. Upponentq of the rate in-Crease contended

that the railroad's revenues would fall because Of the rate hike.

iich of the foliowing best interprets the information given?

The railroad fel,t thail the demand for Passenger service was
elastic and the' opponents of the rate increase felt i t was

inelastic.

. The railroad felt that ,the demand fn.r passenger service was

inelastic and the opponenis_of the rate increase felt it was

elastic.'

J. Both qr upS felt that the demand was inelastic, but or -d

Te'rent reasons.

.4. Both groups felt that the demand was elastic, but for-- different

reasoes.

Case 2 1-; based on tthe' following 1 ttered sentences:

A. The football stadium at XYZ University was enlarged three years from

30,000 to 35,000 seats.
B. ',Since the enlargement, the stadium has never been full.

C. Tic'kets cost five dollars.

D. A marketing survey shows that the University's gate receipts

be lower if it charged lower prices even though the number of

kets sold would be greater.

What, if,anything. does sentence D imply about the elasticity of demand with

respect to price?

I. Demand is elastic.
2. Demand is inelastic.
3, Demand is at unit elastic
4 It implies nothing about

Y
las-lcitY of demand.

Case Now elastic do youthink_ ou': demand for the foil- wing products is,

.the pr ce range near the price pr veiling now?

Require textbooks Gasoline

Foo ets to the Airplane tickets home,

b gga e o the year Dormitory room

Lips-ft& Cigarettes

Blue silk\neckties Lighter fluid

le each case, see if you can Isolate the major factors that make your
of demand what i t Is -

12 1

_s ici y
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APPE I- 2--

Bus fare cut

lures riders

but not enough
By TINSLEY STEWART

c,0001, Jared a Times 51.11 writer -

East month Robert A Kelso cut the
Saturday fares on his- New Albany hue

how from 40 cents To 25 cents In an
attempt 10 lure more lumens/ere.'

The usuerinient foiled. and -Kelso, -a
g formei 4:itv attorney, says he's going to

have to lei some drivers (or his Home

Transit Co go and rill back on the

iu hours the buses run.
Li a

(g 4

0.

r

0

-When" (don't knnw- hr said earlier
this week "But it's imminent
. During the four August Saturdays tire
reduced fares were in effect, more people
-2,356 an average of 549 per Saturday
-did tide the buses Rut the 'Income
totaled less than when fewer people rode
at the higher fares.

On the most 'profitable Saturday in
August. 667 persons paid. st 25 cents
each, $1666.75

On July 29, the last Saturday before
the experiment started. 551 persona paid,

at 40 cents each. 5220.40
The difference - $53.85 - represents,

about $1.509 a month in income for the
bus company

If lowering the fares brings more
infers hit less money. then. Kelso said.

he's not mink to lower (arcs
What he will do is reduce the number

of drivers he has from the Current 15
(there were 25 Just Iasi yetkr) and
operate the buses only in Abe morning
and late afternoon. the- Peidarls when
they are most heavily used

Kelso, who says the bus btfilness has
been going downhill for year% thinks it
is nearing bottom. De said, 'lie dislikes
the idea of laymg off drivemand cutting
back nn srviee Elul he .ca} it continue
to operate al a loss, either; he said



LECTURES A AN INSTRUCTIONAL METROD
EXercise

Review Notes

(7 =Re±qaMpleted.Befote Viewin The Video Tape Accompanying This Chapter)

1. State two major teaching objectives most likely to be achieved by

the straight lecture method (write brief phrases for answers).

(2)

State three4gaching objectives leas likely to be achieved by the

straightilecture method (write brief phrases for snewers).

(2)

(3)_

Indicate one important advantage that

'
hook presentation of the same material

snawer).

good lecture has over a text-

rite a brief phrase for an

Indicate two ways in which the straight'lecture methodmight be mod-

ified to make it a more powerful tool (write no more than two brief

sentences or phrases).

(2

List the font main parts of a good lecture (Write one word for each

part).

(1):__

(2)'

I2H
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Can you specify at least three items that you now want to keep in

mind and practice in presenting your own leoturas7 If so list them

in the following spaces
.

3



LECTURES AS AN INStRUCTIONAL-METEW

Exercise 2 '

(To Be Use Tn r njunci iub With The Video TaPe Accompanying Thia'Chapter)

Indicate two ways in which Saunders'ipresentatton in the video tape
-.

differed from the, plan presented in the chapter.

(2)

2. Inditate-two specifiC changes that Saunders could make to improve his

Jecturd on the price elasticity of ciemand.

(

3. Specify two ways in which you would change Saunders'lecture on price

elasticity of demand In order to make it more appropriate fpr your

own objectives and style.

(1)

4 Can you Apef;ify at leaSt thr_elteins that you now want to keep in

mind and practice in presenting yOyr own lectures? If so, list them

in the following sOaces.

(1
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Do 'your answers in 4 above differ from your answers to the same quea-

tiOn (#6) in Exercise 1? (Circle one) Yes No

. bid viewing the video tap (as opposed to just reading the chapter

add to your awareness of things you want to keep in mind and practice

in presenting your own lectures? (Circlegnne) Yes No.

If ye'e, what wais added?

If'no, why do your think nothing was added?



Chapt

RIVING CLASSROOM DISCUSSION IN ECONOMICS COURSES*

W. Lee Hansen

-NEE1.1

"MydIscussion' sections never really had much discussion.
The instructor asked. a few questions but we never got

into -any meaty issues we could discuss."

"The instructor in this course 11,small upper division
course) spent almost 100 percent. of the time lecturing.
The few times he tried to get a discussion going failed

completely/. I though small classes were Intended to.

p6rmit di4cUssion that ,oan -occur lnlarge.principles

lectures."

"Our discussions In this ,course have been boring and a'

Waste of time. Neither the instructor or the students

know mu ch about how to have good discussions."

HOsponses from stYldent course

evaluations.

-This chapter is based on a method of reading and.discussion

developed by The Great Books Foundation, an independent nonprofit

educational organization founded in 1947. The Foundation's purpose
6 to provide programs of continuing liberal education for students'

of all ages. Its staff conducts courses throughout the United

States to train teachers and volunteers in the discussion method

which ib .tailed "shared inquiry." The method is also presented in

the paperbound Junior Great Books series for students from second

through twelfth grade and in two paperbound anthologies for,adults,

THE SEARCH FOR MEANING (1976)., BECOMING HUMAN (1977),_ and THE

INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIETY (1978). For Information, write The, Great

Books Foundation, 307 North Michigan Avenue. Chicago, Illinois 60601.

I am articularly Indebted to Ed Moldof and Vic of the

Foundation for exposure to the enriching experiences of group

discussion, r am also grateful to Sally Hansen, Art Welsh, and

Phil Saunders for their e*tenstve comments on earlier drafts of this

chapter, and to the many economists who have given their_ eactions

to this,approach.

-127-
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Much is made of the enriched learning experience that comes from.-

,classroom discussion, and the Advantages of small classes and discus-
.

sion sections in achieving the benefits of suchdiscuasion.Tet_,

few instructors in economics,'whetherseasoned full professors or

beginning instructors, know how to lead-effective discussions. As a

result, effective classroom discussions are few and far between;

as instructors, we miss the opportunity to developta deeper under.-
4

standing'of and interest in our shbjeCt.

Effective discussion comes about through exploring the implica-

tions of some shared body of material which is clearly.written,but

whose substantive meaning and significance is not fully clear as it

stand$, Discussion of this type not only develops the,ability

the participant to think reflectively; it also stimulates the interest

and increases the understanding of both the participants and the

instructor.

GOALS

The goal of this,chapter is to describe e fectiveAvroach to

classroom discussion and to indicate-the detailed' strategies. needed-to

help revitalize classroom learning in economics. In addition, a variety

of exercises Are provided to help you turn your classtoom discusSicins

into challenging intellectual-experiences that will enhance student

learning and yield you greater satisfad.tion in your teaching.

OBJECTIVES

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVESOBJECTIVES

1. After reading this chapter, you will be able to

-) identify the five major elements of a framework for effective
discussion leading

b) state the four criteria for choosing Materials for'discussion

c) explain the functions of each of the six types of questions
described in th chapter

) describe at leant eight major responsibilities of dispose on
leaders and ten major responsibilities of discussion,
participants

summarize at least six helpful mechanical suggestion
facilitating improved discussion

1 3 3



After reading this.chapt er and comp feting the exercises you:will be

able to

a) make improvements in a set of basic and supporting qdestions

b) select two items of material which would be app opriare-f a--

class"discussion

c) write a .basic question and a clUster of supporting questions.

for each selection

d) use, one of your selections to test your skill n discussion

leading befores small grOmp of frietdo r. in a micrateach n

. setting..

AFFECTIVE OBJECTIVES

After. -,reading,this chap'ter and completing the exercises, it is

intended that you will

value the importance of classroom discussion in attaining

the higher" levels 'Of cognitive learning.

2. develop your skills in leading discussions.

.3. ,give discussion a larger r o in your instructional

planning and teaching.

4. incorporate.discussion techniques into your classroom

activities when appropriate..

ouTIANE OF MAIN POINTS

The meaning of Discussion

A Six-Part Framework for Effective Discussions

Course Goals

,;Choosing Mate ials'for DisdUssinn*

Four Criteria
Sources of Material

Types- of Questions and Questioning Strategies

Basic, Supporting, and Followup Questions-
Factual, Interpretative, and Evaluative

Question Clusters
Row to-Use These Questions

espOnstOilitiesof Disquasidn Leaderit Ten Recdadendations

Responsibilitie0 of Participitt0' Fourteen Recommendations

Mechanics of Discussion Leading' Eight Suggestions

Concluding Comment

Exercises

129
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IMPROVINGCLASSROOMDICUSSION IN ECONOMICS COURSES

The discuss approach offera great unrealtzecrpotential for

classroom discussion should be to broadenand extendtthaleatning

of students and instructors, develop'sreater s,utdent interest and,

motivation, and generally enhanEe the goals of a liberal eaueation,
.

But effective dititUssidnlepends-on more.than the receipt

ew-_teaching tips 'from experienced-instruceirs.0 it requires a well-:

stimulating learning in econiftics-courses. ,Tbe principallunctions

developed framework that tightly relates course g els, the aerials

to be discussed, different types of"ques

` asking that, student responsibility, end instructor leadership. On

then can the claSs time devoted to discussion effschvely serve its

purpose.

and a strategy. for,

THE MEANING OF DISCUS ION

As Saunders paints out in Ids 'chapter on lecturing Lectures e

-highly effective for presentfag actual Information. They' can also

be used to demonstrate the higher- level cognitive skills as

instructors illustrate how to interpret material, h

newly acquired knowledge and how to analyze proble

--have; almoat no value, howeVer_ 4

the hiihest -level

apply

Lectures

in developing in the student either

cognitiveskills or a whole range of atiective

Classroom discUsaion can be- ;strong in those areas where lectures_

e, wu While discussion may 'b

ation, it affords excellent

the higher-level

.getting- students

cognitive skills

to the point 141-04. the highest-level skills

synthesis and evalUation, using Bloom's tetminologn,,,,can be

ineffective for imparting factual

ice for students to deelop

offers opportunities for

at

exercised. And it provides a useful way to incorporating a corcern:

for the acquisition'of the usually neglected affective skills,

The goals of classroom discussion are best achieved by explori g

--me commonly shared body of material whose substantive-meaning and

,significance are not fully clear, Everyone thus atarts fromthe

13.3



SPap article on so

or an essay :provocative eckl

Ithed war-- -he-1=

eaoarch..for nderStanding.

The concept of clagsroomidiscuss on' developed in this chapie_

e ent.,. a "case" stud

pts to extract -.its'

-eacht-othe _ thihk_refle_c_ v

a- and Cannot b e simple act Of asking-question

-Y queAti9n
-

for _nstance, have

ak question

pOnse exchanges.betweelf t,tud Ont_ and -instructors,.

efined but limited purposes.; a student raises

to:Aet,addltional;information 9ttlarlfiCatiqn from the

then resnon instruttur directs a...9 tion to

find ,out whether they. ,are able to follow the *resents-
,

on;.an-instructor questionS:individual students to,find'out

whether they have mastered the ceintent and the skillaIleing

an instructor grills students.tofind out what they know for

purposes grading them. AL1 thesc.classroom exchanges are

Lipp4tant in providing specific klndb of information, but they do

liiiie.to generate significant discussion and higher-level-learning.

YI ?,)1Aany

other question-response exchanges'are 'indeed for the

,)

ader purpose
e involving students 'and motivating discussion:

U .esS the questions are of.a particular type, -1 These
,

e anges -apt to achieve the opposite of their intent, by

actu y discouraging students from participating in future
,

eXcli ges. Three examples illustrate my point:

if the questiOn asked is a factual laitkiiiv, store can be

and o nly one "e " response and the students m have the
.. ,

infOrt ation'in' ends- in order to answer it. PrOlneriiYi
f-- .,-

.,. .studentvolnn_eerthe -answer, but in the absdnee of
...

this-. the

,

instruc it must try to find softieone who can provide the. answer

and.failing that, he ordinarily .covers over the awkwardness by
.. . .

providing the correct answer. Not:only do.students find factual

questions dull, particularly since they seem to lead nowhere, but

instructors Invariably find that the student involvement prodUced

is Superf ci-al at` hest and the hoped -f discussion rarely can be



_If the question solicits a judgment or opinion (what do you think
f

4bobit this?), there may be no good basis for student responses other

that the prejudices they bring with them to :th6 classroom.' Given the

diversity of .iews likely to emergP in response to such questions, the

atte t atsdiScuasion may;well.degenerate into a "bull session"--an

exchange oe-111-formed opinions--that wastes valuable time and fails

to engage the thinking powers of students.

Ifthellquestion is one to; which ;there is no correct answer,

students are often at a losa.to respond because many of them believe

there must bea.correct answer an answer that is not immediately

obvidus to them. They difficnit.to conceive of instructors_

asking questions for which there are not correct answers, especially

given the tendency of economic textbO4s,and instructors in economics
#

(3 emphasize the "Correct" answers and solutions.. They may often feel

.1-key have no basis for responding because the questions are unrelated

to the materials they have studied.. Instructors know that debatable

questions are the most interesting oneS.to discuss. They should also

realize that since their knowledge shan't the question usually exceeds

that df their students by a considerable margin, they will almost

inevitably end up with a monologue providing their own interpretation.

4

A SIX-PART.FRAMFWOROITOR LEADING, qi,scusstoNs

COnsistently successful classroom diScussions result, in

contrast to the pitfalls suggested above, ffom the expliLit

,bringing together of six separate elements: (1) your course goals,

(2) the reading materials you selat for the course, (3)-different

types of quest/ons and how the are; employed t©. facilitate discussion,

(4) the responsibilities of the tiCipating students, 6 the

leadership role of the instructor, and (6) the mechanic -6

discussion leading. Any instructors who have tried to include
A

,discussions in their courses will have paid attention,

at some level, to all-except perhaps, and (6). But without

combining all six points together systematically, efforts at class
_

discussion are unlikely to be successful.
P
The six element together

forma framework for discussion illustrated:by the schematic shown

in Figure 1.
13



Figure 1
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The rest of the sections in this chapter elaborate on elements (2)

through (6) of this fraMewOrk--showing,:how to make it operational and il-

lustrating its application to the teaching of elementary economics. No

attention is given to' the . ci sting research on discussion leading be-

Cause of its liMitedusefulness ere. my intent is to enable you as

quickly as possible to turn your Classroom discussions into=stimulat-

ins, challenging intellectual exp ences that will enhance student

learning and yield you greater satisfaction in your:teaching. After

completing this chapter you may wish to use some of'the videotapes and

audiotapea which complement and amplify on the approach presented here

COURSE GOALS

As indicated above, disdussion is appropriate only if your course

goals go beyond memorizing key terms and manipulating a set of fixed

relationships.
I"

f, however, your course goals do call for developing,

deeper understanding, .higher level thinking skills, and affective di-

mensions, these goals must be taken seriously and sufficient time must

be allocated to enable students to pursue these goals through well

planned discussion. It should be made clear to students that discus.-

sions are an important part of the course. One of the most frequent

complaints made by students in large lecture courses with separate.

discussion sections is that they do not understand the function of

discusSion, how it relates to the lectures, and how their "discussion

grade" is to be determined.

A clear statement of the student's role in discussions such as

the one outlined en pages 148-91can usefully be supplemented with a

statement relating discussions to your course goals and indicating how

participation in discussion will be evaluated.

CHOOSING MATERIALS FOR DISCUSSION,

Without suitable materials your ef to conduct effective

;,Classroom discussions are severely limited. Of course, some effec

ive discussions occur fortuitously. But since you can't count'on

chance, you must -seek to produce the circumstances that offer the

potential for a good discussion. This begins with the selection of

material. There are several questions to ask as you search out

material.
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Criteria for Selection

Does the mate ial contain asu number of ideas for dis-

cue Whether the material contains enough ideas for discussion can 4

be .demohstrated by your ability to write down several questions whooe

answers you or your students are likely to be in doubt about. These

questions can be about the ideas you consider important words or pas-

Bete, g! you do not understand, passages having multiple meanings or ap-

plications, attempts to connect more than one idea in the materials,

passages whose truthfulness or applications you would like students to

discuss in light of their knowledge and experience, and so forth. The

key consideration in deciding whether or not a particular item is rich

enough to sustain discussion is your ability to write a "cluster" of

questions, including one major - -or basic--question and a half-dozen or

so supporting questions which are related to the basic question but

subordinate to it. (This distinction is published in the next section.)

Is thamaterialself-contained7 The selection should'be able to

stand on its own, so that there is no need to look up key terms or ob-

tain. upplementary information. -Everyone should be able to come to the

discussion equally well prepared and the only referenCes necessary dur-

ing the course of the discussion should be the selection i.tsef. This

does not mean, of course, that the selections cannot build'on knowledge

acquired from the parts of the textbook and the reading selections el-

ready covered earlier in the course.

Isthematerial reasonably_well written? Material that is poorly

written and orgAnized will cause the discussion to get bogged down in

efforts to straighten out the author's prose rather than to focus on

the interpretation of the material. Trying to straighten out confused

presentations of economic issues is obviously part,of our task, brit the

emphasis should be on intellectual rather than stylistic confusions.

Is the material inter ou or to our iudents? Unless

there is something of real interest in the selection, as revealed by

your questions, do not choose it. There are better ways to use clean

time than discussing uninteresting material. A good indication of the

interest of-----the material is whether or not you want to do more reading

on the topic.
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Though setting out these criteria is easy, it is more diffiCult to

confident that the materials selected meet these criteria. The

most obvious test, that of being able to prepare a cluster of questions,

costly, requiring not only more than one careful reading of the maq-

Vial but also:the tough and at the same time stimulating intellectual

labor needed to generate useful questions about the material. The best

approach initially is to use some proven materials; meanwhile, you can

begin searching for other materials that fit your course objectives.

Sources of Material

Where do you find suitable material for discussion in economies

courses? Let me tell you right off that it doesn't pay to look in

textbooks because almost without exception they represent the'"expert"

view of the facts that leaves little room for discussion.

The most obvious source is the many books of readings that contain

short selections by economists on a variety of topics, often accompanied

by "discussion" questions. They usually are well written, and ordinar-

ily they are interesting. The catch is that they have been screened by

the editors for their economics content but not necessarily for their

diatussability. Many make suitable discussion material, however, be-

cause they entertain some doubt or raise questions in the reader's

mind. The final test is whether you can develop a cluster of questions.

Many selections have already been well tested; An excellent art-

icle for discussion, for instance, is R. A. Radford's widely reprinted

deecription of how markets evolved within prisoner of war camps during

World War II. 1
Two other recent articles by Heilbroner and Solow focus

on the state of current economics. 2
Or you can go back to Adam Smith-,-

to his discussion of prices, for example, which is in many way sere

interesting and challenging than modern textbook treatment of prices.
3

1R. A. Radford, "The Economics Organization of a P.O.W. Camp,"
Economica, Vol..XII, 1945.

2Robert L. Heilbroner, "On the Limited 'Relevance of Economics,
and Robert. M. SoloW, "Science and Ideology in Economita," both in The
Public Interest, Pall 1970.

3
Adam Smith, "On the Natural and Market Price of 'Commodities,"

Chapter VII, Book I of The Wealth of Nations, Modern Library Edition.
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In addition, articles in periodicals (such as Challenge, The Public

Interest) and chapters in recently published books (for example, Okun's

recent paperback, E:talLi,t--cy
4
) offer rich opportunities

for exploring the meaning of an author's work.

Other fruitful sources are the various eaaebeas whose selections

describe real-life situations or issues-which are to be resolved by

students through careful thinking and discussion. Care must be taken

in selection here also because the quality as well an f'he complexity

these cases varies greatly, and some cases differ little from the-

textbook-type material that is net suitable for discussion. One of

the best of these is the Fels-Uhler Casebook-
5
which inclOdes careful

selection of newspaper articles, some presenting "problem" cases and

others "policy issue" cases. The cases not only meet the criteria out-

lined above but provide, in addition, a systematic way of approaching

economic problems and *issues.

Exposure to the Fels-Uhler approach will magic readily apparent

well as national ones likethat daily newspapers (local as

Times and Wall Street Journal) and weekly news magazines offer excellent

sources of ad lonal material. ..Althou8h many newspaper articles- focus

narrowly on facts of some situation,, from time to time they present

interestinspar doxes which can Ve.resqlved thredgh discussion,

the price -`of an article is going up at the same time as the quantity

sold is increasing. The apparent paradox may not be particularly ob-

he New York

ncure, but your students can profit from exploring the contents of such

nrticlea to find out exactly what is happening.
6

Newspaper articles

must be carefully selected because you can rarely generate more than a

single cluster of questions from them and sometimes not even that.

4
Arthur M. Okun, Equality and Wioiency: she Pig Tradeoff, Brook-

ings Institution, 1975.

Rendigs Fels and Robert C. Uhler, Casebook of Economic Problems

and Policies: Practice n Thinkin West Publishing Co.,: 1976 (1976-

77 edition).- ,Also see their Staff Notes, a separate publication to

accompany the Casebook.
6Such articles also provide a highly.useful transition to the next

topic to be covered,,in the course. In this case, it would be to the

effects of shifting' supply and demand curves.



MFRS OF QUESTIONS AND'QUESTIONING'STRATEGIES

To heap select the materials and later to stimulate effective dis-

cussions, it is important to understand various classifications of

questions- that can be asked and the role they play in discussion. One

classification identifies questions by their potential for discussion;

questions of fact, questiowofinterpretationi and questions of evalu-

ation. Another classification identifies questions by their role in

the discussion process; basic questions, supporting questions, and

follow -up questions. Whether you are discussing a reaching selection

such as the Radford piece, a case from the Fels-Uhler (or some other)

casebook, or an article from a recent newspaper, it is important to know

the-different Categories and types of.questions.

We start with a brief elaboration of each type of question in the

scheme that classifies them according to their potential for discus-

sion.

The first classification scheme I shall discuss is the distinction

among factual questions, interpretative questions and evaluating

questions, all of which -help to explore the meaning of the materials

being read.

Factual Questions. The " a '
of the assignment are the words

used by author--everything that is written in the selection. Questions

of fact require participants to offer quotations or paraphrases of the

material. Sometimes these' "facts" may differ from other people's

understanding of the "facts." gut for purposes of disfusaing the

material, we must focus on the "facts" as presented by-the author.

Otherwise, participants will argue about what the "real facts are,

with the result that little or no progress can be made in gaining an

understanding of the material undef discussion: -(To resolve disputep

about the "real facts" would require time-consuming independent in-

vestigation and thereby delay the discussion.) For our purposes, then,

the author's words are accepted as facts. A factual question about

the Radford article would be

"What were ,the sources of the prisoners' supplies

of ,rations?"

(The answer is found in the eighth paragraph of the article.)



Interpretative questions. These questions

explore whatthe autl}or meant:by what he said.

cuasion leader might ask about the meaning of a

139

ask participanta

For example, thadis-

particular word or

sentence or paragraph, about the belief or intention of the author, or

about possible connections among ideas, actions, and statements in the

reading. Questions of interpretation all require that the answers or

opinions offered by the participants can be supported by evidence from

the reading'. In contrast to factual questions, interpr t-ve questions

require the ,statement of a conclusion which can then - supported by

evidence. Since the evidence requires some kind of logical leap or

inference to reach a conclusion, there is no right or wrng answer;

different.peopld will, arrive at different conclusions and hence hold

different interpretations. Moreover, the same person may be able to of-

fer several different interpretations for the came question, by citing

different bits of supporting evidence or through different processes of

reasoning about the ,same evidence. It should be noted that the word

"interpretative" is used here in a different:. ense from that used by

Bloom (nee Saunders' Chapter on Instructional Objectives). The search

for i to retative questions in newspAper articles is usually more dif-

flcul

attic

title

n longer readings, owing to the factual nature of the

and their relative shortness. Yet, as noted. above, newspaper

conomics frequently develop paradoxes or contradictions

used as interpretative questions. Several of these are

by.the selections included in the ExerCiaes.

interpretative question about the Radford artielej

does Radford say accounts for the development
n exchange system in the P.O.W. camp?"

takes a bit of digging to find,out what Radford '44

k, the participants will find his Mention (not

;sates and preferences; other responses will

;The.. discussion will be lively as students tryo hcomi
- .

a reaction'

count in

pretatiVa

negedanr-

also be

to(a --a to

the different forces and their, relative importance in

tAhe-tmergence of the exchange system. - Another inter-
---

4OaatAionthat takes a slightly different approach

ford believe that the exchange system
amp operated effectively?"

144
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Evaluative ebione, These questions ask participants to consider,

the material in terms of their own experience and to determine in what

respects a person agrees or disagrees with the author's meaning, or to

what extent the selection has application to the person's own life.

These questions require the discussant to relate the material under

discussion to his or her own experiences. Questions of evaluation

should be based upon knowledge and eXperience that discussants possess

as a reaplt of readin the a-- ned Selection. Without such common

background most participants will b unable to share in the answers and

to learn from them, An evaluative question about the Radford article

would be:

'Do you believe the Ge s should have al owed

this exchange system tc, develop and operate

within the P.O.W. camp ?"

There is likely to be considerable disagre ent about this question,

with the discussion soon going to' the heart of economicscentralized

versus dicentralizedeon rol. Another example would be:

"Do you believe the Germans were wise in allowing
tht exchange system to develop in the camp?"

Some economists might argue that evaluative questions are "norm

ative" questions (w_-l-t ought to be) which they disdain in favor ofc
"positive (what is) questions. Yet econamists regularly reach their

own conclusions and judgments about economic events and issues, and

they defend this practice because of the prior analysis they. have

undertaken. This is exactly what we want students to learn to.do

through discussion. Our aim:is to teach students to devtlop their

own conclusions'on the baSis of their careful analysis of what the
Y

author said.

The second classification scheme, as you will remember, categor-

izes questions according to the role they play in seuseion% I shall

again disCuss each type of question in turn.

Basic Questions. Basic questions are interpretative questions

that can lead to an extended discussion of what you consider-to be

some of the main ideas in the,material. They are questions through

which you hope to increase your knowledge of the material beCAuse

either you do not have a satisfactory answer to them or you not
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believe your answers.are the only acceptable ones. Basic questions

raise not just one but several problems of meaning that you want to

explore. Basic questions help to clarify and develop the ideas you

think are important. A discussion: should always start off-with a

basic question. The first interpretative question suggested for

the Radford article is a good basic question:

"What does,Radford say accounts for the development
of an exchange system in the P.O.W:, camp?"

This is a good question to start off the discussion becapse it4offers

the possibility of posing a number of supporting questions (see Fig-

ure 1).

Btlielsa. Supporting questions are generally also

interpretative questions; their purpose la to help explore the basic
ti

- question. Supporting questions all have something. to cid with the

_. basic question but usually each supporting question usually addresses

//

only one aspect of the basic question. By turning to thesupporting

questions when there is no immediate resolution of the hasid question,

participants are helped in their efforts to explore the material so

that later they can answer the larger basic question; In effect, the

cluster of supporting questions represents a planned attack on the

basic question. Evaluative questions can also be used as supporting

questions. They should include the cluster, however, to allow the

participants to express their personal views, but only after they

have worked to resolve the basic question. It is not Wi§e to settle

on a specific evaluative question before the discussion takes place;

the course of the.discussion itself may suggest a different-evaluative

.question.

A cluster of questions for the Radford article is.shown in Fig-

ure 2. (See p. 142.)

These clusters of questions are not easy to develop at first. Nor

will you get much help from most readings books. For example,You

might find the following "discussion" questions listed at the begin-

ning_or end of the Radford article reprinted in a readings books

"Why did a system of-exchange develop among the-

prisoners, and what is the parallel case for

exchangelin the world outside the prison camp?"

or

1 4 6
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Figure 2

Cluster of Questions Discussion of Radford_ Paper

Basic Interpretative Question:
,.

--What does Redford say accounts for the -develotiMent

an exchange system in the 13.0.W: camp?

Supporting

--Can the development,of the system be explained by the

equality or lack of equality in the diStribution of

suppliesT447-:

How equally were the supplies distributed?

(This is a factual question that could be

inserted if some people were not quite certain

how the supplies, were distributed.)

Were the supplies always equally distributed?

(This is another factual question that might

help clarify the discussion since the response

to the supporting question might depend upon

the particular time p riod mentioned in the

Radford article.)

--Were prisoners generally unhappy with their particular

allotment,of sires and thereby motivated to develop

an exchange system?

--What views does Radford offer about the relative

importance of these forces in accounting for the

evolution.of the exchange system?

--To what extent does Radford think that differences in

preferences gave rise to exchange?

- -Does Radford believe that prisoners might have developed

an exchange system because of their prior conditioning,

i.e., they came from exchange' ecOndMies?

Evaluative Question:

--What Yht would you assign to the various forces

Radford notes as having contributed to the .development

of the exchange system?



"What determined how elaborate or simple this
prison market eyStembecime? What deterdines
the extent to whiCh we develop and use markets

in everyday life?" ,
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These are useful-starting questions but they don't go far enough. By

contrast, detailed clusters of4
questions .can help students learn how

to:delve deeply into an author's meaning, discover the satisfactions

that come from such delving, and develop a facility for framing

.0Mfiat-is for themselves. For the RadfOrdariicle you can develop

perhaps two or three additional clusters simply because the.srfiC

is so provocative and wide ranging. By contrast, as I have said,

the average newspaper article a single cluster will be the moat you

can hope-tO develop.

If you follow theAcase a-proach* the path is much easier. Fels

and Uhler, for example, have developed a format and offer a number of .

estions for each of - their selections, thereby providing eteadymade

approach to discussion for both instruc
. '

ticularly in the-policy Cases, Feb
1
an

questions which constitute a cluster--f

ors and their students.

Uhler offer a series of

sing on interpretative

questions while making use of factual que Lions t4 help clarify mat-

ters, and concluding with questions of ev luation. It is instructive

to compare the approach outlined here with tliSt of Fela4ind Uhler to

see the basic similarities. Both approaches assume that it-leg:044re no

right answers and that it is the aeardh for understanding that. con-

stitutesthe purpose of d_scussion.
7

Followup Questions. Followup questions facilitate the

ation of basic and supporting questions by encouraging the participants

to think for themselves as they respond to the instructor's cluster of

questions. These questions are also designed to help move the discus-

sion along the most productive channels by requiring participants to

go beyond superficial responses--to clarify their remarks, -to suppor

their comments, to involve other participants, and to maintain focus

on the'material. Whereas supporting questions probe the topic, i.e.,

?Responses to the case questions "can'be written out

because of the more rigid format the case approach provides.
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the-basic queation, tollowUp questions probe

of various f011owup questions, given in FigOte

to a selection like thi Radford paper or:.Ohoof

he partioipants, Ex pies

aro4qually applicable

-e

Fo p_ uestions'

To Clarity. You ask for more information or meaning by

replying:

--What do you mean?

--Can you rephiake what you said?

--Can you redtate,what Radford Said i_ your own words?

--Can you explain that fuithe

o S4pprt. You ask the participant to sOpport a response
,

by replying:

--Where do you find that in the Radfotd'article?

--What did Radford saN that supports your. point of vie

--Is thereany evidence fromyour textbook which would

support.what:Radford says?

To Involve.Others. You.rak one participant to_

anoiRer participat's response by replying: t'

--John, would you care to add to what Mary

--Mary, d'o yOu ageee with John's interpretation o

Radford'a gratement?

k up on

d?

To Maintain Focus. You redirect attention to the material

by asking:

- -flow. does your opment relate to Radford and the P.O.W.

camp articlo?

-What you say' about planned economies may be true, but
why is it that prices continue to fluctuate in the camp?

--We still havenanswered our basic question, so let's

come back. to it. I'll) repeat it -: What Does Radford

mman,by . .

1 4
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A knowledge of how and when to use the various types:o.questions

`important to good discussion. Aere are two snggestions.

o ask basic o t and f0114711MEARiE5.1-2161

bade question should be used to begin a,discussion, to continue the'

discussion after a previous basic question ,has been resolved, and to:.

-focus a discuesion when students thrroduce a problem thae.interepts
.

them and which you-Want to pursue with them.

When students cannot ,espond to the basic question, urn to the

supporting questions which address related but subordinate.idhas. By

working thrOugh the supporting questions

in resolving the basic' qUestiOn.

participants will be-helped

Followup questions are asked _ move the disOlissiott-along toward

resolution of the basic question and to ensure that, participant thihie

reflective4 as they discuss the Material..

(2) Stress Of, interpretation but

of fact and evaluation. -Becaode your'purpnse is to iricreaae,yOu

iand"tlie participants' understanding of the material; questions o

interpretation should be- :,stressed. however, if the group is not ac-
4

cutately rememberingcwhat the author"saider.is offering interpreta-

tions that - _actually incorrect, doubtfux, or insufficiently docu-

mented, ask questions of fact. But don't allow the diScussion to

become merely an exercise in memory.

astione.pf evaluation dealing With the ,merit .the material '

or-ek erit'ef agreement with the /author are meaningul.enly after the

('group boa: roughly discussed' related queations,Ofinterpretatio.
, .

An evaluation question may-leok:like.an easy way Co get a discussion

started, but it.can quickly turn the discussion into a polling of

likes and dislikes Ova defense of premature or hasty judgmehts.

Questions of,evaluation which dra0 onthe participants' exper-

iences may be'qused whenever the group is unable Co understand the

author's 'ideas, images and adtions. Turning briefly to the partic-
.

ipants'-personal experieficia can generate new ideas thata rill help

them 'interOret,an author's Meaning.' But such questions

be allowed to lead to an investigation of topics that do nor require'

the Of the msterial;, otherwiae the dt buSeioti-Vil -quickly loge

should not



danger. of becoming a recital of opinions about

he material. at hand,

8pt ISIBILITIES OF :DISCUSSION LEADERS

To develop the 0414- if the participants to that reflectively

and at the- earns riia'OHIncrease both the leaders' and the participants'

understanding of the Materiel ufider,discuseloni the leader must be cone

tentIY asking quotations evaluating responses, and asking furpher,
-

'.questions to help reach an.understandingnf the basit question. The

eider Mink challenge uncle, factually incorrect, or contradictory,,

atements by asking fnrtheroAlies_ ona. And the7leader must evaluate

all responses according to h s best t--selecting those state
Te

Men-a he wants to,question Immiediately,' ignoring thoselle.finds On-

interesting., trivial, or irrelevant, and-tabling those he may want to

pursue later'.

The value, of discussion as an educational experience depends upon

hi well aleader carries but these functions. Here are ten reeom-
.

Mendationa that will help you-succeed as.a dismission leader.

.(1) Read:arefully. The questions you decide to ask your group

L,

should evolve m a thorough and thoughtful reading of the selection.

Write down queStions as they occur? to you, using the criteria on

pp. 135-36 above. f,'4-

(2) ii_Ftenere Clusters_ of estioq ' in Advance

Sharpen the quests' you believe will prompt interesting and profit-

ableexaMiriations, of e material. Discard questions that do not seem

to go anywhere. Write doses new questions that arise as you work with

your-ideaa. Arrange alt:questions in clusters,'-distinguishing between

those that ate basic and those. that maybe appropriate as supporting

-quest ons.-'Decide on the base q _ions you wish to ask the class.

of Discussion.

(3)" -30A21214SAMEEClai#SIALliallx. -Ask
she questionat a time

and'keep your questions brief. and Clear. Long, involved,', qUeatione

cusua4y indicate that you haven't given_enoughthought to an idea.

Try to ask questions tailored to'the material Under discussion rather

owl general questions that would apply with little or no change to

any one of several different selections. Avoid questions that indicate

the answers' you expect, questions that cannot be answered from a



reading oUthe material"- 4 iuesticIns that force

draw on outside material.

.ck- wit -th anb eet-Autro
er

duced by your basic questibn so as to deiielopall its implidationsi
. -

Give the groulitine tb think about the'materiafAn light of '&.rourtiPasic

question. You mayhave to aslVtheesaie questiOnpf several pa 'tics

pants or rephrase It without changing the subject. De not ,be-ap-m
,e it'

prehensive if some time elapses while.partieipantateflect on yonir

question or search through the material to hefp, FesponA

(5) Strive for Answers. Don't be contentlwitoh superficial

responses. leor attempts by the participants to. leave a question *et

because it i difficult. Use their answers a the bee/gofer new

questions that will help the group to reach a deeper*un"deratanding of

theematerial. At the same time, keep in mind that some quest_ons n-

not be ensnared to everyone's satisfaction.

(6) Avoid Difficult or Technical Terms If you introduce terms

that are difficult todefine, cull as margin* ism, monopoly, and cost

when they are not in the Material, you will interrupt the group's

exploration of the aulhor's meaning by diverting their attention to

words that cot be defined in context. By so doing, you encourage

the group to use impressive sounding Word as a substitute for think

ing about fhe material in more specific language. You also deprive

the group of =those moments ofdiscovery;whenthey find their own words

to_embody the ideas they have been examining. Terms that evolve in

this manner" can be the high paint of the meeting and provide an ex

lent means for you end the participants to remember the'discussion.

(7) Listen Intently= This will help you-to ask relevant stip

Porting and7follonup questions.- It will also give you ideas for.,

basic questions and indidate whether a particular line-.of inquiry

should be abandoned. Avoid the tendency to let your i d ander

ahead to the next question, When 'someone is still talking, hear them
.

out beforeproceedieg. ,m

(8) . InVelv Each Pa- ci -t. Invite participants into the

discuesion,by prefacing Vour queltion with foe name of the.person

whom-you want to direct it If'possible, make sure questions are
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directed to every.pa p ant during.each meeting. Encourage particiPants

to ask each other quai ti a end
*
to speak up freely without' raising their

handle or weitreg to be ClUlowl-edgEtlby-theTleatterrr.-1 seible,-seat

eye one 'around a:table or in a circle; the physical arrangement rein-

force! the idea of equal participation.

(9) Confine Yourself to,Asikin- questions. Your role is to lead

tha411Acuseion. This can be accomplished by giving your full attention

to the material and the ideas of the part cipante. Reject the impulse

to.interrect your own views,

(10) Evaluate Your Diacussion on the Basis of a Formal Criqgue

Sheet. Akauggested critique sheet is shown.as Figure 4. It concerns

Itself with what you learned about the efpctiveness of'your:leader-

sh what you could have done to-improve the discussion, and whether

you leerned anything new about the Material. ^The key to growth as a

leader is Darning something new from each discussion about the meter-

ial an our techniqUe of discussion.

RESPON OF PARTICIPANTS

discussions flotindi because participints do not know how to

conduct themselves-in velassroom discussion. They probably have not

been exposed to many exemplary discussions in tile pest; they are given

'n0 training in discussion by their instructors; and they may have be-

_ comie cynical about the effectiveness of classroom discussion based on

their` experiences in previous courses.''

The:most obvious and direct remedy for thi situation is to pre-

vide, your students with a set of geideliftep that lists their respons-

ibilities aewell as various do's and don'ts. The guideline shown

in Figure 5 are examples of what you might ae.ljake a few minutes
* u:

of class time to go over these guidelines, reading them aloud, and

commenting on, some of the points,lisead. This *ill hdlp indicate the

.
importance you attach to havinglogreed-upon procedures for conducting

your discussions. From time to time during discussions pod may find

' it necessary to refer back to tq guidelines so teat participants

become aware of the oad tooguard against leppes. You will find that

as car icipanie gain experience their lapses will steadily didi h.
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Figure 4

Discussion Critique_ Sheet

The questions presented here can be asnwered most easily if

you tape record your discussion session and then replay it

-later'on. A review, of tape recordings providea_perhaps-the
most effective, inexpensive and tnvenient Way of learning
how to improve_your:skills In lead g discussion.

=Did you involve everyone ?_

--Didlrou call on people by name?

"-Did you limit your role to that of the leader?

-Did you stick to the basic question?

. 4
--Did 'Yen make effective use ofIsupporting questions?

Did you use followup questions to'good effect?

ere you able to resolve the basic question?

hat unsolved issues remained st the end of the

scussion?

In spect how might you have altered,your questioning

approach? By recasting your basic question? By altering
supporting questions and the way you used them? By

changing the frequency and use of followup questions?

`Do you believe that the discussion gave you new insights

and knowledge about the material that was discussed?
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Figure 5

Guidelines for Participants

We have several purposes. indiscuesion. One is
to improveyour ability to think clearly and independently,
to express yourself effectively, and to liaten attentively.
Another is to increase your understanding and your
instructor's understanding of the materials you have
both read. To accomplish thebe purposep at the same
time, we assign different jobs to you and the discussion
leader.

The leader will start each discussion with a basic
problem about.the author's meaning. The problem will haVe
arisen becausethe leader is not sure of the answer, or
because the. leader thinks that the participants are.not
sure of the answer. The leader will ask you questions to
help you explore your ideas of what the answer might be.
The leader will encourage you to agree or disagree with
what the other participants say and to back up your
opinions with reasons based on your reading of the material.
During the discussion the leader is not permitted to:offer
answers or to suggest what answers to give.

You, in turn, will get the most benefit and enjoyment
from the discussions if you observe the ollowing guidelines
which are designed to. help the participants think for-
themselves and to make the best use of the time to discuss
the material. I

1. Read the material 2aIefelly before coming to the
discussion. Coyei the-material twice-If possible. When

reading, keep penciljn hand so as to record your questions.
ideas, and interpretations of the material. Underline
concepts, ideas and words that strike you as important.
You will not be allowed to participate in the discussion
if you have'not read-the assigned material.

2. Always.be prepared to hack up your opinion of what
thejopthor:means by-reading from the material, giving an
accurate summary of what the material says, and/oroffering
reasons and examples from yOur own experience where appropriate.
To accomplish this youjaust bring.60$ assigned material with
you to class.
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Do not bring in outside material unless everyone in

the group has read it if you do discuss outside material
that all group members are familiar with, you mar.d6a0-Oniy
,insofar ah it-relates to the problem under discussion.

4. Do not Introduce outside authorities to end weight

to your opinions,

.5;'.Challenge opinions you do not agree with by offering

your Opinion and theft-supporting it.

Challenge any assumption in the leader's questiOns
with which you do:not agree and supply evidence from the

ssignment to back up your challenge.

7. Be willing to change your mind when someone `shows

you an error in your opinion or in your use of the facts.

8. Answer the questions the leader has raised before

making additional points..

9. Ask for clarification of any point or term you do

not understand,

10. Stick to the subject. Do not iritrOduce ideas that

have no direct connection to the problem being discussed.

1.' Listen carefully. Don't be ao preoccupied with

your own ideas that you couldn't give a.summary,of'what

others are saying.

12. ti someone else makes ore o less the same point

you wish to make. don't repeat it.

13-. Do not interrupt when someone else is speaking.

willing to withhold your remarks if'you start at the same

time as someone else does;

14. Do not continue to talk after you have made your

point.
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,M I/ECHANICS OFISCUSSION IlEADING

------------bi-addition_te-thet-resinuaihattiasLAf the discussion leader out-

lined above, there are some "tricks: of the trade" concerning the mech-

anics of discussion, little things that will smooth andmake more ef-

fective the verbal exchanges that occur. Most of these involve explicit

decisions by the instructor-leader. They reflect my belief . that more

structure:is better than lesa structure. Here are nine "tips" for

handling discussion mechanics.

Seating. Does it matter how the students are grouped in the

_room? Yes, it does. Ideally)All the students should be seated'

ftrOUnda table, or around several tables pushed together in the center

the room; alternatively, if the/Chairs are movable, they can be

id -.into a circle. The advantage of any of these three arrangements

that students can look directly at each other as,they speak; in ad-

gin, .the rode center the room where traditionally the teacher is

situtteeno-; I Oger 'represents the focal point. If the room cannot b-

arranged-in this fashion, then.one must .improvise.. The objective is

to facilitate' face -to -face contact among the paricipantsifthere

are not too many students, for-example, they can form themselvea40 a

U- shaped pattern by filling the back row or rows and then taking seats

along opposite walls of the room; this ieaves the center part open,

thereby permitting these on the side a certain amount of eye contact

....by turning themselves in their seats.

Positionofthe.Leader. Where should the leader be lotated and

should-the- leader sitor stand? If the participants can be seated

Around a table or otherwise formed into a circle, then the leader can

Cake. any position around the-table or circle; this decreases the

leader's otherwise dominant position and thereby helps to encourage

Participants to talk to one another rather than only to the instructor.-

If the seats 'are fixed but students can arrange themselves into EIJI-

shape, then the instructor can move into one the'roWs and occupy a

position at what would be the center point between the two arms of

. the IL

Calling on:Students, Should the participants be called upon-1)y

name]` My answer is 'yes." Not only does calling students by name



help to e SonelizeJthe:learning prbcess; it al enables partic7

ipants%tolipegkiAl5actto each other both inside and outside of

a feeling y',.-which is essential in facilitating learning.

thronW:ClaSeibbb' discu ssion. Calling on students by name also height-
,

ens the- ns+ of r Oneibility that is essential to successful dis.

cussion;;1' _Ail too -ofteninstructors. ask questions and are greeted. by

silence; use-of e unbearable nature of this silence, instructors

usUally-:aUSwer,thaii.eum questions. Or they are, greeted by the raised

hands of students Vho knob/All the answers or who feel compulsive

abrk, alk4Ug: -result, everyone else gets off the hook, and

-he=-Actions of the-volunteera intimidate other students.
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ow -each other- name4--this helps to-e-reat+ -,

y'11414.names. you make 'a apecifiCrequest for an answer to your

AuebtIonAlfryoU ask -a basic question for examplei you might begln

by stating the 'question to the. entire class.,:,You may even want to

,repeat, wines as to%givemtudents time). 5b begin thinking about it After

hat,-y6u.cen turn to a speCific st mid say, "Mr. Jones, accord-

1:itig td:Radford, how didthe'marketilVotem operate in the P.O. W.

camp?:' This Alerts Mr.. Jones' hat he had better listen closely After

aski4 a question, giv the 'sa Lit tim

may be required for a student -to colleet,

o respond. Ten to 15 Seconds

tholightp If need be,

then yob can repeat the question, directin- 'tnother student.

SeatingCharts. 'H do' boo learn'the students' -nabea so that

utan call uven specific ndimitduale? Thia;may.soUnd like a foolish
.

question for those ofy u with excellent memories.-, but fecUlty whose
, -

memories are weaker:frequently bumble along,by=Aimply nOrlding or.ppint-
-

-ing at students =to indicate recognition.' Theta A.,en: eatiy_way to

resolve this problem. Make a seating chart, but not the usual
.

'that is filled out by students.:. Instead, bring t o elasS.-a larg -et
, -,,--- ,

_

-of paper (old computer paper- worka)well). and.A,felt,-t eq*_:,

that you intend to learn the names of the ituderits-and:that you
.-_:.,_.

be constructing your own seating char to aid:YOu-AY0f-migW301--

to suggest that students also make their ciwn Charts. u stmt by=
- -

asking the person in one of, the corners of e room= -to pronenne0;his
, .

name and then spell it, and to do it loudly a ugh so that e*e
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can hear. Then, repeat the name and its spelling to ensure that you have

it right; meanwhile print the name and ita'spelling to ensure that you

have-it-el hile_peint_the_student_le_n e in the appropriate

location on your seating chart. Continue until you have everyone in

the class listed. Even with 30 students this will take no more than a

couple efetinutei. Then, as.the class prOceeds, make use .of the chart.

If you intend to call upon a student,. look for-the student's name and

then use it. If a student asks a tieition, use the chart to identify

the name and then use the name in makieg4bur response. After making

out the seating chart several times you,,A0,414 know-Meat of the students

names. However, you should not give up using the seating chart. Mak-
j

out a new chart At-each meeting Automatically gives you a record of

udentattendance; it also permits you to-note.down questions brought 4...

up students but which yoU prefer to defer answering until some other.

time, and it permits,. you to note down interesting ideas that you iiant
1_

to discuss later. Finally, you cad mark the seating chart ieleep track

of who has participated in discussion.

Involving_Students. Should you invollie everyone? Yes. Make

ear:firom the start,that'involvement and participition are the keys to

learningVla discussion. Inform students that you as leader. are

theretC,ensure that everyonegets a chance, to participate. You can

deal with shy people just as _you do with others, by calling on them.

If yell are aware that person.iu shy,. you MAY Wanf.to vase the person

into the discussion by asking an "easier " -athei than'a "hArder" quest-7T:

ion (asking for a. restatement of what someone else said for a

clarification'o what someone else-said)- 'Actually, a well -run dis

cussion group will never permit the identifidation of anyone: as being

shy;:your efforts' to involve,everyone_will help ensure that shyness

cannot be allowed to take root..' Since shy people often have much

contribute, there are great potential gains for the clas dy getting

everyone involved fully from the very beginning of the c P,

Encouraging_questione. How deyou get people to ask questions

about matters they don't have answers to? This is.an imprtant

issue because' frequently students believe that by asking bona fide

queStions they will expose their iwn ignorance, not only to the
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instructor but also to their fellow:stUdenta. The virtue of the di

cu,ssion approaCh outlined here is that you show them by, example, how

_estions, questions that arlbe-because in-many catita_ymIl_v_the

InstritictoT don't haVe answers-to them either, or because the answers

may be as clearcut as the answers to the usual classroom recitation

ions, by observing this proces Students will be much better

hipped by the end of the semeater°td ask questions abodt their-read-
,.

ing and understenerig of material. They learn that they must read

Material closely, to find out whpt the authors are talking about. They
,

.

will cawfind that they have in their own minds questions about mean-

-trig and interpretation -- questions that are quite similar tothose you

raise, as a leader. As time-goes by they will feel more and more

comforts, le riit hithis appfeich.

Reachin ,q0d do you close off a dlieudsion7 Toe often

we are inclined tOsumMaiiis at the end-of a discusiion before mov-

ing on to another topic

it injects you and your

not usually a good practieebecause

'discussion. Moreoveri the

urse., Rather than having

discussion is at an end, one

discussion may not have run Ate

wader announce explicitly the

usually detect when the end g by observing the reduced VolUie

f questions from students and, various non-verbal body signals (nods

nt gazing). If there does seem to be,

two members of the group to do it; this

fof agreement, arms folded, vac

need for a summary,. ask one or

will be much'mOre effective than your doing it. Another method is to

ask the group if most feel the issue,haa been satisfactorily resolVed.

Their responses will: do'the job.

EmhasizeiStudet. What do you do if student

haven't read the.assignment7 If you have explained to students your

,purpose in having class discussion and their responsibilities for.its

success, this:should not be, a problem. But if you find that a sub-

stantial number have not read the assignment, a positive approach le

to suggest that everyone take the first few minutes (it class time to

read or review the material. Then proceed with the discussion. In

fact, the freshness of the, material in people's minds may greatly

invigorate the discussion. This suggests that you urge students to

160
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not only feed it before class but,,ifp ssible
P

to- review the reading
5

just before they come to class or during the minutes they are in the

---7---cleseroma-befare-diacuegion begins.

A-CONCLUD1NG COMMENT

To some reedeis the ipproach resented here may seem overly

structured and rigid. Yet it is through structure that we can find

freedom -in this case, the freedom to pursue systematically and col-
, AL

laboratively the interesting questions Alat*ise out of the reading

we do in economics. The structure provided here is-designed-awo-a guide

to you and your'students in developing the capacity'to engage-in fruit-
.j

ful and stimulating diicussions.- While considerable work
.

in mastering the approach, its benefits will have lastingValue in
.. - -..

,.
..

sharpening students' reading and thinking skills, deepening their
...

.. .. .1;
. - .'.

knowlidge of economics, and to the goals of ix liberal',
.- .

,...



IMPROVING CLASSRO2M DISCUSSION IN ECONOMICS COURSES
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he 14. guidelines for par



Summarize the genera 'thrust of the suggestions fo he

mecUnkcs o discus silns.

Ole. it below the stateMent which best reflects your-current

appraisal of the discOssion approach distilased 1n-this pap-
..

Exceqieni . I 1 , , I Wa I
ying it nut. in my class-.

is mue,fi to strs>ctitr d f r my taste.

cns!don Is too time oonsumin help students cquire-

iv to reach_tFie kinds ki_1Ls T

1 think th a betiel way. (
handling dIs cession.



Exercise 2

This newspaper column' is followed by a basic que

followup qUestions, 4ke whateVer revisions you

in these questions.`

-t1d0 and a cluste
7ftink are appropriate
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WHO ARE THE HIGH PRICE CULPRIT-

_ Sy flarrts,

We Stopped buying bacon around
the end of.sumnleri4when our
favorite breakfast brand leap77,
ed inone week from an already
outrageous $2.40 a poUnd to an
unbelievable $2'.74 a mod. In
the country.yet.

What is so frustrating about
.this kind of thing is the
difficulty in pinning down
the culprits, if any. Our
grocer isn't making any more
profit out of these risesin
fact,1They are hurting sales.
The bacon is piling up in the
case, and being returned.

If you ask the makers, they
will carefully show you haw

iz costs have risen for
_ :g--for raw products,

or labor, for packaging, for
.distribution and transportation.
The packaging people say the
same; so do the truckers, and

everyone else involved.

Either somebody is lying, or
the whole economic process
doesn't make sense: If labor

is getting "too much," why are
most working families
struggling to make ends meet?
If grocers are'"profiteering,"
why do they get gluMmer as
prices go higher;,? And the
farmers who supply the pork in
the first place certainly
aren't living high on the hog
these daysmost Farms of
ordinary size are barely mak-
ing it.

Where does the buck stop? No-:
body knows. And so each
mast blames another for the
viciodsispiral, and each
justifies its own:increases by
pointing to itsown rising cost
of doing business.

But this is manifestly impossible;
inflation must start sormwhere.
EconomicA is a rational disci-
pine, and effects must have
causes. It is not an endless
chain, moving on its awn voli-
tion, so that human agencies are
powerless to stop or reverse its

movements.

What makes for unrest, resent-
ment, and finally radicalism
among the public is our combina-
tion of ignorance, frustration
and suspicion that somewhere,
somehow, mechanism is being

mani a forces we neither
recognize no control--that others
are making scionable profits
while the rest of us pay through
the nose.

This may or may not be true; the
ordinary citizen has no way of

knowing. We are not skilled in
economics; all we know is what
we make and what we
in times like these, we are like
the Red Queen in "Alice"--running
as fast as we can just'to stay in

the same place.
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,,Even the classical law of
"supply and demand" seems to
haveteoune subverted: for
prices continue` to ripe Vale
demand is abated. Th market
no longer seems to4tontrol:
prices; when they keep ese

; Ling despite reduced,consump-
tion. Seim strange dew twist
ed,law appears to be operat
ling in pl ce of tyre classical

formula of the "free market."

I am riot versed ugh in

,ecortomics to undPrstand what
is going on; neither are most

people: And all the conflict-
ing versions of who the
ultimate culprit rdAaly is
seem.to cancel one another oui.
The last person you note-6 td
always sounds the most plausi-
ble--uptil the next "explana-
tion" comes a*ong. Meanwhile,

I sure do miss that morning
bacon wafting .its fragrance
trough the kitchen.

9

WI- onsin State iurnat OctobergI0, 1975
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Cluster of Questions for Harris Selection_

Battle gyestAon

Who skies Harris think t to- blame for high prices?

SupportITLAv2i12A122p

What does he say about each of

might be viewed as culprito?

Labor Farmers?

the various groups who,
Grocers?0 Makers?

What does he say about ma k 'forces? Supply and

demand? '

,What does he say about economics and eed

e any reason to expect to. find a cul

ftvi:,ed Cl

aslc queation

Cr

Supportingst

tons forfor.Harris Selec

4
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Exercise 3

-Your task As to prepare a basic question and a cluster of followup

questiona for the newspaper article shown below.

Here's a LessorLess
On Supply, Demand,

:

Paper Bags and Things

Now That We're Weat hero,

The Big Toilet-Paper Soaro,
Are :NI oVie Tickets Next

Ety FatIFJ0t ffid,tte
14,rg a.rreral Tom %VAL,. Atnik lot as AI

The Greet Toilet. Paper Shortage Scare to
War But don't fret, mirnorinongers, there nee

any oAt opportunitie for shortage scares
atilt ironer wraps In the paper alawary:

11 you %tera to saunter dozen to the Bijou, for
Ifaetcrteer and whiepen to the ticket taker that
Mere won might hot be many tleketa to take,
he Melt tactfully try to buy all the tickets he
would front a thltet maker Moviegoers een.
Not that tickets were 'carte. might all go to

snewleft w buy out the Masts With every-
body as the Movies, the economy k'Otliti well
'utter

Then again, you cold start a _rumor about
ties strapping -bag shortage, sendingwOlisinnere
to the food atotea to buy top theardths berme
LW Saga rho alit, adding to the national obenity
problem. (Jr If you wanted, you Mold begin a
rumor about the wnUo tabiet shortage, result-
ing in a peat literary ourpouring front the
weetntry'e schoolchildren ea they hurry to fill
esP. the tablets before they're gotta

In each Cane, there Wratild be a groan of truth
to the labial:10d via wore panning around
WU' ~ages of ticket', ahoppIng -hage- and
waiting tablets aren't merlon', 'Me fact in that
owe wagopliee are extremely tight The came
WI& Wire foe Mild patatr, explaMing why the
cantle Opdga of a nirrlbt circulated by teievb
dim aa4 trw proem earlier this winter woo
eilatugla to tit" the crates and temporarily create
wawa minted like a real shortage-
7714 rituals story

s Bunton don't have a corner co amocw-
utoorleso-critauaa, raw etappliee are IP) gen.
gaily bakenhad against rightly darawarg nowt-
are WA like *Waist (suck by wade satanml
tans sag tappla tba rairkst Wks lastspnrry

abortaaa. Au itiAda trf protaleseas, -foul war,
SWIM aril final wan_rtages as wall as minors
Mrs Blasi -the bele-nee lately end could 40 it
APIX

Paper people explain the Mutation in terms
of olpelthea At one end or the pipeline. it
learns there are inventories o f t oilet paper and
paper towels and the tike, and .tt the outer end
there are the people who use therm When can
sumers worry. tar one reason of another that
there might not be enough to Site inventory res
crvolt to meet thetr needs ttcy beam draining
the pipeline for all We woith This alpholie the
invenberiem faster Own the :iater ttarnpardaa
CM 1111 them up again in ivallty ine tovenio
ries ate collecting Ili little pool! on the hn
Ruiner end- an with, the howsewite oho has 'Jo
or 10 roils of toilet paper In her cupboard. Shit
If dentand Beta high triodgh to dram the pip.-
idle, the result Wags Var.' loin It the e than
age

Fa prettically impossible to keep up with
demand and build, inventories at Me sortie
time, nays a Man _,from lutecoatlarnit Paper
CO which IN itierently tiling to keep lip Mill
demand and tunic] In .,tonnes at toe acme
time --

The supply ald, rrf flan- to Oho Ira
leagaired by abnormal Mippellogx The alter
math stripes at riewsprifo m1110 fc100111,1

add a Brill making Ili miterable for Newspa-
pers A dearth ralltdad eat,' plogged tip the
pipsilne last year, and th,
have done the game Teapot', roa d aiipplIes a.a
law naCht,id of the energ.. twn And heai
Mind 11. the _dotAlt ha at.; 100,0 in the North
and Raided r "lne. Weer periodically m e log
ging a lot harder
Reusing Nip, tin.

Addlria to the pronien bb Lai lye than [cat
domain fat pipe, not ppd. hoarding honevily
to griming I VAiltdaqa a altt,t,,da of caralterard
bOltem ao6ed hs 1,i ecorolo; oatelence
putting inOre peodurte into them , Export,' of
paidla ore op ton and there to a problein!get
ling sydoil to inolie paper bitcols, tornher 1111113
want it itrat It you have tier hoopla( pace
with the paper I cold. to old hp,A,N you
haven't, you may he mildly ,,orpried someday
et your lacel store or view:et/oft

Evan tAILludd tho aid ruilivs. hinter hags
ire getting an rare tit t allpatMdakata 00-
Willy Wild to get 'dem becttittk ao they can recy-
cle them Into new G rand unhln Ca to
handing ant floe trading stamps or a penny,
for every bag a customer return., alliveg
113,1deata te paying too Mate. Steely ether Wore'

aren't Wang any longer to giv you two bags
to guard against the orange We Niels'
through the bottom

7sreaampil6e"t"irtt14iCar"tothat are cheap SoChaspthat0oneplpar
oonmanics think they aren't worth making at
all at a time when -der II demand tir paper

Thproducts to rising e aoroplanies refer to
tube better paper that 11 more expensive end '
more profitable. It to a tactic that helps toe
conmantes get around the federal controW Owl
bar pn a IllaraaNaa tether than those Intel:also

pa .43 aloof nigher octet
Paper used to wrap owe, la a aciiin'of in-

tactic, and On ia paper dada lor phono books,
Fruiting of the paOne hook for ,11 Imps was de,
toyed recently because there %Vann I enough

I paper. Tags, tickets and writing tablet' are
victims tray One paper company executive
Bays that 'piper grads' toe miltdeg these
'demi are critically grairt

You may have noticed that gift wrapping
has been going up in price. pm if you look
again loo may ace that it has heap dotting
thicker.. rawer 1MplinieN rd Maklat the

gift wrapping harenap si many proph
recta to be willing 1, boy me trucker ratan ei
pensive kind.

Three years ago Papal ..impeuies
mode aa many on io aa.latlat rot Iluwaptlfd .

But a. Wa5 the case win, gift wrapping. Ile
mead for newly int has gun, rip white supplies
ilsoodied to a point piper' camponiek
nnW afar fewe !Hatt .1011 variettea and ant
InnIers, ratetill eat gal all at CI. find they can

hanger afford to ba
All this etttitfliny..i n hie paper market woidd
a. paper people atiF ,1 the iiidoatcy added

more haven-making ,apacity The counth-y6
orirrent plan4, ruining full 11th lo 1,73

lo -mtee forpot 'that 0.0n
enough ktoweve, y fa rallitidlat rir

build plants because to *aye brtce enntraW prrr-
hibtt ran adequate return an the investment.

tinder the circuMatelices, paper executheas
say tight aUppllOa Could peralel for another
three yeare. And that means there isn't likely
to be any elioriage of rumor. about p&p!!
*hortagec

THirW_ALL Snail' JOURNAL
Tbonitduy. relmary It, 104



insert your cluoter question for Exercise 3 in the spa e

below.

B_EtpA!; qyestion

165
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2. Now compare your cluster of questions with thin cluster.

Basic uestion

What does it mean to say
because'Hthey are so cheap

paper bags are scarce

Supporting Questions

What does the author mean by. scarce?

What does the author mean by cheap?

Why are paper bags cheap?

Why are they scarce'?

:What seems to be happenin- on the supply side of the

market?

pn the demand side of the n; ket?

Write a paragraph compering your cluster of questions with the

above cluster.
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Exercise 4

Reproduce ten copies di the news article in Exercise 3 and two copies

f the .Critique 1'*m.(Figure.4).

I Arrange to play the role of discussion-leader with .several of

Your colleagues to gee the 'feel ofithe aptirOaph.

Before the,diac ssion, ask one per dulo.tpviaw the Critique

Form, fill it oUt afterwards, and hen-§iLdo- with you to

Compare his and your "critique form .4'
'

terwards,- 1111 out a copy, Of -the

our fellow reviewer to compare t



CHAPTER ,

Create life. Estimate the d

culture if this form of life

years ago, with special a
the, English parliamentary

Most-essay questions used

Live nor humor ous as this one

equally absurd, The thrust

tiona -which are highly desir

sion. Rather the. thru

ences in subsequent human.

been develope(1:500 million
n-to the probable effect on

-,Prove yourithesia."

nomic exams are: neither as imagine-

r!,

P sa that a lot of them are

are anpropria n, content an

The nee For good may que_

sad user =in econdmics, Essay .quenf

of exam used in bconoM

vrrl weaknesse

used

aginst imaginative ques-,

humor, which can be useful

oward essay questions which

cture,

-Iowa naturally from their wide-

e f and away the single most

and yet, shall see, they are

t be overcome if they are to he

goal this

y questions and

Lance. for

PALS

is to illustratethe strengths and weaknesses

and' to encourage you to think carefully about

and appropriateness of essay-items.

OGNITTVE (B.l CTIVES

After rehding this chapter . you wl

a) state the primary

b) state

c)

OSJECTIVES,,

be able tc

-n for using essay questions.

iourgroblemsthat frequently .occur' in using essay questions.

Five seeps thRt can be taken to improve the construction of

essay quest _s Rnd,tests,

state four procedures that can

answers to essay questions.

-169

be used to improve the grading
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(objectives continued)

2. After reading this chapter, and given a set of essay questions, you

Will be able to suggest ways in which each' question might be improved.

. After reading this chapter, and given a previously prepared essay

question, you will be able to prepare a model answer for grading pur-

poses, and assign credit points to each part of the answer.

4. After reading this chapter, completing the exercises, and participat-

lug in'a class discussion, you will be able to construct an essay

examination with at least three questions designed to test a given

unit of economic -content and design an answer key that two qualified

reviewers will indiaate meets all of the following criteria:

a) Do the questions have educetional value.

b) Are, the questions challenging and motivat ng.

c) Do the questions explicitly indicate what is intended.

d) Do the questions adequately sample the content of the unit that was

covered.

) Can the questions be answered in the alloted time.

f) Is the answer key clear and unequivocal.

AFFECTIVE OBJECTIVES

1. After-reading this chatpter and completing, exercises, it, id intended

that you will:

a) value the importance of well constructed essay questions and scoring

keys.

incorporate well constructed essay questions and scor_ _g keys

your regular examination practice where they are appropriate.

c) follow the procedure recommended for grading essay questions and

examinations.



OUTLINE OF MAIN .POINTSOUTLINE

Why Essay Tes
=

WeakuesseS of the Essay Test

fal4lure to exploit potential advantage

time consuming 'to score

vulnerability to human scbrinw error

content unrw bility

Steps to Improve Es ay Questions And Tests

devoting adequate time to writing items

providing adequate instructions

many short ans,wer questibns vs a few long answer questions

allowing Sufficient time for student response

avoiding optional t say questions

Evaluating Answers to Essay Questions

preparing an answer and a key

altering the scoring key

serial g ading

the students' name as a source of unconscious bias

.Dto's and Don'ts

Exercises

171
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WEN ESSAY TESTS?

When-testing we often strive tot more than assessing memory,,or well

rehearsed associations. We generally prefer to test our students' abilities

falAITEIONS AND TESTS

to interpret-and evaluate situations and apply economic con'ceptS and

'Principles. Along the way,, we may hike to encourage training in expies-

aien, organization' of content, and the_techniqe _-of oUtiljning and sum-

marization. Some instructors Would go so far as to say thee%they have as

their-goal the encouragement of ceeatleity and originality_. Although

original ideas are seldom as to recognize as one might t hink, e-ecourae-
-

ing students to use their own- words and expressions at least iaises the

belief; that the essay may be the bes 3sibility of evoking otieleaLity
!

and, for this purpose, it probably is. The main reason for using es4PY

questibns, therefore, is to test studeets'ability to organizt- and e:tpress

thelr'?understanding at higher eognitlye leV'els than those customarily .

tested by other types of examination questions.

WEAKNESSES-OF THE ESSAY TEST

It is one thing to use essay Lest In the hope they qill elik I t eiTher

order entel processes = including or quite anotner to

fill this hope. Essayvquestions in not a,ttomat tcally guatantee hop d IOT

results;- indeed, the most_ eemmon weakness of essays. is th tt tfitY_Ji

exploit their iotential advan They are often trite and ,,ubltu us in

fore; criticisms which proponents od e,:ssays usually reserve for questions

Of ether types. *

A second weakne s, and one that is hard to neercohe is that essay

questions are time_consumine Lex scope. Unlike multiple elloiie questions,

for example, they cannot be assigned to ,a Clerk .r a comput er , to e.

Essay questions need the comilietence of an experienced lnstrui tor, and

with large classes the opportunity _cost: an instructor Lau,he consideree

-ble.

Third, the essay test is vulnerahle to human _.oriag err, res

on the same question can dittel onortmwsly, evert though on lobe eAamina-

:,

tion, such a point Jpread'among student responses is not warronted,

often happens .hecause the instructl dcec s not have a weli defided

key in mind. Also we are sometimes influenced by the legibility
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handwriting, Cleverness or awkwardness .of phrasing, grammar, punctuation,

and other factors which may be extraneous to the instructor's purpose.

A fourth weakness of essay tests concerns content unreliability.

As.economists are well aware, a small sample from the universe of sit

uations is likely to be unrepresentative. Thus, a test consisting of

only a very few essay Auestions may only by chance hit upon'the relative

strengths Iv weaknesses of attnients. In such a situation we cannot

obtain dependable inferences concerning students' true abilitiewand

achievements.

The rules for strengthening the essay test emerge naturally from

its weaknesses. Let's now turn to ways of making, essay tests stronger.

STEPS TO IM-'ROVE ESSAY QUEST ONS AND TESTS

Devote More Time uctin- luestions. If you like essay

questions becuuse you can c mpose them shortly before the exam, then'you

are probably writing bad questions. Suff cieitt--time and care shOuld:be

given tor-this tank if the questions are to elicit he intended behavior.

Essay questions which begin with words like " "what," and

"where" usually do not get us far beyond mere memorization.

Who is responsible for regulating the nation's money supply?

What are the conditions for perfect competition?

Where is most of the world's coffee grown?,

One can think'of scores of questions like these in a short period

-f time,,but they are of limited educational value. What we should be

seeking instead are essay questions which call fp- comparisons, causes

and effects, statements of relationAhips,-analyses, and the like. ,Mbre

over, we should iy to motivate our students by posing challenging and

interesting Introduction to our questions. For example:,

Lines of automobiles at service stations are growing lon'ger

while drivers' patience is growing shorter. Some economists

advocate immediate gas rationing to distribute Short sppplles

while.others feel that the prite system is the best means for

the task.

Analyze the arguments,Tor each pbs_ iv:paying particular at

tentinu to efficiency' and e quitpcconsiderations,

You wet e' fequ d ro read the following books:

At! inquiry into the Nature and The Causes of The Wealth of. Nations Smith
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The Theory of the Latsure ,Class - Veblen

Value and Capital - Nicks
The New Industrial State a_braith'

Which of these books give, the c t complete account of _ workings

of a market economy? Briefly summarize what you found n that book.

How do the findings 'of the other books differ from thohe iii the

book,you selected?

And

The following two headlines might haVe appeared in newtpaprs some=

where:

-J. M. Keynes, Socialist Economist, `dies at the age_ 3.

J. M. Keynes, Savior of Capitalism, dies at the age .nf 63

Select either headline and defend it by giving your understanding

Keynes' main economic arguments.

Keep in mind that' the foregoing questions are illustrative only;

they are meant to indicate that essay questions shouldn't he, need be,

trite. But searching essay qUestions require time to think about_ d

compose.

:ovide ade ua o the uden Even 't hough some

students may not know the answer to the question, every student should

know whit question is being posed. Sometimes yOu need Judtructions call

ing the students' attention to what you expect in the Way of content

coverage and:detail. Failure to do this can readiCiti soine students'

attacking the problem the way you intended, while others, f leglimate

Lw.thAt there is nOtalrreasons; do not% The upshot of this situation
w

way t compare students' answers.

ConSider the fallowing questions:

1). you are the President. What econom

pursue?"

cis would you

You art advising the President of the U.S. What. economic,

.policies would you,. recommend that he cAgrentlyT4mrSue wh it

respect to employment, the price level, and the rate Of

real economic growth.' Restrict your analysiAIG the

instruments of fiscal and monetary policy and how con-
6

eciouS changeS in these policy tools would Ploy-
,

ment, prices and growth "

Neither of these questions`.'ts technically perfect, but tlearla

second it more explicit than tIT

misinterpretation by student

st and, hence, less suscepgibl



an: -Shbrt Answer Esa4y_questfoneMgyAeEr!ferable _to A Few Long

An examination covering the first' third ot.half semes-

ypically- no more than fifty minuies'in length. fn such ltmited,.-

period 'of_ time ucly n fraction of the content you might wish'to eoverderf

fnciuded. It becomes 'important then,, to carefully -specify the content

are .testing For and design your exam accordingly.

Three or fouelong answer essay questions are probably-the most that

can be used in a typical exam situation., Unless these questions are very

well thought out rind. tigh'tly phrased, the risk. of content unreliability

becomes very real. By content unreliability, we mean simply the. test

, unreliability arising from.a failure to adequately sample knowledge of

.content considered to be most important 141-rfle content dnreliabtlity can

result in any type. o f .examination o1 any length, it is likely

occur in tests with few questionS.

To get around the problem of'content-unreliabflity - and thus minim l

the risk or drawing unwarranted inferences about student ability -

sdmetimes wise to use ten to fifteen; shortanswer essayquestion in 41ace

three or four extended answer questions. '-By spacing the questions on'

can ipclicatl the desired length of each answer.

essay question combines the essay with the :4.

multiple choll.9 M. You can do this by asking students to write several

the examination ivm you

tine type=nfahort answer

-sentences a

and explain

good method Of determinirui whether the mulriple choice question has weak-
.

tresses you might have overlooked.
1 4*

answer essay. can improve conteni = reliability bdt

g the 'process by which they Selected the correct optidn

each of the other eptieas is wrong. This-i0 also a

Remember: The _

it does not guarantee _ Many short answer questions, for example, which

cove] a narrow range cif subject matter may not adequate -eample the u

verse of understanding you wish to measure.. Thus, it is vitally impor

that serious thought be given to content planning before you actually

write your exam questions.

Make Sure Sufficient Time is Allowed for StudentiltaLillol., If long

written responses Are intended, You'should have fewjluesttons and adequate

testing time., Since extending the latter, is usually not -possible,°the

number of items-must be reduced. .But remember, this. may _cause you. -A

1 7 (3



.,
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content -mpling problem. If broad content sampling is required, your

hist bet is to use a-combination of short answer essays-with multiple,

,choice exam. If an in-depth treatment a particular topic is 'required

,=.160wever,E6n the extended essay is most appropriate.-

The Use 61 0 tio 1.Essa Questions. Permitting student

any three of five questions on an essay exam, or-two of three, or what-

ever combination, coon practice. Perhaps the reason far this is

that the-instructor is vaguely uncomfortable with the content samplidg,

_

and Wishes to broaden it with optional questions. But, whatever th

reason it is a practice to avoid, be=cause an examination in whicivt.

tia students can select different 'questions to answer ip on

in on ataIl. And, since. the qoestions presumably deal with different

content matter, any attempt to apply the same grading scale to dissimilar

testa is unfair te.tha students and therefore, unwise.

EVALUATING ANSARS TO ESSAY QUERIOS

Pre re An Answer And A K_ importance of writing out the

answer making a key for marking exams shOuld be CiVirious; the key

oshoUld indicate the 1eniente desired In an acceptable answer and the cr&tit

PointasaSignedio-et444,element,tnuareducingthe
chanees of unreliability

in scoring.

Far example, let's assume we have 'posed the following statement

and asked students whether they a ree .0t disagree with it, to identify

the main issue(Winvolved, snd .to -show by way of

porting argument.

40,

examples- their snp-

uestion: "Cleav, air, clean water, green grass an edWoods are

all good things, but so:are electricity, newspaper_ houses and

bread', and 1' doe't seer a =ny reason to believe that the market

wouldn't give usthe right combination .of ,them al.."
.:-

,MqdeI Answer:. DieragreeThe problem of third party costs, and

third party benefits externalities) malc,ps it unlikely that a

free market & at hese only op, costs nd-benefits.wduld-

.-provide optimum, combinations of all goods-. Codes withthird

'4arty costs woU:-.-tend to be over -produced', and goodh
with

th iir4 party ben ftal'Woulttteed to be untproduted,
3!

,

'---.

0

for exaMpl'e.', if burning coal to produce elaricIfty tOuls-"p

thesair,-an-unrestricted-free market would not count the'

coat ok air. pollution and this cost i,tbuld iiot be. covered
, .

,, .

by the price paid, by ;he consumtrs of eleC4ricity. Parr

the.cost of electricity rs.thus shoved.off on'thirdparr
,
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and t_ uld tend to cause e;vi c.onsuipt ldn and over

production by .the parties a-direCtly involvii

Likeyise goo4s that pave4aird party benefits such as neat
trim lawns ar likely-to be onder7produced in a free

marl&t. Since that:persop who improves the,Appparanee
of his lawn can't effec-itivyWtharge all of the passersby
who derive aestheticoel joymen or chergeehis neighlOs
who benefit from the gineril neighborhood-imprbvement,
he is likely to devote lees tiMe to improving hidqawn:_
then.:wou10,be the case if he could charge for the third

party benefits of his private lawn improver tints

if we're satisfied with our written answer we can now assign

it points fo the elements in the answer we feel are'most impor amt.

this quedtinn the author assigned fiLtpen -pants weighted Be follow'
-440,-;C7

2 =points for disagree: 3 points leach for noting thin a tj oets and

third party benefitE4 one point ror.,mentioning-extebhalities and 3

points eadhOr examples showing third party coats andltffirdo-party
.

Anef_ta and the consequences.. 4

4 .

Why this particular assignment of points'? 6 k lar

what he author thought was,import,.nt. if you were to prepare an' an e

for th4s.queittym%and Assign credit points, in all,11kelihood your results

wofild differ somewhat from the uthorts, Because thlie, it becomes

especially important that on common departmenW ,examinations all inetrut

,tors agree on a suitable answer and a scoYing key.

A:well thought out scoring key not onlyitacilitates more objective_

scoring b4i can also help 'instruCtorgOachieve'a'greater degree-pf
,

\

discrimination among etudent reen4nsesA4Vor example, some instructors
-1;

are loathe togtve a student_ zero credit4,on'en essay questionunless'the

qmeetion lift blank. In the Absence of substance some instructors

can find redeeming merit, in anything the student puts down on.paper,endA

e him two orjhree c_-Ait'point. On the other end of thp grading

scale, these same instiuctors may abrace the notion. that; students are.

.tnherentI% incapable .of a l'perfeciulns'wer and assign as a; best. score

rune ,that is two Or three points belot:P.,the maxim0.alloted:

The difficiaty yith adding poinns at the lower end the scale

d 'shading tWem at.theupper is, that one.'automatically restricts the

range of scores. A ten point question with a 0 ° /0 theoretiCal range

be6Umes for all practical purposes a 2 B range or even. al - 7



range By r Xicti the,asmge, rei'tend,t6 clgater and the question

loses itouch of its discriminating power; that is, it does not reveal sip-

nificntly different performance levels among good and poor students-
,

Of course,' the range of scores ma `'be narrow because the question

too difficult or too easy. This will happen sometimes but can be over-

come Vith experience. Howevr, restricting, the range of scores because

one,does not haVIO an adequatsscoring key is avoidable.S-
Don't Be A -ald To Alter The Scar K . Before grading examina-

tion questions it a good practice to glance through some of the studedt

0

responses. 'Sometimes students come up with valid points you may not have

thought about-, or you might have worded your question in such way as to

lead students toward an unintended.- but valid = answer.

Suppose, for exampleeyou*asked students to " "describe the process
,

inflation and 'identify the groups' in society which suffer from price in-

flation." You then write out your answer to the question and assign

credit points.

After glancing through somesof the student responses you notice thatMa me students Are answering pn the beats that_ the price inilation was
fo,g

an _idipated by all groups in society, while other students assumed that -

_the pride i9flation was unanticfPaCed. You had "unanticipated" in mind.

Is your answer and key valid? Probably not, since your question 1,6 am-

biguquwoon thhp point.

wee ideal rsolufibf /ie to construct questions which leave no room

or higulf4. However,' regardless of how hard one might 'rtry, mistakes

4 --
do happen In. this situation recognize the error as yo rs and not

student's, And prepare an alternate key.

.=Grade .Bach question For All Students Beforetovin= To The_ Next

Qadtion.. Gradingeach student's entire'.exam before moving.to-the next

can rep lt unconscious scoring-bias. if, for exapple, the first Tewlf

reoponse on.a student's'exam ars-excellent, there is sometimes a tendency

the

to,

the answer

--seriatim.

rd more credit on the next quest n than is perhaps warranted by

The revue situation holds also. Thus, grade e -_h: question

Don Look At
_ _

the identity of
-

the

e student's e Befdre -adin Tbe'Exam. Knowing,

whose Axam you are grading can be a source
student
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sting bias. nstructors,quickly gain pre signs of

who their better and poorer students are. In grading exams there some-
.

times is a tendency to legitimita,prior impressions by reading more into

the answers of "better" students than is actually there. The 'Opposite'

holds true "poorer" students.- One can minimize the 'potential,

for bias by not looking at the name on thObxaminstion untilall questions

are marked (Incidentally, the editor of the American Economic_ Review is

sending articles t reviewers without the name of authors to determine if

thi will elimin as, which some critics allege the

practiie of fgrni h the reviewers with authorS' names encourages.)

if you w: read further in "an,ares where subitantive work is

skimpy, you will the following reference an-essy to read ,book. wit

point-by-point hints effective essay writing.

Wood,,DorePthy eta, Teat ruction: Deveio meet And Iii

etation of Ac eVement Tests', Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc.

107.

all ahead of the time you administer.

WI- be unambiguous 'in framing:your question-
.

Do k e that Content; sampling is adequate.

, DQ == prepare an ideal answer and a keyebr eac 'Fitton.

Don't -7 be afraid to alter your _scoring key,

Do.' grade each student'stire exam befor :ving on

Dpo!t - look at student's name before you grade hip exam.,

appears inadeqUate.

to the next.

DOn't make your test imposaible to complete in the alloted tee ng timet



ESSAY QUESTIONS AND TESTS
'Exercise ]

Review Notes.

-state the main reason for using essay

181

Four probl ems frequently Occur wttenessay.
4

used

a

eps hif?taken to»imProve essay exams a_

(5)

4. 4Fourtiprocedures tolceep n mind i grading essays uestquestions are'

(1)_

(2)

1 8 3



Each of thP following questions has one, or more "b-ugs ' ih it.` Use

,

the space blow each quest rewrite-,the question in a more
-

.effectivP mnnnsr.

A. "Some think we should hav a cut no- others bitterly oppose
4-

such a move. 'Shod what wou pen if axes e e or were: t'

.A more effect ing would

=

pare and cuntraat the views of the FL CIO and the l tio

stion of Mantifac on economic 'issues o'!

--this qUestion is (are)-



Several commentators he rio=t fba t,he b.S.,labol moirement

today is in much the'aame situation ar the t.S. labor moVe-

went was in'the'1920! 'Who reitheae cOmmtatators2

The MALI probl6m(s> u the Wu * minion is fare)

Forgetting trivial matters-wh' would. lita0Den if flawed-,N;4. ._, .
.-.

rWerbert_Stein sAnjun 1,1o' d to " 1 rtine

-, ,.-

religion"? P

he. main emprobl with obi aes Ion is are)
--e,(4 --

Prepare a

6

model answer to the foiloWing efisayq

a scoring key that totals 20 points_

'Ask ,a colleagueto prepare a model. answe cil3corAw _

tion, and compare the Tesuics. Diacuas any dft hat:,

fin.4.

It has

the

been stated that holding price above_

criticism of-mOnopuly"..-Expla

agree or disagree with this - statement' .

'carefully

,st
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1) I:lowing
.

angWP

_n -t

185

ch of the three At' mt answers to the

ur colleagues or fellow students, to grade

Discuss any differences that Ya

Final EXaM'question (20_ Minutes, 40 points)

he best siaglP measure cif 'the total economic performance

OonoM0 What nre si some important limitations of this

,measure7 What_ (Abelinformation do yoo.think one should look at
att rT'pt1n to evn I ua te the total performance of our economy?

Why?
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ESSAY QUESTIONS AND STS.

Exercise 3

no essay 'question on an economics subject yOur choice that

answered in no more than fifteen minut,es.

Prepare a model hewer this questiap, and a
*

pvitals 20 point._

In psqparing your quest

ticulai attention to the foil

9C0 ing key the

n,, model answer, and scoring key, pay p

wing questions which will be used by two

qualified :reviewers to determine whether. bt.not you'have quetessfullY cb167

.pleted. this exercise:

a) does the.questionhave ecticstional value.

b)

d)

Is thequestion challenging and motivating.

does the question exOlicitly lndicate'what is intended,

does the questiou adequately 'sample the content that was co

In the question he answered in the ellnted time.

the answer, key clear and unequivocal'.

p

-

ed.,



CHAPTEA,41

MULTIPLE CHOICkqiEJECTrVE TSTS

NEEDS

Putting togdther and administering examinations

part of a teacher's. responsibilities. It is primarily through the

use of examinations that we get feedback on how well or how poorly
g.

our students are achieving. If.examinatioAs ateto,provide-accUrate
. .,

information for the instructor and. be fair to'students, they should be f

prepared with great'care'74 -Unfortunately, such care is lacking .in ftt

too many instances in economics

There are many forms
N

choice*, fill-in-the-blanks,

The purposP,Of this chapter

.types in eco- namely,

that examinatiOns,can 'take

true-false, short answer,

is to look at only use of
a

multiple choice objective

essay, multiple.

matching pairs,,

the connonly used

tests. The reasons

for focusing on multiple choice items are .not simply because they are

commonly used in economics. Rather, it is because they have features

besides familiaritythat.contribute to their use in economics..

GALS

The goals of this chapter area (1) indica the advantages of Mul-

tiple choice questions; (2) to impresa upon'you the impotrance,of plan-

ning'yOur

JManning;

,good Objec
6

test items

processes

exams, and to preaent a-simple framework, which will'Sid.youF
, .

(3y0 oft few key ru166 governing the construction of
,

ti4Ltest items; and (4), tpcoffer the-suggestion that objective
*

can
,

be constrncted'in\such a way am to test for higher thoUght

han simpleiecognition of

ITIV4DBJEcTIVES

Atterteading-thia chapter you willbe able to:

a) state i.ree main advintages

b) ,construct a sPecification table for your own .,multiple choice,test

acts and condepts).

of multiple choice questions.

)c) identif)three rules
0

questions.

identify seven,rules

choice qudstians.

state some of the sourc
f\

be. obtained .

ifir c nstructing,,good stems for multiple-choiee

constrUctineg

a from wkchtmdltiple choice

-

ctors tot multiple
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2.

continued)

er reading this chapter, and:given et of multiple choice. ques

Jena- and a set of cognitive categories, you will.be able'to classify

each question according4o its.,apprepriate cognitiVe level.

After reading this:ehapter,-and giVen a set of multiple choice

tion exercises!, you wll, be able to'

) identify. multiple Choice questions

stem or distracters.

b) write multiple choice 'questions with. good stem

AFFECTIVE OBJECTIVES

1. . After reading this chapt

dvthat you .will:

ich,have flaw- in either the

and coal

A

ting the . ercises

a).vslue the importance of well censittucted multiple,choice questions.

b)-incerporate- well constructed multiple chi:dee questions into your

regular examinations where appropriate
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OUTLINE OF MAIN POINTS

Advantages of Multiple Choice Questions

S orerAe1Lability'

Economy in Scoring

Speed in Returning Scores

Subject Matter Sampling

Planning.Multiple Choice Exams Constructing a Test Matrix

Rules for Writing Stems

Pose a Clearly Stated Centra Thought

Use Words as Economically as possible

Present Stems in a Positive Form

Rules for Writing Options

One Unequivocal Right Answer

All Options must be Plausible

Avoid "Give Away" Wording

Always and Neve

Grammatical Form

Avoid "Trick" Questions

Pairing Opposite Alternatives

None of the Above, All of the Above

Position of the Correct Answer

Multiple Choice Questions and Higher Thought Processes

Identifying Cognitive Levels

Examples of Questions at Different Cognitive Levels

Obtaining Good Objective Items

References

Do's and Don'ts

Exercises



TIPLE CHOICE OBJECTIVE' TESTS

The are four main advantages of using mu

TAGESOrMULTtPLECHOMEAVESTTORS

Multiple choice:tests,get high,marks for scorer

e choice questions,

tivetests can be constructed to avoid the unreliabilityse common in

essay tests which results from scorer inconsistdncies Indeed, it is the

objectivity of scoring-that has led the term "objediive test ".

''consistency in scoring essay exams occurs betause scorers, being human,.

do::yary , their scoring from one occasion to another

Multiple choice tests also have the obvious virtue of gi.amllyla

scoring. Moreover, .the_turn. around time for objective testa is much

shorter en it normally, is for essay testa. atElinreturning_test

blts as important motivational aspects for students because they can.

Very quickly how well they are performing.

Fihally, multiple choice objectiVe tests may allow one to better

samplethe Universe of the subject mattef being taught. When you think

of it for a moment, this is not too surpriaing The typical testing time

is about-one- class period or about fifty minutes. .Three or four essay

:questions are not as efficient in gaining subject matter coverage as.

thirty or_forty:Multiple choice questions each with four or five options.

The chances of really getting at whether the student "knows his stuffy

would appear to be better with objectiVe testv s,- since two hundred o

more carefully worded options reduce the probability that the student

will"luck,out". On the other hand, the probability of "psyching out"

the professor on three or four essay questionsisthigher. As,indicated

In the preceeding chapter, this is not to imply that properly written-

say questions are of no value. Rather,- it is to demonstrate that

objective type examinations have virtues that merit a closer look.

PLANNING.MULTIPLE CHOI& EXAMS

All of us, ortourse, do some plarfningbefore we put our

exams together. But too often, our thinking is somewhat Imprecise if

not downright fuzzy.- .Generally, we have a fairly good -idea of

broad content areas we,are testing for However We tend to L

-award of thenuMber of qtiestions assigned to each area, and the level.

f student knowledge we are attempting to tap.



In imppoving4 our test ,planning, therefore a useful i ,rat step is

'to.Specify in some detail the content we wish to,cover and then prepare

the examination to; meet these specifications' allowing sufficient lead
_ 4;,

time, to permit careful editing and last minute revisions. :A simple

metrix,sometimes called a table of specifications, is often helpful.:,

Table '1 shows a condensed version of the matrix used' for the macro

ecodnmic section of the Test of Understanding in College EconOmics ,(TUCE)

e content areas to be tested are listed .in the left, column; i.e.

-1/ -

scarcity, macroeconomic accounting, etc.-- Th44-horizontal categories

describe the'intellectual or cognitive level for each item -- recognition-
:

and understanding, simple: application complex application. ale -will

have more to say about the ,categories used in constructing the TUCE

later. TABLE 1

TEST OF UNDERSTANDING IN COLLEGE ECONOMICS, PART

Distribution of Ike Horns by Objectivert a Content Categories

FORM A

Content
Categories

A. Scarcity; functioning of eco-
nomic systems; bare elements
of supply and demand.

B. Macroeconomic accounting.

G. Determination of GNP
(income-expenditure theory,)

Money, banking, and monetary
policy.

E. Government fiscal policies.

F. Determinants of economic
growth.

Objectives

Recognition
and SimPte Comple4

Understanding Application Application

_Number
of

Questions

Per coat
-Testing

Eseh
Content
Category

9

10, 26 19, 20

23 16, 21 14, 25, 30 3 2

7, 18 1115

G. Policies for stabilization and
growth.

Number of Questions

Per cent Testing Each Objective 33

27

33 . 5 15. t

13, 17, 22,
28, 29, 31

33

*The serial numbers of QueStions on each 'orth are given in the cells.

/1,These categorie4 were reduced from twenty -one pages de'tltt
specifications. The greater the detail, the more p cise your

test will be.
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are sever l: things a mple Matrix "such' a the one:,

.
. ..

,shoUn'iietable an do for us: By stating the content. categoriea

w aka
.------,-..., , .,

foreadoltpeCify the content we 'wish to examine'. IfThe c

*i.categoriaa'sha- us at a glance the type of attident;-b haVio
.. :'.

le d The.' 'um luestions iv each eel of the matrix show

. 1 . ,

our test relies hta- memorization dr'll apping the

udent
(

higher thought' proeta Finally, 'we den see if we've

Jail and with the appropriate emphasis!.

of the TUCE shown in Table 1, the test

(

students be able to handlt-relatively.

posed,. say, to the mere memoriza
. _

covered each f the areas -we

of that' on the particular form

authors were more

diplexsit7iona in category G a

Lion of facts When planning youL tests, You

concerned that

ill be able to mace

similar determinations based 6n your own judgments.',

Once you have decided the nontent'areeo over which you plan test,

have-weighted the various areas to, your atisfactiOn

the kinds of student behavior you

synthesis

good test itet

and have specified

h to exaMine (fadtual

evaluation, etc.) you are then ready to

,

But,-what.are
4 ,

written a "good" ite

ood° tea items? Flow does ontknow when he has

or seen -one in a student workbook or anual?

-4



or recognizing and constructing

sented belOrT. Since, multiple ch'ice

m or the body of the items, and

1 with each separately.

S FOR WRITING snip

The S Shou Dea lea Stated Central one ht.

tiplechOice t presents b e stated either as a gOestion or

as an i.ncomplete statement. The a dent is required,to choose:the one/ f

best, answer to.the questionorthe fine best co,.4etion rto tne 'J-ncomplete

-.statement of`

mple

at are sit

ace?

could, alto be Eed as an. incOmplete. sentence:probI

The b ;c -e Gnomic questions which all societiei.face are

-A dommbh pitfall of stem!'wr_ting. is that the author, cuts off the

the problet,too soon with the result that the student has

to, read the answers, before

An example of a stem

1) Economics i

:Note that the student could supply a.long liat of-plausible alterna

tives'Ahat-may be reasongble,to him, but not what you had in rand -- such

can.determine what the ,prohlem4s.

ith no central thoUght would be:'

as

a) a difficult subject

b) concerned with how ciety:allocates ital ce:resources

c) necessary to fun on as a.responeible Cif z_n.

d) An art, not a science
.

.*RULE: State your question precisely. The stem a whole-should-des'

with a central:thought.

The tem Should Be E ea 1 As Possible. This is one.

of'-the most impOttantJeatures of goOd item writing andperhaps,the most

omMonly violated. Undue wordiness usually increases the difficulty of

the problem without adding anything to the concept being tested. 'Con_

the followi



d fecal policies are commonly used in the U.S.

hikabilizatioh Purposes.' Leaving apide ,fiscal polio es.

he moment, which of the following mone ry policies

7t,lquid be .mostiffective i combating-Inflation?

a, em contains lot of unnecessary verbiage. The iquestiofi is

red with monetary policy for combating inflation ; Thus,

cal, wording world

Which of the following monetary, policies would be

effective in colffiStinvinflatiolir

your r-qUestions move into the higher Cognitive.areas requiring

erpretation'and application, longer stems are often required\to pro-

de necessary information. But

slime' and unnecessary complexity.

*RULE: Use words as economically as possible.

should always try to mih

Present Ste n a Positive Form.. Negatively worded steth using such

ms as "not a characteristic", "least frequently occur" e4B "rarely

affect" are commonly used by beginning item witers, The reason Is that

it's an easy, stem -to write. The writer-finds a list of positive ' rac-

teristics describing some situation and then writes a negative ste

'form of the' question is frequently wor'/Ved ns,follows:

1)Which of the following is not a characteristic of 4 purelY

petitive ihdustry?

The double negative sometimes_ slips in too:

2) Which of the following is not the least important characteristic

of a market economy?

From all standpoints, negatively worded questions are confusing and

add-nothing to the concept being tested:' If you must use negative words

sudhas NOT, capitalize them and underline,them to call them,to the

attenton of the students.

*RULE: Avoid negative- wording wken posdible CAPITALIZE A UNDERLINE

negative words when you must use them.

RULES FOR WRITING OPTIONS

Multiple choice questions generally hal.te four or five options. The

larger the number of options the smaller the chance of a student guessing

the correct answer.- From'a practical standpoint, however, it may be a

1



ideta to Ae e only Idur options, since shall see, it is

en difficurt-to write five.

OneIliaquii-ocal-kighx Answer. ie
,coY act option -met be

u r
.

unequivocally corect, and all others must be 'unequivocally wrong.

Occasionally n item ask for the "beat" answer among the options%

199-

in this case

All

have one unequivoA:lly

answers sho:Lild have an

the Option do not ap

be changed since they

For example:

1) The demand

the' supply

b) the' supp

tho demand

pr duce

di t_

ect" answer must be unequi ocally superior.

Be Plausible. Although ea h qUestion should

right answer, ea the gtended wrong

element of plauSibi ty, If One or more

ar reAsonAble)to the student, then they should

erve no useful testing function. L

ctor of production dekends fargqfy on

-factor__ _IF

other factora of production-

`the
_

or t product or products which it helps

S

cOnsider7ed.jadgment of the. Federal Reserve System

Most students would recognize that Vd" 4s a weak optionand

disregard it *Abetter option would be :.

40-the 'dethand tor other factors of production.

E: One option.must be unequivocall correct. The others mu

plausible enou jtc-be acceptable meone.

AvoidliNa&4!'Wordin. When in doubt about

'always" dr "never" are popular: however, these- words often` pro

°As, the

.the stUdent clues, Since few things in economies "always" result
0,

aver" reeu

Thu
) In regulating the money supply theFederal Res0
a) never reliOs on open market operations

I'
kV- A

.1' ti

b) alway(.relies on open market operation

elies on open market operations

i reserve raquirements

relies on th discount rat_

or

System.'

the d ciunt;rateand

4rds

erve requIrements



..-

.For _oat, etude the real dhoide is between optiona "d" and ,"d"'

Wef et rhe'-'problem-bedomes---e-trdetfalie-quesr-imntwoLoptions-Lin-

atedd,ok fout It dpepn't-take a sthdehi,100g tO figure out that the

first two options are highly unlikely 4nk.eitions such as this

*RULE: .Wirda like."always" and "never" usually Appear in false statements.

Avoid them in stems and options

Sometimes options fail to complete the stem; of an indomplete'sen-
..

tence in good grammatical form. Student? know that the chance of a

error in the'dorrect option is much smaller"than in the incorrect

Hence:

The, unctions of the Fed are to provide the nation with an
-11

eZaktic money'supply And to

heir stbilie the econ y

b) correctivrof national dome statittics

correction of the tax ,awe

help levy property taxes

Qptions "b" and "c" do tlot complete' th ste grammatically and

----students will likely avoid these options.'

*RULE': Use pirallel and correct grammar in all optiona

y void "Trick`s Q, ientiona_.

'makes an otherwise carret optio r err 9Pout should he

:inestion tend to emphasize, irrelevant "Akins. For exa le:

§ter its 'formation in 1940-, the Federalthe

Questions in which some

avo_ded since such

subtle detail

4(

turned its attention to:

a,) jrdguliting 'interstate commerce

b) matte_ of, antitrust

c) sette utility rates

d) n the above

A atilt with an idea of

_elle Commission

the functions of the FTC, would quickly,

seize upon option "b". The"trick" is that the FTC was not ire);merip

19400 a,point students are likely to gloss over.

in the date- the FTC was formed, Ask itNdirectly.

*RULE: Avoid "tricks". It is better to transform items into sirdple4 ques-

If you are'ipttrested

tins of- fact. 2co
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may,nop.know fhd correct ans r but his chances 0

one in three rather than one in four.,

tie 'ali-of th-bbvit' t 11-has4it--prbblems-

12) Which of the folaotiing is (are) true

a) has experienAd periodicAucessions

liaising correctly are

of the U.S. economy?'

b) Ira citizens _y a reletiVely igh per capita income

c) rial GNP. in 1950 was 355.3 b

the- industrial produCtion
)

all of the above,

an .item this type, with only

iod dollars

1947 WAS 65.7

ne coWect
4

451swer, the

student neeh ohIy know bAt any two. options are true. He Can disregard

the others and mark option "e". additional .difficulty ialthitosome

students realizing that Aption "lis true, might select. 1.17w1Chout
\ k

reading the remaining options.

*RU EL The use of "all-of th above" is rarely justified,' "None of the

above" should be incorporated into all items-- it is used..at

all, and should be the correct optiNin-an appropr

of items,

Position of the Correct

ate' number

The pogiticin of the 6 answer

should be assigned -at random#in order to avoid any unconscious b uses you

might-have. There ar%some exceptions, however, as in the
,

particular date is requited or perhaps' where a figure-on

laVoGNP is called for.. In th6se cases arranging the data in ascending or

descending order is preferable to jumbling the order. For 'example,

case'whre'a

per oapita.income

.GNP in 1968 was approximately

a)-$750 billion

b) $793 billio-
.,

$800 billion

'4)$866 billion

If the °Vona have different numbe

better to arrange Chem uniformly-id order

rather than,have long opti6ns "stick ou

*RULE: Positlbttiothe correct ans

reason for, notwdoing so.

er rando

words, it is uometip

of ascending or descending length
00

In the middle of a sequence:

ly; unless there is a,compelling
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Fa ringOPposite Alternatives. After writing t e corredt answer. to

oblem,-item Writers sometimes experience difficulty devel ping plausi-
ti_

ble_ _incorrect_and*ers,4--They---then----take-the6asy:--wap-outby-vm Ang ths

opposfie form of the right,. answer, follow* by two more unrelsitfd ions,

the problem with this procedure is that students will zero in On' he

opposites and ignore'the others. The question now becomes a-true/falai!

item.

Thus:

1) lawn dealing with he _miss of the busines

rung s,def1ned as a period,long enough to

d) var3c output but not plant capacity

b) vary plant capacity but, not d put

c) introduce technical innovations

d) gather cost data and produCtion data

.

irm, the short

A better way to write the options'would be to introduce another pair

of incorrect but plausible options; hence could write

c) gather cost data but not prodtratibn data.

gather production data but not'cost data

*RULE: I2 you use the oppbsite form of the correct answer as one of your

options,('try to use another-pair of opposites as well.

None of he Aboveljofthe Above. Good options .like good stems

are somefimes)difficult to write. Perhaps this accounts for the overuse

of the options "none of the above", "all of the above". The use of "none

o the above" is justified only when all items in the test contain "none

of the above" ias an option.and if it is the correct response ivibodt 25

percent of the items. The option should also be used approprietety.

Consider the fUllowing example:

1) An elastic demana, as that term is used inconomics, would

have a coefficient of elasticity of-

-) treater -than one

b) less than one

c) one

d)-none of the above

Obviously7this item. has a problem and a ,three-option question.

Option "d" cannot be,a plausible{ choice. Of course, the student
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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS AND HIGHER THOUGHT PROCESSES'

A frequent complaint levied-against mutt le choice examinations

that-they teat-only-low order_mental proceseee_such as recall and

memorization. Naturally, economists opt for instilling in their studentS
4,

the ability to "analyze ", "synthesize" and"think'critidally'about

economic polio considerations. Multiple choice exams in econo9lcs, it

is argued, do not measure up to these high aspirations.

If one considers the typical multiple choice examinations in economics,

theta is considerable truth to the argument that they don't test higher

mental'processes. Verthe fact that they generally do not is not the same

thing as they cannot', The simple reason that.we usually do not see

-multiple choice questions in economics that test higher order abilities

is that they are rethef difficult and time consuming to deVelop; it is

much easier, or so it is thought, to write essay questions. Still,
4

multiple'choice questions have the virtuesz stated at the outset of this

chapter, and beinggable to recognize and write Such questions. can only

add a new dimension to your testing skills.
4- _

Identifying Cognitive Levels. Refer back to Table 1 page 195

f6kj a moment, in the left hand column ye limited the tont nt areas over

which we were going to test. The Lorizonpal categories,R ecognition s

and unFle standing,: simple application, and complex application, show tie

level of knowledge we're trying to -tap. Thgse categories are the sub-

stance for what -follows, so let's take a:,closer look at them.

Recognitickand,unddstanding questions (RU) were defined as those ,

which could -, in principle, be answered by reference to a textbook. J4II

questions needn't be answerable-by rote memory. Better questiSts of-

this type ,involve a restatement or recognition of an idea in somewhat

different lang6ge from that in which was originally learned. They

may callcfor e*planatiOn, for summation, or for the simple extension

of an idea. Thus, such questions can'and shoul4 test understanding -

albeit on a'-geterally low level rather thanlecall. RU questions are,

in fact the type one seemost'often in student manuals and workbooks.

The following'is an example-of an'RV question:

2 3
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Which followingAlas contribhted

economie growth the United States

a) Incraaaing-patsonal2intome_tax_rates..

b) pdue.ing hours worked per week-

more people.

ad e5Ployment'amo

) Increasing-tar fs on imported goods which compete with

domestically produced goods:. 4

d) increasing, levels of education and technological impro

Our next category is simple application (SA). A simple applic tion.

of a principle or concept may be defined as one ln which the arddent

'demonstrates that he can'utilize that Principli or concepV when its. use

is,specified or clearly implied. SA queetiOns are probably-the next

largest group encountered in Student manuals and workbooks. A typical

SA questidh would look like this:

I Suppose a large city is investigating the elimination of

rent controls on housing at a time when'the vacancy -rate

is extremely low -- only 1% of all apartments in the

city.are vacant. Which of,the following is t likely

to occur if' rent controls ane eliminated?,

a. An increase in the demand fbr housing, followed by

a decrease in the supply of housing.

b. Anincrease in rents, followed later by,a ncrease

'in the supply of housing.

A decwase in rents and a decreAse in the snoply

housing.

No change in rents, since price controls are usually

set where supply and demand intersect,

Note how this question differs from the RU example. In the RU

question the student Must tre familiar with the concept oflong-run

economic growth. He must then associate growth with.thp correct response

(d) which is usually clearly specified,.orimiAied in most basic texts.'

The SA item requires the student to elate demand'- supply prindi-,

oleo to explain a situation For thid reasohlthe Lem is seen #s a simple

not .only know-apdapplication rather'than AS RU. The student must

recognii'e the principle or concept, he must o see its relevanceA.n,
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explaining the problem. Thus, with SA type itetts pie are' beginning to

ascend the ladder-of higher cognitive skills.

The complex appfidation question (CA) takes us still further up the

cognitive ladder and brings us close to the reasoning of economists when

they speak of ability to analyze, synthesize or think critically. A

complex application require§ that the student demonstrate the ability to

select and utilize a concept or principle when its use is not specified.

A copplex application may also be one ln which two or more concepts or

principles must be 'related in some manner not previously presented to

ithe students. CA questions may be difficult, eve n if rhethey` invqlve widely

known concepts, because students either, do not 'readily associate the

conceptS with the,problem at hand, or do not grasp the significance of

the concepts in solving the problem. Since it is the CA questlonb which

attempt to get at higher order mental processes, let's take a look at a

few.

the question is based on the following information:

1. "Because of rapidly rising national defense expenditures, it

is anticipated that Country A will experience a price infla-

tion unless measures are taken to restrict the growth of

aggregate private demand. Specifically, the government is

considering either (1) increasing personal income tax rates

or (2) introducing a very tight monetary policy."

1. If the government of Country A wishes to minimize the

adverse effect of its anti-inflationary policies on

economic growth, it should use

a. The tight money policy because it restricts con-

sumption expenditures more than investment.

b. The tight money policy, since the tax increase

would restrict consumption expenditures.

c. The personal income tax increase since it restricts

consumption expenditures more than investment.

d. Either the tight money policy or the personal income,

tax rate increase since both depress investment equally.

This question calls not only for an analysis of the information

presented, but also for an indication cif the most appropriate monetary

205



and /or fiscal policy and the expected effects of the policy. Thus sev-

eral different concepts and principled must be related to obtain the

newer to the problem.

Another complex application question:

"Unemployment last month was 3.6% of the work force, a slight re-

duction,from the previous month. For the past fifteen months,

unemployment has been under 4% of the work force. Consumer

Prices last month`increased by one-tenth of a per
cent--a total

gain of 1% over the'Ievel of one year ago. Total production

of goods
sand services is projected to be 5% higher this year,

than it was in the previous year."

Which of the following policies mould be most appropriate?

a.. Reliance on existing automatic economic stabilizers.

b. An increase_in both personal and corporate income taxes.

c. The introduction of additional corporate tax incentives.

d. Minimum wage legislation to increase the basic pay and

expand the number of workers covered by minimum wages.

This question was obviously written by a romantic. We have a sit

uation of fuilemployment, relative price stability a strong economic

growth-. Romantics aside, however, the student is re u_ to know, among

other things, the concepts unemployment rate, consumer prices, goods

and servicAito relate the significance of the percentage rates attached

to each; and to choose the appropriate response. Even weighing the

options is a complex task for a beginning student, as the item statistics

on this question attest. Butt more on item.statistics in another

section of this manual.

OBTAINING GOOD OBJECTIVE ITEMS

There are two principal sources of objective questions: You can

either get them from departmental files, student workbooks and manuals,

or you can write them yourself. The first source is preferable to the

latter since item writing is time consuming.
However, there is a

drawback to getting your questions from existing publJshed sources;

namely, that you are unlikely to find many CA type questions. This

shouldn't be too surprising. Authors of workbooks and manuals are

Balled upon, to write hundreds of questions in a very short period of



time,.with the predictable result that most of them turHout to be of thii4'

RU, SA variety. Deripite this, existing sources of ques ons are still

your best bet. You should, though, try to write some of your own ques-

tions from time- to--ti-me. Writing items will help reinforce the rules

stated above. Also, you'll probably turn out to be your own best

source of complex application questions.

FERENCES

Gronlund, Norman E., Construction Achievement Tests, Prentice Hall, Inc.,
Engelwood Cliffs, N.J. 1968. (See especially chapters 1-4 for treat-

ment of planning, the identification of educational objectives, and
constructing testa, which get at complex application.)

Sanders, Norris M., Classroom Questions - What Kinds?, Harper and Row,
Inc., New York, N.Y. 1966. (A good introductiOn to the ideas under-
lying the taxonomy of questions -- memorization, interpretation,
analysis, etc.)

Wood, Dorothy Adkins, Test_ Construction:- Development and Interpretation
of Achievement Tests, Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc., Columbus, Ohio.
1961. (The first seven chapter§ - 60 pages - offer a highly readable
treatment of the basics of test construction.)
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DO'S AND DON'TS

DO - some hard thinking before you put your teat together to make sure

you have sampled the content adequately and are getting at the

appropriate cognitive level. A simple matrix helps.

DO pay close attention to the wording of both-the stem and the options

in each question.

DO - try to collect questions from student manuals, workbooks and depart-

mental files that meet the criteria for "good" items.

Dp - attempt to write a few test items of your own in order to get a

feel for what is involved in good item construction and to build

your own "question bank".

DON'T - try to put your test together just'before the day of 04 exam.

Jot down important ideas as they occur to you during:the course

of the semester and then write or find items that cover the area.

DON'T - try to write all of your own items for given exam.

DON'T - fret if your items are not perfect in all respects. Elimina ing

glaring errors would be a huge step forward in our testing process.
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MULTIPLE CHOICE OBJECTIVE TEST
Exercise 1

Revieig Notes

1. Briefly state. three advantages of uaing multiple choice questions:

1

2

2. On a.. separate sheet of paper, briefly state three rules for constMet-

ing good stems for multiple Choice questions.

On a separate sheet of paper, briefly state seven rules for cons Met-

ing. good distractors,for multiplechoice questions.

On a separate sheet of paper, identify and define in your own -o de

each of the cognitive categories mentioned in the chapter.

5. Select any chapter in one of the instructors manuals or "test banks"

that accompany most introductory economics text books, and construct

a test specifications matrix from the multiple choice questions

contained in the chapter you have selected. Analyze the distribution

of questions in your matrix with regard to content and cognitive

levels "covered ".

a

209
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MULTIPLE CHOICE OBJECTIVE TEST
Exercise 2

Each of the following items violates one or more of thedru es for good

question construction cited in the chapter.. See if you can identify the

rule(e) violated, and suggest'ways of improving-each item.
a

1. The Federal Reserve System's primary function has changed over the

years. 'Originally', itlWa6 to provide an elastic money supply for

the nation. Today its'main function is to:

a) regulate banks
b) help'stabilize,the economy

insurebank deposits
d) collect income taxes'

2. Which of the fol1owing wou.d result in lower Oices and increased

output?

a) an upwaid shift of the supply schedule only

b) an upward shift of the demand schedule -only'

c) an upward shift of,the demand schedule and a

downward shift of the supply sthedule
d) a doWnward shift of the supply schedule with

no shift of the deMand schedule

OVER
210
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The Fedeial Government

a) has the power to raise and incbme taxes

b) sere the discount rate
c) administers the propetty, tex

d) has insignificant impact in our economy

2

.A firm will not run afoul of the Antitrust laws if it does not

a) sell its product at a reasonable price

b) monopolize the market

c), produce at t(Point where MC-MR

d) oppose labor unions

4
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ri(iLf1PLE CHOICE OBJECTIVE TEST,
f Exercise 3

Select one of the,tollOwing Sterna for a multiple choice quest n:ond

wtite fbur appropriate opions'for the stem you have seleeted. Have a
r?t

olleague or a fellosestUdent do'the same thing. Compare your resdl a.
)

2

(New York City Licenses taxicabs. For matly.(Years now,no now licenses lure

been issued. 'There is an unofficial Ma?ket in the .'medallions" that,

signify possession of a license. In 1259 the price of a medallion wilt

17.000 in this market, Suppose that Nevi York City decides to freely .

ue additional license tip anyone willing to pay a $10,000 fee. The

acrion would:. '

General Motors Corporation tecently acquired the exclusive.manufa ring

rights to the revolutionary Wankel rotary engine. When'it is find y

developed and put into producton, C.M.engingers expect the engine to

be smaller, more powerful, cleaner, and cheaper to operate and to manu7

facture, when compared to engines curren0y in use. (Source: "Wankel

Wrinine: GM Sees 'Dirty' Engine as Eventual Solution to Pollution by

Au, " Wall Street Journal,, November 1970..)

OVER
.
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" liuring, the. last fiva;ypars in our
JlavindreaSed, labor Costa ars
have held, our product' price
creased" rich or.,rhe folio
for thi_-phenomenon2

A I

ry the prices of 'baw mater sl

`finery casts.are up. Yet, -e

d our piBfits:have 'actually in-'
tatements offers the best explanetiOn

4 A.

The is considerable unemployment in the economy. The government is pro-

,Posing tO finance a $200 41lion-incrgase in expenditures for goods and
Eiervices with a,$201) million increase in income taxes. If interest were

kaptunLhanged, and if consumers always spend 90 percent of their after-

telt incomes, such a scheme would have what effect onmational income
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MULTIPLE, CHOICE OBJECTIVE TEST
Exercise 4

ustration
Mul

Here s an interesting exchange about one of the qUestions in a

*jrCentQEco 101 eismainAtion. The question at issue is the folio wing_:

Start rpm the equilibrium position shown in the diagram.

If bac is conclusively proven to be cancer-producing

in )1 and a the same time a new technology is

develop -d loweri g the maninalcost of production the

followin will result:
t

(a), A larger quantity sold, at a lower _price

(b) a lower quantity sold at a higher price

(c a lower price directipn of quantity

changes unknown
(d) a. lower 914ntity sold but)direct on of

price change unknown,
(6)none of the above
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Thfis. question caused a student in Economics 101 to viait Professor. H.

to discuss she grading of the_questlon. Subseqdently,the student wrote
-,,

,,.

. _

the attached letter to Professot E. Please read the Student's letter.

Next read Professor H's reply.

After reading the attached letters be prepared to discuss you;
/1

answers to these questions:

'1. 'What iti your reaction to the student's criticism? D a she have a

valid point? If so, what Is it? If not, why not?

What is your reaction to Professor His response? °Did he adequately

defend his position? If so, why? If not, why not?

How might the question be reworded to make it unambiguous and yet

retain the, concepts Professor H. was attempting to test?
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Professet-H_

STIDEliTiS LETTER

I was in your.pffice Friday tpikdscusa a question on your exam. The-

question was thebne on bacon beinetalclusively proven to be cancer pro-

ducing in humans., I realize you are not going to change your mind about

the answer. Tk do feel,,howeVer, the question was ambiguous and a very

poor question for an exam.

I also find your attitude toward what should be produced'on an exam

very Obor. I am taking ,economics because the School of Resources and

Consumer Sciences feel,it correlates to'the food industry. When I am

asked a question in Nutritional Sciences I am expected to consider all the

facets of it. I should think the economics department would feel the

same way and not punish students for applying their knowledge. I did not

come to the University to learn Nutritional Scienc and store it in one

corner and learn Economics and store it in another.

I knew the "correct econ." answer to the question. I also knew

carcinogenic materials are not supposed to- be on the market by order of

the F.D.A. I correlated. the two subjects. If I was asked the question

again I would reply the same way. Too often have been asked to

"think only teen." or "think only soc." on an exam. I am tired of

producing what the professore wish to hear.

For your additional information for future referen -I have asked'

my Nutritional Science professor about the question. id the materi-

al should be Eakeneff the market but probably would be modified to rid

it of its carcinogenic properties. It has to do with the netrogen in

bacon and is under study now. That choice was not covered in c. I still

feel none of the above was the "roost correct answer."

Sincerely,

Janet L.
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PROFESSOR H'S REPLY

(

Dear Janet:

217

s .

.1 received yourno-e Of concern-regarding one of the questions on

the Econ 101 'exam. I u derstand why you are concerned. At one level

can sympathize with yo gripe. At another leVel, I cannot.

-I can sympathize with your gripe because you."by bringing additional

considerations to bear on the-question, developed an arTSWor which--given

therse considerations7-is correct.

For this,very same reason,,I cannot sympathize with your gripe.

answer you chose is correct oftly\because of the additional conditions,

which you imposed on

)
he problem-namely, the existence of an FDA ighic4,

:upon gaining: Asace regarding carcinogenic subatance'in a-product, re-

moves it pro tly from the market. In fact, in the'real world, the FDA

may or may not react so effectivelY\ as you presumed. It has in some

- cases, 'And it has not in others. (After-all cigarettes have been con-

clusiVely demonstrated to cause cancer and they have not been removed

from-the market.) But this is not really` the point. The point is that

you were able to pick an otherwise incorrect answer and, by imposing

additional conditions on thp question, make that answer correct. Indeed,

-almost every one of the questions on the test could be answered correctly

by one of the incorrept answers if additiodaI assumptions Are made or

conditionS.imposed, Ohich assumptions or conditions are not stated, or

given in the problem. '

As I tried so often to make clear in the. lectere,Hthe basic purpose

of this micro Module was to lay out certain basic concepts and models so

plat they could be used later in the course to analyze real world problems.

One of the most basic of, these.models,iatheaupply and demand model, in

which the quantity demanded and the quantity supplied are declared to be

function's of certain variables. When these variables change, the quantity

supplied or demanded changes and a new equilibrium quantity and price

results. The purpose-ofHthe question about which you are'concerned--

indeed, the entire exam-is to test your knowledge of these analytical

relatioiships. It is not to test your knowedge of-the behavior of the

anti-trust division of the'Justice Department, the Department of

Agriculture, or even that of the FDA. All of these matters were not

touched upon in Vie course and, while important,-they,are not relevant

answering a questiOn regarding the mechanics of an economic model.

I hope that you see More clearly my reason for not accepting your

answer. If you are still concerned, I would be willing to talk with you

furthet about it.

Sincerely,

Professor of Economics

P.S. You might be interested in showing this to your Nutritional Science

professor so he too could see the basis for the question and answer.



CHAPTER 9

THE ITEM 'ISIS OF MULTIPLE CHOICE TESTS

Ar'thurh. Welsh

NEEDS

An economicsprefeeso with an'uncommon fondness for multipie

choice tests had built up an impressive "bank" of questions.' Each

question was carefully indexecraccording.to subject area and all were

dutifully transferred to computer tape.

When the professor gave an exathination he specified the number of

items he wantedenn the test and the content areas to be covered. He s_

then gave his
specifications to the computeriFenter, which in turn,

quickly produced the,desired exam. Moreover, by having his students mark

their responses on a form furnished by the center, the exams were scored

accurately and quickly by the computer.

Although the 'professor was grateful to the computer center ,for

ing him out with Lis testing chores, two things troubled him. One was

that despite the time -and care he sp- t building his test "bank", his

students complained bitterly to him about the fairness of his examinations..

The s g that troubled him was the way the computer Center

ted paper. While he only wanted his examinations
graded and scores

arrayed, theolOmptiter
center seemed to insist on sending him a great deal

of "extraneous" data as well.

Actually the professor's troubles
with his students and the computer

center were not,all that separate. Had he bothered to analyze some of

the "extraneous" material from the computer center, he would have gotten

a clue to his problems with his students,
because irk among those pages of

computer output were item analysis tables; tables that could have shown

him,-for example, that his tests were simply too difficult; that they

did not adequately discriminate
beteeen the better and poorer, students;

and that some questions were poorly worded. Surely had the professor

analyzed'and acted upon this information his students would have benefited.

Written examination
results are the common method used to assign course

grades, and grades are important to students. They are crucial to students

seeking jobs, gaining admission to graduate and professional schools,

-219-
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securing 'fellowships, 'honors, awards and the like. Given the importance

of .grades, we should try tomake the tests on which they are based fair

to students -and useful for our purposes as teachers:

Careful analysis of item statistics on multiple choice examinations

can help improve these tests for grading purposes as well as help

structors determine the effectiveness of their own teaching efforts.

GOALS

The-goals of his paper.are to acquaint you with the techniqUe of

item analysis as A applies ta multiple choice tests, and illustrate how

this technique can help you prepare be multiple choice Zxaminations.

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVES

1. After reading this chapter you will be able to:

a) describe three characteristics of good multiple choice test items.

b) 'interpret a typital item analysis format.

c) define the two statistical terms used to judge.the adequacy of

individual test items.

d) apply statistical tests to determine the internal properties of

. test items.

After reading this chapter, and given item analysis data,you will be

able to

a) identify test items that meet the statistical criteria for good

questions.

b) .
indicate why some qpestions fail the statistical tests for

"goodness".

AFFECTIVE OBJECTIVES

1. After reading this.Chapter and completing the exercises it id intend-

ed that you will:

recognize the importance of using an item analysis i

adequacy of multiple choice test items.

udging the

b) incorporate item analysis techniques into your regular examination

practices -where appropriate.
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T_ .PSIS. OF MULTIPLE ,CHOICE TESTS

Ttem analysis is a statistical technique for analyzing the internal

properties,of multiple choice teat questions. We do not want our test

itein-to-b-e-too-easy-or-too dif ficult-for-the-4roup_Am_sre testing. We

want our items to beanswerablecarrectIy by proportienately more of,the

brighter students, than the poorer students. And we want our incorrect

options to:Attract Students:who don't know hm4 to apply their knowledge

of iconomien Merely looking attest questions will not help us deter°

mine whether they have these desirable properties, but item analysis can.

READING ITEMANALYSIS:TABLES

Table.1 shows item data taken from an, experimental form of Test_pf

Understanding in College Economies (TUCE).- To .get :a feel of what we are

doing lets' start with item number 1:

1328 etudents from 13 colleges and universities answered this quee-

tioh. Look at the second column headed: " group". Students,were arbitrar

ily divided into three __Ups on the basis of their total test scores:

high (top 27% of the group, or top 359 students) , low (bottom 27% of the

group', or bottom 359 students) and middle (middle 40Z of the grOup or

middle 510 students).' Total indicates the statistics for the entire 1328

students taken as a whole.

The next four columns-- options 1-4 show the number (N) and the

percentages (PCT) of the students in each group who selected particular

options on question number 1. The seventh column shows the number and

percentage within each group who did not answerthe question. That

two students from the middle group and three from the low group, did no

respond, for a total of five students. The asterisk () shows the cot-

rectoption for each question - in this case the correct option was

number 4.

Column 8 = labelled P - stands for the total percentage of students

selecting the correct option. The last column - r is a correlation co-

efficient which will be:explained below. Thus, summarizing our data for

question dumber1, we have the number and percentage by groupS who.

selected each option; we see that 1120 students or 84%, selected the

correct option, and of this group 8 or 94% of the high group answered

the question correctly, 521 or 85% of the middle ,group did so, and only
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Mid

Low

Total

TABLE I

TEST ITEM DATA

1(1328 students)

tion 2

iN Pct

flan 3 Option 4 No Response

N P Pct N Pet 61
Ergies.

4. 1.

15.

55.

9.

28, 5,

30. 8.

62.

IL 3. 338 94.*

44 7 521 85.*

33, 9. 261. 73.

88, 7. 1120. 84.

High 152, 42, 20. 6. 7, 21.* 'NI:, 30.

Mid 256 42. 62. 10. 68. II.* 220'. 36.

Low 1M 43, , 40. IL 27. 8. 127. 35.

Total 562 42. 122, 9. 172.. 13'.*' 4557 34

a

4. 1.

17. 11, .24

High 61. 17. 78, 22, 160. 45.* 48, 13. 12.

Mid 137. 22. 164. 27. 202. 33.* 81. 13. 26. 4.

Low 89. 25, 92. 26. 92 . 26.* 50, 14, 36. le.

Total 287.22. 334 25, 454. 34.* 179. 13. 74. 6. 34. .21

High 177.49;* 60. 17. M. 18, 58..16, 0. 0.

Mid 169. 28.* 122, 20, 167. 27, 140 23 12, 2

Low 46. 13.* 78. 22. 90.- 25. 122, 34. 23. 6.

Total 392. 30 * 260 20. 321. 24, 320. 24. 35. 3, 30, .42

High 50. 14. 112. 31. 143. 40.* 531 15. I. 0

Maid 99, 16. 232. 38. 147. 24.* 127, 21. 5. 1.

Low 46, 13. 151, 42, 47, 13. 97, 27. 18. 5

Total 195. 15. 495. 37. 337, 25,* 277. 21. c,/ .24. 2. = 25.
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261 or 73% of the low group of atudents,answered ttie question correctly.
The incorrect options are-read similarly.

Being able to 'read the table is necessary, -but understandin& what

the table is saying is even more's°. Basically, we want to know how

good individual teat questions are., One test of "goodness" - and perhaps

the moat iiportant is not revealed by item analysis tables, and that is

whether the ;questions deal with someehing in economics we believe to be

important, if they do not; that,is, Irtheyare,triyial, or irrelevant,

we need go no further. But:if we are satisfied as economists that our

queitiona have substance, then we can proceed,to certain statistical tests

of .goodness contained in the, tables. One of these testa is the level of

difficulty of each question.

Item Difficulty. Typically in economics, we construct teats which

rank one student relative to the others. That is, we score the exams,

rank raw test scores from high - to - low and then apply some variant of

the "curs" toiward,grades; i.e., the top 10% get A,' the next get

B, 40% receive a "C", 20% a "D" and 10% a failing grade.

Th i system works:reasonably well if the test is neither too easy

nor too difficult. Unfortunately there is no sure way to determine the

.level of difficUlty of test questions by simply looking at them.: Con-

sequently, in the absence of firm information on item difficulty we

cause ourselves needless 'problems. For example, on a test composed

easy items, most students would cluster at the top and the restricted

range of scores would make it impossible to rank them in any meaningful

way. The same holds for a test composed of all difficult items.

Fortunately, item analysis provides us with:information on item

difficulty. In Table 1 note that "F" in the next to last column,'stands

for the percentage of students answering question I correctly - 04%. The

"P" value can range from zero to one. The closer the value approaches

one, the easier the question. Values approaching zero indicate-Abe
. IAuestion is difficult.

A good test should be made of items with a distributionof

difficulties ranging from very diff cult to very easy. We would, of

course, reject questions with a P value of zero and those with,a P value

of 1.00 since those questions would tell us nothing about student achieve-
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rent. Since the VCE iaa four-option' tees there is the probabilityvf-

.25 of being correct by Chance alone, and'we would therefore most likely,

reject questions with a P value below .25., TeSting experts suggest that

examinations shoUl

say'from 30,- 70

:irately .50.: Raw

nc u quest on with a-viderange of-ditficatte
percent, and with an average difficulty level of approx-

.

-scores on- a test confirming to these specifications

Would have to be

to employ, 'since

most schools.

The P.:value also tells us something aboUt our- incorrect options.

Turn to Table 1 again and .look at qtlestionone. Pour, percent of the total

group chose `option one, fiVe percent option two, and seven percent option
4

-

three. Naturally with such an easy question thapercentage,oC students

choosing the incorrect options is rather small. -hut the figures Show

scaled'to conform to the grading distribution you Wish

on average score of 50% 4.0 not considered "passing" at

something else.` They, show up that the percentageldistribution among

incorrect options is fairly even and that all of our options were chosen

',someone. That means that all of our incorrect distrfcters are

11MALIle - an important rule for writing good options.

Item Discrimination. One of the most important att

teA item is its power to differentiate among students of

abilities. On a given test question one would hope that

ibuteaof a

different

a greater pro-

portion of good students would pick the correct option; ap opposed to

poorer students; alternatively, a smaller proportion of good students as

opposed to poorer students should Pick each incorrect option as being

the correct answer. The statistic used to tell us how well our question,

differentiates between the better and the poorer students is the indei

of discrimination. -- -Actually, the index is a
correlation coefficient

with a range of - 1.00 to -I- 1.00 and is.designed to measure the relation-

ship between the score on an individual item and the total test score,

with the latter being used as a proxy for ability. A high positive

correlation between an-individual item and the total,test.score indicates

that students with,;high
total test scores tend to answer the item cor-

rectly more often than students with low total test scores. For a ques-

to be a good discriminator, experts tell us that the value of the index

of discrimination should be. above ,30. If the value of the discrimination

22



index falls much below .30, the item should be replaced or rewritten-.

lea. NoW'le look again at question number 1 in Table 1.

Under the coluMn headed the index of discrimination - we see the.

figure 37V Thiais well above our cutoff of .30 and tells us the

question 1 is a good diecriminator, i.e that high Scorers on the total

test tend to answer thie.question correctly. more often than lew'sdorers

We can Summarize our analysis of question One rather simply: it

is a relatiVely easy-question-i the incorrect options are. equally

rolausible,dietractors, and it 4.8 a good discriminator. If we revised

our test, we'd keep this iteM.. 'However, let's look at. item number 2.

Option 3 is the correct answer, but barely one opt of.five students

answered the question correctly. Moreover, option I was highly and

unifortly attractive to Students in the high,;middle and low groups.

These two facts alone the small percentage of high students answering,

the question correctly, add the large percentage of all studepso

.attracted to a Single incorrect option --are enough to-make this item

suspect. If we refer to the.P value and the r value, we can clinch. our

Suspicions. The data-shows that it is a very-difficult question for

all students. (PL=13 percent). Also, it is a poor discriminator having

an index of discrimination well below our cut-off level of 0.30.

Whatdo'we do in a case like this? The easiest thing to do is to

throw the item out and insert another. But before you do, it is a

good idea to take a hard look at the item: Check the stem to see if

is unambiguously Warded. Then check the options, especially the firs

one. You they discover on reexamining the options, that option I may

in fact be defensible. Your choice now, is between re-writing the

options in the hopes of improving its index of discrimination and P

value, or discarding the question completely.

What can we say about the remaining three in Table 1? Item

fairly difficult (P-34%) and has a row index of discrimination

(.21). The problemeould be the wording of the stem And/or the options

The incorrect options appear to be attractive to all sudents. More7

over, 6% of all students were apparently so baffled that they didn't

\\respond at all. An occasional difficult item like this one is ok, but

unless we can improve its discriminating power, we should substitute

9



another question for it.

Item 4 seems to-be a good one. It is relatively difficult but has

22Z.

3-----a-g024_11iscr.-.4-ination. The students choosing incorrect options

are spread evenly among the three optiona The question should

.

be retained.
,

While,item 5 has an acceptable index of di hrimination, it is very

difficult, with arli value equal to chance. 'More,Students chose incorrect

option 2 than the correct optioh although fewer of the top group did this

than did the other groups. This helps explain-Why it is an adequate

discriminator desPite its overall difficulty. Option 2, however, should

be ch eked' to see why it is so attractive to such a large number Of students.

giARY
If we are satisf 'that 'test covers concepts and principles the

we consider to be important, w can use the information that item analysis

provides to determine if e have good questions and a good test. By 4

examining the P values, we can determine if we have the degfee of difficul-

ty desired. The index of descrithination reveals if the question is able

to differentiate between good students and poor students. By looking

at, he number and percentage of'high, middle and low scoring students

that chose each intorreei option, we are able to determine that eachin

correct option is plaueible'orA!rhaps that one option, thought to be

incorrect, is tiro_ plausible, In short the information provided by the

item analysis_ enables the test Writer to evaluate the1nternal qUaliitep

of the items, to make revisiont4 and finally, to know that he has written

items which accomplish what he set out to do.

REFERENCES

Ebel, Robert L. Medsurin= Educational_Acii vemeat, Prentice Hall,
,Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1965-, pp. 346-315. (A somewhat tech-

nical, but readable treatment of item analysis to improve test

/ quality. Especially good i presenting a review of relevant literature

on the subject.)

2. Furst, Edward ..I Construetin- Ev_aluat pn inatrumenta, David McKay

Co.,- New York, 1964, pp.- 309 -329. (A tompect treatment of item

analysis. Offers some useful words of caution in item analysis.)
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Do - remember that tests are. only as good as t e content you've selected
to examine students over.

Do examine each 'question in your item - analysis d
your questions on the basis of the information

efully and revise
generated.

- pay attention to 'the difficulty of each item as -13, as the average
difficulty of the entire test,

- maki,eure,that your questions are adequate discriminatora.'(.30 or higher

Don

keep,heing questions with poor statistical
how good you think they are

try to judge the adequacy of your
questions. Use an item analysis.

p operties no matter

erely looking at'the



THE ITEM ANALYSIS OF MULTIPLE CRDICE TESTS

Exerciae 1

Review Notes.

229

1. List three internal
characteristics of good multifdiTaheilafbWitemis.

(3)

Is i .0ossible for a test to have good internal properties and still

be a pdor teat question? If so, why? If not, why not?

Define the following two items in your own wo

1) ite_ difficulty

index of discr m nat en

2 *-
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R. . .40 *
Om 79.86

-.31 R. 1.15 Rm
D 1.39 DO 9072 Oa

.R= -.22
4.17

TABLE 2

P.
Ds

Rm
Om

00
0.00

R. -.08 Rs

Dm 2.08 na

4. Rm .19 Rm .27 R:

Dm 6.25 Dm 10.42 Di

9= -.31
Dm 3.47 D2

R=

-.29
047
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Ds

.19
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.20: Ra
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Fix -.14

91.67 Da 6.25

.12, R0 .37

14.58 Dm 66.75

.21

4

7

-.07

025 Ds 85 .42

6. P° -.12 Ri .45 Rs -.25
D= 1-09 Di 61.81 Dm 16.67

p=: -.31
D2 5.56

R. '044 R.

D= 84.72 Dm

R= 0.00 Pi ma 6 R3

DX 0.00 Dm 4.17 Dm

Pm -.36 R2 .51
n= 5.56 0 81.25 0*

10. P2 -.07 .139 Rs

D2 3.47 Da
A 6094 D.

. _

Rm -.27 (42 -.28 R.
0= 13.19 D 3.47 Dm

4.86

-.28
20.14

025' .16*

8033 -ti. 1.39

..46 Rm -.42
83.33 Di 12,50

.10

3.47

.25- R .46

13.89 D- 75.69

.43
78.47

R'
9,72

Rs' -.15
D.

12. Ps .36 Rs .22 Rs -.25
D2 68.06 Dm 27.78 Dg 2.7

14.

P2 -.06 Rs' ...31, Ro -.22
D. 2.08 Dm 20.14 Dm 086

R= -.29
0= 34,72

R2 -.12
Do

s 04 Ro .42
Dm 21,.53 Dm 33033,

-.24 Rs .36

1.94

Pt= ,24

Ds 1.39

R. .o4n
poi 72.92

R Rs. '.13
ps 10,42

Ft* -.23
D. 4.86



THE ITEM ANALYSIS OF MULTIPLE CHOICE TESTS

fterciae 2

Table 2 on the facing page (i2)--156Wairfft-enalygWof fifte

.questione.- Its format is different from Table 1 but not substantively,.`

o. The lettere A, B, C, D,, designate the respective options. while,

R is the index of discrimination. Observe that while in Table 1 we have

data on the top 27%, bottom 27%, and middle 46% of students,,none of

thai,information is available in Table 2. We see in-Table 2, however,

that the coefficients for R in each of the incorrect options is pre-.

Ceded by a negative (-) sign. Where the coefficient is rather large,
.

.

say about .30, this means that this incorrect option has a high

negative_ correlation With the total test score and that students who were

attracted ,to this option did poorly on the exam. A lower coefficient

would,, of course, suggest a weaker relationship. D is the p cenfage of

students choosing each response. ..The asterisk'( *), as in Tab a 1,

shows the correct. response for each question.

Examine Table 2 and therranewer tb following questions:

'1. From the standpoint of difficulty , which,item is the easiest and.

which one is the most difficult?

The easiest item is question number
, --

The most difficult item is question number:

Which,item(s) would ou likely reject'on the basis of being poor

discriminators?

Question number

OVER



Euppoae question .n um r 3 in Table 2 was the following:

The fact that airplanes are stacked.over O'Hare international

Airport in Chicago at rush hour shows that

a. 'Mere definitely should be fewer flights to Chidago

during, the day.

b. Thefacilities at O'Hare definitely should be expanded.'

c. The priceof tickets for tush,hour.flighte to Chicago

is definitely below the equilipriutrptice.

d. No passengers should fly into Chicago during rush hour.

Do the item statisticso%this question meet our statistical to

of goodness? Why:qn whylpoti

If You hid the choiee.of ,changing one optionin question 3, whlfh

option would IA be? , why_

Examine the following test items X and Y and then, answer th -sques-

tiona for each item.

a) Which option do you Oink is the most correct option for

item X item

b) Wh h option do you think is the lest_ correct_ option for

item X' _item Y

c) Which of the .two items do you think 4s the most L1iff1401;iteb?

6 items do you hink is the best discriminator?

Item X

h,jf any, of the following _statements would be valid for

any-type of economic system?
The real cost of a unit of land is the value it would

create when put to its best sittetnative
The real cost of a goodtistWiialne of
that bust be foregone in oplert:to
a. I only
b. II only
c. Both I and II
d. Neither .I nor II

use.

the o

prodlIce it

her goods



Tbe steel industry has feOhtly argued that the government
should establish-,quotae-:to.limit the volume of steel im-
pOrted-ihtehi-U-Ts,Hancl-41,-riatirie-the prite of-stael-W
this Country. :-Such'limitatione, if -established,
a. would lower the priCe of automoNileq.
U. would have no effeet on*;eteel usage.
c. would encourage the.usie..6.f aluminum instead of steel

for beverage canc.:. -

d wouldimproVethe competitii e position of steel as
omparedto glass .wood other structural materials.

corresponde.to item number
.

the table- Check your answers

Yoir.didn't'answer all the *.

NaW refer to.Table2 where

Y corresponds .to item-n4mber.8In
..

above against the data in the table,.

.questinne Ilrectly don't/ feel had..

mine the properties of 'a series of Auestions by simply looking-at

-- a point ma e earlier but one to keeP'in mind.

Using the same two items (#5 and #8 in Table 2) answer this question:

Inasmuch as the level of difficulty of,the two. items is vet:),
similar, whatiaccounts for the fact that item 5 is such.a
poor discriMinator while item 8 11C0. 'relatively good die-
'criminator7JHINT: remember what the negative Coefficients
in the incoqect options tell us. Also check the D dis-

tribution.)

Item 5 ik a reletively-pt or discriminator

dillY impossible to

becau

elativ_ly good discriminator becaus

Item numbers 4; 8 and 13 in;table 2 have hree things in co on.,

Can you name there
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Chapter 10

ORGANIZING AN ECONOMICS COURSE

NEEDS

Few economics courses realizethe

student learning and for makingthelr

;full potential for enhancing,

e ching a richly rewarding

.experience. Instructors frequent y'realizeafter a course is well

underway that, greater planning _ ehand'Would have greatly improved

its effectiveness, but by then it As tOojate. Several deterrents

exist. Not only are the,incentives to ithkove courses relatively weak,

i addition no method for uystematically-trying to improve a

cb e--from conception to its subsequent evaluation--has been spelled

Out in any great de ,tail...

GOALS

The purpose of this chapter is to outline an approach to organizing

an economics course by ir4icating the ker steps in the process of course

development.- These six steps are pre' rated insufficient detail= to

provide useful guidance do new as well'-as,experi nced economics.
.instructors. Considerable attention is given to the introductory course;'

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter, you will be able to

1. identify three 'reasons for using the course development
approach discussed in this chapter.

2 state the six steps in course development.

give thre examples of the questions and issue- to be
considered at each step.

e
4. 'describe sources of additional information on different

aspects of course planning.

-235-
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AFFECTIVE OBJECTIVES

After readi hIs chapter and completing the exerc

intended that you will

I. value the impbrtance of careful course development.

,2. incorporate the six steps into the development of your own

courses.

OUTLINE OF MAIN POINTS

Why Course Development?

To personalize our courses.

To make explicit our role as managers of instructional resources.

To reflect the economist's approach.

A Broad Outline of Course Development

Setting the Objectives (Step 1)

Understanding the Opportunities and Constraints (St 132)

f:*

Planning the CourSe (Step 3)

Evaluating Student Learning

Measuring Achievement

Selecting Materials to Facilitate Learning

Structuring Class Time

Deciding on a Teaching Approach
kf:

Writing the Course Syllabu

Training the Teaching Assistants (Step 4)

Implementing the Course (Stev)`=

IValuating the Course (Step 6)

The Complete System

'Conclusion

Appendix

Exercise



ORGANIZING AN ECONOMICS COURSE

This chapter outlines An:approach toorganizing- an introductory

economics course by indicating the key steps in the process of course

development and.theuady questions that must be answered as an Andtructor

proceeds through these.,stepsi,from the initial planning of the course to

the final evaluatibn of:its success. To give concreteness to the

237

discussion, I: use examples from my own .recent experience teaching a

one.- semester general economics Course at the University of Wisconsin-

.`Madison. This is a large lecture-type course with the :once -a --week small'

,sections taught by teaching assistants. Clearly, the size of the course

and the many resources involved force a degree of organization. Such

organization may not be necessary in small classes of 25 or 30 students;

this does not, however, ke it undesirable.

' The.SYstematic approach outlined here should make-it possible both

to provide more divers and stimulating learning experiences for studen

and to make teaching more challenging and rewarding experience for

instructors. .

WHY COURSE DEVELOPMENT?

Aside from these general goals, there are three specific reasons

for stressing the importance of course development: The first is to

personalize our courses in order to make the most of the particular,

resources and aims of the instructor and the students. The second is

to make gpxplicit our role as managers of instructional resources. The

third is to point out that the questions of course-development affect the

economist's approach in that they are much like the big questions What?

How? and For Whom? that we typically address.in our economics teaching.

To Personalize Our Courses. Most instructors of economics do what

appears to be a reasonably satisfactory job of teaching by following the

tradition of course planning they observe around them. This tradition

-begins with the selection of a familiar and comfortable textbook .that

noes not clash too sharply with the basic approach they plan to take in

their lectures and discussions. It then proceeds with the development of

a brief syllabus that centers around several lectures per week, the

standard two one -hour exams and a final exam--all of which focus heavily

on material in that textbook. Their teaching and courses-this year thus
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tend to be much'like they were last year, and these in turn'tendto be

like' those of their predecessors. Whether this instruction comes near/

exhausting the possibilities open to us rarely receives more than passing

attention..

The opportunities for going beyond this rather unimaginative model

of-teaching are legion. But to do it requires uS to ask, what lye want

to do, what we want our students to accomplish, and then to develop a

-course that is tailor-made to accomplish our objectives. Such a course

will necessarily bear our own particular stamp. As such, it will increase

our interest in attaining the objectives we have set and, above all, it

will invigorate our teaching in'the classroom.

To Make Explicit our Role as Managers of Instructional Resources.

Teaching is more than simply standing in front of a classroom of

students. It Involves directing substantial and diverse resources so as

to achieve the objectives of our course and our teaching. I had never

been fully aware of this role until several years ago, when 1 participated

in rAstructuring our urge (1000 students) e-semester, 4-credit,

r-
general economics coarse. Whet startled me was the large volume of

resources devoted to such a,course.

First, the direct resource costs added up to about $100.040: The

time of faculty, teaching assistants, and secretarial help came to about

$75,000. Student purchases of books and supplies add another $20,000.

The use of rooms and equipment added, perhaps, another $5,000.
1

Second, and much more, important quantitatively was the value of

student time devoted to the course. If we assume that students spend

an average of three hours a week per course credit attending elapses

and studying, and if we value the resulting 12 hours per week over 16

weeks at a conservativw $2.30/per hour (the then current minimum wage)

the value of student time is about $440,000. The subsequent minimum

wage increase to $2.65 per hour pushes this figure to about $510,000.

The total value of resources devoted to this one course thus

amounted to $550,000--over half a million dollars for One semester

alone! The realization that as the faculty memb r in charge of the

The calculations are based on 1976-77 cost data.
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course I was responsible for seeing that these resources Were effectively

used was sobering. Few courses are this large, of course, but even

courses of 30 students can entail resource costs of $20,000. I Was

jolted into thinking more deeply about the subject, and this chapter

is one result of my thinking.

To Reflect the Econo mist's A roach. As resource managers in

centrally directed economics (our classrooms), we face the big questions

we discu ed in every elementary economics course--the traditional three

What to p mince? How to produce? How to distribute the benefits? plus

a fourth, 'ow to provide.for growth? Th0se questions have obvious

applicability to course planning and organization. What kind of economic

'knowledge ca and should we try to impart to our students? Once.We have

decided this, cethe question of how to go about.producing this

knowledge most efficiently. Whatever we teach and however we do it, the

benefits will' of be distributed equally among all our students. This

leads to a consideration of the benefits--Who benefits most? And how does

altering what we teach and the way we teach it affect who benefits?

Finally, we have the growth question How much does it pay to invest in

improving our teaching relative to other uses of our time--both in the

very short run when we are teaching assistants or young assistant

professors and in the longer run as we climb the ranks to full

professorships? What are the relevant costs and benefits? And to what

extent are they monetary and non-monetary in nature?

This chapter concentrates largely on the "how" question, with a

brief reference to the "growth" question in the conclusion. The

question of flow to produce? is considered in other chapters that deal

with lecturing, discussion leading, and the like. The question a 1

to distribute the output? is not considered explicitly in this chapter

or in the manual even though it is often implicit.
2

A BROAD OUTLINE OF COURSE DEVELOPMENT

The six essential steps in the systematic development of a course

are shown in Figure 1.

2Some of these issues are considered in detail in:W. Lee Hansen,

Allen C. Kelley, and Burton A. Welsbrod, "Economic Efficiency and the.

Distribution of Benefits from College instruction," American Economic

Review, LX (May 1970), pp. 364-369.

2 3 7
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Figure 1

The Six S e in Course Develoment

I

Step 1. Setting the Ob edtives so that it Is clear what knowledge

and skills students must demonstrate by the end of the

course.

Step 2. Uncle- andin- the 0 ortunities and Constraints facing the

instructor so that the broad goals and specific instructional

objectives can be more effectively pursued.

Step Planning the Course so that the objectives can be achieved

within the existing constraints. This means the development

of a coordinated plan so that the various activities and

materials serve to build the desired knowledge and skills of

the students.

Step 4. Training_the Tea__ehing Assistants so that they can be.effed

in carrying out their important role of facilitating the

course learning activities.

Step 5. Im lementin the Course so that the actual teaching.represents

the culmination of the planning and proVides the meanst for

realizing the course o. 'ctives.
0;-

p 6. Evaluating the Course so as to deterthirie how:far the objectives'

have been realized and how each of the various steps. bight be

modified in future years to achieve more fully the course

objectives.
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The first step, settin the objectives, calls for identifying the

broad goals as well as the .specific knowledge and skills which students

must be able to demonstrate through examinations and other assignments

they do in the course. This specificatibn of objectives is perhaps the

most important task in course development because unless, instructors

' know what they are trying to accomplish, their efforts at detailed

planning and implementation will suffer from lick of direction.

Before we can plan the details of a course, a second step is also

required, understandiEL1112_2pportunities and constraints. Failure to

take this step:may well lead to misdirected planning because it will be

planning that fails to consider what can and cannot be done. Step 2 is

also important because the information thus acquired may force needed

modification of the results from Step 1.

Completion of Step 2 leads naturally to Step 3, that of planning the

course. The typical course encompasses a wide range of activities and

materials that, all too frequently, are not coordinated and thereby :fail

to reinforce one another in promoting student learning. The task of

planning effectively, however, may prove intractable not only because

its complexity. It may also occur because the objectives yielded by

Step 1 are still fuzzy and/or the constraints inherent in the course,

have not been adequately identified in Step 2.

course planning may, thus, also help

been corrected in previous steps.

In a course large enough to use teach

teaching assistants, Step 4, is also a mug

The process of effective

expose shortcomings that should have

ing assistants, the training of

t. Though often neglected,

such training is essentialif=the course is

effectively in promoting student learning.

between an ordinary and a superior course.

to operate smoothly and

Training can make the difference

Some of this training can be

completed before the course begins; other portions of it must be carried

on regularly throughout the course. In some situations, it may be

useful to begin teaching assistant involvement at Step 3.

The next step, Step 5, implementing the curse, focuseR on the,

activity that gets the most attention in teachingthe actual process

of instruction. Implementation is not restricted to what actually

happens in the classroom; it also includes the nonclass time which
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students and facultY allocate to the course. Thus, it is a broader

concept than teaching technique or approach beeduse it reflects the

management and coordination of resources throughout the course.

The sixth and final step in the process of course development,

evaluating the course, is essential in order to determine, whether or not

the objectives set for it have been realized. Itiis customary to think

of evaluation. as something that occurs only at the end of a course. This

is a mistake; it can and should occur continually so that the.direction

of a course can be altered as heeded.

The major steps in developing a course have now been specified.

The next task is to indicate the detailed questions that must be consi-

'dered at each step. There is also a need to highlight the inter-

relationships among the multitude of activities that go to make up a

successful course.

SETTING THE OBJECTIVES (STEP 1)

To state that the obfective of a course is to maximize;atudent

learning of economics though it may be correct, provides little

useful information to;eit ier the instructor or the students. The word

"maximize" is vague, Y term "economics" is extremely broad. We must

not only ascertain the Subject matter of the course. We must also,

within the contest of b pubject matter, focus on the specific

knowledge, skialdo'iand =formation we wish the students to acquire from ,

the course llerhetai :course planning follows as a logical

conseque ask ourselvea, what knowledge and skills

do we wanssess by the time the course ends?

At th is often true,' that one question leads

to another ,.
ge'shd,skills we select must be based on some

conceptionT,ohav th7inkeOple will or should be able to do with this

knowledge long
*r-tiava,completed their formal instruction. This,

in turn, requiteSna
tajhqUfre'into the nature of the potentiAl demand

for economics ,khowkdge. kills:. Are we preparing students to be

potential
-y_

d'
enlightened citizens, effective decision-

makers in the priyatt_Aep _`The 'answers suggest what kinds of

10
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knowledge and skills are most necessary.

For the example I have c
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-the large general economics course 1

have been teaching- question becomes :' What do we do for the vast

majority of,students who take at most a one - semester elementary economics

course? they take no more courses because this one course either

satisfies the requirements of a major in another field or college, or

fails to whet their appetite for additional economics courses. Hence,

the broad goal of such a course might he that of trying to insure that

students know how to understand, analyze, and reach decisions about the

economic prOblems they will face in their later roles as voters, workers,

managers, and consumers.

To be aide to realize such a broad goal, as well as to be sable to

measure how well one has reached it en

behaviot we want students to display by

ilS specifying the types of

he end'of the courve. The types

of behavior (called instructional objectives), once specified, are

measurable. ,Specifying them can be difficult and time consuming, however,

because the instrjoctor is forced to think through, before the course

begins meet. 'exactly what he is trying to accomplish.
4

Many instructors

have never thought as specifically as this about their teaching. They

"wing it," instead, relying on the belief that if one "teaches econo-

student learning will automatically result.

These are, for exampl: the broad instructional objectives for my

one-semester elementary economics 101 course.

By the end of.the course students will be expected to (1)
know the basic economic concepts, which means being able to
define, recognize, and.provide illustrations of them; (2) unde
stand the relationships and linkages among the basic economic
concepts, which means being able to identify the several
concepts needed to understand and analyze different types of

economic problems and to recognize these.` concepts in real -world
examples; and (3) demonstrate an Ability to analyze "cases,"
along the lines indicated by the Fels book.

ft

3
For a recent effort to specify this, see, W. Lee Hansen, G.L. Bach

James D. Calderwood, and Phillip Saunders, A Framework for Teaching

Economics: Basic Conce.prs, (New_York: Joint Council on Economic Education,

1977).

4_See the chapter on instructional. objectives by Saunders. -Tor More
information, see Benjailin S. Bloom, J. Thomas Hastings, and Geotge-J:, Madaus,
Handbook on Formative and Summative Evaluation of Student -e -nin ANew
York: McGraw-Hill, 19711.

2 II
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Achievement of these objectives depends on developing even more specific

instructional objectives covering each component of the course and, in

principle, each class meeting.

In a-sense instructors do this unconsciously, just as they mentally

weigh -the costs and benefits of different economic decisions. There are

MO major advantages, however, in making the effort necessary to write

them out and review them critically before proceeding any further with

the course plan: (1) errors and omissions can be pinpointed more easily

and clearly later on when an evaluation of the courSe occurs, in order

to facilit_te improvement, and (2) the explicitness of the objectives

serves as a constant reminder to both students and teachers of what the

course is all about as they make choices during the course itself. As

E:M. Forster put it, "How can I know what I think until I see that I say?";

Specifying course objectives' must necessarily take into account the

extent to which the type of behavior indicated by the objectives have

already been acquired before the course begins. The difference between

desired behavior at the end of the course and initial pre-course

behavior indicates the ideal of what must be done in the course--putting

the Tocus where it belongs on knowledge and skills to be acquired during

a course. Since the students in a class are not identical, the ideal is

only. attainable with individual instruction. Individual students vary

not only in their entry-level behavior but also in their own desired

exit-level behavior; so some combination of increments in knowledge and

skills and the final level of achievement must be considered as the target.



We can diagram the element's of Step 1 as Poll

Figure 2 '

STEP 1 SETTING THE OBJECTIVES

A) Setting course goals

requires

translating these goals into
instructional objectives

and then

I- comparing the specified' behaviors
with the initial behaviors

in order to

determine what needs to be
-_complished in the course.
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TANDING THE OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS (STEP'1)

We must have some conception as to what is, peSsible--the opportunities

tha-:exiSt for achieving our broad goals and sepcifie objectives,4s well

as-theeonstraints that limit these opportunities. This requires consid-

, ,

era On of several elements preparatory to the next step 3 (course

144inging). I have chosen to highlight six--three of which focus on the

,

',..!inatitutional setting 'and three on the.knowledge',of the instructor

be first of the'institutional-elements is the ability and interest

the instructors. Someinstructors bring great ability and interest

to their teaching; others bring little of either; and the vast majority

probably bring modest amountSofVOne or both. The second institutional

of

element is the ability and lnterst of the students who (as we have,all

learned) differ firm,- class to class, from%major to major, and froM,year

to year GettLhg know something about the abi] itv and interes t of

one's students Is essential. Some quantittive information is available

from class registration lists and course evaluation forms. Additional

information can be obtained from Instructor-designed questionnaires filled

out by students on the first day of Class. Other relevant information

concerns the organization and operation of the department, college,

division, and educational institution. Some have strict rules and

customs which limit new approaches; others give facultymembers fairly

free reign in determining reading materials, class sizes, and teaching

approaches. However flexible the institution's:general policy cost

considerations dictate that in most large courses we must utilize the

lecture approach, with small weekly section meetings led by teaching

assistants, for discussion and questions. Large size also virtually

requires the use of multiple-choice exams,, limits the assignments of

material to what students must purchase, and reduces both in-class and

informal student-faculty contact. (The small class of 25-30 is not

subject to such constraints. It is thus a sad commentary on the lack,

of originality in economics teaching that the organization and teaching

of small courses often differs tittle from the large ones.

The first element having to do' with the knowledge 'the instrqctor

the general state of knowledge about learning theory, pedagogy,concerna

testing, and the like. If little is known about learning theory,- as might
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be deduced from :the chapter. un learning theory by Sau_ erp, it may make

little or. no difference what approach one follows. the second, concerns.
' V . 1 . 'V

1

the knowledge accumulated through researchin eci5noMie.education itself.

Economists are beginning to make significant contributiong-to,thi6.:,
6

literature.- Althoug some of this .confirms what is contained in the'.

genera literature, other reaearch either goes beOnd the general-

literature or provides findingd,Whith are unique:to-ecOnomics,-.AenCe,

an acquaintance with this literature Is important.. The third. concerns

an understanding of the struCture (content and skills) of 'economic know

ledge and their connections to what is known about Cognitive and affective

learning. Little work ha 'been done as yet to explore these connections.
7-

Figure 3 shows the relationshiP between Steps 1 and 2-withthe feed-

ack loop reflecting. the interaction between these two steps.

[KING THE COURSE (STEP 3)

Here 'again JI-use the one-semestergeneral economlgcs course as my .

sample.v'SUeha-coUrse involves numeroUs'differehtactivities designed

to help achieve course goals and objectivei. Among ,these are lectures,

weekly section meetings, examinations, written assignMents, study of

text materials, and review sessions.' To bring all of these activities

togethe in,nmeaningful way requires us to. undertake the process of

course planning--which involves making decisions on severalr.sequences of

questions.

5
See the chapter on learning theory by Saunders. FwmbrejnfOrma tion,

ee Robert L. ,Ebel (ed.), ElltyslLip!Ljj.12sAtlon'al Research, for the-
,

American 'Educational Research. Association, (Toronto: Macmillan , 1969,

4th edition); and Robert M.W ..' Travers (ed.) Second Handbook. Of Research
Teaching, for the American EducAtional Research Association (Chicago:
Rand McNally, 1973).

6
Darrell R. Lewis and Charles C. Orvis, Research in Ectinomid Education:

A Review, Bib (New, York: Joint Council oh Economic
Education, 1971); also the Journal of Economic _Education and the "Economft-'
Education" papers in the annual Papers and Proceedings of the American Economic
Review.

7For an initial effort in this direction, see W. Lee Hansen, et al.,
op. cit.

I
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e 3

STEP2 Understanding the OpPnrtunities and Constraints

A Assessing FacultY Ability
and Interest

Evaluating institutional.
Opporthfiities and Constraihts

---7
STEP =3

Planning
the
Course

-Understanding the'State
Knowledge in Education

E Understanfli the state of
nowledge in Economic

Education .Research

F Understanding the Connect Setween
the Structure of Knowledge in Economics
and in Learning Theoryr.



about how to evaluate student

will be used, to measure
g.

student achleveMent of the course objectives?
1101-

What levels of performan4e on each_of these activities:..and
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instruments will betlequired to demonstrate'Narying degreeS-
- 1, *

of acceptable -performance?

weight's shouittbe given to the varioua activities'

in reaching,an overall determination of the level and/or

inttement of stUdent achieibment?

Once decisions are made about what to evaluate, attention must be

nod to questions-about methods tc measure "student achievement

1. !How many and what kinds of exams are kedessary?

-Coverage pf text, readings, class discussion.
- Balance between objective and essay/hortanswer questions.:
-Types of objective quesfiOns: RecOgnition and understanding,

simple application, complex application. '(These are the

categories used in the Test of Understanding College Economics.

2. How many apd what kinds of other assignments ate needed?

-Writing assignments,
- Analysis_ of:Opses"
7Proble sets
,-Other assignments

Will weekly survey fizzes help students. assess their progress
10

in the course? (This refers ,pfp TIPS,40rveys. )
_

-The numbepOksalms to administer.
-The use oi otlier, tin objective questions in the surveys.

-The. development Of4;ffective diagnostic material.

Having established our course objectives, we must decide what

'materials to seleaX to assist stodents in their learning':

1. What texts 'Shall we use?
_

-The way each helps achieVe our ectives.

-Specific ssigoments and'howth build upon each other.

8
,

:See"-Robert Thorndi- ed. ), Educational Measurement {Washington,

D.C., Ameritan Council on Edutation, 2nd'ed.; 1971).

_

theSee discussion-of TUCE in the chapters by Welsh.

See Allen C. Kelley, "f.I.P:S and Techhical Change in Classroom
Instruction," The American Economic Review, 62 (May 1972), .422-428.



hat non-textbooks, such as OkUn'S e.c ill

best complement the regular texts?

accompanies the - textbookk-be-thelpfb12

4.' What kinds of material must be asbembled for the reading

packets (specially selected material compile& specifica

for the course)?

-News5aper repOrts
-.Journal articles
-Problem seta

5: What audio and videotapes are availabile.to aid =different kinds:

Of- students in their efforts to learn economic

H ing made these decisions, we must next,deeidelwholatruire

the class time of the students.
_A
1. What should be the format'and content of the lectures?

2. What should be :the format and 'content of the weekiy,pe -AO-

meetings?

3.- What is` the best way to make use of fice hours ?'(

Is thereneed for weekly or other review sessions?

Cutting across all these categories is the prolaem,ot what "teaching

oach":teuge. "Teaching approaches" is the term i use to characterize

the ParticUiar orientation the instructor takes,to the course. This is

a more elusive problei, and cannot be dealt:with simply in the form of

questions; to be answered.

At dnel.evel an instructo s.teaching approach is reflecte&by the

selectiOn of the textbook, as Larry Learner has demonstrated, texts vary

11
consiherably in their Orientation. As more and publishers move

to `the practice of producing complete instructional packages (texts,

readers, we books, question banks, aUdiotapes, and visual aids), the

selectionof a text can also involve adecisi:On aboUt which "complete

of activities, is best suited toachteving particular

11Laurence E. Learner, A Guide to the Selection of College introducto-

Economics Textbooks, (Binghamton, N. Economic Growth Institute,' State

University,of New York, 1972, mimeo); also Laurence E. Learner, "A Guide

to College Introductory Economic Textbooks," Journal4of EconomicelEducation,

tall 1974, pp.'47-56. , 0, '.'

.,.. ,
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idattuttional.objective8. fr effect, instructors can select packaged

set of decisions already made.
A 'a

Because they have found tne standard treatments too restrictive and

not in accordance with their course goals, we have witneaWdn7retent7--------

yeftev e4ver greater numbers of economist teachers who have set out to

i''deVelop.their own approaches. Experimental and innovative courses have

* 'I
oFoTfin Apace.-

12
, ,Several approaches deserve brief mention. Still most

pr entis,.theesurvey course which tries to expose students to all of
4

Igtonomics. But two other approaches have gained many adherents in the

pasOfew y r One is the "problems" or "current issues" approach,
13

Bother is,the "case" approach which focuses less on economic content

n on economics as a way of thinking.
14

Still cipler approaches view

econo--_ Ei as revealed through literature, use die daily newspaper es an

econbmics textbook, or trace the development ofan idea-through the

research literature.
15

The selection of one or another o thele approaches will reflect

the AnterestS and comparative strengths of instructors -including their

knowledge of the. material, their desire-to interact with students (little

in lectureaurtey courses, substantial in case - discussion courses), and
, .

their particular philosophy of education and, teaching. ObViously, there

As no single eorrect approach. Only After'becominIkacquaitted with the

:different approaches and, perhaps, experimenting with them will it be

,possible,to knOw which approach is most effective- --for the instructor

and for the students.

12
For a general description of these developments see W. Lee Hansen,,`

. .

ew Approaches to Teaching the Principles Course,_" American Economic eView

(May 1975Y, ki347437. For information on speerticvoursesr, see the

Journal of EdenoMIT'Edlicaon:' Richard H. Leftwich and Ansel M. Sharp,

Syllabus for an 'Issues Approach' to Teaching Economic Principles,"

Special' Issue No. 1. (Winter 1974); Rendiga'Fels, "TheVandeibilt-JCEE

Experimental Course in Elementary Ecopamies,"!.Special TssUe:No. 2.(Vinter

1974); Barbara and Howard Tuckman, "Toward a More Effective Econcitftid

Principles Class,' TpecialhIssue No. 3 (Spring 1975) and Phillip Saunders

'Experimental Course Development in Introductory'Economics'at indilana

University," Special Issue N9, 4 (Fall 1975).

-13 Se Leftwich', Ibid.

14 See Fels and Uhler, ibid.
o

15
aFor a description this type of course, though not in ecohomici,

See Herman .T. Epstein, A Stara Education New York: Oxfoid 1970).
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The distillation of these planning 4ecisions,appearewhen writing

he_cours*syllabus, which explains, the content of. the course. This

encompasseb the nature and schedule oU-the assignments,.-MeThods of

assessing student Achievement, grading standards, and ;=the like. The more

specific and detailed the syllabus, the'more likely* is that students

will know what to expect-and how to organize their Fn efforts. A copy

of the syllabus*fdeveloped.as a result of going thrOvigh th*procedure

is provided in Appendix A.

Figure 4 spells outehevarfous elements.of St p'' =3.

STEP 3 -- PLANNING/THE COURS

A) Evaluating Student Learning

B) Measuring Achievement

Selecting Materials to
Facilitate Learning

Structuring Course Time

C)

D)

TRAINING-THE TEACHING ASSISTANTS (STEP 4)

Because many teaching assistants (TAs) are new to teaching, and

because the experienced ones have usually been exposed----..only to traditional

survey courses, it is essential to set up a training program. The

subjects that should probably be covered in a training program ferTAs

who assist'in,the large lecture courses include the following:

-General orientation of the course.

=Section meetings and office hours; purpose, management, and role.

of TAD.

case approach and discussion- leading techniques.

-Preparation of examination questions.

-Development of weekly surveys (TIPS).

-Evaluation of student problem sets and writing assignments.

-Teaching'evaluations and videotaping to improve teaching skills.

-GradIng procedures

-General tips,,,on teaching.
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We must ask ourselves-how best to provide each type of training what

materials to use and whether to provide this training prior to and/or

pfiffg-tbe-couise--(Formcite details set-the-chapter-on-Using-the-TTP

Material.)

IMPLEMENTING THE COURSE (STEP 5)

Key elements In the implementation process are (1) a clear and

.complete :syllabus, (2) regularly updated instructions to students about

course activities, and (3) communication on weekly activities to TAs

memos and weekly meetings. In addition, there must be effective pre-
,

paration and performance by'faculty, TAs, and students, and every effort

made to maintain a high level of motivation. Advance planning, for

example, must be kept ,in mind to ensure adeqdate lead-time for exam

preparation. All these items Can be reaaat:ito a series of questions:

-What are the best methods for keeping', students abreast of course
activities? t4hat are effective ways,of.keeping TAs informed of
`their responsibilities and their achiOvements?

-How do we ensure adequate and effective preparation of faculty?
Of TAs? Of students?

:-How do we assure completion of,longe- run tasks, such a exam
-preparation and the development of sets? How do we
Work effectively with other Troup (such a department
secretaries and the campus testing office) o minimi
administrative problems during the course?

Figure 5 summarizes these questions

Figure 5

our pain

STEP 5 s= IMPLEMENTTNC TEE COURSE

Mai_ aining ETf_7,tive-Communication with Students,
Teach'ng Staff, and Support Personnel

'Epsurng Adequate Preparation by Students and
Teachi Staff

imulatln Hludent Motivation

Ensuring Continuotis -Advanced 1nning



EVALUATING THE COURSE (STEP 6)

Wlictbtent, a course is successful in achieving

objectives cannot be decided on the basis of casual impressions.
16

need a systematic set of procedures for such an evaluatiOn-. At

institutions, much of the structure is already.-available

through regular departmental or collegewide course

evaluations. If not, instructors can administer their own evaldations,

using questionnaires availabe in the general literature, (See chapter

on Course Evaluation.) In ad_

can be measured using instru

n, the nitive achievement of students

ouch as the Test of Understanding College

Economics (TUCE) - -with the achievement attributable to the course

isolated by a system of pre- an&post-testing. Followup studies can also

be undertaken for those who are more ambitious-, to learn more:about the

retention and subsequent ability of students to apply their knowledge and

skills.

More important than evaluations that take place at the end of the

course, however, is the need for sySt ic evaluation at regular

intervals throughout our courses. To find out as much we can, while

they are going on about which particular segments of courses are most

eAkfective enables us to learn much more about how to improve the course

than we can from overall course evaluations. The following questions

emerge:

-What kind of infor on do we want to obtain about'. what students

Xriow, their personnel c racteristics, and the like at the start

of the course - -so that we can observe changes in knowledge and

behavior associated with she course?

-What kinds of on-going eva_uation'efforts do we want to implement?-

-What kinds of end-of-course inforMation do we wnt to obtain?

-What kinds. of post-course information do we want to obtain?

16
For detailed-information on evaluation procedures, see Scarvia'B.

Anderson; Samuel Ball, Richard. T. Murphy and Associates, Encyclopedia el,

ducationa Evaluation:cConce- and Techni ues for Evaluating Education

ALKLIINLillia (San Francisco sey Bass, 1975)..



figure 6 summarizes these four element of evaluation;
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STEP 6 -- EVALUATING THE COURSE

A. On-going evaluation during course

B. End -of course evaluations

C. Pre-post comparisons

D. Post course followups

THE COMPLETE SYSTEM

All ;six steps can now he brought together into a complete system

fOY:nrgani#ng a courae. Not only does the succession of steps help

ure thapall the relevant considerations are taken into account, but
,

eval4ntion process` provides information that feeds back into the

syiteM'and?facilitaie4 making of informed decisions when an

instructor teache4-thecourse again or works to organize another course.

The complete is portrayed in Figure 7.

233
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Step 4 - Training

the Teaching
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Srep 5 - Implementing
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CONCLUSION.

,The purpose of this chapter has been to present a comprehensive

approach toward improving course developmene, implementation, and'

evaluation, This approach entails a host of decisions that-start lofts .

before actual classroom teaching begins. Making, the need for these

Aecisions-explicit increases the likelihoo&hat the diverse activities

and-efforts devotede economics courses cat yield effective results--(1)

in providing instructors with more substantial satisfaction from their

major professional activity, (2) in improvinguatudent leargng, (3) in

helping instructors improve their teaching, and '4) in enhancing student

-learning in the future.

The

oatfo'

pr deterrent to the allocation of greater time, ef o and,-,

course organization and development is the lack of

congtuence.betweenthe costs and benefits-as-perceived-by the=instructo

The costs fall almost wholly on the instructor, while the benefits,from

increased learning accrue largely to students. The financial incentives

effec five teaching remain weakP The only benefit for the teachers,

thusard the-increased psychic. rewards that come through the pride and

.sat On ey. gained by doing a more effective job.

Even in bleak landscape several bright spots are emerging.

greater attention and rewards to teaching in recent years have worked

reduce somewhat the long-standing unfavorable benefitcost calculation.

In:addition, the possibilities for undertaking publishable research on

instructional effectiveness have increased with the establishment-Of the

JoUrnalaof Economic Education, and with the scheduling of regUlar -Sessions

on economic educetion,atnaticinal and.. regional Meetings of the professional-

economics associations. To the extent that we can continue, through

efforts like this;. to reduce the net'eliats to graduate students and

younger faculty of developing their capacity to teach more effectively,

the possibilities for stimulating greater craftmanship in econom

teaching will continue to brighten.-

17See, for.example, -John J. Siegfried addCennethJ. White, "Teaching

and Publishing as Determindnts of Academic Salaries," Journal of Economic
Education 4, No. 2, (Spring 1973), pp. 90-99.
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DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS
Professor W.I.: Hansen
Frofeasor 3.0 Richard n=-

EconoMiCs 101 is a one-samastercotte designed to expose students

o the central ideasand approaches Of :economics. It will'be'brganized

using a "modUle" format. The course explores a variety of topics

in economics using fhe basic concepts and tools of economic analysis

a'"case approa0.

Honors credit -is-, not

want-a more tomPrehensiVe=and

ad i:e.., conomics 101.

treatment of the subject

should'enroll in Economics 105'qr ,. These courses comprise a

two - semester sequence on the PrinCiPleS of-EcOnomics which is a
. -

requirement for Economics and Busines-a majorS:,

COURSE_. STRUCTURE

The CoUrse is divided into seve lei. .The two Core.

Modules, lasting 4 weeks each, treat c elements of Micro

and Macro 'Economics. The several Topical Modules, ranging from one

to two .weeks in- ength aresepatate mini-courses developed around

a collection of readings-and a-set of coordinated lectures. The

Summary Module is intended to pull together main themes developed

in the course. The schedule of Module topics follows. A more

detailed syllabus including speCific assignments will- be handed

out at the.beginning of each module.
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Weeks' Type of 9 :55 and 11:00.LecOred6:: Discussion- Section
-1

1 -4 -Core Micro
Hansen

Fels-Uhler Casebook

Topical

Towel '

Core

Topical

Topic

RE IRED READINGS

Education
Market

the Labor
Hansen

Applied _Micro: Rent,
Control' Hansen

Macro
Richardson

Readings packet

Readings packet

Te 0-Uhler Casebook

AEgliEdr___Maero: Election ReadingSpacket-
Issues: Richardson

International Finance
Richardson

Reading.sp4cket

Equality ancl,lE iene Okun
Hansen and IiichOrds00-

Fels and Uhler, Casebook of Economic Problems and
Sichel and Eckstein, Basic Economic Concepts:-Microeconomics
Lindert, Prices, Jobs and Growth: An Introduction to Macroeconomics
Okun,,Eaualiy and Efficiency

Policiel

These books can be purchased at the boOktore. In addition, Economics 101

.:'Reading Packets, purchased thrpUgh the Economies Department, will tle

available for the topical modules. Announcements will be made when .these

reading 'packets are ready.

ACTIVITIES

Lectures: There are three lecture meetings each week: The emphasis

1 be on introducing the major topics, on suppleMenting, clarifying, and

expanding upon the basic reading assignments,. and on presen ayariety

of .problems to illustrate the use of basic tools and concept To gain the

greatest benefit from the lectures,: you must complete the readin

ments -before the lecture meetings. Beciause the lectures take' up material

not available in the readings,, attendance is more Important than it may

be in other courses you have taken.

2 J
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Discussion Sections: The discussion becti.ons meet once a week.

These sections, led by one of the tesithinvgasistants, will analyze

a,varietyof "case" studies; theieNmill also be an opportunity f

ns-about-the-lettures7ind-readingsV Sectidh -leaders -Wil

'evaluate students on the basis o -coheribiitiOn to the

section Eind the qiiality of the as

complete. all assignments before giCli

-7-brin= our casebook or ad'

syllabus for each moddle for h.at to

Also, you must

meet in (sec

Exams: /here are three exams scheduled dur'ink.the. ..semesfer,'r

plus a two-part...linal exam which, though toncenerating'on the ...last
- -

.

several weeks of the course, covers the rest:of the co6ree, The

.,

Ai. -,

.

he extent to.which'Studenti Otiderstand the
,

exams will ,t
. .- ,,
'material and tan apply it oh the Fridays follOwing the retiirn of

6- .------ --
exams, the .exam committee will meet with stu dents to go over the

correct.answers. Attendance these sessions is optional. Time

and location' of those sessions- will be announced in lecture,
;1] , 40-

There will be NO MAKE -CIF, EXAMS. Students who miss olie;of the

first three'examsend have a validated excuse will have the weight

of the. comprehensive portion of their final increased. Requests

for validated excuses will he considered only upon written appli

cation to.the Head'T.A.. If'possible, such applications- should be

approved prior to the test All applications must be made within

seven (7 )days of the missed eicam.

The exam schedule follows.

Core Micro Module =
Monday, October4:, 6:30 p.M.

Micro Topical' Modules Monday, October 2,.in'class

Cote Macro Module

Final A) Macro Topical
.

Modules and Summary

MO-dqle

Comprehensive-

Tuesday, November 22-, 600, p.m.
,

1As Sc= heduled in thejimeeable



Writing Assignments: Four short.papers are assigned during _

semester. Some will calf for an analysis 9f:a casejeither from the

Fels-Uhler Casebook'or one suppriia tcryoT.---Your papers should--f411-04

the Standard Operating Procedure descritSed in Fels-Uhler. The papers

will be evaluated for both:their economic reasoning and writing quality.

papers ill be 'accepted after the.deadlines for turning them .in.

your

Prob -Mere are several assigned- problem:sets to.ensure

important material. The problem sets will be distributed

in leceure, and answer' "sheets will be distributed Wweek Later.. The

problem Has will not be collected or graded,'but they will be relevant

toexams.

TIPS: About once a week the first ten minutes of the lecture

period will be devoted to TIPS. As you enter you will pick,up the

TIPS qUestionnaires Begin answering the questions immediately:and then

'vcheck your paper when the correct answers re given. These surveys are

not to be turtid in to your aqd de not count towards, your grade.

jlse them to gauge your understanding of important 'concepts

Audio Learning; For the first time, a set of audio cassette tapes.

about. Economies are available for student listening in the Laboratory

' for:Recorded Instruction (Van Ilise) The tapes vary 6/difficulty,

from ptogrammed learning of the basic concepts to discussions of more

corn__ x issues by established economists. A list of tapes will 'Iccom an

the assignment sheets `for the mteroynd macro modules.

GRADES,

The course grade is based on an average of the grade's obtained -on

°the _ three exams, the two parts of the 1.6411 exam, an&th _rk

done in your discussion sect.ie n. The -eights-are as follows:

Core Micro Exam

Micro Topical Exam

Core Macro Exam

Final A) Macrp Topical and
Summary 15%

B) Comprehensive 10%-

Discussion Sect-
(includin citing assign

20%

15%

20%

25%

20%



OFFICE HOURS

Office. hours of.each teaching assistant will be- announced

classed. Students are urged-to aee.their

teaching assistant for help at, these timesthis is par,t of the

T.A.'s'normal duties. Faculty; members will also be available for

consultation.' Their regular ice hours will.be announced during

the first week of classes.

RESOURCE CENTiR-

In case you miss a ,lass or need an extra copy c f'one of the

handouts; TIPS questionnaires, exam, and so forth, you should go

Room -7238 Social Science where all serials will be shelved

er their distribution in lecture. Reminders of announcements

.Made in lecture,` well as a complete list of T.A.'s, their sec

andkoffice:hours, will be, posted outside Room 7238.

:

SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES

The "Sources.in Economics section below offers additional

suggestions .to.help. iMprev4,yonr
. , .

comprehension of economics and te-

enable you to extend your knowledge beyond thatcovered in the ,cou-

EOURSE OS, ECTIVES.

In Economics 10 students will be shown how to think like

.economi They should, recognize economic problems and be able to

are expec edcle

.interPi'et economic events in answering uestions such as, "Why did

this hapPen?" or "What would :happen i,

Specificalry, by the end of'the coarse:stud ntvw 11 be xpected

know the.'hadic. economic'cOnceptb,',which meant being able to

define, recognize t, nd_provide illustrations herir; (2) under-,

identify what makes them "economic." Students

stand the relation

which means being able'

understand rand analyz

recognize these cencep

an ability to analyze

and. linkage among the hole economic 'concep

o identify the several,tonceptS, needed to

ifferent types Of econgmic problems and to

n real-world exampled; and 00 gdemonstr,t

cases,"alongthe ling' indicaX e,Fe1
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book. The ultimate test be able tp "make sense' out of contemporary

economic issues, of the kind treated in newspapers, news inngazines, and

television and experienced n students, Workers consumers, and voeePs.

Spyrces in-Economics

The study of economics involves more than listening to lectures and

doing assignments. It also involves keeping abreast of'current economic

developments, knowl4 how to track doWn information about economic conditions,

and familiarizing ':yourself with some of the major ideas that have been

or awe being discussed by econOmists,.

To assist you, we have prepared the

additional help about where to find things

ormat ion below., If you need-

_ what to read, please

consult any of the participating faculty or teaching assistants. Later

we'll suggest some paperbacks that will be of interest to you

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES JOURNALS

General sources of information on economic issues and developments

are the local newspapers, the New York Times and the Wall Street Journal.

Both the NYT and WSJ have excellent 'coverage on many economic problems

and issues.

The weekly news magazines

Time has periodic reports by i

so provide some but more limi d cov rage.

Board of Economists; Newsweek features

special columns by a pair of well-known, highly regarded economists,

Paul Samuelson and Milton Friedman; and U.S. News and World Report often

has excellent interviews with economist-policymakers. WithoUt question,

the best source of news and analysis of economic development is Business

Week. Another source of excellent iri-depth articles on American businesses

is Fortune. The bimonthly Challenge ("A Magazine of Economic Affairs")

contains well-written articles by we 1=known economists dealing with

current problems and pitched for the general readers.

USEFUL GENERAL REFERENCES

To help -find out more about what's going on in economics and where

to get Specific kinds' of information, you can consult the following:
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*Ralph Jndreano, et al. , T Student 'Economist's Handbook (Schenkman).

This highkyusefuWpaperback,volifte is to aid students in conducting

reseafth in economics. Suggests whereand how to track down data

and other types of useful infOrmation needed to bOttr#ss the analysis
ro

of economic problems. Also, contains anoexcelleot list of key

erences in economics.

*Nancy Ruggles, editor, Economics

Science Survey,'(SpectruM-). Essays

Behavioral and Social

elP-known contemporary.
J

economists assess the current state of economics, what economists do,
c.

and.PA

the future of economics. Similar paperback volumes are availabl-
:Tor Political Science, Sociology, P chology, and other Social

Scienh disciplines.

*Graham Bannock et al., The p_eligu'in-onomics

(Penguin) Her is an in- nstve papefback which defites major

terms and cccepts used in eeonomjcs..

edit

is kno

Tritc national EncyckyTedia of Social Sciences. The new, second

ntdins a wide array, of excehl:ent articIps 'summarizing what
0

various soc science t9pios, and it provides references

to the mokt significant pieces of work.N The first edition still

continues ro be useful. Stud A in all -social s-Ctence fields will

find the En clbpedia helpful. The articles on economics have been

written by the best peoP4e in the fiel4y.

Journal of Economic-Literature. Pithlished quarterly, this

journal provides book reviews, listings OT articles published in all

major journals, and abstracts of all important articles in economic

journals. Each issue of tin journal regularly 'presents three or four

survey articles. An excellent aid in finding out what economists are

doing. After looking at4this you may want to consult., some of the

economic journajs, such as the American Economic Review, _Journal -of
Political aconom_30 Quar0 terly Journal of Economics.

*Presid 6 Gonne of Economic-Advisers, EiPrtOmic Report of

the Presiderit0(U.S. Government Printing Office). An annual best

seller 64ileast for kZollege economics students) the CEA Annual Report

issued every Januap offers a probing assessment of the economy where

its been, and what lies ahead in the coming year. The Appendix tables

are extremely useful

262
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*Current Economic Indreators (U.S. Govern-ent Printing Office).

This monthly putlicatio presents up-to-date informdtion on prices,

employment, prof national income, balance of payments, and so on

Popp4t y the s`aff of Presidept's Council on E6nomic Advisers.

*StatisticarzAbstract of4the U.S. (U.S. Government Printing Office

Publrshe annuallyV:ythip_1-000-page compendium provides 4ata on a wide

Variety of e nomic subjects. Go*od index. -Fun citation of sources.



EXERCISE

Review Notes

State three important reasons for course development.

2. Calculate for your own'cou

resource c n sis it entails.

267

a course you might:teach the full

Write a,brief description of the steps you follow in organi-wing your

ourses. [f you have never rganize& a course, describe how one or

more of your prOdous instructors appeared to develop a course you

took.

r
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04. Which of the steps pre exited in this paper would yod he most interested

in incorporating in- your own course development and why?

5. Which of the steps would you be least interested in or inclined to

incorporate int, your course development and why?

Which of the steps do you think would be most difficult to implement

and why?



Chapter 11

DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION Of

TEACHING SKILLS THROUGH THE USE

OF VIDEOTAPES*

NEEDS

There are very few instructors whose teaching effectiveness can not

be Improved through a system of effective feedback and constructive

evaluation. Videotaping offers one means of providing such feedback and

evaluation that is hard to dmplicate,in any other way.

GOALS

The goal of this chapter is to make you aw

system for using classroom videotapesto help instructors learn more

about how they teach and how they might improve their teaching.

of one well developed

OBJECTIVES

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVES

1. After 'ending this chapter, you will be able to:

a) describe the equipment and arrangements needed for the videotape

evaluation process.

h) outline six steps necessary to get consistent results from video
4

taping sessions.

c) operationally define each observable classification within' the

,four coding categories on the Minnesota videotape review coding
.

form.

*This chapter is adePte&froM fuller description of the Complete
Minnesota GraduateStiident Instructor Training Program: see 'William

Becker, Darrell R. Lewis,-Charles Orvis, Raymond Riezman, and
Michael D. Salemi, A Trainin-$-atem for Grathiate Student- In®trucctors in
Economics, Center for Educational Development, University of Minnesota,-
Monograph 1, Fall 1975: An evaluation of the effectiveness of the
Minnesota program has also been published: ,see D. R. Lewis, C. C. Orvie,
"A Tralning System for Graduate Student Instriictors in Introductory
Economics at the University of Minnesota ," Journal, of Economics Education.

5 (Fall 1973),34-46.

-2697

26 f.-;
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(cbjectivea continued)

d) the three main pert the Minnesota reviewing technique.

a) state what. you believe to bWthe-Most import=ant, seven of. the

infourteen suggestions foi- handling the critique, and explain
/

your own words why you think "that these ayggestians'are: the

moot-tmportants:

After reading this chapter, nd given the Appropriate eqmpmnn,

aetting, you will be able to complete a trJai implementatiotl ad a

video analysio,feedbaCk: session'

AFFECTIVE OBJECTIVES

After carefully reading this chapter,

authors that you

j,-

rrtijon

I. Recognize the importence of confidentiality,

and a non - judgmental, attitude when critiqning

colleagues and graduate student instructora.

2. Set a good

sessions.

relaxed atm9sphire,

he teaching proWess of

model by following the suggesti uring the cri quiis

Try to motivate the instructor while MaintaAnih

the individual personality/and style of the'4net

Introduction

Equipment and Ar--_

Reviewing CleAsroom

Coding

Metblid

'Learning Objective

VertialfEipr

'b 1

OUTLI OF MAIN POINTS



DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OFD
THROUGH THE USE OF VI

TRODUCTION

For some years the Department of Econ
4.

Minnesota has maintained a teacher trainin-

students. The goal of the program has been

ability of new graduate student instructor!

faculty in the Department, teach the introdc

The CSI training program involves two typ

which are provided through seminar mee

the 'seminar, the staff provides the G'

atioa discussion, and the learning o

sessions, the staff reinforces good tea him;

CSI'd with opportunities tb, Foveae their

point-of view. This chapter descrkgiS one

deotaping to help GSI's improve

the University of

or-its graduate

rove the pedagogical

I s)"who, as junior

courses in economics.
_

tuff and GSI interaction

IPMENT AND ARRANGEMENTS

filct observation part of

.use of videotaping equipment. At,th

,--.AV-3600 recorder andAVR-TVC93A ca

`to operate and

and a few; supervised

of taping an intructor

the aping hoWevei, Jeri

to set up and

tapings

ions.

for coordin-

In the feedback

e and provides

r m the student

feedback process,

eaching skills.

kprocess requires the

ity of Minnebota a Sony

e used. This equipient is simple-
.

down. After an hour,of instruction

any res onsible univernity'etudent is capable

the claasfocn: To get consistent results from

not "Oicient that the taper know only how

to operate' the eqPipment. She aitpmust also follow a taping procedure

cheCklise. A checklistof things to do while taping typically includes

1 ng:

Set up equipment Wore the class starts;

Make sure equipment is operating properly,;

Videotapaeverything-wr ttep on the chalk board or overhead

proje9tor in closeup;

Try to pick up anything unusual in the clasatoom;.

Get the students on camera when they speak; and

Follow the instructor at all othef times.

2 6 8
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At Minnesota an undergraduate does all the actual taping while a

junior faculty member does the reviewing and critiquing. The issue of

whether the reviewer/critiquer should also do the taping is,an Open one.

A reviewer/critiquer who tapes the class will observe the clasa-Iirst;hand.

On thelother hand, the taping quality is sometimes better if the taper is

solely concerned with following the outlhied procedure.

The basic problem involved in arranging for classroom taping is one

of coordination. The GSI must be notified in advance in order to be able

to explain to the class what will transpire on the day of taping. If the

students are not informed in advance, staff experience has shown that the

presence of the camera and equipment will disturb them. This is true even

though the video equipment is quiet and requires no extra lighting.

Picking a time to tape the class is not always easy. The chosen

must be satisfactory to, both the person doing the taping and the

instructor. The reviewer critiquer should have some time available shortly

'thereafter; it is usually best to review and critique as soon after the

taping as possible. It is also necessary to make sure that the class

activity is appropriate--e.g., an exaM time is not appropriate. Finally,

before taping begins the instruoror should have filled out the Daily

Teaching Checklipt shown as Table I.. This form simply requires the GSI

to state, in an objective-setting approach, what will be taught and how-lt

will be taught on the day of taping. As will be shown, this form provides

aluable information for the reViewer/critiqer as well as for the instructor

being taped.

is worth noting that the reviewer/critiquer can reduce coordina-

tion problems by attending the weekly seminars. Since all CSI's are

required to participate in the seminars, videotapi schedules can be

arranged prior to or just after the seminar sessions.

REVIEWING CLASSROOM PERFORMANCE

Reviewing consists of three separate procedures: 1) coding on the

Coding Form For Videotape,Review12) filling out the Summary Checklist

For Videotape Reviewing Land 3) 'preparing the critique.

Coding.. The coding process requires the specially developed Coding

Form shown in Table 2 and a device which will deliver beeps at 20

'second intervals. On hearing the
2 6j



TABLE 1

Daily Teaching Checklist

Date

Instructions: The purpose of this instrument istWo-fold. Fir St, it is
designed to help you apply the objective- setting approach to each
class session, and is consequently. an essential part of each class
preparation Second, cumulatively the checklists should give you
a perspective on your teaching progress through the course. thus
helping you in goal-setting and preparation for reteaching the
course

At the Beginning 01 Session Preparation

I What are the ohiectives for the se ion

.you olarvunq to divide e class session,-

time on review
% time on today s obiechve(s)
% time on summary and preview

lime for knowledge of facts
% time for theoretical concepts
% time for exposition on theory

time for application of theory
"it, specify

What is your teaching plan?

°/0 time you will spend lecturing
lime you will spend discussing' student-indiated qu'estions

% time you will spend discussing instructor-initiated questions
time you will spend on other activities
Specify (and describe any experiment or new technique
you intend to try)

Afirri leaching thp Session

I Did you meet your bjectives? Why or --hy,not?

2 How well did your teaching plan work? Comments which. may
he helpful for you to recall later

2 7 ()
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MIltrUCO

TABLE 2

Coding Form for Videotape Review

Class: Econ.

METHOD
(4) Discussion

($tudent Initiated)
(3) Questions /Problems

(fromInstruetor)
(2) Lecture
(1) Other

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

(5) Complex Application
(4) Simple Application
(3) ExpositiOn on Theory
(2) Theoretical Concepts

Knowledge of Facts

1-10cl Objective

Expressions

Verbal

1-100

Section Tape No , 1 2 3

Method

EXPRESSIONS
Verbal Nonverbal

5) Supporttve- (5)

4) Receptive (4)

3) Neutral
2) Unreceptive (2)

1) 'Disapproving i I)

Objective

Expressions

Verbal Nonverbal

beep, the leviewer7critiquer records on the ,.oding form whit
going on at that -moment in the classroom After doing this for the
entire tape, one has a time series index of what methods were

--usecl. what type of learning was taking place. and what verbal and

non=verbal expressions e instructor projected This information

serves two purposes. Fir t, rt is valuable reformation for the re.

viewer/critiquer to aye for subsequent discussion Second it

provides the instruc h a measure of what he or she ,iid rn
the classroom to co pare with what he or she planned as re
corded on the Dail, eaching Checklist which the instructor filled

out before the tapi/ig For example, an instructor who planned to
lecture 25 percent of the time mj,ght not realiZe he or she actually
lectured 75 percent of the time until convinced by the coding
data

The revie is coding form currently used a1 Minnesota is an

obser.ation in. rument specially adapted for this protect It is used

by the reviewer(critiquer to get a judgmental measure of la). the
mettiorl erMileyed by the instructor (discussion. questionsrprob-
lems, lecture, other), (b) the learning objectivs (cornplex'applica-
Lion simple application exposition on theory theoretical con-
cepts, knowledge of facts) and (c) and (d) the verbal and Iron
verbal expressions (supportive, receptive, neutral, unreceptive or

disapproving)



The following operational definitions are used in coding:
a) Method

piscussionlf during the interval of observation the
critiquer observes the teacher primarily: listening to a
student-initiated point or question and briefly respond-
ing to it, it is recorded'as discussion (4).
Questions1Problemsif during the interval of observa-
tion the critiquer observes the teacher primarily asking
questions to which he or she expects an immediate stu-
dent response. it is recorded as questioning (3).
Lecture -11 during the interval of observation the criti-
quer observes the teacher primarily 'talking at' the stu-
dent, if recorded as lecturing (2).
OtherIt during the observation period the critiquer
observes the teacher doing such things as reading di-
rectly out of the text or .watching a film with the class,
the critiquer records "other" (1).

b) Learning Objectives
Complex application--The discussion, lecture, or ques-
tioning observed pertains to utilizing more than one
economics principle or concept in analyzing a, real
world problem (5)
Simple applicationThe discussion, lecture, or ques-
tioning observed pertains to using a single economics
principle or concept in analyzing real world or hypo-
thetical problems (4)
Exposition on theoryThe discussion, lecture, or ques-
honing observed pertains to proofs, intuitive explana-
tions, or analysis, of economic theory (3).
Theoretical 'concepts The discussion, lecture, or ques-
tioning observed: pertains to introducing and defining

,economic concepts such as comparative advantage,
opportunity cost, or law of demand (2):
Knowledge of lactsThe discussion, lecture, or ques-
tioning observed only pertains to institutional descrip-
lions, dates, names, and the like (1).

c) Verbal Expressions
SupportivelReceptivlf in the process of lecturing,
discussing, 'or questioning the instructor keeps Students
on task or reinforces student activity by positive verbal
comments or by changing tone of voice; speed of talk-
ing, or ,diction, the instructor is recorded as being r6.
cep-tive. For example, while lecturing:. the instructor
slows down to give students ample opportunity 'to take
specific notes: while questioning students the instruc-
tor, through probing techniques, leads the students to
the correct answer and then congratulates them for
critical thinking. Receptive (5) or highly receptive44) is
used to indicate the degree of support expressed.
Neutral The instructor is not observed to be changing
speech., patterns or verbal comments in any way which
would, tend either to support student activity or to belit-
tle students (3) :N=

LinrepeptivelDisapproving-11 in the process or teeter-
ing, discussleg, or questioning -the instriktor makes
verbal comments which tend to belittle students or show:
disapproval for students' comments; the instructor is re-
corded as ont'ecept7e(2) or highly unreceptive (1).

275
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d) Non-Verbal Expression
Supporfivellieceptivelt in the process of ledturing,
discussing, or questioning.,the instructor attempts to
keep students on task 0.4i reinforce student behavior

and comments by usine Anges in physical position or
facial expressions, theri Itbi.:she is recorded as being

4
receptive. For example, khile lecturing about a graph

on the chalk board the instructor walks toward the
board and points to the appropriate points on th,e

graph; while students are discussing a given problem
the instructor nods..and smiles in agreement! while ask7

ing a question the instructor takes a step toward the
student. Once again highly receptive (5) and receptive
(4) are used to indicate degree of supportive instructor

action.
Neutral The; instructor does not demonstrate any phy-

sical movement or facial expression which would tend
to be supportive or discouraging to students (3).
UnreceptivelDisapprovingIf in the process of lectur-
ing, discussing, or questioning the instructor uses phy-:

sical gestures, movements or facial expressions which
tend to derrionstrate lack of concern for students, ,or
'disapproval of- a student's comment, the instructor is
recorded as unreceptive 12) or highly unreceptive (1.

The coding form is segmented verocally.by 20-second time in-

teryals sequentially labeled 001, 002, 003, and so on, to 138 Upon
receiving a 20- second beep, the reviewer records what the G51 is

teaching. For instance, on the 34th beep (11 mm. 20 sec after the'
start of class on the videotape) assume the reviewer observes the
GSI initiating questions based on a real world problem which '16-

volves using one economic principle to obtain a Soli)eore tri..pos-

ing the question the G5-1 implies that even the ''dumbest- siudenl

in class should know the answer.. Assume.als-O that the reviewer

observes the GSI turn, and face away' kern the 101:1'ent iri posing

the question .UsIng the operational definitions giv6a_above, the
reviewer would record such an observation as follows

d.'

Obieco4e
4

Exp eSsions
Verbal Nonverbal

1

The 3 under Method indicates that the instructor initiated trig

question or problem. The 4 lor ObjeCtive indicates' That the
structor is looking for a simple application of theot_y Under'
heading ,Expressions the two) 's reflect the facil that the iristre

_gave both nonverbal and verb- pigns of strong disanprd-val an
unreceptiveness to the students_

,videotape demonstrating teachino
octives, and expressions has been davelnnad.by members cJi

. and the Center stall, For more details, see the Antormatt
on videotapes fnAhis. voluma* 4
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eviewing the en ire tape, the reviewer simply calculates, the

time ,the-OST went in using differnt Methods, objectives,

Preparing the Summary. jilling out the Summary Checklist for Video-

tape Reviewing is a less formal and:more subjeative procedure than coding.

As shown in Table 3, on p. 10 the Summary. Checklist is divided into four -

categoriesi.e., summary of videotape review"coding data, exposition

skills 4d physical characteristics, student - instructor interaction, and

organization and objectives. AB one goes clawn,the checklist the categories

become increasingly more'subtle and difficult, to carrect.-If is an

'instructor's first taping episode, the reviewer/critiquer and the instruc

tor should probably concentrate on Cate-gory 1; by the third taping, they

will have dealt with Category 1r and III problems and they 'can concentrate

on Category TV. The Summary Checklist actually has two.purpodest- first,

it provides important, data .for preparing-the exitique, and second, a -copy-

of the checklist earl be given to the instructor for re erence after the

critiquing session.

1211pari&Lthe Critique. To prepare the critiquing peasion the

reviewer/critiquer must first scheddle a time w tha CSI is free f

least tx.J*0 hours. Then all the data must be-collected and synthesized--

i.e;, Coding Forms, Summary.Ghecklist, GSI'a Dei_y Teaching Checklist,

Student evaluations (if4v auy, data from previous tapings, and

the tape itself. Using information the reviewer/critiquer

must set objectives for the critique. ,These objectives will depend on

the instructor and how many times that instructor
,

tor has been taped. A,

list should be made of all the points be made as well as when to atop

the tape. At this point the critiquer.is prepared.

HANDLING THE CRITIQUE,

How a critique is actually conductedudepends on the reviewer /'
. *

critiquer and the instructor. It is a very subjective process and no

familia exists for d successful, critique. Following is n lie eu

gested principles which have proven helpful-at Minnescita:

.The roviewf-Nientiquor should try to eslabiish'a friendly, re-
!axedatmosphere
2 .The reyiewericritiquer should be non - judgmental, the pur-
pose is, to improve iestruetom net judge-ttlem,,



TABLE

Summit), Checklist for Videotape Reviewing

I. Summary of Videotape Reyiew Coding Data

Learning.Objective Verbal Expression Nonverb 1-Expressio

II: Exposition,Skills and Physical Characteristics

Eye t 'ontdct

2. Mannerisms

3 Voice (pitch, rate. volume, arttc -ulatinn)

4 DQlrvery in general

5. Use --o blackboard (neatness, wise use t spa-Le)

III Student-Instryc intera

Question techniques ( n, closed, directed. ieversed, re

layed, rhetorical, thought-provokulg, pause or answers,

clear, preconceived)

2. Attitude protected negative or indiffel'ent)

3, Motrvatton of the students

IV. Organization and Objectives

General 'structure of CI
(10roduction:ptoVide'rateiencejlo,r.starting points
Sub-.parts r'sumrharized and celecired10 o6tline;

Ending: surtimatized'anO projected to the ne,?(t s'on

Ives he orshe set?

t

the instructor meet

- -
Are the ObJeCiitie

.:course goals?

session consistent



TM

itiqber s role Is to .make sugge to the
inst

, ...,
aiy-be elOptstkor-dIsregarded. .

The reitoriti_ /critiqUer should not try tilo-4cilange an inet.rue4 -
tors style but instead worknn improving that instructor's loch
niques and

reviewer/catiqber-slibuld itttiviw good communication
principles during the critique. It is quite uncohVincing to ex
plain tb an instructor that eye contact Is important wIllje you
stare at the ceiling. -

6.The reviewericritiquer shoffid.Mkepersonalities into account.
Some people are ,more defensfVe than otters, and the criti-
quer-must be ready to adjust remarkg accordingly.

7 .The'-',teviewer/critiquer should provide thce instructor wh
motivation

8 .The instructor should be encouraged to try to see himself or
herself as the students do. Many valuable insights are obtained
this way.

9 the reviewer/critiquer should make clear from jFhe beginning-',4
what is sexj!iecterf from the instructor. Before the first critiereing
the instructor musbe notified that th6bally Checklist must be
completed prior to the videotaping.

10 .The reviewer/critiquer should make sure that there is en
agreement as to what the GS! will work on and make a note of
this for the nextprping session.

11 .The reviewer/critiquer,should not try to do too much in one,
session; ocritique of a one -hour class should be kept to about
two or two-and-one-half hours.

12.txperience at Minnesota has indicated 'that at least threeluIr
videotapin episodes are necessary for most of the inexperi-
enced C$ in the program.

3.The reviewer/critiquer should' attend the GSI seminars.
Teaching skills learned in the seminars can be discussed and
reinforced during the critique:

14. The videotaping and feedback process shoulbe completely
confidential. The instructor should have complete controt.,over
who sees his or her tape. a%

279

Do=

DO'S AND DON'TS

Try to get tt instructor to
view himself ae students fiti

Focue, on one or, two. slain
pbinte in 4,st.th critique session

Don

to, simply tape arid view
tapes 4n a half hearted,
nan-sOtettatie manner.
Be jad ntal.
Put too Much ,in one critique:
session
Try to change n 'instructor
style (help him improve ,10).
Limit the program to one or
two eeesions per instructor.

2 7
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DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF TEACHING THROUGH.ThE USE OF .VIDEOTAPES
,Exeltise 1

. -

Review Notes

What equtptent and arrangemen are needed, to Mplemen

videotape evaluatio4 process

_ -

The three main parts of the Minnesota reviewing process are:

the Minnesota

The foul majo

Review are

categories on the Minnesota Coding Form For Videotape

4. The four cate o ieSofn coding teaching methods on the Vii:

tape Rev jorm are7,

(I)

(2:).

A3)

(4)

n esota dep-

The-five cate ties in codin- le

Videotape

(2)

eview'Form are:

g objectives on the Minnesota
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The five categories in coding verbal expressions" and no ex-
.

pressions onthe Minnesota. Videotape Review Fform are

1)

seven most Important sugge

the Minnesota reviewing pro

eh of Uuse'suggestione are _alp°

(1)

2) _ \_

AlandliOg'the urIrIq aspr

0 -_, prepared to exp. ain why



Chapter 12

TRBE AND -TNSTEUCTOR-EVALUATI

Teachers who /want to improve teaching are often searching or

more effective methOda.of obtaining helpful comments and Suggestions
0

about their teaching, Students are usually reticidnt; eollpagues and,:

othetirarely venture intb your classroom; and the course - instructor

evaluation systenis that operate in any colleges and universities are
, ,

not alwayaspecific e ougb;.to be mue elp.v .,

. 0

4 41

The goal ofd this chapter' is to desc4lbeo n comment on several

methods for otsaining AformatioriPanesuggestioni that can be of help,

valuation
* rin, improving one's teaching. 4 vox sty of couse-instructor

n S
forma is also ingluded to help illustrate_ what can be done.

4,

P __I: _ i
S -

COGNTIITEHOBJECTIVES
4 0.

Aftexpreadipg th

1. identify thre

0
,),,,teacing Filtrforma

A

liSt three advantages and disadVanktges of each method.
0 .

t 4
OBJECTIVES

chapter, you will able to

ethods for augmenting information on your

.1*

idejitify three different types of course-instructor
evaluatimikforms P

.AFFECTIVE OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter, youkill be able to

1. Value
t

iPibrtanee of Obtaining-additiona timely

informa_ on your teaching perfOrthanee .

2. develop yourOwn supplementary questions and /or Ori4a to

obtain the kinds of information you want to have about your

teaching.

-283-
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make use of the thtee methdds, asappropriate, in getting

additional infordatinn that might-be helpful An imprnyIng

.your teaching.
,.

:

Supplementary'Evaluati

Videotaping

Help from Peers

Concluslon

Append e Evaluation. Ft)
4%



-. .

ring the past
=

few years the
,
re curse aact

. _ ...*
--,

.

,insertiCtor evaluations has becOme. widespread in rican. college and.

universities, Much attention has focussed ontta. use %of these v uat4ona-, =

i

by departMents in making salary .p ions -add tenure deo:Mons a

atudents in deciding ilhat-CoursesAtiattaiee. teAticin shis--,;beeti
1

directed to how these and related, evaluat inattuments tan p;ovide

-the learning of thei students. . 1 =

loeful.informationthelpinstruCtorpipmrove the teaching-and,enhartee-

A brief reviewi tne course7fn
..'

?'

".

evaluatio4system. will set

_,

.. . .

-.

the stage for,our discussion. Tyfil y depVttmenta.t'ol4eges and, In
. ,

some.cases, systemwide units decide =td makes codprehensivc-oneir

:evaluStions.of all courses and all tnstrtfEtorset thi,end.tiVeac emest 'e

A questionnaire form-is developed op aa'exidtipefolim is adapted to licit
.

-the types -of information-deemed moStdadfuLWhe fopat of th ueetitin-i
.

naires requires multiple-choice answers th4 are.amaiaille to mit rni

_-_

tabulatiOn, Often,: some open -ended Aug__

Oa ewfacalty can-add. speCial questib a'.o

I

-home

The reaponseavto

the objective queations are; then e'ults of thq objec

.questiOne and the student response

nsuallTgiven to the ,instructor an

j-ctive quest ons are
v., .4v.

the4veparttedt chalrman, and,
. 4,.

. . .

sometimes-they a tso available to otbq coll gge okficials and !to

, ';' 4

students, In-most cases some summary tire o, thelicpaliensesvto o1
..,

a, few questions are taken as overall ind ()raga instructor perf

Tnterpretation of the evaluati qs4

nonexistent. They are simply returned to ho,are!then free

to do what they wish with them. Instruo whos its ale

consistently high may at some time find-theMselvea'a. ominated fiat a

teaching award. The vast bulk of instructors f d emaell.,win the
. -

broad middle range of the scale and are recognIze doin agonably
e

competent job. Instructors whose results arecon

rarely -are, called upon to discuss their teaching-"wit

be able to ovide them with help, Thus', although course evalua- on

information u4belly'collcted, it is of liMited,ueeful-

stimulating the self-awareness and.self-improvemeni.that-makes lor



oYed at e_

`Evpn hImpor readers o this nantial will have seen
i

iconrse-coursie-Instructo evaluation io thbu

ude a
.-.

one o more

it helpful

this hapter to,

e the kgr diversity. -of evaluation forms and the differing

on they proVide. ,Aw.the forms clearly indicate, three

les of information are. collected:- sment of the course,

sessment of 'the :instructor, and, information on the characteristics

he student respondents.. The rich body of information offers

ansidelrable potential for quantitative analysis by those who want to

ene hand, andexplore the interplay between,'the overall ratings on

Student course, and Instructor characteristics on the other. When this

:information can be combined with additional measures of student ability

(SAT scores, for example) and_student performance in the r.ourse (final

grades), it becomes possible to estimate a vaileiy c,f "production

functions" Of learning in eckomics. obtaining these additional

Measures, of course, requires the development, of a method of identifying

the respondents without compromising their willingness to give responses

that reflect their true views.

Instructors on receiving their 2,,a1Ja on results, frequently

find the-witten co ents more illuminating than the quantitative

indicators of their performance in specific areas (such as quality of

the lectures or the extent to which the exams measure stndent,knowledge).

This is .because the objective questions do net 4xplain why students

tsspoOded is they did while the open-endedanswdt prOvIde an opportunity

for into the motivations behind the responses.

NaKious other methods to augment the information. rovided by

.student evaluations also,exist., One is to employ supplementary evaluation
' . c

fort. Another is to view a videotape of one's own classroom performance,

A third is to seek the help of a peer who tan perhaps offer useful

suggestions. -Eacil of these suggestton- is discAsed below.

SUPPLEMENTARY EVALUATIONS

The typical institutional course evaluation occurs at near the

end of the course'when it is too late to correct any apparent

deficiencies noted ty students the course. The assumption, how



*
t4z

art of new semester she improve
...

Hut again, no of 1 mation shoat whether anyAmprdve-

ly ciccurs. can be obtained ntil yet inotheir semester has

aged o fill this gap by undertake

iearly ring the semester so that

287

lapsed. Instructors should be enc

thelvICown Supplementary evaluations

rev f:an,

pr

they wish, make what .seem to be needed and reasonableseem
, .

Two of the examples l In the Appendix e of mid-term student evalpation

ms: 'These forms nc variations on then6inelicit inforMation-that may

he helpful in,"adiastingtone's teaching and instructional practices.

Pa larly,for beginning instructors who have no track record, mid -term

evaluations can hS especially helpful in correcting some of the,ffiore

obvious deficiencies. An additional benefit comes from the possibility

that Improvements made early in the semester will result in better'-

evaluations at the en( of the semester. To the extent that students,

enjoy) the course more and learn more as a result--provided the costs of

making certain changes do not outweigh the benefits--our economic calculus

would - gest,goking the change. 'Ordinarily; there is no way of estimating

precisely what the benefits or costs will be. But to the extent that new
4

instructors are workin_ in the dark, and do know that their teaching will

be closely scrutinized, obtaining early feedback and corqadering making

appropriate modifications _s more than likely to pay off.

Whether or not a mid-term e`valuti.on is used, instructors may want

to undertake their own self-evAluatl

'self-evaluation !omit are also inclu

that the instructors answer essential-_

0 (Several examples of these

4 in*the Appendix.) They require

ame kinds-of questions as

ar answered the students. What ul,about this apprbach,.,

aside from forcing the Instructors to look object4vely at their eff
01

fs that the results can he compared with those from the student

Rvaluations and any disparities noted.' What instructors think they-

May be doing with considerable skill,mayrnoireceive similar marks from

Ftudents, and vice gerha". ,4usthecause there is a disparity doesrtot

necessarily mean that the faculty members should adjust to the behavior

siggested by thel* students. But disparities do help identify areas of

potential changeA imprvement.



A persistent criticism ofstlident.course-instructor evaluations is

that the anonymity lithe respondents encourages unfair 'comments and hide

the failure of acute students to meet the instructor and course material

at least half-vay. hus, the responses may tell more about the students

than the course or instructor , There are No ways to nannie One
*

is toto make - sure that the-end-of-course evalua C4ions ontain queOrions

asking about 'the treatment of specific topics in the course _ h can be

done by adding appropiatequestions-to the forms. Adother i,s to ask'

specifically about the extent of istudent_effort in e course; obvioualy,

the answers may be difftrult"to interpret but they do reflect a concern

to leek at what students are doing too. A third apprdach is tc obtain

more information about. the characteristics of the students at the beginning

of the semester; such" information may help pitch the material at the

proper level and take advantage of some .of the resources in the class.

Thus, information can be obtained through a start-ofrthe-term 'student

questionnaire. The example included here is rather elaborate, but it

has thevirtue of suggestin a variety of types of information that might

be usefd. o an instructor. For many instructors a much abbreviated

questionnaire would he adequate.

There afire, i short, numerous, ways of supplementing the regular

evaluations by using additional evaluation instruments. The cost

administering these other instruments cannot, of course, be ignored;
/

not only must the,questionnaire be obtained ©r devised and printed but

class time ( required f ©r students to fill,out the forms. This suggests

the need for limiting the number

information which willipeltisefuI

might be "interesting" t" possess. It also suggests the possibility of-
.

sampling:A small group of students rather than the entire claps,

articularly_in large courses.

EOTAPING,

Perhaps-the most effective wAy of getting studs

questions to obtaining only that

ether, than a mass of information that

your teaching
1

swing. Most people find the experience tan interesting and valuable
.-

one, and i.onsiderably less threatening than they may have muiected.

Much can be gained from wa=tching a yideocape of your teAthing: Some-

eye view, of

to have a class videotaped and replayed late] for your
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obvious and diatraeting mannerisms-May b-e-gpottedi a-bet

speaking pace and-diction can emerge; eye contact can be checked; black-

r- sense ofone-Ls

board techniqubs -can be atudied; and so- forth. Many colleges and

universities now have portable videotape equipment that can be:brought

intoclassrooms to do the videotaping. in Pthertasea, the:claas may

have:to:meet in a spetially equipped Toot when the Videotaping is done.

,MOst:peoplefind'it preferable-to have:the videotape equipment brought-

to their classroom so as to-avoid the diarUption associated with teaching

in an unfamiliar room. But even so, videotaping the class can create

problems. Occasionally, students freeze up,when A class session is video,-

taped, Usually, however, they quickly forget that the taping is.gOing

on, espeCially if the equipment is situated in a back,corner of the room

and out of most students view To the extent that:the videotaping can

'be done conveniently, it is probably best to have several tapings4rring

a semesterboth to capture the-various'forts of teaching (lecture,

discussion, et.. and to pick upv changes that may be observable ovAa

semester.

It is sometimes also usefulatherthan relying on your own diagnosis,
. .

to ask a colleague who is concerned with good teaching to view the tape

with yoU and offer suggestions, Alternatively, there may be other experts

on catpurswho are available and can be.prevailed upon to critique y

tape. Finally, there are systematic feedback prOcesses such.as that

destribed.in the chapter on the Minnesota videotaping evaluation system.

HELP FROM PEERS

Athird possibility, valuable but often difficult to pursue, is to

seek help from an understanding cokleague whom you know as non-threatening.

This can be done by asking for help with some teach problem, Trevalling

UpOnka colleague to observe one of'.your-clasies,. or seeking:oUt other'

assistance that might be available on your campus: There may be -a roster.

of experienced, expert teachers who can serve in this capacity, or there

may be a teaching center that Trovidea this'type ofserVice. The

advantage of seeking,help from:others ig:the opportuiity it creates. to
, -

develop a cortinuiiig discussion of teaching' that can be highly rewarding.'

*early, i Paya!to 'search out someone who is known as a 'good teacher.

And Who is Concerned' with the quality of his own teaching. Such a persOn

2 5



ar. more able and likely to offer,helpful advice and counsel than a

Colleague pidked4 -ndotai and such a person Will be much

than a typical depa n al/airman.

-as threatening

The-MOre Speeifil your questions, the more likely it that peer help

will proVe useful. well is my materiel organized and hbO:might the

organization be improved?" -"How effectite am in posing anairable

questions,and obtaining responses from a variety of my students ?" "Do

speak slowly and clearly enguiH1 and with enough variation to p6rmit

students to underStatia Me and.yet not be lulled to sleep or.day dreaming ?"

These are far mere:Useful in.provoking responsesthat mean something than

requests for a.general eValuation.

CONCLUSiON-
..

Three approaches to course and` evaluation have:been

(sketched out here. The first involves using supplementary evaluation

forma to obtain additional information on one's teaching performance; the
4

second provides another "student view" of your tqaching, as seen through

a videotape of your classroom activities; the third involves the, use of

colleagues to provide suggestions anehelp, None of these avenues of

1,help should be neglected, because'they can all make effective, contributions

to improving, one's teaching skills.' =.

EXERCISES

'Obtain the course - instructor evaluation form use at your inSeitution-
And eomparejt with the forlos4,included.in the App-ndix. Wbat are the
most significant differences between your form and one of those included
here?

- Prepare /I'm_ erm eyalustion.fsrm that you believe would elicit useful/

A.nforAtion t your course'iN your teaching as of, say, the fifth_'

WeekOf'the semester.

How would your own 'persohally designed end-of-t4rm evaluation form di _er
from the mid-term form you designedin (2) above? Why?

Design an instructor self-evaluation form that could be used in c njunc7
tien with your institntion's:course-ihstructor form for students.



e

AFFEAbIX

As noted in the text,ia. variety of courseevaluatiOn instruments

been,assembled to shoW the range or forms in use lobe of these forms, is
=

necessarily recommended; In fact. `many of the forms arefar:to0-lotigin

light of their intended rise. A more limited range of dbjeCtive questions

can usually.apture the flavor of coursses,and instructors; supplemented

With open-ended-huestio s to-yield specific comments and suggestions.

helpful as indications of how one's teaching can Me improved. such

comments offer interesting' insights into the nature. of one's students.

The various forms are listed first and then a.few,comM'entson the

forms.nre offered (the farms themselves follow this disCussion).

I. End.of Course Student, Evaluation Fors
,

1, Indiana University, introductory Economics

University of Minnesota

. :Educational Testing Service

End of CourSe Faculty Evaluation Form

,l. Educational Testing Service

Iii. Mid-Term Student EValuAtion

1. Educational Testing Sery
.

,

,Usiversity of Minnesota

Start of Course udent

University of Minnesots-
P

'Form has bee designed for a specific Course and reflect

quest ;ion: ttt the t- Bing -staff of tbe c urse wants to vain for the

particular. "form, embraces a e range' of questions in the

;
-

objecttve-1. bons, it wisely. and emphasizes constructive
,-

--commIhts lic'open-esde0 questions, and it does this by focusing

`.attention on. the most important suggestion for improVement. The

ive itvof. isnesota and the Educational jesting SerVice Forms

"Sl.12-3 both try to get at essentially the same matters. Only thp
.

Mienegrta formAthe Supplementary Form) allows for opet-yeided 4sponses..
. 4 .

4' Form is uni to becsdpe`jt is correlated with Ott g fOrt 1.3 for

IV. ation Form..

tents. This permits the identification:of dispak4ties n the views

students and that..oA theinstrivtor. yeti are'at an institutiop

2 7



`which'has differs

could notdevel

subsequent compariap

the one shoWn here, there is:no reason Why.

-a form parallel to it for your self evaluation and

with the result-s of the student evaluation.

?arm III.I.and 111.2 illustrate What can be done to obtainearl.Y.

udent reactions to an instructor's fetching. Elaborate forifs:such as

theib are not re'quired; much useful tnformation Can be obtained by simply

Oking students to give.their snggedtrons-on a blank sheet of paper

provided to them, :Please'note to preserve anonymity,

important to have th&CommentsrYped by the sedretriai staff.

The *sal form,OW.1) °Ugh' inf.K-esting possibilities for obtaining

.-henchmark data on_students,Eheir abilities, antftheir expectations.

°the infdrmaton Usefur=ln evaluating theAimpaCt of a conise on, students

_obtained through sOch'questionnairea.

on-use ofdForm

A standardized course and instruCtor. evalnatia o_rm administered _ 11_
.aectioni of E101 and ElOks.each semester'by "outsider",when the in-.

mStructor

Is not in the roo . -J'hedtrectiOns entourage.comPlete'Andor;Thtu-'
(lent Anonymity is assured, ?land Special ,Ifforts are made to set a hid) response-

- .. .

rate. -In Selecting questions fat. the uistrutAar-eyalnation part of the ,gues
tionnOre (questions #7-25}, we conscionsly'snoght -tiromit 'quesLionsibaf- ..

deai,anly,with popularity or personality, and tit trian.to inciude,ouly-ques.
tions that nsychologiCal theoryindicates are sssOilated1Witfrstndeni learn

., .

ing. 'By .Vmiting questions Ly various aspects of 4lbservable.instruiAorhe-
haviar-, we, hoped that low. eating's Might gfVe an :insttucfor -speOfIc informs:.-
tion on how_heor she might improve his di her performanc designing:ant,°
evaluation clues- onnaire we also avoided a formaC thStpermitS.s 41-Atsa

simply mark a- tandarg response on A single eheet. .We have tree a' aide'.(54 force
students o read ond'answer each.iteM separately, and.space is provided for-,
written comments on each' question. c-

, ,
. ,

-twelve-consecutive semesters sophisticated statistical a alySes 141/e-been.
. r . .,

. employed-to compare ,an instructor
,f

.s-studencgra _ h the per ance.of-
his or her students on a common multiple Tboic iia the final -e dm le-

_

.

halding the'. influence -,of other variiables.,.onstant!. TiTese studies have. folind

.
a positive and,statistically significant-a-ssaelation'betWeen student eicad.,
performance and aninstructorls ratings an the following eight 4tiestionse
#7,---#9, #10, 19:r, #14, #17-, #20, and ille, Foranore irfermarton'see: - Phial p

,,
gaunders, °Experimental Course'DeveldpmenP iii introductory Economic a

it

indlouta UniversitY", Journal of Econdmic Rducarion, Snecial Msue.No 4 Fa 1I
. .

1977, pp . -17."



Form 1.1. Indiana v_ersity

r-_
This evoluation is fo b., conpletply anonymous. Do not putereuename anywhere. Your instrue

I not be givenOthiaavaluation end comment
shirk until after it has been studied by our course

evaluators-. 'andfnut.intil after all;, grades ttSlie been turned in for this course:

So that your responses can be compared with other inforestion sucking your.final course grade,

itoweverryoti7ohould-itidiest.--your-----
student_nuMbitr_in the epees expvided on the aspirate answer

!sheet-. Your instructor will never see the separate answer sheet, it will eventually be estroye and--

your complete anonymity la assured.'

Please take your time and'enswer each question carefully. In Addition to marking your response

in pencil on the separate gnawer sheet, add es many comments.as you wish on this evaluation form. Our

evaluators will consider carefully any criticisms or compliments you care to mike. If you do not' haw

enough time rw write all of the comment's you want, you are urged to write letter directly to the

"Chairman. Department of Economics." These evaluations will be used in'teurse And. teaching eleignmenta.

Correction of.cOurse and teaching ,; "problems, "' and nominations for teaching awards.

In marking responses on the separate answer. sheet* follow the directions below and nee a pencil.

On not, use a pen.

!'105 COURSE AND INSTRUCTOR EVALUATION-

ft. Put your-

Student Information

student number in the appropriate part of the answer sheet.

the sectioni.D. number w en on the blaOtboard, and put this number in spaces 1-4

10f whete you put your sex and student number.

in out

Answer the remaining questions below and in rt I of the separate answer shiet. Note the number before each

question below,, read the queation,carefully. eir.cla your response on this tom and blacken in,ths appropriate-

space na the separate answer ahem[.

1
nits secriov of 4J.03, Introductory Economics,

carries the subtitle that is written on the blackboard.

Were you aware of this subtitle when you enrolled in this section of the course

Yes
B. No

1t1= you taking tlrla course on a required or en elective basis'

11

Xequi red

Klective

Pteriaa indicate what trade you now reasonably expect to receive in this course!

A. n

r. C

D.

1.

wee your attitude t the subject matter of this course the be innin the

Very interested
4 Slightly interested

Neither interested nor 'Uninterested

Slightly uninterested
E. Very uointerested

Ytaur. attitude toward the subject matter of the course, now, at the end of the a

A. Very interested
8. Slightly interested
t. Neither interested nor u,tintereeted

D. Slightly uninterested
E. Very uninterested

Knowing what you now know. and if you hed it to do all over again, would yil'u elect to take this course if

ft was not a required course'

h. Definitely
Probably
Not Mire
robebly oot

Definitely not
2 8



natruCtOr Evaluation,

The'next l2 stetesents f7-28) are abOut your instructor. in moat comma you are asked to indicate
Whether you (A) Strongly Agree, (1) Agree, (C) Neither Agree or Disagree, (D) Disagree, (EY Strongly

Disagree. Nose the Amber before each statement below, reed the statement carefully, circle your rea0Mhse

on this sheet, ona blacken irefthe appropriate apace on the'eeparate answer sheet. reel free to add any
comment, youmlah'Oirthis sheet. Mama mike a special effort to comment in the apace following situation

/28.,

7. The instructor seised vary enthusiastic about teaching this course.

A. MronglyAg
S. , Agree

C. . Neither Agr__ or Disagree

D. HI:agree
S. Strongly Disagree

4

Conti

Ts inatructor' attitude , toward students was sympathetic nd,helpful. He (Or she) seemed genuinely"-~-
concernad'that the student understand the subject matter in the :toured.

:A. ,StrosiglyAgree
4. Agree
C. Neither Agree or Disagree

D. Disagree
E. Strongly: Disagree

The instructor made the objectives and purposes of the course and individual assignments very clear.

Comment,.

ways knew what was expected of me-.

t.
D.

S.

rongly Agree
rsa

Neither Wile or DiSagree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

10. The hogework. :exams
bogged down in triv

Comments

nd quizzes seemed clearly aimed amajor learning objectives,,snd did not get
pointe or minor details..

A. Strongly Agree
S. Agree
C. Neither Agree or Disagree

D. Disagree
E. Strongly Disagree

kl. The homework. exams, and quizzes were graded and returned promptly.

A. Strongly Agree
B. Agree

C. Neither Agree or Disagree

D. Disagree
E. Strongly Disagree

12. The homework, exams, and quizzes were graded fairly and imparti

A. Strongly Agree
B. Agree
C. Neither Agree or a ree
D. Disagree
E. Strongly Disagree

Comment'

Cpmmegla

Comments

13. The feedback on homework, exams, and quizzes use very good, and enabled me to understand clearly

how well 1 vam''doing in the course,

b.

C.

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither Agree
Disagree j

Strongly Dimas

grad

Commints



The, instruct took his teeehinp seriously

A. Itrongly,Agree '40

U. Agree
thee Agree or Disagree

D,- PisagrW
Strongly Dfasgrep

The instructor seemed'to!pitch the Course t

majority.

A. Strongly Agree',
, Agree

Neither Agree or DisagrA
D. Disagree
I : -, Strongly Disagree

ntructor seemed to p
orlty.

end Vas always.wel prepi'eed for regulm
Comenents.4

e, better Otudents, and tended to Ro

Comments

fest for the

Strongly Agri
Agree
Neither Agree or Disagree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

eh the,eourae to.thepoorer students, andatende go too

17. the _ tru tor's voice and speaking Obi

A Strongly Agree
It. Agree 1'

C. Neither Agree or Disagree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

ty made

instructor was free from dist

icuit.

A. Strongly Agree
, II. Agree

Neither 4gree or Disagree

D. Disagree
Strongly. Disagree

cting or annoying personal mannerisms that. made _e n_
! I

-eta

0

19 The'instructor provided ample opportunity to discuss sfAd raids uestione about nu

In class.
Coriments

1 Strongly Agree
;1- B. Agree

C. Neither Agree or Disagree
D.0 Disagree
i. Strongly Disagree

presen

20.. ?tn explaining difficult points, the instructor was able to go beyond the textbook and supply u

examples and applications. °

A. Strongly Agree.

B. Agree
C. Neither Agree or Disagree

D. Disagree,
E. Strongly Disagree

The instructor seemed to encourage and value reasonable disag

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither Agree or Disagree

D. Disagree
E. strongly Disagree

Comments

about points
Comments

sad in el s.



Z96

,:22 Ths:Anstructer .ma4e CtveUsao the b chbosrd emphaiisin and'explainihg po nts.
Comments'

A Sgtongly Agri,

AgrO .

.NeLthar Agree or Disagra-,

'D.° PinaiTSI,
Itrongli:Dipigree

23. The instrc:or's presentations could have been improved with the us
imaation.gasa,'Wovies, and/Or other teaching aids..

ongly Aar
B. -Btu:

ithar Agree o
Dlaigree

E -nilYtlis410418

'-en'eve sadf.pro

2C The instructor madehies avAi.lable for outaof -ciass consultation and diecuaelon.
Comments

2%

26

rrongly Ogres
gre.
dither Agree or Disagree
-skise

trongly Disagree

The instructor so aroused my
formal course requirements..,

A. Strongly Agree
. Agree

Neither Agree
D. Disagree

(Strongly Disagree

eagree'

merest at. was inspired to ihvestigate the subject beyond th

V
In. teams of overall teachine effecti*eness,and compared
you have had at I.0 , how would youiraeleryour instructor

PLEASE
COMMENT

One of the very best
Above-average
Average
Below average
one of the very o

on had another chance to get this,inste

Try hard to get into hls/herisectIon
B. Be pleased to have him/her again, but would notseek, hlm7her Out
C. Not care one way or the other
D. Rather not have him/her again.
E. Try hard to chauge.sections'(if assigned

28. What one,thing could your inetructor dm to

COleManta

to 7 they lettot uctora
in this courser-

Commenti

actor another 4ourae. would you

o him/her

Improve his /her effectiveness as a teacher?



Cou-se EVa n

The ilext l statementa,
whether"you (A) ronglyiAgre
Disagree. Not the number be
aptinse 'on th e.aheet and b

ut the Course. In moat cases, yOu *x.1.80(4446 Indicate
Neither Agree or Disagree, (D)'Diaegret, (E) Strongly
nt below, reed ths statement carefully..Liras your

prcKtAte_space_orLAha_sowate-anever,oheeti--*
-

f Yon' ve no basis for s
. _-

the.separate answer sheittob aseparate

Fell.,free'to hd any.qamments
the apace fo ing question 114

Aubj t_:aatter :

..Strongly Agree
Agree '4

G. Neither Agree or 'D
D. .Dissgree

Strongly Dieigr

urea

OT CIRCLE any 'response and laaVe the appropriate space

Please mak* a special of tn comment

Comment
A . Strongly Ag e
S, Agree
C. Neither Agra or iiiang e

D. Disagree
Strongly D a

The topirs covered in th

A. Strongly Agree
R. Agrde

A C. Neither Agree or
D. Disagree

Strongly.Ui

Oizeof _

e end integrated..

COMmehte'

e claee W40 this type of ce_ e.

_ h V Agree
Agree
Neither Agree:o
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

The class m facilit

A. Strongly Agiee
B. Agree.
C. Neither Agree or ee
D. Disagree
E. Strongly Disagree

The, textbook provided alsubstanti

this claps we'

4

appropriate for thiertype of course.
Comments

Strongly Wee
Agree
NeitherAgree
Disagree
Strongly Diaalree

contributihn to what I learned from this course.

Comments

293



Tegul.r,tai *iingi
-CA aiiat,I..larirniA IA

dad sd6stential

A. Stro

4.Sre*'/1
1. 410 ir,Srow or," iragrrr

y .

.100r00d . 'lot ft

-Agree

thii course.

_crer Agree di-Dimas_
-aree

rongly.DIsogre

exult of my experience in

ongly Agree
Agree h

Seined Agree: or Disagree

Disagree
Strongly Di

ke to take additional IcoUrsee in cono c

Comments'

Compared to textbooks you haVe used in other introductory 1 es at _

theme in this course? '

One of toe verv'bolat
'AJove tverage

C. overage
D. 'below averag

lue of .the very

compared to required readings

Leuta..-. at 1.U., how would you

A. thC.Viny beet

Apove average
Average
Below average'
Crane of the very worst

other than the principal_t kapok)
rate the required roadiala lo

CJ menta

u d you rate the

you
cou

have used
se?
comment*

40. What one thing could d'be done to most improve the eitectieness of this course?

PLEAS E

COMENT s

1 tiler introductory



in- 2 Ui verEd ota 299

vainat ion

nt

Ininstruction

n fcinn

tut tor .A

Course

nivry measurement sery es center
9 dap AtiffIl-m*404, mmOpm 5 i

lAsTE01"-014WINAR4DES017m
DESCRIBING. INSTRUCTOR BERAVil.r, ,

BOTH

1 atn., -3. PARTS
must be o3 nst -d

uarter 6laYear

.1 FRE 1 ,NCY OF OCCURENCE,

1adicato the -frequency of oc-

curCii.e,p ch behavior by
etrel 1 the number of the ap
p p tote al eroative. .

IMPORTANCE

Indicate Ae importance of thi
behavior, to you as it r--Gates
to the course being eYalOited.'
circle the number of the,apOro-

, priate,alternative.

Is

of
nectlab

is teachpg

kninely iaterested

med on the ?lala well Ant.

Presented.

'Oa:arty, indicate?. wh

test.; wi l.1 ,:over,

,

dietecial"

5_stimalates curiosi,,ty
'subject matter

Has di, ireres
presentation. /

7. Organizes hid leutUres wel..

ui h

Clearly inte p
and theories.

s abstrsacrt idreas.

Attempts to t lnulate el. time

WI1 (ties

4

10.4 ' Keeps tare con, moving rapidly
enough for the material.

11. Make§ good use of examples and
illustratins.

12. Relate .11-1 material of this
'gourse It other area of

knowle

Pr(sents ot.
view.

Discuss
field.

15. Is aware

difficd

16.. Mac'e--

)inti

flows various points

retest _velopments.,in c4

when
y in

1

std rents are having'.

understanding a topic.

Itc --h topic fits/

17. !lives exyaanations
rho pqtot

18, wAlclnws

19.

ea I

questions I turn studpn

r

u,limidu,11=,

fir

2

1 2



14.

FREODENCY,O OCCURRENC -10Pmui

lit defines student responsii
_ties in the course.

A %

21... Demands a.reasonable amehht-7-0f.

work. 4 A ,

Invites criticism of h s own

ideas=

23. Is en,thusias c 'about-hissubject.

24. Is tumkrrtlis at appropriafe times.

Gives adequate information during
the course regardingstudent progress
through'quizzest tests nr other feed-:

back.

26. Encdurages class discussion.

ease use ems 27 through 31

280

L

umn

40

5 3

5

3

responding to any items 'specially developed ".

29.

31.

FOR ITLMS 32 THROUGH P

ins,t, rut t r

AN

4

ease circle the- iiilmber of rIi a

rile ily,00e number furs each 1,

32.- What is
A

verall v31 ie . othis -nurse to yu!

Not" Slightly

titsValble Valuable
1

32. Whtch sex are you?

1. Male

VaLu,iS

, 2. ,Female

0

34. Which of th-qiMilo-ing apply 6 you?
I.

Segqiiumutt / enior
Freshaan'

is arive grade point average (GPA./3-

Very

rl VaikL4b le w

4

Extremely
Valuable

(0y,u6J,Ate StudeuC

Speclaf,-

A

1.99 or leas 3, 2.51 - 2.99 5, 1. _ - 4.00

.00 - 2.50 3.00 - 3.50

r

36. WI -glade do your to get in this rourseL

.37. IF -e within your major program:

_. Yes

this course

-Required

qUited re optional?

J column

44

tt I I t'

1. N

Audit
9. Other (please -,pecity)

4



o I tine n

1

STODENT frOrquestA:Onn
=

(41%eq you Course
_an opporAbni Lo evAluate
this cou your own war-
'and to recoifirrieltdat4ons': Instructor .____

For lt, imor vement. Pleils..',

be frank. per And Dora

ntructive -
uarteri 8;SURVEY

surl E mEr\ir measurement vice center,
9 client! *nue s rapoht Mesita ,5541I

Please describegourself
ir Nur tpfiflit of View:

rt of

7

0

,prder. to 4ivo 4 r inS.routtoi

'WA

n de a ,,of

Grading ,Vt on: A N S1, 40ther,

what rPason_

4

u taki, 'this course!'
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4UOW much and in what wayS'clo you feel this cou

to your education?

has contribute l

Please comment on I ollowtn chara eristiG,s of the indtruotor

as they enhanced or __etracted rom the course:

His/her'gra

Communica

material

Attitudes toward students



5. What things. bout this course of" insinstructor particularly heightened

o dimirri he your rwAivatton really to 'get into the subj t matter:2'

Plea-7sc r.ommont,briefly on
of ar 9r ail of the folio 1

Phis conrse or t what you qo

ar
hey ref

It:

engths and/or weaknes
your experience n

Redd ini Witerial

Test

ndou I 5

411 en

TeachD g Rssistant

Otiwt £t me

ioursell

1

2 9 .



about the course aheth

PLease make any fart:
improvement here.-

right U L9/4

laativ timentL ;e

_asi -ument Dolvel,

mantra f(1 noir:
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ire

Form I.3.
o

STUDENT INSTRUCTIONAL REPORT-

305

This questionnaire Ofes- you an Opportunity to express anohyMously your views of this course
and the way it hos been taught. Indicate the response closest to you:- view by-blackening the
appropriate oval. Use a soft lead pencil (prefelably No. 2) for all responses to the questionnaire.
Do not use an ink or balrpoint pen

SIR Report Number .

SECTI Item '1'20. Blacken one respOnS9 ['Limber for each question:

NA (0) NotApplii aisle or don't know, The oat,.rtient does not
apply to fh is eourlikr insfrjuc tor, or you $anttly are not
able, to gikeA knowiedgeotao response

ly Agree. You strongly agree,with the statement'SA 14)

as it applies to this course or Instructor.
A Agree. You agree ino're than you disagree with the suite .

merit as it alio'', s. tic this course or instruct0,.
0 (2) Disagree. You disagree more than you agree with the

statement as it applies to this COolO.Se or instikictor
SO 111 trongly Ltisagit,. You strongly tit agree V, I th the

ctotimiatit tw it oppilos to this uourso or instructor,

1. The instri s ohtectives tot the course have been mete clear

2. There was consuVable agreement betwetin the announced ohiectives of the course and

what was'actually taught
3. The instructor used class time well
4. The instructor waTteedily available fur consultatron with students
5. The instructor seemed to know when students dirlf1-1 Understand the material.. . . .

6. Lectures were too repetitive of what in the te. tbook ... . ...

7. The instructor enco.irdeed sturkrits t!? think turn the
8. The instructor sgerund genuine:1st ctitILP: tied svirti students' progress and was actively

helpful..... . . ..

9. The instructor made helpful cur ()merits on papers or ex dais

10. The instructor raised charienginq Eltikr .t101,', or problems for discussion

r this class . free ,o ask questions (ir expiewrily11, thi I

12. The instructor was well prepared fie each class
13. The instructor tolfWilents how they eveuld he evaluated in the course..
14. The instructor summarized or emphasized mejorpoints inLectures or discussions.

15. My interest in'the subject area h a lineal stimulated by 'this'CourSe .

16. The scope of the course has been too 'Lau ted. not enorigh Mater lal has been coveted

17. Examinations reflected the importo it aspects of the CntitSe
18. I have been putting a good deal. di I into this course

19. The instructor was open to other viewpoints
20. In my opinion, the instructor hos accomplished ris accomplishing) his or her objectives

for the course

.......

,NA

tel

A 0 SD

ci

SECTION II Items 21-31 Blacken one rest) numbui for each question.

21. For my preparation and ability, the
level of difficulty of this course was

r:r Very elementary 8urnewla;lt ditto I t

e Somewhat elementary rT` Ver y di f ir t

Cr About right

22. The work load r this course in rela
to other courses of equal credit was

Cr Much lighter
Lighter
Alpert the same

Iledvier
he,wiet

23. For me, the pace at which the instructor
cover ed the material during the term was:

Very slow
Somewhat slow
lust about right

SOniessrliat fast

Very fast

24. 1 o what extent did the instructor use examples
or illustrations to help clarify the material?

I- newerMy

Occasionally

Seldom
's Never

Ouestronninre con tut )1 u the other stele.

Copyright 1911 by
Nii bars raf the Student InSt
in any 1019= ivithogt oarteArdo

re -sting Service. All Rights Reserved.
epoir May ire adapted or reproduced

none from the publisher

572MI1C1141,200X

283567
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25.

'1'

26.

Was class size satisfactory for the
method of conducting the class?

28. What grade do you expect to receive in
this course?

Yes, most of the time a, Na, class was too small A Fail

No, class was too large -4' It didn't make any differ-
,

2' B Pass

ewe one way or the other C a. No credit

Which one of the following best ^;) .11 Other

deist has this course for you?

(-a; Mei requirement or College requirement but

elective.vvithin major field not part of my major
Minor requitement or . or minor. field
required elective out- . 'A) Elective not required In

side major field any way.

'41-( Other
27. Which one of the following was your most

important reason fur selecting this course?

ii Friend(s) re. orninereled it
(: Faculty advi5or'r ecci;nmendation ,

iTeacncr's excelient leputatroll
Thourpt I cu lu mai:ft a good Tad:,

1, Could use pdssinu credit option
s - It was requir
T St ibect interest

-t3 Other

29. What iF your approximate cumulative
grade-point average?

2

4'

3.E.0 4.00

3.00-3.49
2.50-2.99
2.00-2.49
1.501.99

a 1.001.49
7. Less than 1.00
to None yet-treshMen

or rranl.ter

30. What it your class level?

F rest): aiin Senior

Sophomore s Ciriduate

3 Junior a Oticr

31. Sex:

Female

Male

SECTION III Items 37-39. Blacken one response number

for each question.

Over II, I would lute the textbook(s)
Over fll. I would rate the supplementary eadiiigs . . ....

Overall, I would rate the (111.)iiry of tire exams... ... ..... ....

35. I would rate the general quality of the lectures

36. I would rate the oeerall value of class discussions

37. Overall, I would rate the laboratories
38. I would rate the over all value of Oats course to me as

;0

3,

0

'71

3, a

5,

5

39. Compared to other instructors you hirve had (secondary school and college), how effective

has the instructor been in this cour.o? (Blacken one response number.)

One of the most More effective Not as effective

effective than most About as most

(among the top 10%) (among the top 30%) average (in the lowest 30%)

3)

line of the least
effective

On the l(ivvest 10%)

SECTION IV Items 40-49. If the instructor provided supplementary questions and response options, use

this-section for responding. Blacken only one response number for each question.

NA NA

40. -1), Ti 2; ;14 . 4 V

41. (4- .1.) .1) (2, (.1, 1-; ti) I; h. i

42. .o" 0 t IL 4 ) 1' V;

43. (ID .-tr i 4. i. d, 7 l; P;

44 i , i, A. (4: i (.., 7 I, 4

45. I 2 I 1' , I. 0

46. 0 1 7 i .- 7 I ;8; ^7

47 0' I 2 A 4 1 9 1 V

48. e 1 '2 t 7 .I. 6 i

49. 3 2 , 8 I

If you would likeNthai.dko additional comments about the course or instruction, use a sei4irate

sheet of paper. You minlit elaborate on the particular aspects you liked most as well is those

you liked least Also, hov.r can thii course or the v.,,ry it was taught ho improved? PI 1-AS1.

GIVE THESE COMMENTS ID THE INSTRUCTOR.

If you have any comments of suggestions about this questionnaire I for example, the ontent or

responses available). please send them to: !At Instructional Report. Edircaticei.i. Ter-ting

Service, Princeton, New .Iersey 08540.



Form II.1 ETS (to be completed b the instruc or
-

Please respond to each item according to how you would describe this course, you

or the students enrolled. The items parallel those 4h the student form and wi

portunity to .seeif some of the items are tapping information already known'':

ructors.

Your Name,

SE1TTON 1. Items 1-4.

Name of Course

Directions.: Circle
pen or

For the students enrolled, the pace

atwhich the material in this course

307

r teaching,
ive us the
ost in-

one response number for e` } question. Use any

pencil you have handy.

In my opinion the work load for this

course in relation to other courses

is being covered is:
1 Very slow

is probably:
I Much lighter

.2. Somewhat slow 2 Lighter '

3 Just about right 3 About the same

4 Somewhat fast 4 Heavier .

5 Very fast 5 Much heavier

For the students enrolled, the level

of difficulty of this course is:

1 Very elementarT
2 Somewhat elementary
3 About right

Somewhat difficult
5 Very difficult

4. The extent to which I have been using

exampleS and'illustrations'to help

clarify the material of(this course
1 Frequently
2 Occasionally
3 Seldom
4 Never

SECTION lI Items 5-21. l i -ct 61-1s Circle thenumber that represents the

closest to your opinion.

NA (0) Not Applicable or_don't know. The statement does not apply to this course or

your teaching, or you

SA (4) You strongly agree with the statement as it applies to this

course or your

this course or your teaching.
Disagree. You disagree more than you agree with the statement as it applies

to this course or your teaching:

SD (I) = flangly_2LEsare. You strongly disagree with e statement as it applies to

this course or your teaching.

A more

simplyy are e

disagree

n ot able to give a knowledgeable response.

sponse

with the statement as it applies to

NA SA A D

I feel my objectives for the course have been made "clear to students.. 0 4 3

There has been considerable agreement between the announced objectives

of the course and what is being taught.._- 0 4

feel that 1 have been using class time well 0 4 3 2 1

8. 1 have been readily available for consultation with students 0 4 3 2 1

9. 1 feel I know when students don't understand the material........ . 0 4 3 2 1

10. I encourage students to think for themselves in this course 0 4 3 2

11. I have been genuinely concerned about whether students learn and'try

to be` actively helpful
0 .4 3 2

12. 1 make a point of adding helpful comments on students papers or. exams 0 4 3 2

13. I have been raising challenging questions or problems for discussion 0 4 3 2

14. In this class, students are free to ask questions or express their

opinionr,
2 1

15. I think that I have been well-prepared for each class.. . ...t...... 2 1

16. I have informed students of how they would be evaluated in the cou e 2 1

17 I have summarized or emphasized major points of lecturesordiscu on. 0 4 3 2 1

18. 1 feel that students' interest in the subject area is being m lated

by this course
0 4 3 2

Students seem to be putting a good deal of effort Into this course 0 4 3 2

20. 1 feel that I am open to other vie Dints= . . 0 4 3 2

21. T feel that I am accomplishing obj ctives for the course at t s point 0 4 3 2

2 1

303
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Midstmester
Form 111.1 ETS STUDENT INSTRUCTIONAL REPORT

The codes SA(1) , A(2)/.
have been reversed
SA(4) A(3) in the
sates_ t revision of his
form.

Name of Instructor

Name of Course

This questionnaire vet you an opportunity to express anonymously your perceptions of this course

en taught. Responses will bc, summarized and given only to your instructor.and the way it hay_

SECTION 1. 1 ems 14. Directions: Circle one response number for each question, Us y pen or
"`pencil you have handy.

For file, the pace at which the instructor
co7ers the material is:

Very slow
-2 Somewhat slaw

lust about right
4 Somewhat fast
5 Very fast

For my preparation and ability, the level
of difficulty of thiseourse is:

I Very elementary
2 Somewhat elementary
3 About right
4 Somewhpadifficult
5 Very difficult

The work load for this course in relation
to other courses of equal credit is:

I Much lighter
2 LigUer
3 AboTt the sung
4 Heavier
S Much heavier

4 To what extent does the instructor use
examples or ifinstrations to help clarity
the material?

1 Frequently
2 Occasionally
3 Seldom
4 Never

SECTION II. Hems 5=23. .Directions Circle the number that represents the response closest to your
opinion.

`NA Not Applicable don's know. The statement Macs not apply to this course Of
instructor, or you simply are not able to give a knowledgeable response.

SA I I) = Strongly Agree. You strongly agree with the statement as it applies to this

(2)

.course or instructor.
Agree. You agree more than you disagree with the statement as it applies to this

,ccfurse or instructor.
Diftigree, You disagree more than you agree with the statement as it applies to
this tatirse or instructor.

SD 4) --,,,Sovitagit,piragTee. You strong! y disagree with the statement as it applies to this

instructor.

S. The instructor's objectives for the course have been made clear

6. There has been considerable atreement between the announced objectives of the

course and what is being taught
7. The instructor is osing class time well
1. The instructor is readily available for consultation with students ,

9, The instructor seems to kncikv when students don't understand the material

10. Lectures are too repetitive of what is in the textbook(s)
II. The instructor encourages students to think for themselves

12. The instructor seems genuinely concerned about whether students learn and is

actively helpful .. . . -

13. The instructor makes helpful comments on papers or exams
14. The instructor raises challenging questions sir problems. for discussion
IS. In this class 1 feel free to ask questions or express my opinions

16. The instructor is well-prepared for each class
17. Thelnstructor has informed students of how they would be evaluated the course

It The instructor summarizes or emphasizes major points in lectures or discussions
19. My interest in the subject arca is being stimulated by this course . . _
20. The scope of the course Is too limited; not enough material is being covered
21. I have been putting a good deal of effort into this course
22. The instructor is open to other viewpoints . .. . .

23. In my opinion, the instructor is accomplishing his objectives fur the course . . .

THANK YOU

Copyright (7) 1971 by Ethic,

NA SA A ES 513

0 1 2 3 4

0 I 2 4

0 1 2 3 4

0 I 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3 4

0 I 2 3 4

0 1. 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4

0 I 2 3

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4

0 I 2 3 4

0 1 2

anal Testing Service. All rights reserved



Form III. 1,111,2112 of Minnesota

-SURVEY OF STUDENT REACTIONS TO COURSES AND INSTRUCTION

- MIDQUARTER -

Direction Listed belowcare a number of-Statements about the instiltictor, the course

rEadings, and examinations. Please indicate, by punching out the appropriate reSponse

on the porta-punch card, whether you igree nr disagree with each at tement.
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THE INSTRUCTOR:

1. Clearly interprets abstract ideas and

theories.

Makes me want to learn more about the

subject.

3. Gives explanations which are clear' and to

the point.

4. Makes it clear how each topic fits into

the course.

Makes good use examples and illustrations.

Is aware, when students are having difficult-

in understanding a topic and changes his

approach or offers additional explanation

7. When appropriate, relates the material

the course.to other areas of knowledge.

Adds to the understanding of the required

reading rather than merely repeating

genuinely interested in the students

in the Blass-

Spends an appropriate amount
relating text and le.cture materials.

11. Is anized.

12. Wi.2- omes questions from the tudents.

13. Is available for individual help.

THE COURSE:

Student responsibi

Does Not

D -a Uncertain Agree Apply

(1) (2) (3)

are clearly defined.

(our _Tics are related to on an

and follow a coherent sequence.

(over



THE pURSE (Continued)inued

Does NotAgee

p y_
(1) .(2)' (3)

16. The amount of.work reg6ired is apprgpri.ate

for the level of, the course.
4'

Students are given information during the

course regarding their progress, through

quizteS, tests, or other feedback.

TEXT AND OTHER READINGS;

8, The text book is clear and easy to Understand.,

19. Referents materials are readily available.

20. The amount of assigned reading i& reasonable.

TESTS OR QUIZZES:

21. Were appropriate in length for the time

available.

22. Gave students an ` adequate opportunity to

show what they have learned sofar.

23. Were'made up of questions which, for the

most part, were "clearly and unambiguously

stated.

COURSE ACTIVITIES:

Dir coons: Please ra
uable it is to you.

24, Class lectures.

each of the course activit

25. Labs or d4monstrations.

26.Recittion/discussion sections.

27. As igned problems, projects, papers.

28. Stu ent committees.

29. Course readings.,

30.Qiscusstons In class.

il
Practi Generss Out-

.

cally of ally standing 'Does Not

o Value Valuable In . Value

(2) (3)

1

stud trio* according to-how

Bureau of Institutional , Research

UniverSity of Minnesota
Winter Quarter 1970:



Form IV .1

irrivers4rfneasurement services center

Meru ?One e minempalis mingesola "55414
.

student informotion slay

Thr tel rl )r tLr knr,w = t class. the h.oter I

V.least, !bin nut the foLL0 quetir,w, ATIA k'LJ. le

lrh fog of the fellow1h
sificalloits beut tp

nlles to .you?

How many redits'J
car \Wig this quarter'

Ls your n-Jerall

rcumulailV49 grade-
point average (GP,4)7

Is this .our se ill ynur

matoE It mfroc fipld?

Art en talking this'

oo III

T)- Fr

she =ter tailor the courseir that c
eotr'lleat answer for each.

,phom Juni 4) Senior- rt.

6? Adult Special

-t1

lion lute ested are 71)11 lo the fc, I I(,14 subject -rnilttvr reaq

(A-1 Hr or 4 91 Ordhlg '
the degict. -I your ieretPst.

TArlrAl Sciences: physics, biology. Hiemistrv.

Sehavioral Pnres: psy,h-legv, sot gy

fluvitti I : the mtr-1 arr.

SYMhtd J ' math, logic . computer gclences, etc.

1,anguages (speaking,

Yuur iestle'ctor-m ght itv

two Iona) .1t. ,

(nil

Gir

t and tnrnmiirrir

Ned

tither (aud

16 20

v is

el!
5)

yet' decided on
Maier or minor

etr.)

4.-

-mere

'4-0

2

2

2 3

2 3 4

2 3 4

3 4

3 4:e

xtensfve rls your hatkground In each of the followlng suloject-matter areas?

I. 2. 3, or 4 according 1i, the strength your background.

ii Ph cal S1 :tences: phy 31" 4101 Y. ohemi rV.

14 lieho tarot SPncles: psyrfltilogy, 5nC olbgvt etc.

HumanIfIpa: literature. music'. art', etQ-

el S emot- mnrh, 100,

angt

utmost-ft, e, ete,

peokfuet, wilting) and communhAtleo skills

to.trut might ft,pecity

id,_traditional grftigi If e ao, piase
-III 4 LP ani sns here

1

2

2

2

4
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How ,ouch influence di° . each of t'he followi haveMn.your decision tO 'take they. oars

Circle 1, 3, or 4 according' -to the degree of influence.
1

r20. Course was required by college, derul- :Rent, or pr4gram
-,

N.,. . ,

21./ .pCourse was Bested by college, depaitment, orrogram
e

22. Course was suggested by faculty advisor

_
23- chose the-course for educational reasons (interests; goalpY

curiosity,- etc.)

24. 1 chose the course T

time, place, etc

on-educational

Your Instructor might specify one-o

two additional reasons; if so, plea

wr,ite them in and Answer"here.

opvenient

lr
1

el.

1'

Thiaking about! your own educational needs,,how imp2t-tant ac.h t,t I,ne followi ttt. ins rhs: .{hartit_tet

ICS .00 you? Circle 1, 2, 3, or 4 according to its Importance to you.

27. The instructor communicates effe Lively

The inst uctor keeps the presentat tcin .trg.t. i I e.,)

29. The InStructo- is open to other viewpoints

30. The instructor 'stimulates me Lti think

31. The instructor.ntotfiNates me

32, The instructor has a firm command of his suhiect

The i.nstructpr is acceSsible uutsidt7 f eias

34. .

Tfle Instructor lets me know early haw well I'm doing.

Your instructor might: specify one or
two additional characteristics; if so

please 'write them in and answer here.

Flnailyt your instructor might SPeLLfy s(1Mt=, addiiirono lied

if sn, please write them in an_ her,

4

rr.ntk y' vr11 111111-ii.



pic ture la worth a 40uSand'etords, he impogan,

knbwinghow a Wide array of vjsual rearnini/dida can a effectiyely

,-..
4.

utilize by economics instructors tb enrich their act 'Economiatd
.

,..

have Iypitolly limited themselves to blackboardaand,mimeographed
,

x
,

.

handouts. But new a variety of -other materials are bedoming-available
,

,

if
,

, 4

which .shoul4 be considerea4by economics instructors' in the design an4

teaching oftheir tourses. The prolife on of various' teaching-4earoing
' t

aids, has created a need. to review the o ortunities they provide.for
.

enhancing the learning of e4nomics,'descrlbe heW to get acces .to some

lx,of these aids, discuss the. costs the use entail an4 of-fferitipson
-4.

how they'can be employed most effectively in the classroom.
4/

GOALS

The goal of th14. chapter is to describe the variety of learning aids

available for use in Oachingcbllege-level economics, to indicate the

strengths and*aknesses of each, and to provide specific 'suggestions

that will help'new users of these aids employ, them effectively in their

teaching.

OBJECTIVES

\T.-COON' I E OBJECTIVES

After ret'ding this chapter you will be able /to

1. identify six major types of teaching-learning aids.

2. list two strengths ancrWeaknesses of each type of aid.

3. identify' five tips rer using blackboards, "handouts, overhead

etSnsparenties, and slides-films-videotapes.

indicate how these aids can be used in a student learning center.

13-



AFFECTIVE:"OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter, you will

1. be aware many,waye at ,visual and a diovisual id can

e used

the
-nhance the lu ty of ecoadMics instruction.

lgi to incorporate-some,of therl5uggestlois proVided here, into

your own teaching.
,/

Blackbdards, Handouts; and, Ov rhead Transparen-ies
u

OUTLINE OF MAIN POINTS

Blackboards

Blackboard Tips

'Handouts

'Ws on Hgndouts

Overhead Tradsparenc
A

Technic411,Tips

Instruottonal Tips

Slides, Films, and Videotapes

Slides

Films

Audi-- tape s

-otapes

Tips on the Use of Slides, Filma,4nd o apes, and Videotapes/

Varnin Center Use of Teaching-Learning Aids

Reterenees

Exerciseg
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LEARNING AIDS FOR LASgROOM'TEACHfNG
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be.leffective teachers of economics, instru a. should rely on%,

, -

their voiced, good eye contact, their lecture notes, and the

svikted to .their students. Most instructors' have long recognized

grjkibg extensive use4&fblackboards to display outlines, diagrams,
1

With leKS frequency they prepare handouts for use in

class r4,outikide of ft, to helv-dxplain difficult concepts, introduce

topiaal material, or augment the lectures or texts.. gut oA,ly tecently

have a sprinkling of economic Teachers begun to make extensive use of

audiovisual instructional aids,guch as overhead projector trelnaparenaies,

slides, audiotapes, ancividelftapes.

Though a considerable number of instructors get by without the use

cif any teaching aids whatsoever, most of us realize that we cannot rely

cm) the: power of our spoken words calorie to communicate effectively to our- ,

students some of the. cofiplex materialWe teach. We are, 'therefore, already

conditioned rr use at least the :blackboard. We also know, from our r,

expetien students, that alternative modes of presentation can help

get the material across, 'in part because different students learn in

different ways. And we recognize teaching aids can reduce the time

it takes to present certain types of material--thereby helping us win the

fight against the finite class time we have available to present the

abundant amount, of material we want our students to master. Yet most of

us..fall to exploit to the fullest the variety of aids available and that,

we know to be useful-

Teahiag-aids can serve several distinct functions. The first

to help students understand the ground to be covered. to This is reflects

by our course syllabi, our
introductory covients at the start of each

class, and the, outlines of the day's lecture we sometimes make available

to students. In an important sense these are summaries of what is to

follow. More than thatthey can embody our instructional objectives.

At still another level they can serve as what educational psychologists

have called "advanced organiZers," that is, they provide the br ad

scaffolding within which more detailed information and examples can be

fitted by the Student learner. Most instructors view the prepare ion

of a syllabus -as a normal part of their work in providing students with
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a roadmap of lire course. They are less likely to provide additional road-

maps and prepared stinents to help students understand where they are

going in partidular parts of courses and individual ledturjs:

A second major purpose of teaching aids is to provide material that

complements what is presented orally in lectures. This may involve

alternative treatments of the same topics which can help studtntkunder-

'stand the material better by allowing them to approach it-from,another

direction. We oftenexplaina concept-or principle orally, for example,

then illustrate it with a graph, and perhaps conclude by gJving a

numerical example', purpse of the whole-exercise being!co reinforce

the original oral presentation. Ln other- cases, we present a whole

series of examples to illustrate the use of a single concept or principle.

A third purpose of teaching aids is to 'present what might be cAled

substitute material, which tak --students)heyond what can be presented

in the-lecture and texts and which allows them to further their know-

-ledge independently of the iistructor. Sine substitute materials are

just what the words'imply, they are usually confined to printed handouts

which students can study at their leisure. With the development of

well-equipped student learning centers on many however, t It

are now.good'opportunities for making available an array audiovisual

materials directed to students who want to go beyond ,Lhe erial covered

the course and to others who may renUire remedial instruction to

1 gaps in their knowledge and,:skills.

I turn"\now to a discussion,of the advantages and disadvantages of

a variety of classroom teaching Darning aids, the availability of the

materials, and tips on their classroom use. I take up blackboards,

handouts, overhead transparencies, slides, films, audiotapes, and

videotapes. I conclude with suggestions about how the student centers

that are becoming increasingly common at universities and colleges can

be.effective places for storage and use such materials.

BLACKBOARDS, HANDOUTS, AND OVERHEAD TRANSPARENCIES

Blackboards, handouts and overhead transparenciea are f trly good

substitutes fOr one another. I will, therefore, considef ilium as a

group.
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Blackboards. Blackboards offer the cheapest, most convenient, and

in many ways mos effective aid in presenting important material in the

clasiroom. Outlines, graphs, harts, figures, data, proofs, lists--all

can e dAlplayed,on blackboards with a fair degree of ease. Such

material can'be written oz the blackboard before clasa,,or students ban

follow the development of the material as it is written on the blackboard

during the course of a lecture. Modifications can be made quickly, errors

can be corrected easily, and 4tensions can be pursued. For the instructor

all that is needed Is a piece of Chalk and an eraser; no pi--ior negotiations

and arrangements are necessary. Extra colors of chalk enables the

instructor to highlight particular portions of the blackboard display.

For students there are considerable benefits from both the visual approach

and the act of having to follow and then copy the material in their notes.

Blackboards do,'. however, have Some important limitations. First, if

material is to be copied onto the blackboard before the class begins, the

instructor must allow time for this task. If done in class, the instructor

not only loses eyefcontact with the students but has reduced verbal contact

also while concentrating his efforts on the blackboard. Second, it is easy

to be careless in writing on the board-, particularly when writing quickly,

and errors frequently occur. Later:corrections of instructor errors'are

not always caught by students. Third, the students' desire to copy the

material often interferes with the teacher's objective to present

additional ma_ ial; the commentary usually proceeds faster than students

can simultaneously comprehend and write: Fourth, though colored chalk

can enhance board work, students are not usually equipped with color

pens or:Pencils to replicate the colors in their notes. Fifth, students,

too, can introduce errors in copying the material. Finally, the limited

amount of blackboard space in many classrooms often necessitates erasure

of material before it has lost its relevance for the discussion. Thus,

while blackboards offer considerable advantages, primarily for the

instructor, they are by no means perft as a teaching aid.

'Blackboard Ti s
1

1. Where possible,, plan in advance what material o be written

1-These have been adapted from an MIT booklet, You and 'Your Students
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on the blackboard, in what order it is to bejslaced and how it is. to, be

arranged.

2. Use chalk which is soft enough, and bear doWtt on it hard enough,

to produce lines which show plainly from any part :Of the room. If your

chalk tends, to squeak, hold it at a sharper angle with the blackboard.

3. Write -more than large enough for clear aftd unambiguous reading

from any part of the room. This.will generally be larger then the.

instructor near the board would guess; Letters. whose height is about

,one-half percent df the depth of. the room are adequate, if they are drawn

eavily 'enough. Letters two to three inc high .will. auf flcte in small

classrooms; letters four to five inches hgh are needed in larger lecture

halls. (Some lecture halls are too large for the use of a blackboard at

all, and overhead transparencies must be substituted.)

.Adjust. the window shades or other ligb(ing arrangements so that

the blackboard is free from reflected glare. If this cannot.he done, find

out what portions of the blackboard are "dead" and avoid them.

5. Do not use eolored chalk indiscriminately. If you,wanc you

blackboard diagrams to be aids to initial understanding'butdo not expect

students to copy the diagrams in their notes, the use ofcoloted chalk

can be very'helpfUl. If you expect students to take complete notes from

the blackboard, remember that they are probably writing witb,one c

only. Do not, therefore, use colors the student cannot copy if a

drawing could be made clearer with white chalk alone, plus a ti tie more.

effort;

6. Write, print, or draw neatly and legibly. llo not scribble. Use

,standard abbreviations if th4eir meaning is obvious, but du not resort to

Abbreviations as a cover-up for spelling deficiencies.

7. The blackboard 'is the visual counterpart to the oral prese a-

tioh. Devote equal care to each. The combined impact on the senses of

sight and hearing is the objective.

Talk to students:' not the blackboard.

9 Stand in such a position that what you have written and are in

the process' of writing is hot Ohs6urod by your body but clearly visible.

Left - handers have some advantages here, but right-handers can manage

well with practice its= the minor contortions needed.
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10"Del not, as a general rule, begin writing in the middle of the

blackboarCWrite in columns rather than lines across the whole black-

board: Start in the upper left-hand corner. Proceed downward until a

nmm-is filled. then move,to7the_right_for a second columnetc.

yo4 reach the-right-hand side of the -board and need more space, erase

the entire first column and begin again, from left to'right. Systematic

use of the-blackboard:makes
note-takingeasier for the student because of

its orderly appearance, and permits your listeners to review pe'past

steps you have taken Without searching for bits here and there -I'At'any

point in a lectureen orderly and sequential set of notes should be

Obtainable if one were to photograph the lackboards. In lecture halls

Which have vertically rising and -verlyin boards, begin writing on the

outer or front board. When it. is full, elevate it, and continue on the
[

inner or back board. Thus the entire sequence of the presentation will

be displayed in the most orderly and most useful way.

Handouts. Printed handbuts--one or more sheets of paper given to

eaeh student containing material to be gone over in class or to be studied

outside of class-.-are another useful but le- dely used classroom-

teaching aid.

Handouts have some important advantages over lie blackboard. They

can economize on class time by being prepared beforehand, they can be

annotated by students, they can (should) be read easily by students, and

they minimize errors by cutting out the steps of copying the material

first onto the blackboard and from there onto student notes. ,In(addition,

handouts, including already-printed materials prepared by others, can be

used to make longer and more complex material available which is not

poSsible,en the blackboard. Of partidular importance is the possibility

of reproducing pictorial material.

ThereiireSome offsetting disadvantages.
'A priAcipal one is the

cost of preparing and reproducing such material: With typically limited,

supplies budgets available for most departments, there may be little or

no possibility for using handouts. Another difficulty is that handoutP,

requireboth more advance planning and coordination with the secretarial

staff: Those instructors who prepare on a day-to,day betas will not

have enough time. to get such material available for timely use in class.
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And thosewho-,have limited secretarial help or can't get along wl.th the,

secretarial staff that is available may find the time and effort for getting
-r-1

the-handouts together too great to -even consider their use. And, finally,

ht-Iitv-passed-in-4916-re tricts-somewhak-the-typical-abandop.

!wig which instructors have in the peat reproduced copyrighted material-

for classroom use,

The sources of handout material should present no great. difficulties

for most instructors. Some.of'the.material will be developed out of the

instructor"s own knowledge Of economics, some will reflect the difficulties

students may be eurperiencing in mastering certain kinds of knowledge, and

some will represent the choice of particularly appropriate material

used to'complement wh4t the instructo is attemptingprepared by others and

to do. For the latter purpose, the daily newspapers and weekly news

magazines offer a rich source of material that-can be used as it is or

readily modified: through rewriting to circumvent copyright problems.

Tips on Handouts

1. The usual advice on the preparation of printed materials holds--

it should be wellurganized and written, clearly arranged on the page,

titled and dated, carry a course, identification, and (\on.

It is wise to limit yourself on the number of -different hAndouts

you provide. Students find it frustrating to he deluged with large

numbers of handout sheets (particularly if tie) number 1 is not followed

and the-handouts cannot be organized into theft notes because of the

absence of titles and dates). If you do plan to use a series of handouts,

it may be better to assemble and staple them before they are distributed;

this will not only preserve the order of the handouts but also facilitate

their retention and use.

3. Students also dislike receiving handouts that don't seem to have

an obvious purpose. If- they find that early handouts are not used in

class discussion, do not Complement the content of the course,- are not

helpful in completing problem sets, and, do not help:improve their exam.

scores, it is highly likely that the handouts .Will g nread. This

represents a waste of the instructor's time and the departmental

resources used to provide them.' Be clear as to the purpose of the

handouts you provide.
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4 The ultimate solution is to prepare the needed handouts for an

entire semester and arrange to have them sold-:through the campus booi-

.

storeorsomeSimilarenterkise.Although the costs can be exhorbitantly

high for small courses, cost economies come-Into-play-as-ekase-Oxe----------

increases. While such preparation of handout packets reguires considerable

work before the course begins, it pushes the cost of the handouts Tto

students and,off the department budget, and it frees'the instructors
P

concern for the preparation of handouts once the itourse begins.

Overhead Transparencies. Overhead transparencies represent a kind

f hybrid-of blaCkboards and handouts. An overhead tranqparency projector

allows the instructor to obtain enlarged images. projected- onto a screen

t the front.of the room of either previously prepared. tr Appareocies or

the unfolding ndtes or diagrams written by the instructor as he.proceea

through a lecture presentation. e-The major advantages'of overhead trans-
,

parencies accrue by freeing the instructor from the blackboard0, offering

abundant space for the presentation'of material, and permitting better

oye contact with students because the instructor can face students,While

liscussing a transparency or even
developing one in front of the class.

tieing a range of colors helps pinpoint particular effects that might"be

Obscured on a haftdout or difficult to portray-on the blackboard; The

sse of:overlaya and marking facilitates the presentation of periodic or

dynamic processes, such as the effects on equilibrium ice of shifts in

supply and demand curves. Like handouts, tranaparen es Can be prepared

beforehand, thereby making it possible to do a more professional looking

job and also increasing the ability of the instructor to (communicate to:

students. (Prior preparation, by the way, is a most effective method of

preparing a leCture'beciuse the development of the transparencies and

the commentary on them requires careful planning-oUthe entire, lecture.

A quick rehearsal after that virtually ensures a reasonably competent
, .

lecture presentation.) They can also be developed in front of the class

on individual transparency sheets-or continuous acetaterollsi or

already-prepared transparencies can be supplemented in class. Thus,

transparencies give both the flexibility of the blackboard and the,

benefits or prior preparation required for hand4uts. Overhead transparencies
.t!are,particularly usefu] in large lecture courses where it is important to
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maintain momentum- by not using large blocks of time:to write nnthe black-

board, to maintain geod eye contact with the class, and to facilitate the

--; ability of students to see the material (not always possible with

blackboards beCauie of their size and glare). In addition,. transparenciep,

provide a 'perthanent record that can be helpful when questions ariSe later

,about a particular presentation.

The disadvantages of transparencies are minimal., They reqdire prior

.planning but thiaja not necessarily a disadvantage. They do necessitate

baving'a room with'a screen and an overhead proecto machine; actually,

prOjectora can be'carried fairly easily'in case they are not permanently

located in claSsrooms. Some instructors believe that transparencies

have a confining effect oq:them by reducing their mobility in front of

the classroom, but the advantages of better'eye contact,: better control

over the presentation, and the ability to make use of prepared materials

far outweigh the disadvantages.

Transparencies tan. be prepared'by any instructor whocandraw and

print with little more competence than is required to uSe the blackboard.

All that is needed are blank sheets or rolls of clear acetate and special

marker per[ which come in a variety of colors. A rough draft of the

transparency can easily be drawn or traced onto the, acetate_ Newspaper

headlines or photos 'can be transferred:by copy machine onto plain white

with the help of a small

es for making

ety of books on

from your campus

paper from Which a transparency can then be made

transparency maker copy machine.' The possibilit

transparencies are described in any oneof a var

audiovisual materials; help can also be obtained

audiovisual experts.

Trans arencies - Technical

1. Well before your first class, make up several transparencies,

and take them and the projector to your classroom so that you can become

familiar with any problems that might- develop. You may discover the

need for a table for the projector ; an extension cord - may. be required

to reach the electrical outlet; the screen may have some idiosyncrasy.

In addition, practice using the transparencies so that you have a feel

for the process. Finally, walk to the back of.the room and check to

make certain that your transparencies are clearly readable tothe.
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backbenchers.. if they are not, take additional transparencies until you

have hit upon the proper size of the letters:you are using.

Make certain that you haVe a spare bulb with the machine. 00thing

is ffiore firrutrating-thatt-beingTin the=middle-ate presentation-Wherr=theL _ _

bulb burns Out; e frustration is much worse if you do not have a.

replacement ,bull,.w th you. Tind out how to change the bulb; the most

important things remember are (a) to unplug the machine to prevent a

:public electrecution and (b) to use handkerchief or piece of cloth in

order to prevent a public burning .as you remove the old bulb.

3. Arrangeyour, transparencies in order of presentation and make

special notations in the margin of your lecture notes indicating when to

put on the next transparency and which one.. Those who do not take, this

precaution get so wrapped up in their subject that they are apt to forget

to use the transparencies altogether.
a ,

4. Leave the transparencies on the screen long enough for students

to read them'and to copy down the material presented. If you go too fast,

they'll probably let you know soon enough. if you do not want students

opy certain material that is Illustrative or tangential, tell them

beforehand to look and follow the discussion instead. This will reduce

the frustration of the compulsive students who'try to copy down everything.

5. -When you use transparency overlays that Involve presentation of

,say first a supply curve, then a demand curve, and finally equiLlna

price and quantity, make certain that you place them in proper-air

one on top of the other. Otherwise, yoU may confuse rather than clarify.:

And the use of masking and hinged transparencies to permit the progressive

uncovering of the material on a transparency can be a highly effective

method fof presenting difficult material.

f. When you haVe finished with a transparency' and do not plan to

use-another one for a few minutes, it is advisable to turneff the

machine. This helps to focus attention back on what youtatesaying.--

When you are ready to-use another transparency, being ahWto switch on

the machine again will redirect student attention tothereen.

7. While many instructors will no doubt prefer toiark with

individual transparency sheets, pArticularly for creating transparencies

in responding. Lo student otiestions, some instructors prefer to: use,
a

9
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ace ate:rolls and present.their materials much an. they would on the black:

board. There is nothing wrong with this procedure;, it is probably much

better than using the blackboard by itself. Oh the other hand-, use

of prevlouil.y_prepateieranaparencies_lor_p_resenting_key- concepts is well

worth,the time involved in their preparation.

Trans arencies Instructional Ti.s

1. Information on assignments, examinations, and the like can be

announced efficiently with transparencies, thereby salt nrclass time for

; more important things. Moreover, the transparency can be put back'on

the screen at the end of the class 'ay

.r As the class begins, an outline of he day's material can be

shown, thereby:enabling students'to know what you are at

in the lecture that day.

3. Toward the end of the hour it is easy to present a review o the

major points of the class and,'Ily looking at them yourself 13-check

whether you did in fact cover all Of them.

4. Background information can readily be presented, to fill

idents in on the context of a problem or issue as you discuss it.

empting to do

5. Pertinent quotations from economists or others can be introduced

by flashing them on the screen.

6. If yOu want to talk about a current economic issue, there Is no

better stimulator of interest than a transparency featuring the-morning

newspaper headline, a,picture of a noteworthy erson in the news, a

cartoon, or something similar.

7. Do not use too many transparencies. An: excessive number will

detract from yotir message. A dozen for a '5O- minute 'glass is probably

the upper-limit.

B. Do mot try to pack everything onto your iransparencie6-. 7hey

are an aid ta instruction, hot a substitute for'it.

9. Vary your presentstionhy interspersing among- -your prepared

_transparencies a blank one on which'you write down several points, draw

a diagram, or whatever. This provides a change of pace and may help

revealhow you respond spobtaneousPy.--it will indicate that you are

not a mere automaton pushing your way through a well,prepared lecture.



FILMS AUDIOTAPES, Age VIDEOTAPES

These teaching aids can oleo be grouped together as reasonablybly

What really distinguishes these from blackboards, handouts,

and_overhead.Aranspatencies, is the quantum change in equipment and

facilitiei they tequire and the greater.costs of producing, buying,

renting these materials.

Slides. 'Slidea though rather widely used in some 9 phe sciences

to bring students closer to phenomena they could not otherwise pbeetve,

have had relatively limited use In economics. 'Thereasans arg not too

hard to discover. There is not a great deal in economics that lends

itself to a slide presentation 9r, at least, few have yet disc vered,the,

eveloped one preatnta-
secret of developing such presentations. T have-

,

tiort dealing with the rise and subsequent decline of coffee prices pver
,

the 1975-7R period: demonstrates the clone link between newspaper

reports and.the formal supply-demand:apparatus b Yointerapersing along.

with A few,phbVos, slAdes oVneWspapetheadlinesprice-data, and supply

and demand diagrams Students and other's have said they profited more

from this presentation than they would have 'from a traditional lecture.

on the topic. Whether my particular Unde-lecture was, in fact,, superior

to a lecture on the c ee market plus a reading that incorporated the

material in the slides. is not clear. What is clesi is that, in general,

slides offer the possibility of putting together a prepackaged (therefore

deliberately thought

The time and co

out) presentation that can be utilized again and again.

ta required to develop even a one-hour slide

presentation are, of course, considerable. .
The mterial must first be

selected; the slides must then be prepared. For those who are not

photography buffs, the cost of having the campus audiovisual center

produce individual slues _obably about $10 per slide. Multiply by

the 30 or so slides normally used in a 30-min4te presentation, and'the

cost comes to about $100. in addition, a properly equipped classrootr; is

required, the room must be relatively dark during the presentation (which

by the way makes botetaking difficult for students), and there is always

the danger of getting carried away with your subject and including slides

which are nai central to the theme of the presentation.

Comm erci,lly prepared slide presentations in economics are almost

z



nonexistent., Some of the introductory text_ k.'!packagee of materials-do '

contain slides,:but these/turn out almost.invariably to be merely pproductions

of text diagrams. At least one text has put-together a slide-audi tape

presentation-fat-IndividUallzed learning-programs bur-these, by d finition,

are not designed for use by an instructor teaching his own class. As
-

already noted, the .cost of obtaining ausefulser of,sledes for even a

single lecture presentation can tie substantial; until the market for slides

is developed; it seems unlikely that aOyone will embark on ['reducing them

for aspecific course.

Films. 'Films', like slides seem not to have made inroads -into the

Classroom teaching..of economics. For one thing, there are few films that

deal, with the kinds of things we traditionally talk about in our economics

courses. The available educational films are typically long on visuals and

short on economics, with the result that they seem to'be too time consuming

to use .in class. Feature length films, to the extent they have anythinv

to say about economics, require even more time to show. (One advantage is

that numerous films can be borrowed at no cost or a minimal rental c=harge.)

C These negative comments are not meant to deter Instructors from

searching out films that fit specific purposes they may have In mind. On

the 200th anniversary of the publication o f Adam, Smith's Wealth_of Nations,

for example, I showed students -in a l =arge onesemester introductory course

a film dealVng with Smith's life and ideas. Despite snickers at.eeveral

points, the film,which effectively revealed the wide range of Smith's

ideas, was well received.

No _compilation of films that might 1)6 suitable for use in teaching

college-level economics courses is currently available. There is,

however, a need for such a list phis a discussion of how to relate the

available films to the material we want to cover in bar aching. My

recommendation, in the current dearth of such material specific

instructors to get what information they-eantrom film experts on their

camphs and from the various catalogs of educational films.

Audiotapes. Audiotapes are now available with several "packaged"

introductory courses, and are designed to help reinfor-a the text

material. There is also a set of tapes produced in England whichr,ake

students well beyond introductory material. 4 instructors can develop
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tape teir Own to complement their lectures, or for independent use(by

st These can .range from the Regular taping of lectures to the

development of special case studies, and they can perhaps include comments

'---,----crffatnotni-egonomist-s or dialegues-ohLeconomic_issues.

We don't know much about the use 'of audiotapgs in economics instruction,

ft would appear that such tapes are probably most useful for ndividual

listening and tbss appropriate for claSs use. In-my own experiments with

have placed them in a student learning. te r. {see below) and

used them to supplement regular instruction for those students who might.

desire to do so.

Videotapes. An interesting possibility for the future is the use of

videotapes in the classroom. Such tapes could bring into the elegem=

=, discussions among economics experts on current policy issues; permit the

use rf, television shows:or portiohs of them dealing with economic issues,

such us some of the:PBS specials; and also faCilitate the presentation

of loca developed materials.

Two major problems currently Inhibit the use of videotape material.

The first concerns the facilities for utilizing videotapesqn classrooms.

Refatively few classrooms are equipped with videotape monitors to permit

the easy and efficient viewing of tapes and, even where such classroesis

do exist, difff ulties may be encountered in scheduling your claSses in

these facilities. Some large campuses now have multimedia lecture halls

which permit the rear- screen projectiob of videotapes onto movie theater

sized screens. Again, there may be scheduling difficulties, given the

paucity of such facilities.-. What is needed is a technological breakthrough

that results In rel tivelV inexpensive TV monitors of a: size that Will
r

facilitate easy viewing in large classrooms..

The second concerns the cost of renting and/or purchasing-the

videotapes. Most commercially prepared tapes carry rental prices of $Z5

-to $50 for.use over a r-2 day period; purchase prices tend to be about

10 times the rental fee. The other is the difficulty of precise

scheduling of rental tapes. 'It is not always possible to show the tope

on the scheduled date because., -of its unavailability or slow mail delivery.

Videotapes are, however, becoming available at a more rapid rate

than are films; principally because of,their much lower costs of production.
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Both the Brookings-InstitutiOn and the American Enterprise institute are

producing videotapes (that cartbe'reneed or purchased) Of discpssions by

prominent, economists and other experts on current policy issues. These

tapes are sometimes pkesented on lotal TV stations, including cable, and

PBS Atations. 'Those that are in fact owned by a 1041 station codidy

,possibly be borrowed for classroom use. The growing awssibility, of ,

videOrecorders shoUld,also make it increasingly possible to copy these

tapda for later use in the classroom of course,' certain legal issues

may have to be resolved before this is done.

.There are as yet -neither catalogs of these tapes nor detailed

suggestions for using them in teaching econdilic 'courses.. Until/ this.

need is filled, the use of videotapes will,continue to be extremely

limited.

Ti s on the Use of Slidel,,I_IllTelAudiotapes, and Videotake

Slides, films and videotapes as, teaching aids are Very similar. The

comments that lollow, therefore apply to all thiee categories alike.

1. You must preview any material before you show it to students.1

recommend that students see: it: ThiS will ensure that you can vouch for

the appropriateness.of the content in light of your instructional)

objectives. It can be acutely embarrassing to discOver during the showing.

that the titles and descriptions drnot accurately reflect the contents

of the materials. A-preview-session will also ensure that you arp,aware

of any biases in the material which,you.may want to point out to and

discusswith your students. This is especially important because those

groups whibhundertake to finance them--given that the revenues from

producing teaching films and videotapes are likely to fall considerably,

short of the costs , - -may have a special message they are attempting to

communicate. Such messages are not in and of themselves reasons for not

showing a film or videotape. Students can learn-much, perhaps even more

than'. from An unbiased presentation, from bei9g shown how to separate the

analysis from the message.

-2. You should determine beforehand exactly how the material i

be used and discussed in the class. Students are much less likely to

make the connections that may be so apparent to you.. Hence, there is

need to show how the material fits into the specific as well as the



larger purposes of the course.

InVolve students in the material rather than simply having them
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present as, passive observers. Working up a series-of-queatioas they are

to keep in mind as they watch and listen Will focus4their attention afi

help bring out what is most i ortant

4. Use these materials ass-takeoff point for'class discussion,

followingsome of:the suggestionplrom the chapter'on discussion leading.

Films and videotapes can .be juet as rich in content as:printedmaterial...

It is also quite feasible with a videotape, though difficult with a film,

to rewind a portion so that the students can view a particularly valuable

Portiop again.

LEARNING CENTER USE OF TEACHING-LEARNING-AIDS

limitations on facilities, resources and class time may prevent

using some of the aids tn.the regular classroom. This does not mean they

cannot be used at all. It may be possible to have' certain types of these

materials available for student.. use at a campus student learning center

which possesses the necessary technical facilities, serves as a.reposttery

for the materials; and can Accommodate students at times convenient to

them.

Among the different t of learning aids these centers can
4

accommodate are audiotapes,-Alide presentations, synchronized audiotape.,

slide presentations, videotapes, and tncertain cases films. Sharing the

costs of purchasing some of.these materialarshould be exPlored, because.
. .

they can be used by numerous instructors and many more students than

would be possible in 4'single course. Not only must the availability

And use of these. materials be indicated :clearly in the course syllabus,

but it idalso advisable to have: study guides already prepared to

accompany each item.

A major difficulty with these materials, whether 16cated in centers

or not, is ge"ting instructors to use them. TM often, these OsteriAls,

once they are available, get forgotten'and fall into disuse.

A major cost of _their uset-and thus a major reason for instructors

not to use them-,is the time required to preview the material. Printed
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P

materialts-cark be reviewed rather qUickly6 But anything which includes the

human voice cannot be speeded up; consequently the time required to- .become
k:

with such material mounts steadily as more pf it becoMes available

Detailed written deicriptions ,the materials may help redude the time

but this depends on the confidence instructors, are u Ming to place on

written descriptions. (As I have already stressed, such confidence can

be misplaced.) If, by contrast,-theae materials are-viewed- as supple-

mentary learning aids, it may be less important to knowexactly what the

material includes: Students 'are free to make use of the materials in wayi

that are helpful to them. Nonetheless, as a general rule instructors

should be familiar with whatever they assign.

REFERENCES

There are countless books and 'pamphlets on the use of audiovisual

aids though f,ew, if any, deal specifically with :economics. Two readily

available texts are listed below:

1. WittiCh, Walter A. and,Schullex,' Charils E. 'Audiovisual

als: -Their Nature and Use, '4th e Harpers, New

York,,1967.

2; Minor, Ed and Frye, Harvey A:, 'Techniques for Producing Visual

,
Instructional Media, McGraw-Hill, New.York, l970.
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Assume you are asked to explain to your class with .the -help oLa

diagram the effect of a supply curve shift.(t0.the right) on

equilibtilm price in a competitive market Show on a sheet of paper

how yoU would organize the material for prrsentation on the black-

board. r.

Next, goto your audiovisual center and develop ypur blackboard

passentStion into a series of transparencies to explain the aame

material.

finally, try out the two alternative ways o presenting the e ec

by doing one or more of the following:of. a supply akif

Go to anempty'classroom and present, your material with the aid

of a blackboard. if you can get sJellow student o observe you;

so -much the better: thiawill give)tou some feetib a _An Your

efforts.

b.' Obtain an overhead Iprojector and give the same presentation"

using the transpayefteies you made.

if poSsible,_ do both (a) _end lb) in a room equipped with a

videotape recorder so thSCy9u-:Can later see what your

presenehtlon looked like to,.:Potntlal students.
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Aspiring as well as novice teachers need opportunities to -prat

the development of,particular teaching skills before live audiences and to

obrgin feedback. from so that their skills can be

siiirpened and impr Microtesthieg,prOvides vehicle for obtain g

less threatening (environment than, an actual collegesuch opportunist
lessrbom.

d

how. it cart ,cont

The goal this, chapter is to describe.'Ml

ute to rhe improVement of spec

OBJECTIVES

teaching-, and indica

teaching skills.

chapter you will be able 0 :

icroteaching.

d desiriL_three

two imitations

phases of

of microt

crote

aching.

three different approaches to microteaching.

ching.

ize 5 i aching skills that can be learned and' racticed

u ilizing mic oteaching.
,.

AFFECT liE, OBACTIViS

reeding this
[.

recognize the lortance of practice with video

p e. s intended that you.

Improving teaching skills: rro-,!.
.

plan to engage in microteach
,

continue teaChing.

experience prior-to and as

*This paper, prepared for,the 1973 Summer Workshoron the Teaching of

bliege Economics, has been edited and adapted to fit the format of this

edition of the Manuel.
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ICROTEACHING
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Microteaching is a small group practice training procedure that

utilizes video tape analysis and guided feedback to the trainee. The

teacher-trainee instructs a small (4-8) group of students for a short period,

(510 Minutes) working iintensively on developinga specific skill

how to increase pupil discussion by asking particular types of questions.

The actual microteaching procedure can emphaize a variety of techniques

and conditions. Should the teacher. choose to practice skills of lecturing,

for example; pupils are desirable, but optional. If a'teacher wishes to

practice increasing his interpersonal skills, the traditional teacher-pupil,

lecture environment may not be appropriate; instead, a small gro4pAiscu

!Ilion setting will be desirable. Or, if the teacher wants to develPP skillS

to maintain student interest during discussions, the pupils should bp"
instructed to simurate actual behavior such as boredom.

TLREE PHASES OF MICHOTEACHIN0

Although microteaching can be usecOfor a variety of purposes and in

many different ways, three phases of microteaching are coalmen to all micro-

teaching sessions: modeling, practice, and feedback.

The ModelingModelin Phase. This phase consists of the trainee interpreting

a written description of a particular skill. It is also desirable for the

trainee to view a model video tape of somedne using the particular skill

in a classroom setting. Veveral different types of skills can be presented

this way after which discuss ona of these skills can take place bettreen

the trainees and the supervisor of the microteaching program.

The Practice Phase. The second phase involves practice. During

this phase the trainee teaches
%

a lesson to a small group of students'

especially recruited to be micropupils. The trainee is asked to concentrate

on one particular skill. Practice can extend for as long as 50 minutes for

a lecture to only a few minutes if the focus is on the development of ques-

tioning skills. This phase is monitored by video tape.

The Feedback Phase. In the third-fer feedback phase,11ie supervisor

discusses the lesson with the trainee. The focus is on helping the trainee

understand how and when to use the skill in question. Suggestions can also

come from the micropupils. who participated in the lesson. Finally, the
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trainee can view the video tape of he microteaching seasion t observe

his own behavior in teaching. This permits,the trainee to identify those

behaViora he may have been unaware of but would like to change or stress.*

Another dimension of microteaching can involve the specification of pre-

defined skills to be developed prior to completion of a training program.

Such skills may be necessary to ensure that the needs of student

partiCular students, are met by teachers.

LIMITATIONS OF MICROTEACHING

However useful microteaching may be, it has limitations. The most

frequent criticiam.is its artificiality. While this criticism has some

truth, the same is true of many other activities in life, particularly

sports, where practice in the acquisition of particular skills is essential

to the develOpment of some level of overall competenCe. However artificial

the situation may seem to be the benefit ,of having a low-risk, non-

thre4tani,pg environment can heavily outweigh the artificiality of the

simuliti&conditions. At the cost of some time, instruction, and funds to

pay for micropupilaand equipment use, the potential exposure of students to

poor teaching is purposefully avoided. The trainee is not practicing

during valuable class time, nor is he responsible for increasing the knowl

edge of the microptipils; he is responsible only for increasing his own

knowledge about teaching.

A second limitation is the lack of opportunity to integrate al] the

teaching skills together into a coherent whole. Mieroteaching sessions,

whatever:their length, cannot simulate the entire teaching experience. Al-

though microteaChing can augment what is learned by other means, it is no

euttatitute for actually teaching.

We proceed now to a more complete description of the three phases

of microteaching.

THE MODELING.PHASE

Research has shown hat the modeling phase of microteaching

*One of the authors remembers an early Micro aching experience after

which the supervisor suggested he "should take his hands out of his pockets."

After denying that he taught completely without the benefit of gesture, he

viewed the video tape of this presentation to find his hands were in his

pockets the entire time]
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critically important to the overall effectiveness of training (Orme, 1967),

(Berliner, 1967), (McDonald, 1967). The purpose of modeling is to show

the trainee the skill and how it is used before he actually begins to

practice and learn it; Modeling can occur in a number of different ways.

The supervisor can lecture the trainee on the skill or provide reading

materials for the trainee that describe the behaviors to be learned. Or,

and more effectively, the trainee can be shown a video tape of a teacher

actually performing the skill. Still another method is to have the super=
.

visor model the skill for the trainee in front of a live class. Among

these, using the video tape is the most reliable because it provides a

controlled presentation that focuses explicitly on the skill in question.

THE PRACTICE PHASE

Existing research reveals that four to five practice repetitions in

microteaching are generally Sufficient to learn new skills (Orme, 1967,

Staybrook, 1971) if each of the practice phases lasts approximately five

to ten minutes, and if the trainee diacussee his teaching. with the anper-

visor after each phase. This cycle of feedback and practice should

continue until the supervisor and trainee decide together that th,seeeions

have served their purpose. , -

To provide complete feedback and the opportunity to observe behaviors

unnoticed by the supervisor and inadvertent to the trainee, the practice

phase ahould be video taped. The video taped leiaons are reshown immedi-
,

ately and critiqued by the supervisor in Erdiscussion with the trainee and

possibly with the micropupils as well.

The most effective practice, of course, occurs when the teacher goes

into his or her regular classroom. After all, this is the reality of

teaching, the actual setting. This suggests the importance for concerned

teachers to periodically make arrangements to have their regular classes

taped and to obtain feedback and critiques from valued colleagues or

others experienced in microteaching.

THE FEEDBACK PHASE

After the trainee has seen the model and practiced the skill for the

first time, he or she may want to discuss the results with a,supervia

The supervisor acts as a consultant to the trainee, giving suggestions



for using the skill, pointing out times when the Skill was used-properly,

,and helping plan for the next lesson. The supervisor tries to help the

trainee build confidence with his or her own teaching style. During the

feedback phase the supervisor and trainee together attempt to choose for

practice those skills that seem to be most appropriate to the teaching

style, teaching skills, and personality of the trainee. This emphasis on

designing microteaching sessions that are geared to the needs of the

trainee enables supervisors to respond to specific problems if they be-

come identified. In summary, the Supervisor's job is toot to make th

trainees use the skill and thereby change their teaching style; but rather

to give the trainees the opportunity to experiment with fitting the skill

into their own developing teaching styles.

DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO MICROTEACHINC

The microteaching teaching practicum at University utilizes

three approaches, depending on the particular skill o be taught. All

three approaches incorporate the three phases described above though with

some differences in emphasis. The three approaches are described below to

guide readers in selecting which approach is most important for achieving

their specific purposes.

Stanford Approach. The work of Allen (1963) at tanfo provided

the basis for the development of microteaching as an to proving the

training of teachers. The approach evolved over time to incorporate the

following procedures:

1. Teach or 5 minutes.

2. Read written directions
3. View model tape.
4. Teach for 5 minutes.

5. Receive feedback from supervisor.

6. View another model tape.

7. Teach for 5 minutes.
S. Receive feedback from superisor.

9. View another model tape.

10. Teach for'5 minutes.

11. Receive overall feedback fro supervisor.

This approach is particularly useful for those teaching skills that

involve a teacher in front of a group of students (as oppo e,c1to a

teacher working informally with a small group of students).\In the
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Stanford Approach it is necessary for the 4 to 8 micropupils to act as

they would normally act in a regular classroom. The trainee in this case

is asked to prepare a microteaching lesson and teach that lesson to the

micropupils.

Affetive- o ional Afsroach. This approach is similar to the

Stanford Approach in strueture, except that the teacher acts as a coequal.'

member cif the group. All individuals in. the microteaching lesson work

simultaneously or' developing interpersonal skills. A key element is en

awareness of the othqr members of the group and how they respond emotionally

to each other. The approach assumes that good teachere need to be able

to reldte,to s udents-(and ethers) as persons. Feedback sessions- are held

with the whole group with the supervisor to maximize the flow of ideas and

to emphasize learning how to develop these skills-. Video.tape playbacks

of the sessions nre also used to isolate particular skills. that need to be

developed more fully.

(tole =Playing A ach, As with the af_e Ave-emotional :approath-,- the

role -playing approach Imes the same basic structure sas the, Stanford Approach.

TheVflterenee fs in he vole of the pupils who are instructed on how to act

during the microteaching Lesson. To facilitate the learning that role,

playing provides, the etude may be insructed to ask naive questions.

Or, they may be e-asked to d only to 7goOd" questions (by. some

specified criteria), so asA0 encourage the trainee to work `.harder at

learning tc ask good qUeations.

The structure of these three approaches to microteaching are not all

that different: email groups, video taping, modeling, practice, and feed-

hack are employed In I of them. The particular needs of the trainees

and the skills to be practiced must determine the choice of the approach

to be used

TEACHING SKILLS

Ni Kieroteaching i9-01043t effective when the trainee has to learn a pre-.

defined skill. 'A number of useful teaching skills which have been success-

fully taught in microteaching settings are described below. The name of

the person to whom credit is due for developing the skill for microteaching

is indicated, and the particular microteaching approach, that the authors

believe to be most appropriate for each skill is shown.
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lkiaders of this list should have in mind the objectives of their

teaching and the methods they will apply' to reach those objectives. They

may also wish to pick out skills that would improve their effectiveness

and enhance their level of comfort in the classroom. Further, they'are

encouraged to select an approach /skill, combination and try it out in a

microteaChing session.

Reirifor'IneAStanfordAroach. To increase des
.

sired behavior in the classroom, the instructor should praise desirable

.43shaviors. Hence,:the teacher practices using a variety of praise tech-

niques: smiles and nods (non- verbal_) or verbal comments such as "good

idea" or "well done." The teacher learns' the value of reinforcement, how

it works, and how to develop various. ways of reinforcing particular be-

haV ors. It is important to emphasize those reint ere that are appro

priate for the trainee.

Stimulus Variation Orme) (Stimulus Approac Stimulus

variation describes the process of moving about the classroom and gestur-

ing in order td t increase pupil attention. Besides movement, position, and

gestures, the trainee works on situatlons where novelty, complexity, and

intelleCtural tension can produce-Increased attention by students.

Leetnring(Allen_and 11yen,196:9__Alesefero Approach). This partie-

ular skill involves bringing together the components of lecturing.

Teachers should speak clearly, use the chalkboard and audiovisual materials

properly, and have a style of presentation that is not confusing to students.

Logical presentation of topics and ideas is stressed, and stance and

position in the classroom are also practiced.

id_._Riciqy&Inuir-TrainitIman_StanfordA_Ip40). Learning

'13y inquiry is the process of allowing students to discover the coneepts and

principles of the content area on their own. Teachers are trained In

developing an-environment in which this can occur. Partieular types of

questioning skills are used to cause students to think critically and

inquiringly about the content area. Some non - verbal skills of commies-

tion are also taught.

Inte rsonal Communication Skills II, Englander).

(Affective:EmotionalApproeeh). To develop good rapport with students,

good teacher must be able to communicate with them on a level that shows
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honest interest in their learning. This skill is designed to let the

teacher practice the communication of feelings with students and works

against the notion of ivory tower` instructo'r's out of touch with reality.

Some of the components involved are: empathizing, being genuine, being

concrete, expressing feelings, and paraphrasing.

Still other skills can be identified and taught in microteaching.

Such skills that are not unique to a particular approach include divergent

Oestioning, set induction, use of silence and non-verbal cues, use of

examples, use of planned repetition and completeness in communication.

These are mentioned briehy to deMonstrate the versatility of microteach-

ing as a vehicle for developing effective teaching skills.
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DO'S AND DN'TS.

Practice teaching skills in a cro-

teaching situation that is low risk
and provides an opportunity for
feedback on your teaching.

Plan to periodicall/ video your
teaching and have it critiqued
by someone along with you.

Work on one teaching skill at a time
when engaging in microteaching.

Pont

Go into a class "cold" without
practicing some critical teach-
ing skills.

Consider one microteaching session
enough.
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RCISES

1. Make a list of the teaching skills you would like to develop through
microteaching. Explain what shortcomings you think might be improved
under each category.

Arrange to do a microteaching session with yout campus microteaching
facility if there is one; if none exists, determine ifs arrangements
might be made through the School of Education to do a microteaching
session. If this is not possible either, organize a group of fellow
students or friends to act as micropupils while you do your microteaching.

3. Describe what suggestions emerged from the comments provided to you by
your micropupils and/or your microteaching supervisor.,

to what extent did you think you were able to imp -e your skills based

on the comments provided to you?

What did you learn from watching the videotape of your microteaching

/w-----;tession? Did you gain anything from watching the videotape that you
ould not have gained from the. comments of your micropupils and/or

microteaching supervisor?



Chapter 15

INTERPERSONAL.COMUNICATION SKILLS: EMPATHY iNTI _GENUINENESS_

Loren T. Liebling and Kenneth Majer*

NEEDS- -

"What we have here is a failure to communicate." ThiS line from an,

old movie is applicable to countless classroom situations. Most teachers

consider' themselves competent when it comes'to the subject matter of the

discipline; they make a serious effort, to prepare for their claques; and

they ackhere scrupulously to office hours., Still they oftentimes sense

that "something" is missing between the students, and themielveS. Students

tithes appear to be apathetic or even hostile. Teachers, in turn,

become frustrated and angry. The net result is a Mutually unsatisfying

experience. Why do these situations develop? There is no definitive

answer to this glestion. hot a contributing factor is often tkachera

lack of awareness of both their own and.their students' "feelings."

GOALS

The goal of this chapter is to introduce two skills of interpersonal

communication enable teachers to identify and deal with the feelings

of themselves and their students. "Empathy" refers to the means by which.

we identify and deal with students' feelings. "Genuineness" refers to

the means by which we identify and communicate'our own feelings as teachers.

OB %ECTIVES

-COGNITIVE OBJECTIVES

1. After carefully reading this chapter you will be able to:

a) ...identify two "feelings" that are commonly experienced in

classroom;

demonstrate skill in identifying and communicating your students

feelings;

demonstrate skill in ;identifying and communicating your own un-

expressed feelings;

d) list 4 MYTHS that supposedly impede a ff-rteacher's efforts teach
.

- with Ifeeling.

*This paper,. prepared for the 1973 Summer Workshop on the Teaching
of College Economics, has been edited and adapted to fit the format of this

edition of the Manual.

339
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(Objectives continued

AFFECTIVE OBJECTIVES

After carefully reading this chapter and completinvthe

is, intended that you will:

be aware of the importanceof attending to personal feelings that

ay be detrimental to affective functioning in a college class;

recognize the importance of expressing feelings by using feeling

words in your own\claseroom'communication.,

exercises,

Empathy: Identifying and Communicating Your Students' Feelings

Cenuinepess: Identifying and Communicating Your Own Unexpressed Feelings

thoughts and Feelings

Conclusion

Refekences and d Readings

Do's and Don'ts

Exercises



INTERPERSONAL f OI MUNICATION SKILLS: EMPATHY.

EMPATHY' IDENTIFYING AND COMMUNICATING YOUR STUDENTS' FEELINGS

Teachers and students ae continually acting,anCreacting on
4

NESS
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basis of their feelings. In spite of this, the aeCePted:rulWof,the

teaching- Learning game generally preclude teachers rom- attending to the

feelings t t motivate student .behavior, Yet it is important to become

aware ofse feelings because ometime -Chey are detrimental to the .

effective functioning of an ent re:,class or of an indiVidual student.

By communicating, these feeltrigs thp detriment can often be.overcome.

Example 1 - Teacher: I spent a lot of time thinking about
yOtir mid -term eVnluationa of this course. A good,nuMber'of

you are unhappy with my style, particularly'the amount of

time I spend lecturing. Any comments?

Tht teacher in this example is aware of students' feelings in, his

d la showing his.concern constructive, positive manner-. H
.

1Srohahif.also aware that if he doeah't addrea*-hiMself to the.dOncerns-,

7

revealed inhe mid-term evaluation, the-altuationAn-laely -to get worse.

inging student Feelings out into the open- ie4an important step in build-
,

ing the ipundation upon which individual integrity, Mutu _espect, and

student, interest can be e tablished ands maintained. Remember, empathy is

identifying the feelings eXpressed in the students' words and actions,and

then communicating those feelings back to.them. If teaching s viewed as

a process of helping one to learn andosha e information,. then-empathy
!,

4nd communication are key ingredientS .1# that teaching process.

Contrast the empathic approach in example 1 to the follpwl.ng:

Example 2 Teacher: There are fewer and fewer, facesr,,her::

lately. Let me remind yon'all of- the University regulatione:

regarding cutting. After.l.the third cut in a semester, !tha'

grade may be lowered by as Much as o e grade, at the in-

structor's discretion, I'Miot a hard -nose on these things,

but let's not abuse my goad - nature.

The threat implied by the teacher may,, n fact improve attendance,

-but it is unlikely to do much c,o fOster an atmosphere conducive to learning.

The reason why students are cutting class. is still unresolved. The

failure to acknowledge students' feelings has prevented positive interac-

tion and 'widened the communication gap between the 'teacher and his

Students. It would have been far better) if tly teacher had recognized

1
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= that there were feellhge present that eren'theing expressed, communica--

.ted hts awarehees OUthese feelings to the students, and responded to them

in a positivefeahidIf he had done so, he would have undoubtedly

and made them more receptive to hisbroughe. himself Closer to the students

cc nevrh ,r...,:learningeconomica. He might also have found out that his

l'interOretation of his students' latent feelings was incorrect, and

that a diectisSiOn of:their feelings could clarify his understanding.

GENUINENESS.IDENTIFYING AND COMMUNICATING YOUR OWN UNEXPRESSED FEELINGS

To devele_P-a good relationship with hie students, a teacher ought to

130 genuine. Within the context of teaching, being genuine includes the

efforts a teacher makes to reveal his humanness by sharing hie feelings

with his students.

When'describing some cif the problems, a teacher encounters as he

at -eta to te, genuine, Greenberg (1969) identities a number.of popularly

held myths that impede a teacher's, efforts to ,teach with feeling. Several

of them constitute a group,

,is be genuipe.
, .

The MYTH ofCalmneas iThe teacher should behave calmly and

cooly at alLtimea.:

1YTI of ion: The teacher'a.,:feelings should De eebdued,

specially those that are the most ,incense, deep, and painful.

The MYTH of.Likin All Studets: The teacher should. like:all
students, identically, having:no dislikes for specific stUdent

or specific behaviors 'in students.

The MYTH. of a from Students;

with an effort, cane etcip,-atederits from knowing how he

premises which a teacher must-

- What follows..

taught while acce

The teaeher;-
really feels

an observation from a student about a teacher w

itg these i6,66:

emember going to a cllib one night during the winter ref my
junior year and seeing my teacher. I was appalled -- I mean,

there he *as laughing, excited, even drinking and dancing.
Until that time I just never considerecrthat he existed aUt-
ide of the classroom.. Anyway that was- my first realization
that we were both:humans and both had feelings and,thip bar-
rier between us shouldn't exist.

The converse to Greenberg's collect nytbs_would gd something

lik this: Teachers are real people with human feelings, many of whith.

difficult or impossible:o hide even from the most Unsophisticated'
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studentTiachers 4re.Most effective when they reveal their humanness by
,. -

my slating those, eplings with their students Teachereare at their
-

n ,ere not7tryteaclWfs"-ifidiii-g-b-trilfd

A'eachere are being most human when)thi0 are being most genuine. it-

Let's look, at sOMe examplei Again a reminder, GenuinenestC Iasi-
,

0
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ifying the feelingaithat you have
*
and coMMunicating them to your students.

-Whey teacher expresses his 'hurt :-when it hurts, when he expressed'

his joY.when he is joyous, he Is taking the important butDdifficult firdt

steps, ward becoming genuine. -INFlo-bald.c steps are necessary tnachieve

genuineness'. A teacher must fi be ioiess , with himself,- He must "liiten"

for his feelings. If. s teacher is nofSware thatAle is being defensive

for example, it's impossible to take corridtive neasures. The,secondSte

idto be honest:with the students. He must communicate these feelings t

them.,

Example 1: ...You,Come on sditrong-with All that moralistic
stuff abdut good thliand bad that. Well let
telkyou that it's all goin' in one ear and out
the -otnet!

T: ObvioUsly?,What you've just said bothers,Me,,
bonnie.:. So much so that I'm notsure just whit
to 'say.. iNoegs the thing that upsets' me Most
is that IN really like-to be someone you con-
sider' importanti but Itiontfrknow what I've been
'doing or sayin#,that's, broqghe,this on.
Well', I'd like4o,feel like -you judged me les!
and 1idtened more.
I feil bad t t I've misUWWerstoOd you. I'd

feel titer you knew I was ping to try to
be more in tune>l om now on.

S: Well, O.K.

jhe teacher responded with his own feelings And he seems to really

mean,ohat he says. He.is able to &ploy his responses, whatever their

emotional content, as is basis for furthe nication in the relation-

ship.

EXAMple

,

Well Ant concludes this SeCtIbti:Of the course.
I'd be interested to hearwhat you thought of it.--,4
Do you really want, to know?

,-.(uncertainly) Yes, of course!

-: O.K., I thoUght\ it was boring.
-: There Was some good to it but me lyit was `a waste

of time.
T: I feel abit disappointed hearihg you say these things.



I thought you ic d to hear this..'

Yea, and ,I'm ad'of it buf I still feel a

a disappointment. ma eom"theitihngs.
(diecussion continnes

The tsaci;ie

Example ,

has shown his humanness4nd sincerity.

So who believes: he can ansWer this

Anyone? (silence) 'John?
I'm hot sure,
Beth?
Ii-don'titnow.
You know,,,I get angry as. hell when you don !,t re

my questions. I'm not seying its your fault, .1

feel angry.
I'd feel angry too I suppose.
Where is the breakdown in this process? T ieel the

_ an inadequacy in,rde or maybe in the prpcess as a

whole: What do yOti thinM '(discussion continues)

Using th0 above examples and points

a technique. For most peOple, it's
,

it plea's you in a vulnerable posit.

feelings even in the moat safe, comfortable, environment let

of view, you have -been preaented

a difficult technique, to adopt becaUse-
,

ion. It is difficult,to share our

with

Sometimes threatening classroom setting. P.

alone in a

Perhaps it will.be helpful to examine,thethreatening,na e ot efie

classroom. The situation is composedsoF many unknown`, several of, which

can be alleviated by being. genuine., A good example ts the teacher who

walks into hid-class the first day and is feeling very nervous and Line m-

fortatile. He starts out the claes-by saying:"T feel/kind of nervous and

uncomfortable today. In'a sense, he's letting his students Into part of

`him What do YOU think, the student reaction would be? We believe-that

they.4111.0sen up and feel more.comfortable -with the teacher becaUse he

has showfcthel*that,he, too, is human.

THOUGHTS AS1 4gEELINGS

Empathy and genuineness are two skills which

gather: In the classroom it would bedifficult

distinctly skills. They are both concerned with identifying

end expressing feelings. They are different only id this; simple way;

empathy has to do with others and -enuineness has to dowith self.

can beat be used t

separate them into two

This may sound easy and something you do every day; but when you

think about it abit more, you see that you ar

easing thoughts' and not feelings-- Another

usually identifyin and

definition is in order.
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For our'Use,s thoukht is how you intellectually analyze a stimulus; a
A

ling: s hgi you emotionally tea* to a stimulus. We can be'cute that

tit

eon expressing a feeling reaction by seeing if he uses a ng rvo

An'hIs sentOnct. These are limply words which describe feelings such as

angey,frustrated, hurt, excited, happj, sadi glad, lonely, upsei,, bored,

etc. 4 or

You can use hese skills when you having trouble getting to your
e

studeOts, when you think your students are not with%you, or when you think-:

you are nt w10.yOur studento. These skills can be used with individual

atujents or With whole classrooms. They should be used because it will

make ou feel better about what you're doing and what -the. students ,ere

doing, andIt will make the students feel better about what yoWie doing

and what4they!redoing.

CONCLUSION

We have stated that empathy is identifyin the feelings expressed

in the samdents words and actions and then communicating tb&ge feelings

back to him, and that genuineness is identifying the feelAngs that you

have and commonicating them to your students. These are not very academic

definitAns but they're understandable and workable.
7,14 -,

These two interpersonal communication skills are designed to in-

ease -your comfort and effectiveness as a classroom teacher. During the

exercise sessions which follow you will be asked to practice using these
4

You definitely won't. use these shills all the time in your. cies.-

_J.
room, but wring these session-0,- you should practice using them as much

as possible.. ,Try them out and see if you would be Comfortable using them

in the classroom as part of your own teaching style.
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DO

Identify and pay at ention to the
feelings students have in your

clastroom

itactice expressing your own feel-

ing' when teaching.

Remember that UnexproesedJeelings
maybe a detriment to learning.

e closed off and aloof from

your students as people.

Assume that9 content precludes
feelings that people have.

Remain 'so, aloes that you are ,

perceiveCas having no:buMan
feelings when you are teaching.,



Empathy- Genuineness
Exercise 1
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-for- each-of- t he-f ol Low ing-att ua t ionaw-anumber-of-difforint

teacher statements or responses are presented. Some state-

ments (responses) are empathic, some are genuine, and others

are alternative responses which do not conform to either of

the definitions of empathy and genuineness presented in
these materials.

?Using E or C, ma k each statement (response) that is empathic
.0,r genuine. Use 0 to mark any statement. (response that is
neither empathic or genuine.

,Situation l r: I spent a lot of time thinking about-your mid -term evalu-
ations of this course'. A good number of you are unhappy
with my style, particularly, the smount of, time I spend

lecturing. Any coMments?

S: I'm just getting tired of sitting here taking notes all

of%the time. Gouldn-lt we cover.the material in different
stays, like discuAlon?

A. T: If we spend all our time in discussion, we
couldn't cover all the material.

This material is difficult and there's no
sugar-coated way to present it. Giveh that

fact, do you really think discussions would
work?

C. Group discussions are certainly one good
approach. I guess what you're really tell7.
ing me is that you are unhappy with one
approach.7 And more important, that you
want approaches that involve you more
directly.

U. T; .Group discussion might be a very good
technique, but only if all of you are
ing to take responsibility for what happens.
Otherwise, it'd fall flat on its face.

It:makes me feel good to hear you come'up

with positive suggestions-. Do any of the
others of you have any ideas? Maybe we
can come up with some other approaches
and see where thOy might fit inir
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Situation 2: T: Wall Tom, I haven't seen you in Bey office ins long time.

What can I do for ybu?

-: Wood t

extension

A.

D.

afraid_lim going_to_hwe
for that paper due Friday.

T: _u seem embarrassed to ask. Do you think

'I'm that unreasonable?

ask for an

T: I think you're the fourth student this
morning to make that request. When are
You students going -to take this work

Seriously?

,really angry with your request. You

ust be the fourth student I've seen
oday:on the same matter. I really. thought

had made my expectations quite clear.
-

expectations
Where is the problem for you?

You know I really ought to write some-
thing for Reader's Digest, something like

"My Most_ Unforgettable Excuse." :Allway
what's yours, Tom?

Tom,- it makes me very unhappy to give
extensions. You must be under a lot JA
pressure to risk my had humor. What

exactly is your problem?

Key for Fart-Is

Situation 1

Situation 2

C 0; E G.

C C; L1 - 0; E E and



EmpathytGenu neness
Exercise:2

-In each-of-4hefellotiing situations=the-instrnaor_managen_t
shut.off any further communication with his students.
in each instance, the instructor might well have employed
empathy, genuineness, or a combination of both. Answer the

questions for each of the sittuatione.

uat We're about mid-way into the semester now. Do any of you
haye any comments on what's being taught or hoW it's'
taught? Any problems with where we're going?
I have one.
Yes.. Could 'ou
Well, it's like
but I don't vet
Pon't you thlhk
responsibility'?
Yes, in part. But obviously, you're the one with the

I wish you could spend more time tying things

share it?
this* We've
have a sense
that. sort

been'bombarded with material,
of how it all fits together.
synthesis is the student's

expertise.
together.
In effect,
the answer

te..and i
thisAsn't

you're askingte to spoonfeed the material, and
is.no. Your responsibility, Tom, to eval-
tegrste the ideas presented here. After all,

an introductory course.

What,specifically,-did the 14tructor sO3\to .discourage further communication?

What d- u sus act the ructor a_ feelin
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What do you believe he. 0tud t s ling.?

How=mig4t the itiatrnot0 empathically to the student?

Situation 2: ere,aretwenty-six people'in this class and only eigh
ejects onwysdesk. . What givaa?

That ettidn.C- really thrLwmost of us for a'sloop.
didn't you bring'thai:up?

SaVeral of f-ni wanted rubring-'it.up dant Tuesday, but
4

tie _tan Ot.-before you pould e*plAW.4t
,T:= it'a:morenodgh bring fh class. If you

don't understand the work4t's'yodiresponsibility to
make An-appointment,to. disen-0 't1; Therefa'really
exam-4 for this'.

What,-

tion.

pacifically, di-d the instructor Cher eommunica-
-

What do you subpAtt:the ihstrixtor was feeling?
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Iiow mi =ht the instructor have reacted more em'athicall to the student

ec

Nancy, we haven't hear4 from you in a long while. Could

you please summarize*:talbraith!s ideas on the future of-

'the.induatrial system?
afraid I can't. I didn't get to that particular

reading. I'm sorry.

T I'm sorry too. You folks don't want cm to lecture,but

you don't leave me" any.-.0oice if you're not prepared for

discussion. What am I aupposed to d67 Well:, let's not

waste any more time.

id the instructor -a disdoura=e further; dommunic on?
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-Uu euspectthe instructor was feelin

Haw al:sht- the instrua d hi_ feel enuinelY?

it do ou believe the atuden

.have reacted more em athicall

tuation 4: T: Thisciass-ie juet;abo. over. Are there any comments

any of you would like to make?
S: 1Why does the course have to be so theoretical? Most of

us are nonmajorsI this is just a requirement for

graduation. Yet the course is designed as if we intend-
ed'to becOme scholars ip the area. Why can't we gear the
course more to our own interests?

T: Whatcan I say? Youread the course description at
regiOtration, maybe before that. You can't say you
didn't know what you were getting into Perhaps this

course isn't for you. Maybe you should think of with-

drawing:
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32 further communication?

teased his-own

What do. oh believe the etuden

.ppEmff=
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,

was looking aver the mid-t .'course evaluations lait

night. There ryas one thing ehat:reallyaurprise4 me,
Almost aDnepf. you wrote anything, in the open comment

a en.--Somione must-have mething tosay. Why_the

sticenCe
.S: I think I have e very general reason.
T:, What is it?

1 .

S: It's not'a function of you thi
.

class'in particular,
j

taut :think-most students ar suspicious of

eve ations, No matter ho ud ehey're supposed

to e,stherok is always. a), :* i ing that the

eValuitions might be used agniiiat you in some way
I can't honestly* believe,tbatiy *tept that YOU don's

"really feel that instructors arund: here aresuch
hypocrites? I'm surprised at such-a atatemenl

What,' specifically; did the instructor say to die

tion?

usage fuxther ciammunica

3.

uctor have expressed h more genuinely?

What do du believe the student was





Empathy-Genuineness
Exercise 3

-,ng_exerciaes are:designed_to accompany twO ten-
nu e videetapes on 1interpersonal communication skills-.
e tapes are designed as stimulus materials to' Supplement

the chapter and written exercises concerning genuineness
And. empathy

Instructor and Class

View tape. Divide into groups of Iour.: Two members are to
observe students; two to observe the instructor. VieW,tape again
.1 sting all feelings eRpressed or iMplied in tap_ e.
Discussion 'questions for group: -,-

How.didjt feel to be a student in this class?
How did dt.Jeel tobe a teaCher in ,this claSs?
What examples of empathy and genuineness did you

and - Supervisor`

View tape- poking for instances of empathy and:genuineness'by
supervisor and instructor. Divide members into pairs. One
person should'prkCtice being supervit, the other instructor-.

-,-

Instructor shoul4initiatethe issue of students receiving
low grades on quiz. Afteti,five minutes, reverse rares.-
feedback-and compare experience6. Pairs should go ,back .to
group and list- at least three other issues of situations which
might arise in a college classroora where empathy.arsigenuine-
ness might be -esp.ecially appropriate.

View tape to again observe empathy and genuineness o
instructor and students.
Diseussion questions:

, 'How does this segment spmpare to the, first?
What are the major differences iii the student's and
linstructor's feelings Smd;eXpreSsions?

Groups 'of fourjhouid laintogaiher to_fotM g pups-of-eight.
Choose-one Memberto be the instructor and at teaWane ip be
an observer. kola play. one, of the Sitdations'511StecOn the
previous exercise:,. Observer' should note-instances...of genuine-
ness and empathy. s time permits, give other memberaoppor-
tunity to rule 151 'sltnationS in the group.

t
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APPENDIX

1973 TEACHER TRAINING CONFERENCE .FOR INSTRUCTORS OF COLLEGE ECONOMICS

Indiana University, Bloomington, Indians

Schedule of Activities

MON

Session

Date Number

July 30

(morning)

(afternoon;.

evening)

July 3l

(morning/

afternoon)

(afternoon/

evening)

WED August 1

(morning/

afternoon)

4

Thpic

Welcome Remarks

Introduction

Learning Theory

What is a Principles

Course in Economics?

Introduction to Micro-'

teaching

5-6 Instructional Cb Objectives

for Economists

Observational Analysis

8-9 Sequencing, Task Analysis,

Assumptions About Learning

Economics

(evening) 10 Instructional Method:

Media

BURS August 2 11-12 Student Cognitive

Evaluation and Testing

(monring/

afternoon)

Activity

Overview

Instructional Model

Presentation plus exercises

Presentation plus exercises

Familiarization with

equipment and methods

Microteaching

Presentation plus exercises

Speaker

t. Frankil

Arthur Wela

Kenneth %jar

Nicholas

Anastasipw

G, L. Bach

Michael Orme

and staff

Kenneth Majer

Presentation plus exercises Darrell Lewis

Presentation and exercises Ivor Davies

Presentation and exercises Dennis Pett

Presentation and exercis s J. hap Tuinman



Sesgion

`Date Number Topic

FRI

SAT

I

S

MON

4

EE

August

'4414 0 rning

irk

(ante,,

(evening!

August 4

(morning/

(afternoon)

August 5

(afternbon)

,-,

August 5

(morning)

(effIrnoon)

August 7

morntngP

(afternoon,

.11

(evelng

ca

Open Laboratoi*

Student Cognitive

Evaluation agd

Testing

14 Classroom and

I,StudentAffective

'Evaluation

Banquet

Open Laboratory* ;:

Picnic

15, Instructional M'ethod:

Lecture

16 Instructional Method:

Interpersonal

Communications kills

17 Inseructinal Method:

Case Method; self-

paced instruction

Instructional Method:

Synthesis and

Alterftativit

18

I

OpenLaborato y*

Activity Speaker

Familiarization with, MiChael Orme and

equipment aneMethods staff

Microteaching

.Evaluation Contest Jaap Tuinmatf

Presentation and exercises ,Lee Hansen

4 Allen Kelley

Familiarization with 'Michael Ore And

equipment and methods staff

Micioteaching

a

4

`Presntation plus video

tape exercises

Phillip Saunders ,

Presentatioh plus video Beryl Brown

tape exercises

Presentation plus exer-. Rendigs Fels

vises i

Seminar

ty

Arthur Welsh

Be--1 Brown

('4

0'



Date

Session

Number Topic Activity Speaker_

rifURS

August

morning)

19 Research In Economic

Education

Presentation

Distinguished PAnel

Darrell Lewis

Kelley Welsh,

Lewis, Saunders,

Hansen et al.

(afternoon) 20 Team Work Session Staff'

(evening) 21 Team Work' Session Staff

August 9 22 - Group Presentations of Group presentation Paiticipants and

(morning) Instructional Sequences and reaction staff

by Participants

(afternoon) Evaluation of Instruc- Discuss and evoke Participants and

tional Sequences- criteria staff

FRI August 10 24 Implementation and Welsh, Participants

(morning) evaluation of Workshop and staff

(noon) Luncheon James-Weigand

(afternoon) Depart

*Those periods listed as "Open Laboratory" are slack times purposefully left for optional activities that may

run over fro 'daily presentations and/or times when participants can use equipment such as video tape, etc.

I
3 62
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TE AND ASSIGNMENTS

During the two weeki of this conference you will be working witb each
other bn one of six teams. The team assignments have been made ahead
of time although you can be assured there was no incipient motive to

place certain universities together, We diMply wanted to ensure about

the same size and proportion bacultx and graduate student team members.

The team assignments 'are listed below:

Team 1 Team 2. ..Teats `3
--. ....,.---.

.
, - .. ;

Duke Jllinoia tliarvor4.

North Carolina Iowa Nabrislw,

North Carolina State c, -Purdue .Wisconsje'

Vanderbilt -

Team 4

Minnesota
Missouri

Team 5.

Berkeley
Florida State

' Windsor.

Team 6

Indihna

Each team will be expected to,produce a micro instructional package during

the next two weeks incorporating the skills and prOcedureajhat are'being

taught during the formal presentation sessions. HTheseinstru'ctional 77;

packages will be presented by tile, teams on Thursday, Adgust-.9. The final

product will be a completed unit that can,:be,implemented witji n a prinilip

of economics course at your home .institution.. The as i r ya:h

team is to use.any economics text the team selects as app

content base and to develop an instructional Sequence-that

following:
.

(1) A statement of needs
(2) A statement of goals
(3) An explicit liit of instrnct _ffiEfr objectives

(4) A .task analysis

(5) An application of instructional media_

(6) Student evaluation p:rocedures(dogniti_ and

(7) Course evaluation7probedures
(8) Schedule of instructional activities

Items (1) and (2,),; may be ahort,,,tone or two parag_ ha each '

(4), andL(8) shall be int,0110-11Y related, That is, or sac section

taik analysis therg:shell' be Arresponding inatructional objectives

in t 1 have .corresponding specific instructiovpl aciolvities (preSumab

ite 1 pe 'incorporated in 8). Jtema- (6) and (7) sail inch

pro edu a, as wel.r a0 ap&ific:expmpte44.0f-eveluetten items or
,t Ac

: ,
1

1

..

arding the,asSignment feel. freL to
.

7,clatiticartoh.



PARTICIPANTS

(F = Facu 'GS = Graduate Stude-

Robert F. Allen, Univergity of Nebraska (F)

Elizabeth Allison, Harvard University (F)

William F. Becker, Jr., University of Minnesot

Jerry Bodily, Purdue University (GS)

Donald Bonney, UniVersity of Iowa (CS)

William Carpenter-, University of California,

William S. Cartwright, Indiana University (G

Themas H. Cate, Florida State University (GS

Dave Cavander, University of Iowa (GS)

Eliae Chapman, Indiana University (Gp,

wiles Eaton, University of Missouri /GS

Ann M. Eike, University ofMissouri.(GS)

Geng D, Guill, Duke Univers4y

Richard Hansen Unpersity.bE.Nebraek.st

Curt Hutraell Universityk'of Nebraska (GS)

flan Kauifmani niversiiy of Nebraska (GS)

iit diana University (GS)

John ,M 'K h n, University of Missou

Zrute'MAnn Indiana University (GS)-1

David McFarland, University of Mort.,

UnpAlysity of Minnesot {GS)

MarYjouisePiecoll,Purdue University '(GS)

David'uRasmusson,, lorida Mate University

y.Rlezman, University Minne

Michael Salemi, University of Min

(F)

Oa' R.Rfiort, UniversitY of Windsor

JOhn J, 'gfried, Vanderbilt University (F)

k-Snide an, University oflpconsi CO

irvAn Sob-4, Florida State University (F)-

A110 rilkland, University ofWisconein (GS
ak

Bran ;SuiIivan, Untversity of North Carolina (GS)

BrdceVarmeulen, University of California,-Berkeley, (GS) ,

T.:114arner, North Carolina State University-(GS)

is Weidenaar, Purdue University (F)

Yoho, University of Missouri (GO_



SUPPORTING STAFF

(Indiana University Students Working With
The Associate Instructor Teaching Skills Program

Bruce Berning

Susan Hawkins

Robert Highsmith.

Richard Reed

Nicholas Stayrook

PROFESSIONAL STAFF AND GUEST LECTURERS

Nicholas J. Anastasiow, Professor of Education Indiana University

G. L. Bach, Frank E. Buck Professor of EconoMics and PUblic Policy,
Stanford University; Chairman, American Economic Association.
Committee on Economic Education

Beryl E. Brown, Lecturer in Education, Indiana University

Ivor K. Davies,'Professor of Education, Indiana University

Rendigs Fels, Professor of Economics, Vanderbilt University:
Secretary-Treasurer, American Economic Association

M. L. Frankel, President, Joint Council on Economic Education

W. Lee Hansen, Professor of Economics, University of Wisconsin

Allen C. Kelley, Professor of Economics, Duke University

Darrell R. Lewis, Profess& of. Economic Education, University
of MinneSota

Kenneth S. Majer, Director Associate Instructor Teaching Skills
. Program, Indiana University

Michael B. J. Orme, Associate Professor of Education, Indiana University

Dennis W. Pett, Professor of Eddcation, Indiana University

'Phillip Saunders, Professor of Economics, Indiana University

J. Jaap Tuinman,' Associate Professor of Education, Indiana Univers.

James E. Weigand, Professor of Education, Indiana University
eq14-

Arthur L. Welsh, Director, College and University Program,
Joint Council on Economic Education



APPENFIX II

SCHOOLS WITH TRAINING PROGRAMS IN T
ANT SELECTED SAMPLE SYLLABI

School

rnell Univer

* Duke. University Uni-

versity of North Carolina
and North Carolina State
University,"Irlangle"
Program

Harvard IlnJver

'University I l i inois

*Indiana University

indl-ates Syl I:ahus Foci low,.

Resource Person

Peter McClelland

Allen C. Kelley

Elizabeth Allison

Tonald Paden

Phillip Saunders

ZING ECONOMICS

310

Type of Program

Intensive program prior'
to the beginning of classes,
followed by periodic meet-
tags throughout the .semester
for graduate students already
selected to teach.

Intensive three-day program
with emphasis on selected,
,aspects of the learning-
teaching process for grad
uete students who are not
yet teaching as well as for
those who are teaching
concurrently.

Intensive two day program
with piimary emphasis,on
video taping and critique,
of lecture presentations
of graduate students
already selected to teach.4r.

Intensive program prr to
the beginning of es,

,followed by periOdi meat-
ingsAhroughout the semester
for graduate students. already
selected to teach. The%ses-
-sions are conducted by the
'Office. of Ifistructiorial
Resources, with the help .of

the Department oflconomics.

Semester-long seminar for
graduate credit on most
aspects of the learning-
teaching process for
graduate students/Who have
not yet been a lected to--

teach.
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School source Person

L

Lehigh:UniVets ty -Bruce Dalgaard Intensive five i se

sion before classes beg-
in for. graduate student
instructors in coopera-
tion with learning
resource Specialists,.
followed by periodic
meetings during the sem-

tsteremphasizing,video
tapingjollowed bye ipdi-
victual consultation Sad
evaluation.

*University of ven Buckles Year-long seminar for
graduate credit on most
aspects of. the learning-
teaching process required
for all graduate student
teaching assistants.

* Univi rsity of Mi.nnseota William Becker, Jr. Seminar and classroom
observation:program
required of all begin-
ning graduate student
instructor's. Described
in May 1976, Amer.,Econ.
Rev., Proc, pp. 229233.

University of Nebraska William Gilles Brief intensive session
V followed by year-long

miner for new Ph.D.
candidates who are teach-
ing economics. Two hours
credit given.

Northern Illinois' John Soper

University

*Purdue Univers y nnis Weidenaar

IntensiVe session on
selected aspects of the
learning-teaching pro
cess, followed by periodic
meetings throughout the
semester for Oaduate
students aireddy selected
to teach.

Two day intensive session
before classes begin'
required fo-r all new grad-
uate student instructors -

on aelectedraspects of
the learning-tenekihg
process: In class video



Resource Person

Purdue University Dennis Weidenaar
(con's.)

Univeral
Madison

y Wisconsin- W. Lee Hangen

* University of Wisconsin- W., Lee Han

MadiSon,

371

e of Program

taping and student
evaluation question-
naires administered during
the semester, followed
by a concluding session
at the end of the sem-
ester to review evalua-
tion results.

Intensive one day trait-
ing sessionYfor discussion
leaders using-University
of Michigan "Trigger
Tapes."

Semester -long seminar for-
graduate credit on most
sspicts of the learning=
teaching process for
graduate students who Are
not yet teaching as well
as those who are teaching
concurrently.



"TRIANGLE" INTENSIVE PROGRAM

PROGI

Department, of Economics

Duke. University
North Carolina State Univers,
University of North Carolina

Held at
Duke University

Board of Trustees Room
Durham, Nortlyfarolina 27706

April 20-22, 1978

PROGRAM

Thursday, April 20
9:00-9:30
Introductions, Workshop Objectives

9:30-10:30
Taped Mini LeCtures

10:30-11:00
Coffee Break

11:00.12:30
How to Plan a Course

Course and Unit Objectives
Getting the Pieces Together
Evaluating What You Have Done

3 73

(Allen C.

Elizabeth Allison
W. Lee Hansen

Arthur Welsh

12:30.1:30
Lunch

1:30-3:00
Critiques of ,Taped Mini Lectures

3:00-3:30
Coffee Break

3:30-5:00
Fundamentals of. Classrrom Presentation

The Beginning
Examples, - Numbers and Graphs
Fielding Questions

r '
Friday, 4pril

9:00-10:15
Organizing and Leading a Discusslcm,
Session I

10:15-10:45
Coffee Break

/10:45.12:00
Organizing and Leading a Di$CLISOOM

Session II pro

12 :00 -1:30
Lunch

1:30-3:00
Course AssessmentFormulation and.*
Evaluation of Examination '3 :00=3:30

Coffee Break
3:30-5:00
Course AssessmentFormula
Evaluation of Examinations

. Lee Hansen
Arthur Welsh

Elizabeth Allison

Elizabeth Allison

W. Leg Hansen

Arthur Welsh.'



Saturday, April 22
9:004015
Methods of Lecturing I Phillip Saun

Objectives, Goals and Strategies
Principles of Learning Theo

10:15-1045
Coffee. Break

10:45-12:00'
Methods of Lecturing 11

12:00-1:00 A.-
Lunch

1:00-2:15
Post Taping of Mini Lectures I
5:00
Workshop Picnic for all Staff and Participants at the Kelley'son the e-Journal of Economic Eclutation, the Master Curriculum
Chicopee Trail Beer and Southern Cooking Guile Task Force, and a Trustee of the Joint Cotinea 00

Econolnic Edpcotion.

CiliK'SHOP STAFF
Elizabeth Allison, Ph.D., Ho ard University. Research fields
include labor economics, macroeconomics, And economic
education.. Dr. Allison is presently Associate 1:)rofessor of

rs Economics, Harvard University. She has been on the
Committee of the Danforth Faculty Fellows Program, a
member of the Committee on Economic Education of the'
American Economic Absociation, and a member of the
Advisory Board of the. Journal of Ecohomic Education.

W. Lee Hansen, Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University, Research
'Phillip Saunders fields include labor economics, human capital economies, and

economic education. Professor Hansen has held positions at
the University of California at Los. Angeles-, and the President's
Council of Economic Advisors. He is presently at the
University_ of WisconsinMadison. In economic_ education he

Workshop Staff has been a member of the Committee on Economic Ededatieri
of the American Econarnie,Association, the Advisory Board of

I

Allen C, Kelley, Ph.D.-; Stanto,rd University.: Re,sear,ch fields .

include economic, development, demographietconomics, and
economic education. Profesor Kelley has held positions at
Stanford University, Univer4ity of Wisconsirhladison
Australian National 'University, arid. the Rand CorporanOn;
Presently he is Chairman of Economics', Duke University. He is
Chairman of the Committee...9n Economic Education, 6
merther of the Advisory BoarMof the Journal of Economic
Edbcation, and Principal Investigator,of the Teaching
Information Processing System (Tips) Project.

PFiillip Saunders, Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of
technology, Research, fields include labor economics and

ohmic education. Professor Saunders has held positions at
vdein and Carnegie Mellon University. Presently he

Associate Dean of Arts and Sciences at Indiana Univtrsity. hi
economic education he has been Director oft he Lasting Effects,
Project, Consulting Economist for the Agency for Instructional
Television Series, CO-Director for the TUCE revision, member
of the Committee ow,EConomic Education of the American
Economic Association, -mernber of the Advisory Board of the
Journal of Economic Education, and member of theeMaster
Curriculum GUide Task, Force.

The Teacher Training Program (TTP) has been
developed by the Committee on Economic Education of
the American Economic AssoCiation and the Joint Coun-
cil on Economic Education of New York City. The Pro -
grarh has beenfunded by the Alfred P. Sloan F6undation.
The TTP manual has been compiled by Arthur Weigh,
W. Lee. Hansen and Phillip Saunders: The Advisory
Board of the up includes G. Lee Bach, Stanford Uni-
versity, James Buchanan, Virginia Polytechnic Universi-
ty, Rendigs Pels, Vanderbilt University, the late Aaron
Gordon, University of California-Berkeley. Walter Heller,
University or Minnesota; and George Shier, University
of Chirgo.

Arthur -Welsh, PhD,. University of Illinois. Research 'fields
include public finance, industrial organization, and economic
education. Dr. Welsh's previous positionSinclude University of
Iowa, and Associate Director bf the BOreau of Economic
Research (Iowa). Presently he isProgram Director of the Joint
Council do Econorrtic Education. He has been the Principal
Investigator of the Teacher Training Program, Staff Dire
the TUCE (Test of Understanding College Economics)
Co.birector of the .TUCE reviSion.



e HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRE-SERVICE 'PROGRAM

10 Teacher Training Seminar*

September 15-16, 1977

ThuredalsMiliber 15

8:30-9:00'

Room 17

'9:35-10:30
Rooms 417,
418, 419

10:30-10;45 .

Snackbar
Penthouse

,

10:45 5'

Room

Roo,_.-

:0071:00

Pe- house'

1:30-2:30,
Room

2:30 -2:45

-Snackbar,
Penthous.e

2:45.-4:00

Roemis 417-419

375

Graduate REGISTRATION, Men rial Nall-

INp96UCTIW --- Overview of thd Seminar
Schedule (Robby Moore).

MICROTEAGHINC'SESSION,I (Videotape opening.
.4 minutes of "Supply and J)emand lecture.

. .

and 4 minute numerical /` raphical exaMple)

Coffee Break

HINTS ON PREPARING A LECTURE Robby Moore

Comment on "Iftnts on Prepa
(Jeff Woldowit:z)

Lunch

_ Lecture"

TIPS ON pnivEg(Professor Richard Caves,
on videotape)

SOME MORE SPECIFIC'l PS-ON DELIVO_ Clark).

.4:00-4:15
Room 17

4

MICRO'EACHINC .SESSJON IT Uritical review
'morping,videotapes)

.What to Prep re 1pr Friday

schedule c in on back),

e1.1. At LihrarY. Radcliffe Quad.' Schedule subject'

Al



0 -Teadher Train'

FRIDAY', SEPTTENHER 1b

9:00-9:15
:Room 17

9::15'-12030.

417"419

Out activities

.12:00-1:30
CurriefHouse"
Private Dining Room

:30-2:30
Rooms 417-419

-2:0-3:00
%Room 17

3:-00-3:15

Room 17

3:15-3:30'
Room

Spackbar
Penthouse

r

*Note: the seminar

leaders.

MICROTEACHINGSESSIWIII (Videotaped
practice ripvarious teachingslcills
using first two lecpures of the seine
there will bd i'breaj around 10 :30)

'Lunch (retufning section leaders , invited)

AO,

4ICROTEACHING SESSION III (continued)
4

.ALTERNATIVES TO LESTURINQ: PREPARYNG A'
"NON-LECTURE" SECTION (Robby Moore),

Advice on your first 15 minutes (Jeff
Wolcowitz)

SATe advice on writing problemroble sets and
gradi4 '(Jeff 'Wolcowitz)'

Snacks

be conducted by veteran Ec. 10 section

Many video clips from past Ec. 10 sections -will betsed through-.

out ReMember that silpuld come to the seminar

lectures prepared as if you were going to give tm. Jnally,- please
A

bring.your Instruc or s Manual to the sRminar' (Thursday'l'o,, ly).

your first two



SUGGESTED IfICROTEACHING SCHEDULE
or. GrOup Leaders)

THURSDAY (Day 1)

Demand Lecture)

1. Jape eacheach'pe Leon on -first 4 minutes -of "Supply and Demand.

lecture.

Tape each person pn four-minute!numer al graphical example

10: 0 AM Taping f,rom Supply-and

Notes

from "Supply and Demand" lecture.

Make Aire everyone goes thrbugh opening four minutes

before toping anyone on numerical/graphical example.

You should probably, switch order when doing numerical]

graphical.example,e.g: second person:first, third

personpecond,,first person last.-.

.Make sure to STOP them after firatJour minutes of

opening. If you have plenty of time, you may want to

act them go 5-6 minutes each on- numerical /graphical

example.

If still hAvd-." "lots you can nave them each

tell group how they "prepared" their lecture notes...

this will set them up for next

now to Prepare a Lecture.
A

segment of seminar on

MICROTEACHING SESSION-II --- 245-4:0 P (Critique _ oionj Tapes)

I. Btief, review of "checklist" 'On "Opening Four Minutea."

2.. Play first 4minute,clip. and ask for comments/critiquev n

light of "Proyiding Structure" checklist points use

back of checklist on "Delivery Style" and again ask fa

critiques.
g 6

o the same for next two clips.

*ay numerical/graphical example

"checklist" on ical/graphical

7f first person

example and ask. for

-comment6/critique.. Also consider "delivery" and"blackboard"

pbrt.ions of checklist.- (If they:asked the group e question,



use "asking questions" portion of checkist as wel

they didn't question- you may want to point out where

could have.)

'Do die same for the next. two clips in group

if time remains, you can check their "lecture notes" in light

of presentations o "how to FiepareA Lecture" and Caves'

comments.

FRIDAY (Day 2)

CROTEACHING SeSSION III

1. Have each person to

again.

10:30 (Repeat of "PROVIDING STRUCTURE")

penTng 4 minutes of "Supply and Demand"

_Flay back and cr ique y more on section- leaders for critique

and bomments....make s tcp reinforce a bit, more to build up

confidence )

Have each

-4. Play back an

es of " "Introduction "" lecture.

If not enough- time to

each without

MICROTEACHING SE

INTERACTION)

1. fliayeeach PeT

(Repeat of Numerical Example

tape numerical /,gra3lircal example "Supply

raid DemaWd" lecture. While they are taping, Mak sure they
A

ask "class" a question. In.addition, ask them two queg7

,tion__- from the list we preparedt.an "Supply and D e lecture:

Play back 'and discuss, using "checklist" on asking and answering

Aueitions "boardWork," and ' "delivery style, as- needed.

Re d them that our "gugges.ted re'ponses" will be diqributed in the
A!

1



EaCROTEAC SE' ION V 1:30 2:30 NumerictillExample from

ntroduction" Lecture)

A

1.- Have each person tape numerical/graphical example from

Again, 'take sure they 'roduction lectur.b.

group a question and Vlb pond," Also, make sure you ask

each person one or rat questions from list Introduction'

lectu.

Pass out " "handout" on Somen Likely Questiontianalga

Responses. a

3. Play back and diacuss/c itigue using suggested/answers. Use

"checklist" wasking and answering ques ions as will ,

"boardworki"and "deli. ry selylea as deeded.

4. Try to build up ea:A person's confidence as this is last

session.



OF ILLINOIS-FRE-NERVICE-FR -AND-FOLLOW-UP

Office of instructional Remmrcea
Campus Teaching preigrams (-3370)

Department `of Econolics Teaching'

NOTE: `This guide is tentative and canbe ad
'interests and concerns 'of the group.'

Session4: 'Wednesday, 872
..

Topics:.

Session'

78 9-,00.

Come prepared to
in the sessions

Overview o pregraill.

Leeson planning and a

Explanation of peer tea
8-24478.

Viewing of Econo

Thursday, 18=24-7

Veer teachIng.

Sign up fo

Fr ida

Playback'

The following sessionsessionn

the fall semester', Dg:',

Department of

.0
deotape play -ck of` -.peer tea 44pie

8 -Roam 120 Commerce Annex

indlnddak Videetapet,bY-apcioAn
-

ssi00 4:

Session' 5:

hduied:tft run diming the remainder
d 14atIons"will annou#c

_g fa

ffect v

Session 6: teeturepttesent
materials.

Session :7:

dIscussion sec i

classroom quesr

scion ls. .Tips o

Teerconstruetion.

Session 8: Test construntion

Sesaion 9 .Evaluation at ina

ontinued) and gra



4fdeotapings and playbacks of yo teapWg. T
tapinssaccur in you ddri g a eogularly

Ameeting.

Classroom obeervations. Usin
the teaching of a fellow TA a
brief analysis of the lessan;
and may be substituted for one.

an o ,guide observe''
anOthett instructor .., Write' a 1,
This. lahan optional 'activity
videotgpe of ur teaching,

fain feedback about Your teaching frok,- one (or ail) of _your
classes. You can use a standard evaluatim form or one of your
awn devising;

You will alsa.be asked to
Program.

ate the 'eachin. Aasistant1

Videotaping: Teaching -AaSistant who titv?..p
in Otis program report that the videbtapixig
extremely beneficial. Many par tic ipante.

_ WAS the best aspect of the program. 1-1-Swev

may tbe very Upset by:Videotaping, pleasd'vi
willk,firrange for some other form of _edback\

s

2. If you' attend seven .sessions 'and participa
videotaping 'session; a letter brief ddsc

stating that you participated may plac/e,

c e'ously pat
rien- s.were .

-veer vidgethp bag
think ,y p

hd- we



SYLLABUS

eachingt,Introductory o-Ezno s, Sp ng 1978

RH 148. - 0.

Dry aunder
ice: BU 913-

10'130
NOOR.-

By App_ Olritmin

fhonei 72761

AV DSP Assistants:
Frances Gott
Deronda Tucker

Economies Assistant:
Bruce Fletcher

Course Desoription

Pia ng, presenting., and evaluating:instruction. Course con ent emphasized:

Sp =cific topics include learning theory, instructional object es, course

pinning, textbOOk SelectiOn,'letturing and.discussion'techhiques, visual aids,

-tes construction, grading,:student evaluation o n tion, and practical

classroom teaching proble 'Video tape and of -er analyse= of participants'-

projects are employed.

Course a

The main goal of this course-is to imprdv_ the tea_ ing effectiveness of

the participants ho later become Associate Instructors in E103 and/or

E104.. S ctessful particiOation in this course is a necessary, but not a

suffi -i nt, condition for receiving an A.I. appointment to teach E103

4nd/or 04 in subsequent terms. Students who successfully co ete the

courS6:but who are not later appointed as A.I.'s will at least ve the
s

experience on the record and the credit on their transcripts. A large

number:of I.U. graduate students in ecqumics, Tin(' academic jobs in pre-

doMinately teaching oriented institutions, and severed_ of them have indicated

that. their expe iente as an A.I. in our Introductory courses, was a real

advantage in he ing'them secure their first job. We hope to Make some of.-

this Advantage a ail:able to-more of our graduate

V)

stud:Ti-0 even if they

:i
all cannot be ap olnted the limited number of A.I. ositions that are

available. If th y choose to do so, participants=com._eting the course

can make their syl abuses, exam questions, and video
k
tapes-part of their

dossier in seeking teaching jobs.

ecific Objectives

After completing tfie assigned...readings and exercises, after attending the

appropriate class sessIons, .and after meeting with agraduat4-assistant

from the AV Center's Development and Special Projects Division, each part-

icipant who aucsessf40.1Tcomp16.tes this course wili,h'aVe completed all of

the tasks listed below in such a way that tWo qualified reviewer?



that each of the. products can be used in an actual.
actual E103 or*E104 students.

103 or E104 class with

All tasks must initially be completed by the dates ndicated. If fgedback
-'from the class in'which they are employed or from other'avalua ive sources,
indicates thq revisions and/or modification re tecegita*, thes*modifica7
tions must be made before any task-is 'consi d.finally completed'. Some
tasks require the- cooperation of an E103 an n E104 instructor to whogOrou
will be,assignie as an "intern". These arrangemen must bd agreed to b-
Monday, January 23.

1. Prepare a specific cognitive objective and a specific affective objective
for a lecture youwill give to an E103 and an E104 Class (See Exerase.,
3'.of the "Instructional Dbjectives" chapter of the Manual; Assignment
must be initially completed ,by Wednesday, February

Prepare at least two multiPle choice qUestions designed to measure'-
the attainment of the cognitive objective of the lecture. Assignment
must be initially completed by Wednesday,February 13.)

3. Prepare an essay question and written answer key debigned tOmeasure ,

'the attainment of the cognitive objeectie-of the Lecture. t(Assign
meat must be initially completed by Wednesday, February 22.)

4. Prepare and deliver a lecture to an E103..or E104-, atts. The lecture,
which should. attempt to accomplish the objectives of task 111,_ must be

Arranged and scheduled with the instructor with whom you will be
"interning ". (The, exact date for your lecture should be determined-a
soon as possible, so:that arrangements can be made toihave,an AV DSP'
assistant observe the presentation and sothat'arrangements"can be
made to have:the lecture videotaped for sybsequent anaLysis )

5. Construct an overhead' projector transparency to -be used in your jficture.

(The transparency must be completed before the lectUre.is given. Make
sure tbit you-have arranged for a projector and screen to be in-the

room on the day you lecture.)

8
Meet with AV DSP dil-gtant to analyze the Vidko tape of ,your lecture.

, .
.

After this meetiOtg,.a written statpment o the two strongest and two

-Weakest points in.the lectUre presttationsshoU be submitted along

with a statement of what, if anything, you'would o differently if 'the

.,. lecture was tobe repeated. (This report 't 'b_ submitted )y MOnday,

April 24 at the l est. Earlier submissio re welcome.)

Devise and employ some method of evaluation to deteL.uti# whether or not

the affective objective of the lecture was_ attained. (A written analysis .

of Whether or not Ole affective objective was attainehould be.:

included with the written stateineut fcr-laak #6.,)`

-If the questions-completed tot:either Task 112 ey #3 are used on an
examination in the class to. which you lectured, awritten-analysisof-
whether of not the cognitive objective of thecturs was attained,

.
should be included wit1 the written stateinerit-kor Task 116. _JP -IWT, you

must prepare 'two origin lMultiPle choice 'question tfiat,An-ifi5J: _



include-on-enTexaminat=ion -fer--his or her

students, Then, after. the-questions havebeep answered by atudents)
use the Bureagiof Educational Studies and Teaching (BEST) item analYsia-
procedureto determine *hether or 'not-the questions you have written

are " "good "Ones. (If this option is used, a brief explanation of why
you think t e questions are not "good" ones must be submitted by

Monday, Apr 24.)

Prepare written answers to the questions on the E502 Check List and:
Work Sheet for Book Reviews" introductoryan iroductory eOgpoMitp t5xt that you
select,- and be prepared to make a five minute oral etommendi-

tion in class-on Wednesday, March 29.

'10. Prepare a detailed assignment sheet' for - a section of E103 In auction to.
Microeconomics or E104Introduction to Macroeconimica to be taught dur-
ing the fall term of 1978-79. At a minimum, the assignment'sheet must
show: the section subtitle; the textbatk and 'Other supplementary material
to be-used; the number and dates of quizZes, eXams, and hdeework assign-
ments; the grading system to he employed; and some indication of the
specific topiCS to be covered and the specific reading assignments and
exercises to be completed by particular dates. In scheduling quizzes,,
exams, and/X homeoOrk aaaignments, particular attention should be paid
to institutional constraints such as religious holidays, vacations,
"dead week," etL,. Plans should also be made -to devote one half hour of
class time late in the semester to the administration of the course-wide
inatructOr evaluation form. (Assignment must be completed by Monday,

,April 24.)

TENTATIVE ASSIGNMENT SKEET

Each E502-student will be given copies of

"Expe:imental Course Develdpment in Introducto_- Economics a6'
Ind _na UniVersity", The-Journal of- Economic Education, Special

Iss e No. 4, Fall 1975.

Student Workbook for E103 Introduc

Student Wolkbook for E104 Introduction to Macroeconomics, 1977-78

icrbeconomica L97`1!

raft-ChaPte from Resource Manual for Teacher Trainincylmspple.
Economics

Thest.materiala and, the in-class lectures and activities outlined below
are desighed to help students Successfully complete the tasks enumerated

above. The ittclaris schedule has been kept to a minimum so that as much

'rime as possible can be devoted to com letips the enumerated taska,a,in
individual basis, but the- schedule is lexible and- it can bcr`modified if

1

thert are`. good reasons for so doing.

80



$ 1-9 -r0 Introduction ane _Orientation

leading: - g5p2 SyllebUs .

Activityi Become thoriaUghly familiar with exactly ghat.
.

is expected of you when in this course. kAs

questiormebout anYthing.thatAe'mot clear to you.

W1-18

E103 and g104 at'IndianaUniversity'I t

Reading: JEE Special'Iesne No. 4, pp 1-26 and as many
of the Foottites,lebla and Appendices as, you

feel inclined tol'_ekplots,-,

Activity ,Beprepared- to ask any queptions you might have
abouttheanalytical core, common finals, course
sand instructor:evaluation forms, or any other

aeRecti-61 E103 or-E104.

,E10 E104 Indiana Universit
Reading' E103 Student Workbook, pp. V.7, 105-1

E104 Student Workbook, pp'17-75', p. 83,

. pp. 89-92 -- .
.

Activity: Be.prepared to hand in written answers with

your name on the sheets, to E103 homework

problems #11; pp. 105-108-, and #13,Tp4 113-
114; and g104 tomework prob mil, TT. 83 and

8992. Also be preper'ed to: incusa how you

would go,-about presenting the material covered

-by the8e homework ptobIems to. introductory

. students that you might be teaching.,-.

Preparing instructional Object es

Reading: Chapter 4 from Manual .

Activity: . Be prepared to hand in written answers, with

your name on the sheets, to questions' #8- and #9

of Exercise 1 on pp. 4 of the chapter.

Begin' thinking seriously abou Eltercise 3., which

must be handed in on February 1, and raise siy

'!Auebtions you might have about Exercise 3.

It you have not,Alieady done so, you hOuld.alsn'*

begin arrapging,a date foryOur E103 E104

lecture..

Lecturing`
Reading: 5 from Manual

Activity: We wit view and discuss some selected video

tapes' of lectUres to cdUctory economics

students. The date; time and room location of

your own E103 or E104 ilecture should be completed

1Ty'now.



A to
=
Reading:
ActivitY:

44-

the Mjcro TaAElilog,-JiBA

None
The class will meet in the micro teaching labs
located in Education 108:to see where and how
you might practice your E103.or E104 lecture.

The preparation and Use of overhead projector
ea will also be dieepased at this

Tee

transparen
meeting.

preparing. and A tal z Mul

'Reading: aptera 8 and 9 from Manual and the special

exereise" with the Deceimber 15, 1977,E103 Final.
Exam.

Activity: We will have Dr. Arthu L. Welsh as
guest lecturer on both of these date

You abOuld be ptepared.to hand yeur. written

answers to the "special exercise" at the
b'eginning of class on M 1-30.

Your written objectives for Task enumerated

above are due on

Grading Eeasy
Redding: ChaptetN7 from Manual. Bring your copies of the.

E103 and E104 Student Workbooks to class With you.

ActiVity: Without consulting with any other. E502 students
'prepare an answer to question #3 of Exercise 2 on

.op 15-18 of the chapter, i.e. nee a acalwof
40-0 to assign a numerical score to eadh of the

three essay answers. We will then discuss these

ind_ependent answers in classT.

Dia butiouro "E502 -Check Li it:Work Sheet for -Book

Reading:
Activityl

.,*1 2,11

W 2L1.5

M2-0
W.2 -22

M 2=27
W 3-1

3-6
W 3-8
M,3,13
.W 3-15

No Formal
NFCM*

MFGM*
NFCM*

NFCM*
NFCM*
NFCM*
NICM*
NFCM*
NFCM*.

None
The title of this session. says it all. Your

written multiple choice_ questions for Task.#2

enuMetated above are due on-_14,2,8

Class Meeting (NFCM)*

Wr-itteii essay question and aasver key fo

due in BI.P913



Brief Ora .BreSe aiion of'BoOk Reviews
Reading: Nbne
Activity': .Agein, theiiile:aeys it all Written answers

to Task #9 should be'.handed'in as -well as the .

brief oral presentations. Some-"mode] "-assign-
sent sheets will be distributed for discussion'...

w.4 -12 &

N: 4-11 -&

W 4719.

at the next meeting.

Discussion of Task' 1110 Assignment Sheet Aas _ nment
Reading: 1'Model" assignment sheets di- bUted on 3-29.

ActiVity: Be prepared to ask any questions you might shave
concerning Teak .#10 due on M

NFC144-

WM*

Dealin
ee e

Reading:
Activity:

ith Practical Teachin
he Pro -to _Bet , etc .1_atc -

p. Menende4 "Critical Moments in Collegp Teaching"
Video tapes and visits by former E502 students
who are now teaching E103 or E 1(14 will be used
as resourcesto discuss acme_ of the "practical
problems" of the teaching' experience,

The theater:The

M 47b The Grand FinaleiLl2Rafj .

Reading: None
,

Activity: If -the have not been turned in evtously repoits
..

for Task #4-#8 and Task 1110 are due. .

An evaluation of this term's E502-experiente will be conducted

in clais, sO attends ce at thikmeettlglITATilLaE12 ,

4 Note:

4

Since most E103 and E104 classes now-run
for' adasion or leading lassroom diecu

ha- en schedu _d. Re_ ecep tor these and
a_faitly extens -e .ark,

this tentative a t.line can be.modifted if le
nec'essary.

tudiants each,. no

nd /or questionvaaking
,her. topics along:with

vailable,'hoWever, and
seems desirable. and /or

ticipan ire' encourag to begin bui,ldIng a pe'rsonal liblo -'4
teaching2 an;addi,tionto tandouta cited above, y?u will be g_
Getting'- started: A 0uide7tor Beglinning College Instructors by H
ies, an4,Majar. ,You might-al:so seriqualy,eonsidethuying'

,lbert,J.cKeBillials.Teaching_Tips, oth'ed:. (D.C. Heath, 1969):
leo encb to "reed Widely 6ri'topi48 [It jiareicalar int rest'

attached bibliography is pro-Atied to o-aid Our brOwaing
cation of the amount' of. qualit- the material 0.ailab]e%

8 8 3



B. Ande

S Bloom, at..

amain, 1056

1.."Egel (ad) Eno

BASIC :REFERENCE= WC

al. eds) Enqyclonedia of-Edudationa ion, 1075.

(eda) Taxonomy of Educational bblectiv- dgni

Deightdn, (ed

D. R.. Krathigolil,

Lye 'Domain,

nrdike,
V.

E.

0

edia o udational oh, 4th ed', 1969.

EndYCioi edia of Edudation, 1971.

al (ads ) T xonom of Educational b e

1964e

'(ed) Educational_ Measurements 1971.

(ed) Second' HandbooicoLR.0

OD/CA.1,8 efF GENERAL-.17 REST

American Economic:Review PaPers and. roceedinge - Balled every Hay. with_ g

three papers on cconomid edodation-prCsented at the previous annual:.

Meeting of the AEA.

issued a oast 6-8 times pee-year.

Chronicle of Higher Education, issued' about 40 times. per year..

Pdedal Pall 1974 and Winter. /975. lAme ican-Higher Bducation

Uncertain FUture,".'Voluiitas J and 2,

u na

0.

E.

ic Educati issued `'two tines pc ye

SERVEBOAND LES

(Subject of Periodic AAditionaanUChanties

_kins=WOod, Test _on uc cn: Devel ment an d Inter
-Achievement Teat, Merrill, 41961.

K: Alliion "Self Paced Instructions A,Revie

EdUcdtidn, 1975

Towa an-

_9.Journ+l of Eocnbmic

, Allison, "The use of Video in EConotic IdudetiOn;" -u 1

Edonomic Education, 197H, 8, 27-36.

.

..

W. Anderson, "A Comparison ot Pr Ver Postorganiiera,Upon taton7

Lion of Economic Condepts',1 1 EconfaidEducatioik4f1974,

6, k-1,64.
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'34p

P. Auaubel. "Use of Advanced Organizers it the Liarning and Retention of
Meaningful Verbal Material,", 1980,
51, 267-72.

.1.-441rod The Universit Tea her Be Ar-iet.._ joasey=Bais 75. -

R. Beard, Teathin- said Learn n in H rher Education. Penguin Books; 1970.

D. A. Bligh, Whatlejhe Use Lectures, London University, 1971.

J. 0.-Bloom, The Process of Iaarnin . Harvard UniVersity, 1965.

R. $- Boulding, J. G. Gurley, and W. L. Hansen, "The Principles Course:
What Should Be In It And Where Should It Be Going," American Economic
Review, Proc., 1975, 65, 428-437.

J. Bruner, The_Proces,s of Education, Vintage Paperback, 1963.

.1 L. Chase, Graduate Student Teach in American Universities, USOE, 1970.

R. Castin,, W.- T. Greenough, and R. J. Menges, "Student Ratings of College
Teaching: Reliability, Validity, and Usefulneds," Review of Educational
Research, 1971, 41, 511 -535.

E. Dale,. Audio-Visual Methods_in_Teathing, Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1964.

D. C. Darnton, "Programmed Learning -- Policy Analysis: An Experiment in
Teaching Principles of Economics," Journal of EeonomicEdUcation,
1971, 1, 32-35.

K. Davies, Co etency -Base Learning Technology, Management,and Design-,

McGraw-Hill, 1973.

G. G. Dawson,
,
"An Overview of Research in the eachin- of_ Collage

Journal of Economic. Education, 1976, 7, 11-116.

,A. L. Ebel, Measuring Educational Achievement P entice-Hal1, 1965.

K. E. Eble, Professors as Teachers, Jossey-Bass, 1972.

K. E. Eble ition and Eva ion'of Teach_n AAUP, 1970;

Educational Testing Service, Tests and Measurement Kit, ETS, 1970.

R. Fels. "Developing Independent Problem-Solvinig Ability in Elementary
Economics," American Economic Review-, Pros,, 1974, 64, 403-407.

R.' Fels, "Inflationary and Deflationary Caps," Journal of Economic Education,,
1974, 5, 132-133.

R. F la, "A NeW 'Test of Understanding in College Economics!," American
Economic Review, Proc., May'l97, 57 660-666.
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els,''The Vanderbilt-JCEE Experimental Course in Elementary Economics ","

The 'nal of Economic_ Education, Winter 1974, Special Issue No. 2.-

391

David McKay, 19640

M. Gagfte-;--Tioncfititmts- aid_Winaton 1965.

8: cerlach.and .1). P. Ely Teaching and Media, Prentice-Hall, 1971.

E. Grodlund,'Cons udt n, Achievement Test Prentice-Hall, 1968.

Gronlund Stotiu BehaViorial Ob ectives for C ass oom Instru tLon,

Macmillan, 1970.

Hansen anU.k.:C. Kelley, "The Political Econom of Cour

tione,",Journal .Econamic -dudation, 1973, 5,'10 -21.
(

G. MAghet The Art of Teaching; Vintage Paperback, 1954.

B.

L. Joseph, "tame and Simulation` Experiments," Journal o_f Econo_
Education, 1970, 1, 91-96.

Joyce Add R. Veil Models of Tes.shina, Prentice-Hall,. 1972.

- A
A. C. Kelley,, Indivldualixing Instruotion Through the Use of Technoloig

in Higher EdOdatiod," Journal of Economic Education, 1973, 4,':77-89.

A. Knopf and: J. i4, Sthuss (edd), The Teathin Elernenter

Holt, Rinehart, andWinston, 1960.

LeaMer, "A Guide to College Introductory Monomica Textbooks,

ournal of economic Education,

Learner, Handbook

1974,

e Teachers of Econom GM Binghamton

L. Learner The Economist As Teacher, South-Western, 1965.
<

C B. T. Lee, (ed) IMEL33A1'2211,eleglin,- ACE, 1967.

R. H. Leftwich and M. Sharp, "Syllabus for an-fissuesApproacW- to

Teaching tC0t0Mie Princtples," The Journal of Economic Education,,

Winter 1974,'SPecial-Issoe,No. 1.

B. W. Lewis, "A Retrospective Look At Undergraduate EcOno

Economic Review Proc! -"1970-'60 370-375.
_

370 -375.

W, Luker, M. Bonds, W. Black, and T. C. Holland "The Dlifferential Im

- of Fourl4livery-Systems odEConomic-Ghtlerstanding,' Journnl of

iconornic Education, 1975, 6, 134-137.-

a," America

Lumsden, (ed) New Develo men n the Teachin Econ irs-_,

Prentice-Hall, 1967.
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WI B. Morris, Effece-e Teaching, ACE; 1970:

Ga e," Journal
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University Fadulty Associations, 1973.

V. Nowles, The Graduate _Student- ap Teacher, ACE, 1968-.,
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instruction, "" Journal of Economic Education, 1977, 9, 14-20.

D. Paden,'"The Use of Television in Teaching Basic Economics at the Colle
Level," Journal of Economic Education 1977, 9, 21-27.
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H.._Peterson, Great Teachers, Vintage Paperback
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Att ched a copy of the E103 final exam given on DeCember 15,-1977,-'

tiI

and pic recopies of selected pages from the Bureau 0 EdOcational Studies

and-Tes tug (BEST) analyses of this,exam.

te, the questions for :indications of the type. of quea

ected to prepare for your E502 Task #2 due February,
j, ,

Review p. 6 of the no Student Workbook for the content categories

in the "analytical core" and'review,p. V for a description of the

.agnitive or "type of thinking" categories indicated on page, 2 of the

attached worksheets.
07

Complete all three pages the attap'hed worksheets in.,segyential orde
and be prepared to hand them in at the beginning of clasp on H 1-3

;opy of exam and BES1 analysis not included in th



After reviewing the December,15,.197,, E103 final;

the4EOT item away ie tal Answer these questions:

uestion on'this exam was.4uestigi

and before Loolcing

On balance, I fe

because:

was question ti because.:

that the exam would be_tabove sven,e/abd't40.rera e/

below average) in dlf__culty, with-a mean raw scorP, of stout L qUestions

correct out _of 25 and w±th'a/standard dew stidn of ati Lions.
I



examj'ds the attached exam and BEST item analysis datalo complete all of the information. in this table.

Coot 6nt

OM- catepot

t ion or

No. Cats one's

JkP}:fferek?.0&=.

--r

Pereent* of

Cognitive, le!ELndl,pIII'L'hoosia

Category. Correct. StrongestW.eakisrl

' Alter- Distrac-.:',DiftraC

or CA) native. for

ofCorrelation

of Correct

Response

with` Total

Test Scbre_

I

(

_` 4.1

cent of Top Percent of Sot

1./.3 of Total

. Test Scores
4 ' A

_Ch2064g ,'cO4trpet.

Alternative

.
.1 /3 of Total

Test Scores

Choosing Correc

Alternative

------6 LFY

erc t

1

iffere ce

'. ioep61iTop 3

115.411

13

11
.

12

,13

"--.°1)"
I

iF

saatE,:ew

4

'

16

17.

13'

19

20

21

23
k.

24

25

=,m r a .1. e

,
7-7

* Rpund Percentage to ne t whoje
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E502 "Sliepial Exercise" WOrksheet p.

Last) (First

Alter reviewing the December 15, 1977, E103 final, and
at .the BEST1.,tem analysis data,answer these questions.'

after lookin&

The number of students 'taking this exam was They bad q. meanmean

raw acorenf Auestionecorrect out of 25, with a at lard deviation

questions.

The test proved to be easOr/harder) thg I originally estimated that

it
choose-one .

would be.

I nowfeel that the best question on the exam was question #

bedause:

I now feel that the worst question on the exam was question

because:



ar reading Laurence E'..-1e merT-"A-GuideTto:Colli Introductory_'

Ecanomics Textbooks", Journal, of Economic _Education, 1. 6, No 1, Pall

1976, pp. 47,56, carefully prepare written -41.swers to the following
questione.'

Leave your knswers with rofeseor Saunders after making your or l_report: on

3 =29 if not ,before.

,TEXT :

f.

''=In terms of LeaMe_ = a lansiffcation ache (pp. 55), the basic "'approach"

of the bOek is

2. LedgiYility (size of print, single oy double column format, use of white

space,' size of headinga and use of color for emphag is (check one

And elaborate)

.(Author) Short .Ti Pdblisher D-

.
.of latest.edi

.good. bad

Is the writing style formal and dantic, light and breezy?'

Is the reading :level high or low, hard or easy?

5. DoeS-the length of chapters major, divisions within Chapters'lend itself

to easy subdivision for daily reading assignments

To what extent and with what success are specific numerical examples used

to illustrate Majox points? (If used -, are tables easy to read and

understand? Do captions kfectively highlight the main points' of each

table? Are the.tablea integrated with the flow of the text?)

To what,extent.and with what success are real world examples, data, and

situations used to illustrate major points? (Are presentation abstract

and hypothetical or concrete and real?)

9. Do chapters have to be used in a rigid seqUential order

be assiged-out of sequence?

can they

TREATMENT :OE CERTAIN CORE IDEAS

(tote: Some of.the'following questions require an evaluation of hothe--

work problems in the Workbooks as well. as an evaluation_ of the text.

Suggestions ler- changing or improving the Workbooks are always welcome.



.Macroeconomics

Is the explain on' of GNP accounting and thedee;o
adequate'to enable the student to complete homeWor
2-in the E104 Workbook?

Is there any treatment o problem o
,unemployment? so how. is it handled?

.:'nation hOw inflation ana_umemployment
thing in the b'Ook that would helpstuden
in the E104 Workbook?

terminology
problems #1 and

nitansbus inflation'and
there an.adequate e. is --

at measured? Is there any -

work homework. problem #3

In explaining the income-expenditure approach to aggregate economic
equilibrium is the emphasis on Y-C +I or IrS, or both? Is the expla-.
nation .adequate to enable the=student to complete homework,problem
#6 in the E104 Workbook? (Note data for all models in-.the Workbook
on p. 83.) . .

a
4. In explaining the multiplier is the treatment adequate to enable the

student to complete part'D of homework problem #7 ta-theE104 Work-
book? Does the text explain hc'ew the value,of the multiplier might-
change even if the MPC out of disposable income remains the same

Are the differences between the incomeexpenditure (Keymesian) and
Monetarist (Friedmanite) approach tcPaggregate economic equilibrium
adequately explained?

= -

Is there enough on thultiple expan
the students to complete homewor

ion of demand deposits to enable
lem\ #9 in the E104 Workbook?

Ia-there enough on the use of "T" accounts in analyzing Federal
Reserve operations to enable etudents to comp ete questions 1/3 -9 of
homeworkT#11 in the E104 Workbook?

Microeconomics'

1. How is the production possibilities curve handl d? 4 there enough, to
enable the students to complete hothework probl- #2.in the *E103

Workbook?

HOw JO price elasticity of demand handled? .the) re enough to enable

the students to complete homework problem #8 in theE102 Workbook?

Is supply ancl,piethand analysis applied to excise tax problems?. is

enough to enable students to'" complete homework problem013 in the
E103 Workbook?

there

How are agriculturalprite supports handled? TO thee enough to.ienable

'students-to complete homework,ptobleM 1114 n'the E103 Workbook?
4

5; How are factor markets. treated? La there en li to enable snide

complete homework problem 1114 in the E103-Workbook?



6. How are externalities treated? Is there enough to enable students to

complete homework problem #19 in the E10 Workbook?

OVERALL EVALUATION

Would you'use this book to teach E103? Why or why not?

2. Would you use 'this book ,t,otesch E104? Why or why not?

7

401
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SUPERVISION & TRAINING OF GRADUATE TEACHING

ASSISTANTS IN ECONOMICS

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI

affiria

Must economics graduate teaching assistants leach lab sessions

which accompany courses in which a faculty member teaches a large

lecture session. For example, fifteen T.A.'s teach two lab sessions

a week, while ulty member lectures three times a week in the

five-hour,Economics 51, the largest introductory course in the

department. Each T.A. is responsible for two or three sections.

Other T.A.'s (nine) in the department teach lab sessions or, in the

case of one course, assist in grading and answering questions during

office hours. It has been the policy of the departMent to not give

T.A.'s full responsibility for a course., However, two senior graduate:

students with teaching experience are currently teaching their own

course.

Orien ationft Supervision

Teaching assistants ind]conomic 51 are supervised.by the faculty

member teaching 51. T.A.'s are given considerable guidance on what

to,do during each lab meeting, but are allowed to choose among alternat

The T.A.'s serve on committees that are responsible for developing

materials be discussed and for riting the examinations, among other

duties

The teaching assistants meet for one to. two hours every other

week to discuss what will be taught during the next lab sesSions,.

Those meetings are led by the faculty member and senior teaching

assistants.

Graduate Assi stant Teacher Training_ program

Present Program. Teaching assistants meet ow.' to two hours on

alternate weeks to discuss teaching, These sessions are led by the

faculty member teaching Economics 51 and the Director of the Center

for Economic Education.
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Three hours of graduate credit '(Economics 402) are-offered for /graduate

students who are first year T.A.'s. The course meets all ye4r long. Secon(i'

and third year T.A.'s attend and receive one hoUr of credit. Most T.A.'d

fOr courses other than the major introductory course take the seminar at

least once and receive credit.

The following topics are covered.

I. Introduction to Developing Teaching Skills.

II% The Use of Instructional Objectives.

A. Planning the course

B. Planning clas!ses

C. Testing and evaluation

III. Testing

A. Multiple- Choice Tests

1. Writing questions

2. Item-analysis

B. Essay exams

IV. The Use of Video-Taping

V. Lecturing'Skilis

VI. The Case Study Method

VII. Leading Discussions

T:A.'s Are video-taped once eacl semester. Those p evaluated

in consultation with a senior T.A. or a faculty member. In addition, some

T.A.'s prepare short lectures or discussions to present to other T.A.'s for

evaluation and feedback as part of the seminar.

1978-79 Program. ,We have felt the need to prepare the T.A.'s earlier

in the first semester. Beginning in the fall of 1973, the schedule for

the training seminar wi11 be revised.

The teacher training seminar will meet thr-je to four hours,thrde

nights during the first week of the semester. Topics,i, II, V, VI, and

VII will be covered dnring that period. The seminar will then meet for

one hour every other, week throughout'the first semester. During the second

semester, the seminar will meet lour or five times to discuss specific

problems.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA SEMINAR SYLLABUS OUTLINE

Econ 8-911 Methods: Econ. Educ.

(Fall, 1977)

ructors: George T. McCandless, Jr`. and William E. Becker,

Readings: Gronlund, Stating Behavioral Objectives for Classroom

Instruction

Becker, et. al., A Training System far Graduate'Student

Instructors in Economics

Meeting One

A. Introduction

1. Purpose of Seminar

2, Hi tory of development of Seminar.

Department Services and Requirements from Instructors

C. Taping Procedures

D. Statistical Background on Intro Course Students,

E. "Emergency" Classroom Techniques

1. Lecture hints

2. Use of review

3. Encouraging student participation

Use of advanced organizer.

II. Meeting Two

A. Discuss ion Periods for Specific Teaching Problems

B. A Sysitems qodel for Education

1. Relation to teaching

2. Relation 6., seminar process

C. Discovering Student Needs

D. Settifilg Course Coals

E. General Teaching Objectives

1. Behavior orientation

2. Relation to needs vs. goals.

III. Meeting, Three

A. Discussicin Period for Specific Teaching Problems

B. Review General Teaching Objectives

Instructional bjectives

j

4 0 0
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1. Competency based instruction

2. Group norm instruction.

D. Case .Studies and Example's.

IV. Meetings Four and Five

A. Discussion Perio'd for Specific Teaching Problems

Testing

1. Essay vs. multiple choice

2. Rules for writing test questions

3. Internal-properties of tests'

4. a Post-test analysis

5. Grading.

Meeting Six

A. Discussion Period for Specific Teaching Problems

B. Lecturing Method

1. Strengths and-weaknesses

Z. Alternatives.

C. Lecture Organization

D. Presentation

1. Behavior of lecturer

2. Standard procedure for main points.

VI. Meeting Seven

A. /Discussion Period for Specific Teaching Problems.

B. Real vs. Artificial Examples

C. Use of Newspapers and Current Events

D. Case Study Methods

E. Games-and Simulations.

VII. Meeting Eight

A. Discussion Period for Specific Teaching Problems

13.' Use of Discussion in Class

1. Motivation

2. Feedback

C. Leader Roles

D. Using Probing to Get Beyond 'Superficial Responses

VIII Meeting Nine

A. Obtain:participant's feedback on seminar por

B. Training Program and other unresolved issues.

101

the Teacher
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PURDUE UNIVERSITY PRE-_ERVICE PROGRAM

Instructor

'Monday, Augfsst

Time

Schedule of Activities

22, 1977

-Activi y

8:30- 8:45 COffee and doughnuts
' 9 :00 Goals and overview Directors,

9:00- 9:45 Time management Frank Sterner

9:45-10:45 Writing objectives Russell Ames

10:45-11 ;00 Coffee

11:00-11:30 Workshop time: writing.
objectives

Russell Ame.s

11 :30 -12 :00 Critique of participant
written objectives

Russell Ames'

12:00- 1:00 Lunch

1 :00- 2:43 interpersonal relations it
the classroom setting

Don King

2:45- 3:00 'Coffee

3:00 4:00 Principles of testing and
measurement

Allan Starry

4:00- 4:30 Workshop time: writing
test items

Allan Starry

4:30- 5:00 Critique of participant Allan Starry
f written test items

5:00- 7:00 Dinner new graduate students,

Tuesday, August 23, 1977

8:30- 8:45
8:45- q:00
9:00-10:3_
9:00-10:30
10:30-10:45
10:45-12:00

12:00- 1:00

1:00- 4:00

4:00- 4:30

imultaneous
Sections

teaching_ assistants,, staff,

and new faculty

Coffee and doughdu _

Review, goali, and overview
Leadinga discussion
Conducting a case study class
Coffee
Micro teaching principles

Lun0

Micro teaching experience

Critique of retreat

402

Directors
'Henti,Ewbank
Charles King

Sam Sher

..Sam Shermis and:,

Directors
Directors



Retreat for = Krannert School Teaching Assistants

Genera). Goal

generalt.goal
'this'retreat

is to improve the level of undergraduate

ink ruction in the School of Management by ,familiarizing inexperienced

with the educational resources available to them-graduate student instructors

and introducing lem'to basic educational principles.
r

Specific Goals and Expected Outcomes

The objectives peculiar to each area instruction dealt with in the-
( -two-day retreat are shown below.`

Time Management Session'

Objectives
e

Upon successful completion of this session, participants will be

able to utilize motivation and. time management techniques to meet

personal and professional

2 Activity

Film and;worksheets, on goal setting and t=ime .management

3. Supplementary Readings
4

How to Get Coitrol of Your Time and Your Life, Alan Lakei

Eiehavioral Objectives.

Objectives

'Upon successful comp on of this session, participants will be

'Ole to select behavioral objectives stated performance terms,

identify portions of behavioral objectives that define minimum acceptable

performance, and select test'items appropriate to the evaluation of

objectives.
A

2. Activity

Lecture', small group work, and self tests..

3. Suppymentary Readings

FER.Ifinz_Instruetional Objectives, Robert- Mager



Objectives

Upon successful completion 'of this session, participants will be
b

,able to send seudents- aWay'from the learning experience with a '

tendency,to approadh" rather than avoid, the subject of study.

2. Activity

.Use of opener, bra simulation

3., Supplementary keadiNgs

Deveroing_ Attitude Toward tbarning Robert Mager..

and ajnes ,

Objectives

Upon s_ccessful completiop iOf this

be 'able to desCriBe the roles of the 1 d

effective group discussions and deMonstra

needed to maintain, productivegroup discu

Activity

participants will.

the members in

intervention t hriiclues

Demonstration, role playing,' and group'deci

3. Supplementary Readings

Teaching tips: A Guidebook for 112fTi±11W1-212211a che

Wilbert McKeachie-

Conducting _Case Study Analysis

1. Objectives

Upon successful completion of ehlp session, participants will be'

able to distinguish between the objectives and pedagogical strategies

used in case study teaching 4s opposed to traditional.teaching.

7., Activity

Classroom demonstrdtion of case s

Siipplementary Readings

L Case packet.

analys.is and cr ique
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MicroteaL'hing

Objectves

auccessf cpmple f tliS session-,.partieiparits will b
-1

able OD teach: o -serve thems foacWvia v*deo tape, and Lr.tique

their teaching OF) a ive minute .1 on a single conceit, with %

staff m m ',.bers. ,exper

2 Activity

LectlAre;.videp
rf

critique

ence-d

taping, and playback fot Odivi ual

Evaluation Plans and Procedures

4Several kinds `of evaluatP6n

objective is

staff

Y
instruments will be used. The ultimate

to iMprove the level of instruction in the.undergraduateclass-

room; consequently,,ptimary emphasys.,

components of the eValuatiop

1. A half-day critique

ogram ar

be fo used on that goal. ,Th

A-

at the end cif the semester; in,

retr C participants will:"

Orally summarize the personal teaching experience

. and relate the role

their teaching.

i-day retreat played'in

b. 'Break into small -reups and prepare committee reports

identifying arts of success and failure in the previous

semester's teaching experience.

c. Prepare a set of recommer?dations for improving under-

., graduate teaching in the small groups.

Share these reports.

4
2. Each.new teaching ass tint will be videotaped duringhe fall

vmester, and his/her performance will be systematically analyzed.

All new teaching assistants will use the cou -e and instructor

evaluation program to obtain the students' assessment of their
1

:classroom performances.

4 Os-



-oordiAator-

Dennis eidpnaar

ianne Talafuse

Staff:

Russell Ames

,, Henry Ewbank

:.JCharles King

Donal k g

'SAm Shermis

Allan Starry

epartment of Economic6

partment f Economics

Department of.Education

- Department of Edncaion
o

Department of Management

Department. of
.Administrative Sciences

t

Departmene'01 Education
)

Measurement' and Research
Center

FranICSterner

RiCH rd Walbau

D partmOnt of Economics'

partment of Economi'cji,

aterials

Lakein, Alan, How to Get Co trolrpf Your Time and 'flour

AmeiLcan Library,-1,1e ark, New York, 1974, 160 pp.

Mager, Robert F., DeveloiAttitude Toward Learnin
Palo Alto, California, 1962, 60 pp.

Preparing Instructional Ob'ectives
Palo Alto, CaLifornia, 1962, 60 pp.

MaKeschi, Wilbert J.; Teachi Ti A Guidebook for`, the Be

College Teacher, Heath and Company, Lexir ton, assac_usetts,

1969, 289 pp.

411

Purdue Universitly

Purdue University

Purdue University
4

Purdue Univers

rdue University

Purdue University

Purdue University

Purdue University

Purdue University

Purdue University

New

, Fearon Publisbers,

Fearon Publishers,

Test Development Handbook, Measurement and Research Center, Purdue
University, Lafayette, Indiana.

Larson, Allen F. and Nappi, Andrew T. (Editors), Goals and Objectives of

the Atrodutory College Level Course in Economics, Federal Reserve
Bank of Minneapolis, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1976, 42 pp.

4k)



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN PRE-SERVICE PAOGRAM
_

introductory Training Session for Economics

I. Welcoming ma

II Background on TA's
A. In the UW

In the'lconDep

III. Economics 101
A. Course Objectives
B. Accomplishment of the

Objectives
C. The Role Of the TA in

(B) above

IV. General Discussion

-BRI

V. Secv tion Objective
A. TA's
B. Students

Speaker

_ansen,Gi
WAido

4

`Spring 1916

413 ,

Time Minutes . Trigger Tap,

er 9:30

R8seb.erry

TAA,Repr.
Hansen, Weiss

Hansen, Weiss

VI

9:35 15

9 :50 5

9:55 30:

Hansen, 10:25 5

10:30 15

Gitter
Gitter

10:45 15

11:00 10

VI. Meeting Objectives/
Measuring Objectives
A. Written Assignments Waldo 11:10 20

B. TIPS system Hansen 11:30 15

C. DistusSion 11:45 5

LUNCH -

Section Administration
A. The First Section
B. Hints on Adminis-

tration from past
TA's (Gradebooks,etc.

C. UW stipported aids

VIII. Discussion Se'ctions
A. What is the Objective

Gitter

11:50 JO

1- "Goals"
"Grades".

"The Contract

1:00 20 4- "The.Model
Teacher"

Gitter, Waldo 1:20 15

Waldo 1:35 10

(Recap) , Hansen 1:45

B. What is the best mix
of techniques, i.e.,
lecture discussion,
quiz 1:50 15
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Topic

IX. Leading-a Digcussion
A. Starting adisc.
B. Ensuring equitable

distribution of
discussion

Speakdr

Gitter, Waldo

C. The TA's role in
discussion-

- BRE_AX

X. Mock discussion sec
and critique,

'A.. 1st mock discussion
.B. Critique

2nd mock discussion
D. CritiqUe
E. 3rd mock discussion
F. Critique

Number

1

4

'I

I'

VOluntder 1
All
Volunteer 2
All
Volunteer 3
All

,7ime Minutes -Trigger Tam

2:05 10 5- "The Assign men

2:150 10 6- "Thete'S One,in
EverY*Clesa and
Sometimes More"

2:2 15 7- "Never at a Loss"

2 : 4 0 10

2:50 10
3:00 15

3:15e ,10

3:25 15
3:40
3 :50

Trigger Tapes

SynopsisTitle

"Goals" 1;50

"Grades" 1:15

"The Contiact" 1:10

"The Model 2:45.
Teacher"

On the first-day-of class the TA lists
the koala for the course. He tells
the students specific faCts they will
know by the end of the- course,
not why these facts might be import-
ant, e.g., where the grey goose lays
her eggs.

The TA informs class that t are all
hereto work together, that they need
one another. He becomes flustered
when students demand exact criteria
for A in course.

TA and student disagree over the
grade given the student!-a-4aper. The
main cause of contention is the TA's
failure to define criteria for grading.

This tape details the misadventures of
a TA conducting his first section. He's
disorganized', has trouble pronouncing
his student's names, and finishes up.
the section by telling students the
psychology course will focus on his
pet-research topic - cockroaches.

fo2



Nu Yidsmber: l
7

Length Synopsis

415'

"The Absighment 1:35 When the TA tries to initiate a
--discussion on the reading assign-

/"There's TA summarizes an article, only to
tr,

in EveiY:Class have it resummarized and elaborated
and Sometimes by a long - winded student effectively,

Mere" stifling any further discussion.

7 "Never at a TA is never at a loss for words,

Loss" even when he has nothing to say.

ment,he discovers no one has,,
read it.

'When a student aka a question to
which the TA doesn't know the answer,
the TA responds anyway in a longr
winded, round- about, jargon-filled
speech.



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON

SINAR DSSCRIPTION'AND SYLLABUS

Sdonomics 801
Teaching of College .Economics

/This two-credit course meets on Monday evenings from 7 -9 :30 p

in 7324 Social Sdience. Enrollment is limited to approximately 15

students, with preference given to teaching assistantss followed by

fourth-year students, third-year_studentsoetc.

Ihe'purpose-uf the seminar is to expose economics graduate

students to that body, of -knowledge concernedwith effecfive college
_

instruction in economics. In the conduct of the seminar, three

objectives will be emphasized. The first calls for each student to

assemble the elements of an.economicscourse he would like to teach.

417

Professor W. Lee .flAnsen
46es.ter II-, 1977-78

The second offers an opportunity for students to develop and practice

certain instructional skills.' The third provides a forum for discussing

the philosophy and problems of teaching economics. ,t_ is hoped that

this seminar will ease the transition to teaching for students taking

I° academic positions. Of course, more immediate belie -fits should result

for ,etudents who are or plan to be teaching assistants.)'

Course Outline

We will hold to this outline as nearly as possible. Please note

additional a.s.sigrIments and any changes in assignments. Various

handouts will be provided which constitute most of the assigned

readings. Other readings available in the 8th floor library are

underlined. To faEilitafq the future usefulness of the handoutS,

suggest you collect them in a loose-leaf binder All reading, written

assignments, and other activities are for the weeks indiCated; type'

your written assignments on dittoes and prepare enough copies for

eeryone, 'including 3 copies for me. (Note,: The arabic numerals
I

following some of the reading assignment handouts are chapter numbers

for the TTP manual in preparation. .Asterisks indicate assignments from

items on reserve in the 8th floor reading room.)

4 i 0



'Selection of
Texts

Hansen AEA paper
J'of: EE Special,

Reports* 4

Change Magazine*
Kelley Proposal

, Maxwell Proposal

Learner paper

Uansen materials on
texts* (Learner repor

Write an analysis of
a text you would like

use and explain'
how you wouldnee

. Discuss in class.

W6ek and:
Date.

Written Assign-
men Other

Seminar Topic Readin Ass' nments Activities

1st Organizational
24 Jan Meeting

Syll us material
TTP brochure
Readings in Teachinz____
Getting Started

2nd Planning a
31 Jan Couree

The Teacher Manager
Organizing an Economics
Course (10) Economics-
COurse Content'(2)

1rd.
7 Feb

Course Goals
and Instructional
Objectivee.

Motivating.
Students

A Curriculum.
Approach

Research in
Etonomic
Education

Learning Theory (3)
Instructional Objec-
tives (4) Learning
and Teaching

Is III
Bach IV.

Write course objectives
for course:you expect
to teach,-also, a
'justification for
objectives: Discuss
in class.

Videotape a -minute
presentation of an
economic concept.

Ericksen*
McKeachie*

Hansen, A.
Framework...

Lewis Report
Supplement
Lvmsden*, Lumsden*
and Welsh*

Begin work on small
research project or
design of a project
after Consultation
with Hansen

5th Course Oriente-
-21 Feb tion



6th ecturing
28 Feb (videbt9pes)

7th
7M

'Discussion
Leading
(videotapes)

8th
14 Mn

28 Mar

Lectures as an
instructional -

Method.(5)4
Bligh*
McKeachie*

Improving Classrdom
Discussions (6)
Leading Group Dis
cussions
Schwab paper

419

Attend a lecture and
write a brief critique
of it and lecturer.,

Prepare discussion
questions on art.icl

-distributed to you.

Discussion,
Leading
(continued)
interacting with
Students
(videotapes)'

InterperSonal
Communication
Skills

Case Approach
(videotapeS)

Attend a discussion
section and write a
brief critique of it
and Leader.

Fels III (revie
Fels, J of EE*
Feis and.Uhler Text*
Fels and Uhler Staff
Notes*

Find newspaper
articles for two
cases.

10th'
4 Apr:

EValuating
courses &
instructors;
improving
instruction
(videotape0

..TEE Fall 1973*
Course' Evaluation Material*
Hansen
Ebje*'
Development and Evaluation of
Teaching Videotapes 4l1)
Course and Instructor Evaluation 2)

11th
11. Apr

Independent study
student projects,
problem sets, student
writing, etc.

Write description of
student projects to
fit into your course
design.

Essay Question & Tests (7)
Multiple Choice Objective

Tests (8) t . .

The Item Analysis Of Multiple
-Choice Tests (9)

412
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13th Exam Questions
25 Apr (-continued)

4th '' Use of Media, ,4earninOids
' 2 May Audie Tapes, -Hansen Draft

-etc. (overhead) '.

Hansen, Audio Tape
.. _

Projett Report -

Prepare 2 essay
questions and
answers, and 6

questions.

cPrepare,4rans-
,parencies for concept

_pr wntation.
Repeat earlier video-
tape of a concept. and

.compare the. two tapes.

15th
9 May

The Undergraduate Hartman'paper
Maior.and the Highet*
Liberal, Arts AER, Dec. 1950*

AER, Sept. 1955
Heath*

Turh in research
project or proposal.

16th
1-

. Concluding
session

College Teaching:
Problems and Solutions

Texts

There are no required textbook Purchases. Students, however, are

encouraged to begin building a personal library Of-books of teaching. A.

-selection of items is presented in the handout "Readingg on. Effective

-TeaChing." Of special interest are the books of Eble Ericksen-,:Highet

and MoReach e--1 strongly' recommend that you acquire and read then books,

Assigned ReadjaEl'

There will be reading assignment .from a number of books on reserve

in the 8th floor library. There will also be readings from a number of

handouts, some representing chapters from a manual on teaching which is

being prepared for economics teachers, other sypplementary items will

alSo be available. -In 'addition, you are encouraged to read widely on

topics of special .interest.



Reserve Hooke

The following books are on res ve. Additional items wil

placed on reserve from time to time. When these are annotincea,

please add them to your list.

421,

nigh, Donald A.
Bruner, jerbine
Chase, John L.

4,. Dept. of Army FM 21 -6

5. Eble, Kenneth E.

6. Eble, Kenneth E.
7. Eble; Kenneth. E.

8. Erickson, Stanford
9. Fels & Uhler

IO. Fels & Uhler

11. Hansen, W. Lee
12. Hansen, Lee

13. Pansen W. Lee et a

14. Heath, Roy
15. Highet, Gilbert
16. Highet, Gilbert
17. JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS

18. Lee, Calvin B.T.
19. Learner; Laurence E.

20. Lumsden, Keith G.

21. Lumsden, Keith G.

22. Mager; Robert
23. MoKeachie, Wilbert

24. Morris, Will am B.

25. Norton, Hugh S.

26. Nowlis, Vincent
27. 'Rogers,. Carl

28. Welsh, Arthur L.
29. Werdell, Philip

There

WHAT'S THE USE-OF LECTURES?
THE PROCESS OF EDUCATION
GRADUATE STUDENT TEACHING IN

AMER. UNIV.
TECHNIQUES OF MILITARY INSTRUCTION
THE. CRAFT OF TEACHING
PROFESSORS ARTEACHERS'
THE RECOGNITION .AND EVALUATION OF

TEACHING
MOTIVATION FOR'LEARNING
CASEBOOK. OF ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

ANDPOLICIES
STAFF NOTES TO ACCOMPANY CASEBOOK
OF ECONOMIC,,14ACROECONOMIC, MICRO-
ECONOMIC PROBLEMS AND POLICIES

MATERIALS ON TEXTBOOKS
THE,COURSEAND INSTRUCTOR. EVALUATION

SYSTEM, ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT, VNIV
OF WIS., MADISON

A FRAMEWORK FOR TEACHING ECONOMICS:

BASIC CONCEPTS
THE REASONABLE ADVENTURER
THE ART OF TEACHING
THE IMMORTAL PROFESSION

EDUCATION, THE Fall 1973, Vol;',5,No.

IMPROVING COLLEGEJEACHING
THE ECONOMIST AS:TEACHER
NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN THE TEACHING

OF ECONOMICS
RECENT RESEARCH IN ECONOMICS'EDUCATIt N

PREPARING. INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES
TEACHING TIPS A GUIDEBOOK FOR THE
BEGINNING COLLEGE TEACHER

EFFECTIVE. COLLEGE TEACHING
THE WORLD OF THE ECONOMIST
THE GRADUATE STUDENT AS TEACHER

FREEDOM TO LEARN ,

RE/SEARCH PAPERS IN ECONOMIC EDUCATION

COURSE AND TEACHER EVALUATION

Keeping Abreast of the Field

A regular =flow of information about teaching and other

developments in higher education that you should try to follow. In'

best sources 'for such information are:
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JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC EDUCATION, two issues per year

AMERICAN ECONOMIC REVIEW, PAPERS AND PROCEEDINGS, Session on

Economic Educat,ionl annually 4

CHANGE MAGAZINE, issued about 6-8 times per year

CHRONICLE-OF-HIGHER-EDUCATIONTigher-edueati-on-s47ne

about 40 times per year.

SCIENCE, issued weekly

d

Also; for some interesting:recent perspec ives'onhigher education, see

DAEDALUS, Fall 1974 and Winter 1975, "American Higher Education:
r

ToWard An Uncertain .j Volumes 1 and 2.

BASIC REFERENCE WORKS

We will make no effort to survey the voluminous literature on teaohing

testing, curriculum, and the like, If you want to.'explore this

literature, I suggest you start with the following sources:

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH, 1969 (4th) Edition.

Robert L.' Ebel, Editor

CYCLOPEDIA OF EDUCATION, 1971 Ed. L. C. Deighton, Editor

SECOND HANDBOOK OF RESEARCH ON TEACHING,' 1973 Edition.

Roberti4;.W.'Travers, Editor

EDUCATIONAL MEASUREMENT, 1971 (2nd) Edition

RObert L. ThOrndike, Editor

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF EDUCATIONAL EVALUATION, 1975.

Scarvia B. Anderson, et al., Editors,

NPEOOKONFORMATIVE AND SUMMATIVE EVALUATION OF STUDENT LEARNING

1971 Benjamin S..Bloom, et-al.
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"READI NGS Q g EFFECTIVE TEACHING

W 'LEE HANSEN

(This is a revised and updated version of

a paper that originally appeared yin The

Journal of Economic Educatiolt, Fall 1973.)

The preparation of graduate student instructors and newyoungfaculty

members for their initial teaching experience is still largely ignored in most

graduate Ph.D. programs including those in economics. When finally thrust into

the teaching pale, neophytes-must live by their wits as they seek to develop,

.those elusive .skills that will enable them to present effectively the knoWledge

and thinking processes they have worked so hard to acquire in graduate study.

Unfortunately, the results are:probably quite mixed. A number turn out to be

first-rate teachers, a few fall into the mediocre category, and the vast

majority rank somewhere between these extremes.

Unless we accept the view that good teachers are born rather.than made. we

must develop ways by which people can improve their teaching skills. The time

is now ripe for. this given the widespread concern about the quality of under-

graduate teaching. Well publicized student evaluations of professors are

increasing these pressures while at the same time the greater weight given

to teaching performance in the setting of salaries-offers an incentive for

.peOple to seek improvement. rnatructors may beready to respond to these

nchanges but all too frequently they simply doet know how.

. ,

W. Lee Hansen, Professor and former Chairman, Dep n W Economics,

University of Wiscon*in at Madison

. Fall 1977



Several' -preaches offer hope. One is for colleges anal universities
to establisfr teaching Improvement centers which provide professional help

. on instructional problems. A number of institutions are already moving in
this direction. Another more direct approach is for.departments to institute
their own training programs such as those at the University of Minnesota
and-elstuhete-Llhesi-Progzams-though_designed_largely_lor graduate students,
will almost certainly have some 'spillover effects on the teaching faculty.
Both of etese approaches are likely, to have a substantial impact although
they require a strong commitment. of energy and resources ro the improvement
of teaching. It is unfortunate. but true' that with budgets as tight as they
are and the antipathy displayed by academic3to formal. programs for Ceaching
improvement progreqs is not likely to be'iapid.

In the interim, then, individuals will have .to rely almost exclusively
on.their own efforts at,self-improvement. But where can they turn?
there,eXists a vast literatut-ezon teaching that is largely'nnknown to Most"oft
us.' ,prom this literature much can be Iparned from the .narrow. "tricks of the:
trade". to the larger issues of what makes for effective teaching. I have gone

through at'least a portion of this literature in an effort to develop, a short
annotated list of inexpensive and accessible books designed to,be helpful to
both: new and experienced teachers. I hope you will find some of these readings

'.valuable in your on-the-job investment in teaching improvement.

You an
free.

In thi
the pa
the be

ractical Information Teachers

Your Students. Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
(Director of Admissions, MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts:)

Single copie$

s little, pamphlet which has been revised and reprinted many times ever
st 15years, an MIT Faculty Committee'suggests some simple rules to help

ginning teacher to increase his teaching effectiVeness.

Eble, Kenneth E., TheCato Teachin
Art. Jossey-Bass, 1976, $10.95.

This book grows out of Eble's
specific advice and realistic
instructors. Eble emphasizes
born with teaching skills but

f.

Hawkins, Susan, Ivor Davie, and Kenneth Major, Gettina Started: A Guide for

Ee2e2E.E12-1LLikEge Instructors. Indiana University, $1.00. (Associate Instructor

Teaching Skills. Program, University Division, 1U, Bloomington, Indiana.)

Designed as a handbook for new graduate student instructors atrIndiana University,

this publication contains a wealth of valuable information for anyone just start-
ing to teach.

Guide the vigieor's

Jong interest in -Improving teaching. It offers
suggestions to improve the teaching of all college
that teaching is a craftchat people are not
can acquire them. An excellent book.

Highet, Gilbert, The Art or_ TealLit Vintage paperback, 1954; $.95.

A master teacher himself, Highet here describes in his own delightful way-the

trials and joyq of teaching and offers a model of teaching effectiveness that
we might all try to emulate.



MCKeachie, Wilbert .12,.Teac n Ti A Guidebook

Teaoher, iHeath paperbatk; 6th ed., $ 50.

MCKenchle proVides an abundance of good advice aboUtteaching methods land all

the issues that confront a new teacher. He also discusies,methods of evaluating

teaching-and research,on successful teachinlvcentering largely on his OWfield

of psychology.
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nnin CalagfL.

,Department of the Army field Manual FM 21-6, Techniques of Mil _ ry nstruo n.

BeadquarterdDepartment of the Army, Washingtorti D.C., current price not known.

This manual,proVides,a comprehenaiVe treatment of all phases of instruction.

While someof the:Iiggestiona are tore appropriate to,military situations, other

are particularly,Valnable, in a college context such those which pertain to

the development and use of detailed -and effective lesson plans. All new

instructors can profit from studying this well-prepared manual

Selected Items on Effective Teaching

Bligh, Donald A., What's the Use of Lectures? Penguin Books, 1972, ea. $2.00.

Bligh in this stimulating, ook describes the opportunities for learning that can

be provided via lectures, surveys the evidence of the peat 50 years on the

effectiveness of lectures, and provides specific suggestions,on how lecturing

can be an effective teaching tool, Highly recommended,

Bruner, Jerome, The Process of Education. Vintage' paperback ,J963. $1.45.

This now-classic volyme, though addressed to the improvement of science

teaching at the precollege level,has many wise things to say about learning

and teaching that are equally-applicable to the college level. The hook is-

a pleasure to read`.

Eble, Kenneth E., Pmfessors as Teacher Jossey?Bass, 1972 $2.75.

The author who directed the twoyear AAUP ProjOCt to Improve College Teaching

here sums up his findings based on what goes on in college classrooms across

the country. He also offers a number of:proposals designed to enhance the

professor'.s role as,a teacher And to encourage and reward excellent teaching.

Ericksen, Stanford C.,

1974, $9.50.

The long-time Director of Michigan's Centet esearch on Learning and

Teaching brings together significant aivIidation's from research and theory

about learning, motivation, personality, and groOp dynamics. The book is

less concerned with teaching techniques than, with student motivation to

acquire new knowledge and values.

University of Michigan Press,

Highet, Gilbert, he lnviortal Pro ession. WeYbright-and Talley, 1976, M.O()

This companion volume to The Art of TALching collects Highet's essays and

speeches on special aspects of leaching,: Several-of these papers are

exceptionally valuable. But read. The Art of Teaching first.

418
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Lee, Galvin T.,-Ed
1967, $6.00 (ACE,

Colic Teachin furierican Council on Education,
ont Circle, Washington, D.C. 20p36.)

These firstrate essays cover the entire range of probleMs associated with
improving college teaching. The papess scrutinize 'recent research findings,
athatey-current-pract-ices-and-advocate-posit-ions, all of Which-focus-on-a
concern for teaching as a major objective in colleges and 'Universities.

Morris:,)Wi1liam EM21J;ITEoNegLeTqchin-1. American Council on
Education, 1970, $3.50 (ACE, One DuPont Circle, Washington,.D.C. 20036.)

This is oneLoi the better collections of essays on teaching problems associated
with different disciplines.. While all the- essays are useful, Kenneth Bouldingls
paper on the social sciences is especially.provocative.. His nine "queries"
Are dsigned.to force teachrs to think more carefully about what they do.

.- Peterson, H Great Teachers. Vintage paperback, 1946, $1.95.

Here are first-hand recollections of over twenty great teachers, written by
-people who Studied :under them and,were profoundly influenced by. them. Most
readers are bound to be impressed by4tli'e tremendous diversity displayed by
these great teachers in their-philosophy, method, and teaching style.

New Development in Teaching: Periodic Reports

Chan eAlacazlne: Reporton_Teachina. 1976-- Price not listed. but en u re
for'free.copiea. e (NBW Tower,'New!Rochelle, New York 10801.).

These Reports which began appearing in 1976 offer dAScriptions of how'
'individual faculty members -in a varietyof diiciplines and at a wide range
of institutions actually teach and organize their undergraduate courses. The
focus is on the most innovative approaches thAt have been developed..
Report No. 3 "(January 1977) includes economics.' The individual reports
as-well as.the Editor's comments are informative and well-written. An
'excellent cumulative index accompanies each Report.

Develo- n- an .F Teach Committee on Institutional
.

Cooperation (CIC) of Big Ten.Univers ies. and the Univeris y of Chicago.
r

:Issued -annually.

This compendium provides brief reports on educational experiments and-.developments
in'the ditciplines and professional.schdols at these eleven major universities.
A. perusal of theSe reports indicates the wide, variety' -of instructional changes
which are being implemented.

Memo totAeE(123211-a. Center for Research on Learning and Teaching;
University of Michigan. Subscription -to four issues, $2.00.

Issued on a variable schedul.ei- the 6 -page Memo attemptsta.keep University of
Michigan teaching. staff -abreast of new instructional developments. Recent
issues-.have been devoted to the Evaluation of"teaching (1153), The Classroom
Scene: -Examples of Instructional Change (p54),. and Learning How to Learn
Independently (1155).
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ec 'interest to Teat- n: Assistan

Chase, John L.,

(Superintendent o documents, U

es: A Revie

U.S. Office of Education, 1970, O.

Coverrnment Printing Office, Washington, D.C.

Chase presents..in this small pamphlet a best available overview of the TA.

systeM. In addition to describin the origins d statipticalllmensions of the

system, the suthorreviewssevera recent proposa fdr reforming.and,strengthening

TA system. He 'also presents his conclusions as to what should be dale.

Nowles, Vincent etal., The Graduate Student Teacher American Council on

Education, 1968, .$2.00. ACE, One DuPont Circle,wWashington, D.C. 20036.Y

This is probably the only substantial monograph:Sddressing'itself to the

peculiar problems andjssues associated with Instruction by graduate studen

Thejeport, in addition to reviewing.exiiting research, presents a number, o

sample programs which show hoW various departments view the teaching roles ,

of graduate students and how they facilitate that role.

(The following space vided for additions to these readings.

42



(C-Color

DESCRIPTIO

APPENDIX III

RING INFORMATION FOR VIDEO T

B&W-BlEiCk and White. Price Information,Subject to Change.

0-

Described in This Ann:lax

Strategies in College Teaching:
Indiana University Series

41 Observing Teaching (C)
'#2 ,Leading-Dideudsions (C)
#3 Media in the: Classroom (C)

#4 Effective Grouping Techniques

Trigger Tapes For New Instructors

-#5 University of Michigan Teaching Fel ow

Lecturing

#6 Lecture on Lecturing:(B & W)
#7' The Price Elastidity of Demand (B. &'40

118- -Tips on Delivery (B & W)
,Preparing Your Section (B & W)

#10 Specific Delivery Skills: (B & W)

Attention Grabber for Large Lecture Section

#11 The $1,0 Bill (C and B

,Discussion Technique's

4,112 Discussion-and Instructionl Objectives

'113 4 DeMonstration Discussion of Adam Smith (B

Episodes (B & W)

Using the Case Approach

1114 -A Demonstration: Discussing-a Simple Case (B

1115 A Demonstration: ;Discussing a Policy Case (B

#16 Practice in Discuriping Cases: A. Simple .Case

Evaluation of Classroom Teaching

#17 Videotape Feedback for.Etonomics Instructors

Developtent of Teaching Skills
.0
#18 ,MicrOteachAng (B & W)

#19- Interpersonal Communication Skids W),

.Educational Innovation

1120 TIPS 4

Audio Tape -4 Adat Smith on Natural Price

42

W)
W)

& W)
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VIDEOTAPES

Ml of therapesdescribed below (except #1-#5, #11(C), and #17, for which

separate information is provided), can be obtained for purchase by apecOy-
.

ing the wither and title, type of tape wanted, and enclosing payment for

postpaid shipment. If users prefer, they can supply their, own tape and a

check for ..$15 to cover dubbing cost and return postage. All checks should

Wmade payable to Indiana University Center for Economic Education.

A40006

PrOfeimor Phillip Saunders
;Center for Economic Education, BH 913
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

Type of Tape CsItPolitp4id

1/2" EIAJ
reel to reel

3/4" U-matic
cassette

Less than
30 mins.

30 mins,.

or more

$20

$25

$35

$40

STRATEGIES IN COLLEGE TEACHING

Indiana University Series

These tapes are designed for use in any depament or school (the
tapes Are not subject:matter Specific ) to he plae 1 and teaching assistants

:make their teaching more effeCtive.

41' Observing Teathin
(Tape EVI171567A)

Color 50 minutes

Deacribes the processsof observing teaOhing;
, the pre-observation'

interview between the instructorand the observer, how, to observe what
happens. in the classroom, and how to conduct a folldwup_meeting between:
the instructor and theobserver. The procedure is discuased-and the_.
actual process,*sillustrated.. The tape stresses the importance of
listening, and detailed recording of observations on-thepart'of the
7observer. It stresses fuKther the need to avoid imposing a_particular
teaching-ttyle on an observed teacher and the importance ofeagaging
in a joint venture to discover the particular style of the observed
teacher. Thejapc ikvaluableboth for instructors whoSe:cla040s_are
to beNisited for an.oWervati00-6-taltiation and for faculty whose.ctask
it is to obSerVe tither instructors.

6

This tape complements the Minnesota tape, offering an` alternative
and in many ways a broader approach to observing' teaching.
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411r

eadin -Discustions. Color 50 minutes

(Tape"EVU-1568A)

Shows a discussion hetween two knowledgeablainstriktbrs about
olailt_discussions_and_illuatratesLaamaprohlems:which typically occur
in discussions by means of ,simulations and excerpts from actual
classroom discussions, plus comments-suggesting ways,of improving
classroom discussion. The tape begin, with a review of different uses
pUdiseussion, moves on to consider the various types of functions of
questions,, and concludes with fivesuggettiontfor making effective
Use Of discussion techniqUes in'teaching.

#3 liredia in the Classroom.

(Tape EVU-1569A

Color 50 tniriu e

Illustrates how to use various media mcdiscuasion classes a

in large le&ure classes. Included are overhead projectors, opaque

projectors, slide,projectora, copy machines, film projactorg, Video-

tape players, tape recorders, and records. The tape emphasiies how

each. type of media can enhance the learning of students and the

effectiveness of the teacher. Although tilt aPpliC "Otind:are for

English,compo-sition courses, numerous suggestions a, given abOut,

iow to use media in a variety of other courses.

4 ffective Grou `ieeiniques.
Tape EVU-1570A),

,-.

C.

Color 24 minutes

Shows- several ways Of haVitwstudents work in small groups in the
classroom to help achieve varioUsinstructional goals4 such as: ',JO
Setting the direction for a subsequent clans discutsighl,-(2) problem
solving, (3) brain-stormin,4) introducing students to a skill,
(5) applying skills already learned in class, (6) stimulating a
etbargit,,or ill-prepared class,-_ and (7) creating a classroom atmosphere

(-

es of these tapes #1-14 can be nbtained..for rental or for

'Ourdhase; l'Or purchase, initial inquiries should-go to gun Saunders

at.In4snatniversity 012/337-4050 wiloimay be able to pool orOcs.

'.oek,.that'you can obtain a substafttial diScount from the listed

purchase price.

Address .
Type of Tae Rental4Price Listed_ purchase

--price Postpaid

JR. L. Richardson 1/2" BIAJ

Audio Viaual.Center - reel to reel 33 $330

Student Services Bldg. 001
"3/4

,Indiana UniversitY
t-vatic

Bloomington, Indiana 47401
caStegtte.

plies to tape EVU-1570A only.

( 22)* $220



Unive rsity' of Michigan.

thching Fellow 'Trigger 'Tapes leek and-White 60 minimes
.

I' Presents short draMatizatiodef-a series Of situations which,
,foci on common problems sncounteredby new instructors in the

and in out -of- clads, dealingd with students: Each episode ie of
about 2-3 minutes duration and concludes with the narrator asking
"1.:,. ;And now,. whey` wdula.You dnr.-!.The tapes are highly useful in stim-
ulating viewers tom- discuss 4tetnatliVd Ways of dealing with the
poblems illustrated... The ePisokSer done effieCtivelrand.thqugh
.dealipg with, the teaching of psychology,,.(t, hetapes are equally useful
in economics.

The titles of the epigods are.

,TheMod
.Goals
Gtsaes
Picking.a Reading L
The Office Hwir
The CentraCt
On the Bins
Never at a Class
The Assignment
Ahere is One in Every

and Sodetithes Mc

Part

ea her Cot s PrOblgm- _

I Can't,Concentraie
All My- -Macbeth HAte Me
Phone Can
Snap Course

able for purchase Or rental.

ion: Center

ch Street
py- of Michigan

higan 48108

1/2" El
reel to .r

Cost- ost aid

$20 (rental)

(purchase)
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Lecture on Lecturin

433

Black and White 60 minute

Shows Phillip Saunders of Indiana University "lecturing" on

lecturing. The lecture vas presented to a-teecher training seminar at

the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee'inTall.1974. A verbal presen-

1r
tation of most f the material in Chapter 5, this tape offers, an

opportunity to ompare a lecture prefflentatfon and a written presenta-

tion of essentially the sam,etaierial. The first pirt'of this tape,

ill the lecturegiven before
(theloarticipants viewed the accompany-

ing tape on the price elasticity of deiand. Part II shows the dis-'

suasion of the elasticity, tape where. weaknesses in the; presentation

are pointed out and suggestions' Or improvement are offered.
- ..,

#7 An Introductor Classroom

on the Price Elasticity o

Black, and White, 45 .minutes

Shows Phillip Saunders deliver_ feeture on the price elasticity

,demand to his introductory economio):c4assOf360 students. This

ope is designed to accompany Chapter 5.ofthis Manual. It is not an

"ideal" model, but it can be used as the basis for analysis and sug-

gestions for improvement.

y31 Black and White 40. minutes

Shows Richard Caves of Harvard UnivOSity speaking to new Teaching

Fellows about how to be more effective in their roles as instructors

of elementary economics. Caves discusses a few important do's and

don't's, and adds some comments on integrating discussion into

the lecture.

#9 Pre.arin for Your Section. Black and White 50 minutes,

Shows videotape' clips from various tapes produded as part he

raining program for new Teaching Fellows at Harvard,University A:Pine

segment reveals?-the consequenEesf inade4Late preparatUfff another

shows two, micro-teaching situations; other segments shoW particUlar

teaching activities that are subs4quently diaepssed by participants

in the training program.('

#10 S ecific Delivery Skills. Black and White '50 minutes

Shows Kim Clark, an experienced Teaching Fellow ht Harvard

University, instructing nets Fellows on howto present material in a

class. He makes use of videotape (clips to facilitate the identifica

tion and discussion of particular types of skills of problels en-

countered in the classroom.
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ATTENTION GRABBER FOR'LARGE LECTURES.

#11 ( The $10 Bill.
Black and White mutes

Show_ John Kuhlman of the University of Missouri explaining and then

demonstrating his use'of attention grabbers, to gain_ student interest and

enhance their motivation. This presentation which occurred at an Economics

Teacher Training Program SumMer Workshop indicates_ hoW effectively a $10.00

bill can be used in explaining the role of money.

#11 (C) The $10 Bill. Color 8 minutes

Shows avideopresentation by John'Kuhiman of the University'bf MiSsoer
on the $10 Bill which he uses to introduce the subject of money to his

.elementary economics students.. While this is more professionally done -than

the black and white version, it does not contain Kuhlman's interesting,/
commentary before and after the demonstration.

Copies of the color tape are available fo'f purchase only. Please specify

itle and type of tape, and enclose paympnt.

Address

Don Mitchell
Academic Support
Center
505 E. Stewart Road
University of Missouri
Columbia, Missouri 65201

DISCUSSION TECHINIQUEIS

Type of Tape

1/2" ElAJ
reel to reel

3/4" U-matic

Cost-Postpaid

$50

$50

#1.2 Discussion and In- ructional Objertives. Black and White 60-minutes

Shows W. Lee Hansen of the University of Wisconsin-Madison mak-

ing a presentation on discussion to new instructors at the University

of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. The tape presents material which is not in-

cluded An Chapter 6 of this Manual. The first part of the tape ex-

plores the relationships among discussion, the various cognitive,

skills (outlined in Chapter 4 of this Manual), and the particular;y

cognitive skills emphasized in economics. The Second part invOIVes

the participants in an,attempt to show what, makes a several pre--

selected newspaper articles suitable for disFussion and what
particular cognitive skills are emphasized by these articles.

i!r .
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Shows W. Lee, Hansen of the University pf-.)414oensihMadison

the discussion approach by leading a practice discus-

Sion of Adam Smith's "Of the Natural and Market Price of Commodities."

(Chapter VII, BoOk-inf :IbeWealth of Nations) at the 1973 Summer

Workshop for the leacher Training Program.
This demonstration

followed his oral preSeiltation'Which was. quite similar to the material

in Chapter 6 of thli Manual. After theAemonstration the participants

raise various questicps about the demonstration, the discussion

approach, and the appropriateness of the approach in elementary

economics courses.

USING THE CASE PROACH

These tapes are intended to show faculty and teaching assistants how,

to' use the case approach in discussion sections of introductory economics

courses.Ihe case material is from Rendigs Fels and Robert G. Uhler, A

Casebook in Economics: Exercises in Thinking, West Publishing Company,

1976. Viewers of these tapes should have access to a copy of the Fels-

Uhler book.

#14 A Demonstration: Discussin- A Sims Case. "Black and White 60 minutes

(Tape 1, Part I)

#15,

g#16

Shows Rendigs Fels of Vanderbilt University leading the discussion of

a simple case by a small group of undergraduate students with no prior

economics training. The purpose of the tape was to help teaching assistants

see how the originals, of the approach used it in a real-life situation. The

case discussed is Case 1-1: "The World's Largest StoragelB ttery."

A Demonstration: Discuss in A Po ic-

Tape 2, Part

Black and White 60 minutes

Shows Rendigs Fels of Vanderbilt University subsequently with the

same group of students explaining his Standard Operating Procedure for

discussing policy cases and then applying the SOP to a policy case. The

case discussed,is Case "Information Please."

e in Discus_ n- Gases: A S

Tape 3, Part

BlaNc. and White 60 minutes

Shows W. Lee Hansen of the University of WiSconsin-Madison attempting

to follow Professor Fels' example in discussing Case-I-1, "The World's

Largest Storage Battery," at the 1st meeting of his discussion section

in Economics 101. This is followed by ademonstration on the same day of

the discussion of case 1-6, "Ticket Scalping."
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[EVALUATION OF CLASSROOM TEACHING]

#17 Videotape FeedbaCk_for Economic Instructors. COlor 30 minutes

Summarizes:and demonstrates the use of videotaping to review and
critique graduate student instructors of economics at the Economics
Department of the University of Minnesota. The reviewing process is
explained in detail in the monograph, A T-iirtin- S stem for G--duate
Student Instructors of Economics by Beck Lewis, Orvis, Riezman,
and Salemi (University of Minnesota, 197 The videotape is aimed

at two audiences, the critiquer and the person being critiqued. The

'feedback system is reviewed briefly an_ hen the various steps of the
videotaping and reviewing prodess are shwn. A demonstration of the
reviewing process with a simulated classroom situationincluding
preclass preparation, class videotaping, critiquer review, and the
graduate students and critiquer review of both tape and critiquer'
comments--concludes the tape

Copies of tape 17 are ava

enclose payment.
Ai

Add

table for purchase only. Please

Center for Economic Education
1169 Busipess Administration Bldg.
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

[;;;;LOPMENT OF TEACHING SKILLS

#18. Microteaching.

TypEofLEt

3/4" U-matic
cassette

Cost-Postpai_

S75

Black and White 60 minutes

Shows Nicholas Stayrook meeting with a small group of partici-
pants for a session on microteaching in economics at the 1973
Summer Workshop on the Teaching of College Economics at Indiana
University. After the purposes of microteaching have been out-
lined, the procedures disciissed, and the use of probing techniques
emphasized, a participant give a short lecture-discussion on
produ-ction functions. A critique of the session follows.
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#19 nter e'sonal Communication kills Black and White . 30 minute

Presents two simulated sessions ihyolving interpersonal

communication skills developed for use at the 1973 SumMer Workshop

on the Teaching of College Economics at Indiana University. The

first segment shows an instructor meeting with his class after

having returned an-exam on which the students did poorly;- it

captures the discussion that arises as students voice their

complaints to the instructor about the exam. The second segment

shows a teaching assistant conferring with the professor in

charge of the course on how to handle his next discussion section

meeting when he will return the exams on which the students have

done poorly. These two segments can also provide a starting

point for discussing a variety of other topics, such as grading,

instructional objectives, and course planning.

EDUCATIONAL INNOVATIONS

This tape has been made
Foundation.

#20 TIPS.

om a film financed by the ExXon Education

Black. Wh 10 minutes

Describes the Teaching Information Processing System (TIPS), an approach'
to individualizing instruction in large lecture courses, Allen C. Kelley of
Duke University developed TIPS and explains its use.

This presentation can be obtained in several different for%S.

(1) The Exxon Education Foundation has arranged for 16mm color prints of
the film to be loaned to colleges and universities at no charge through:

Address.

Film Scheduling Center
Modern Talking Pictures
2323 New Hyde Park Road
New Hyde Park, New York 11040.
Tel: . (516)- 488-38J0

This is listed as film
1131863, TIPS.

(2) -16mm color prints of the film may be purchased at cost. Anyone wishing

to do so should contact the Foundation.

Address

Exxon Education Foundation
111 West 49th Street
New York New York 11)020
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The Exxon Education Foundation has granted blanket permission
for anyone to make his own videotape copy of the film. This
may be done by obtaining the film on a free loan basis. (See
(1) above.)

(4) Those'without videdtape equipment may purchase a videotape of
the film from the Indiana University Center for Economic
Education by writing to Professor Phillip Saunders at the addtess
shown at the beginning of this appendix.

AUDIOTAPE

DISCUSSION TECHNIQUES

Adam Smith on "Natural Price". Audio 30 minuted

Reproduces a distusson of Adam Smith's "Of the Natural aftd Market

Price of Commodities" (Chapter VII, Book I of The Wealth -of =Nations) used

to illustrate the discussion techniques outlined in the Hansen paper on

discussion'techniques. This discussion took place in a graduatee0nomics

seminar on teaching, with graduate students as participants. The discussion

as well as the comments which followed illustrate the advantagesof:(he

discussion approach and indicate some of the problems encountered :in

the approach.

Copies of this audiotape are available for--purchase on, y.

by a copy of the Smith chapter;, a cluster of,queaCiortS prepared, for -.the

discussion, and suggestions for using the cape and -related materials.

Address

Instructional Media
Distribution Center

School of Education
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Type of Ta e

'cassette

Cost --Postpaid

$10,


